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About the Korea Economic 
Institute of America 

Located in Washington D.C., the Korea Economic Institute of America (KIi) is the nation's 

oldest nonprofit policy outreach and educational organization focused on p.,omoting 

economic, political, and security relations between the U.S. and Republic of Korea. KEI aims 

to broaden and deepen understanding am6_ng Al)'lerican po_licy lea_ders, opinici_n makers, 

and the public about developments in Korea and the value of the U.5.-Korea relationship. 

Since its founding in 1982, the Institute has orga_nized p_rograms across North Arn_erica and 

published research on a diverse range of issues, including U.5.-Korea trade and investments, 

the No:rth ~o_rea lluc_\ear prograni, all_iance issues, t_he role o.f Korean Ari1eri_c·a_ns iii U.S. 
politics, and

1 
China's growing role in the Asia-Pacific region. Through its publications, 

outreach programs, social media outlets, and website, KEI provides access to in-depth and 

current analyses aboutthe two Koreas and issues impacting U.5.-South Korea relations. 

KEl's signature.activities include_: 

• Publishing three celebrated annual volumes-On Korea, Joint U.5.-Korea 

Aca_demic Studies, and Korea's Economy-used by experis, leaders, and 

universities worldwide. 

• Bringing Korea experts arid gover~m·ent officials to colle·ges and civic groups 
across America to discuss timely events related to the Korean_ Peninsula and 

Northeast Asia. 

• Exploring conte·mporary issues-with Karea'n and American pol_i_cy, civic, ·arfd
cultural leaders through KE l's podcast, Korean 'Kontext. 

' • Engaging leaders acro_ss the country_ through the annual Ambassadors' Dialogue 

progra:m, in w_hich the Korean Am_bassad9r to the Unit_ed Stat_es and the U.S. 

Ambassador to South Korea emhark on a series of private and public outreach . . . 
p_rogra:ms throughout the U_n_ited Sta_tes o_n U.5.-Korea relations, 

• H_osting a pr·emier l_uncheOn progi,am e''(ery year on Korean American Day to 
recognize the contributions of the Korean American community to the U.5.-Korea 
allia·n_c_e and t9 honor pr,Oriiinent ~_orean Arryericans who have ex.celled i_n their 

field or career. 

For more inforr:nation abou_t th_ese programs and upcoming events at KEI, please visit our 
website, www.keia.org: 

l<EI is contractually affiliated with the Korea Institute far International Economic Policy (KIEP), _a public policy 

research institute located in Seoul and funded by the government of the Republic of Korea.,, 
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Preface 
At the Korea Economic Institute of America (KEI), we foster connections to advance United 

States-Republic of Korea ties. Through bringing together people with an intere~t in topics 

of importance to this relationship, KEI works to further mutu_al understanding between our 

~wo countries. Wit.h a Whirlwind of n·ew d_evelopm·ents in the regiOn, sharing id_eas nOW is 

of even greater importance. Our 20t8 Academic.Symposium, through which we endeavor 

t_o bridge the academic and policy co·rnmunities, contribut_es to un_derstan:ding cru:cial 

questions in the Asia-Pacifi~-

KEI held parts of our Academic Symposium at two conferences this year for the first time. 

We were pleased to return to the International Studies Association (ISA) annual conference 

for two panels in San Francisco, California. The confere_nce featured over 6,000 international 

affairs scholars from around the world with a wide range of research interests and regional 

specializations to_ present papers and hold discussions on contemporary issues. We were 

also pleased to contribute a panel presentation to the Association of Asian Studies (AAS) 

conference in Washington D.C., which included nearly 4,000 researchers from various 
' disciplines focusing on Asia throughout history. And, for the third year as part of our 

AcademicSymposium, KEI hosted a fourth panel in our own conference room. 

Markin·g seven years of collaboration, KEI again turned to the skil_ls and insights o_f Dr. Gilbert _ 

Rozman, the em·eriius Musgrave Professor of Sociology at Princeton University, to serve as 

the Editor-in-Chief for this Joint U.S. - Korea Academic Studies volume and as an advis_or to 

KEl's programs at the ISA and AAS conferences. This partnership has once more brought 

together an excellent group of scholars and practitioners. 

The experts in this volume have thoughtfully addressed themes that are pervasive 

throughout Asia and are timely for the U.S.-Korea alliance. South Korean President Moon 

Jae-in took office in May 2017 witti am_biti_ous plans for diplomatic initiatives, b·uuaced 

challenges from both home and abroad •in implementing them. How President Moon has 

· pursued his foreign policy options.so far is explored in the first section. As China looks 

ahead to playing i, larger role in region, the second section reminds us of how Beijing's past 

relationships on the Korean Peninsula pl:ay a pivotal role in fts outlook towards Seoul and 
Pyongyang. The penultimate section ex~mines how key regiorial stakeholders are seeking 

to advan·ce their trade inte·rests in the wake of U.S. PreSident Donald Tnimp's break with 

international economic policy norms. 1_r:i ·the final Section, the a_uthors attempt to make 

sense of North Korea's outreach in 2018 by each analyzing its possib,le strategies. 

Whether our connection with you is new or continuing, we hope you enjoy the 29th edition 

of the Joint U.S.-Korea Academic Studies volume. 

MarkTokola 
Acting President, Korea Economic Institute-of America 

luly2018 
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Introduction 
Du:Ci.ng his first yea_r as pre:sid_ent, Moon Ja_e-in fa_ced a challenging strategic environment 

and divergent advice .on how to manage it. He could cater to his progressive base and act 
in ac_cord with. his pol_itical lineage by renewing the Sunshine Policy toward North Korea. 

Alternatively, he could strive for consensus at home by reconciling the differences with 

conservatives in foreign policy. In diplomacy with the great powers, he also had important 

choices to make. He could double down on the. U.S. alliance or, going further, he could 

agree to trilateralism with Japan. Yet, he also could be tempted by the option of balancing 

dependence on the United States with a closer relationship with China. Impacting all of his 

choices was the question of how KimJong-un would focus in 2018, shifting from provocations 

aimed at military leverage to aiplomacy linked to his out.look on Moon's policies. In the 

following five chapters authors explore each of these options. This introduction reviews 

som:e of their findings and points t_o linkages among them as part of an overall• assessmen_t 

of how Moon has navigated among the_choices he was facing. 

The following chapters set forth the options that Moon Jae-in has before him. Chapter 1 

by David Straub seeks to grasp the appeal of a renewed Sunshine Policy to Moon, while 

spelling out the implications of taking that route, warning of a breach in trust with the 

United States if not a temporary welcome from Donald Trump eager for a Nobel Peace 
. , . 

Prize. Leif Eric-Easley's analysis in Chapter 2 assesses the prospects of Moon doubling down 

on the R0K alliance with the United States and argues that, so far, trust between allies has 

been sustained, including in 2018 as diplomacy intensified with summitry on the agenda. In 

Chapter] John Delury examines the domestic political e:nvirOriment, pointing to th·e impact 

of the Candlelight movement, which offers opportunities for Moon as well as constraints 

on policies he might adopt. Chung Jae Ho in Chapt_er4 explores S_ino-ROK relation·, and t_he 

prospects of Moon drawing closer to China w_ith consequences for relations with the United 

Stat.es. A fifth chapter by Sheila Smith focuses ,on Japan-ROK rela_tions, ne\l\lly strained by 

different approaches to diplomacy with Kim Jong-un. 'Each chapter views.Moon's policies 

and proclivities in the context of the dynamics 61 bilateral ties, while follciwing closely what . . ... r . . . ·. .. . .. 

has been_ happening to those ties during the tumultuous course of Moon's first year in 

office, notably in the firs.I third of 2018 as. dipl_omacy intensified. 
I 

David Straub, "Salvaging the Sunshine Policy" 
A couple of weeks before his election Mo.on fin.ally detailed his North Korea p_olicy, 

announcing that he would "inherit" the Sunshine Policy. This con_trasted with both the 

UN S_ecu_ri_ty Cou:ndl's focus on sa:n.ctions a_nd Donald Trump's fori:e_ful rhetoric. Revie\11/ing 
the Sunshine Policy-its practice was used by previous progressive governments-and 

t_he different approach of.the su_cceeding conservative a_dministrati_ons, Straub argue·s that 

Moon and many progressives continue to believe in the basic approach, everi though North 

Korea now has a nuclear weapons capability and may soon be.able to credibly threaten the 

United States homeland. He assesses how Moon, as president, has attempted to salvage 

the policy and how North Korea and other countries have responded, concluding with 

prospects for M_oon's North Korea policy a:nd recommendations_. 
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Kim Dae-jung's policy was based in part on the widespread progressive belief that both South 

and North Korea had been victims of the great powers, includin·g t.he United States, and 

that the North1s external security concerns were understandable if excessive. Progressives 
tended to be more critical of the U.S. role on thepenins_ula thari ccinsetvatives_. Ki_m Dae-jung 

"bribed" the communist leader and strengthened his.chances to win the Nobel Prize. Roh 

M.oo-hyun caUed his approach t.he "peace and prosperity policy," b.ut it was quite identical 

to Kim's Sunshine Policy. Kim Jong-if's response to Roh's pursuit of reconciliation wit_h the 

North ..,as confined largely to cooperating on two hard currency earners for the North

touring the Mount Kumgang area for a fee and expanding the Kaesong industrial park. 

Kim Jong-ii agreed to a visit by Roh to-Pyongyang only two months before the presidential 

election to influence the outcome. 

Lee Myung-bak too sought improved.relations.with Pyongyang, including a summit me.eting. 

with Kim Jong-ii. He dem·u:,red, ho\a/ever, when the N_orth Korea:ns i_n 2009 ~em.ande.d $10 
billion and half a million tons of food for a summit, giving Lee little political space to engage 

th:em. They als:o gave Park Geun-hye little leeway, c_oimni.tti.ng prnvocaticins from the 

beginning of her term. Motivated by frustration that Pyongyang was continuing its nuclear 

weapons push and feeling that Seoul haa to be consistent with the U.S.-led international 

campaign to press it to participate in good-faith negotiations, Park kept her distance before 

pushing back in 2016. 

Moon Jae-in was not only involved with most of the Roh administration's North Korea 

policy deliberations-and decisions, he identified with Roh personally. His continued support 

for the Sunshine Policy approach is evident in his personnel selections and when he 

moved quickly to realize the North's participation in the Olympics in January 20i8, taking 

extra:ordina:r.v meaS.ur~·s. The reaction t_o Mo·on's respO~~~ to the North ~a:re_ans ii:,clu_ded 
both widespread praise for reducing "tensions" to dismay that he was falling for yet another 

Phoi1y 11cha:rm o_ffensive11 just as the r·E!gi,riie ~as beginning to fe_el the bite Of in,c·reased 
international sanctions. The main opposition party called the Pyeongchang Games the 

"Pyongyang Olympics." 

Mike Pence's words and actions i_n connection with th·e G~mes dramatically underlined 

the gap in North Korea policies. Moon seeks a step-by-step, comprehensive approach to 
progress. The,Trllmp administration, in cOntra·st, believes that the reC:lsons for developing 

nuclear weapons incl.ude using nucl_ear b_lackma_il to strategically decouple the United S_tates 

and South Korea, then seeking to use strategic advantage as-a nuclear_power to reunify 

the peninsula on its O"'.lfn terms. S_ome seni.or U.S. officials believe that Pyongya_ng, unlike 

countries such as the Soviet Union and the PRC, might not be deterrable once it has a full

fiedged nuclea_r fori:e. Trnmp has declared that,he will not permit it to develop the capability 

of attacking the U.S. homeland with nuclear weapons.and is prepared to use a "military· 

option.''. In Moon's push to include North Korea in the Olympics and Trump's criticism that 

it was abusing the Games for propaganda, the gap between the two administrations was 

extraordinary, argues.Straub, and he warns that Moon is trying to revive the Sunshine Policy 

approach under difficult circums~ances .. North Korea is much' fa:rt.her along in having a 

deliverable nuclear weapons capa.bility. The United States and the international community 

are muc_h less inclined to give it the benefit of the doubt lnterna_tional sanctions constitute 

formidable barriers to a negotiated settlement as.long as Pyongyang wil'i not give up nuclear 

weapons. In South Korea too, there is greater skepticism. 
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Progressives tend to believe that the policy of Kim1and Roh would have worked had it not been 

for obstructionism of the George w. Bush administration and South Korean conservatives. 

They believe that the ·"hardline" policies of the Lee.and Park administrations were a failure. 

They saw Trump's 2017 policy as embodying their worst fears, of another Korean war or, 

at best, a "new cold war structure" forcing them to choose between the. United States 

and Japan, on the one hand, and the PRC, Russia,. and North Korea, on the other. Straub 

sees Washington and Seoul suffering from a deficit of mutual trust, which encourages Kim 

Jong-un that he will achieve his goals. It is unlikely that Trump or his successors will accept 

North Korea, ev~n tacitly, as.a legitimate nuclear Wea·p·ons State a·nd ease sanctions against 

it. Doing so, including in the form of some nuclear "freeze" on Pyongyang's part, would 

contribute to unravelling the U.S. s_trategic position in E_ast Asia and undermining the global 

nuclear nonproliferation regime. 

Unless North Korea is truly willing to fully denuclearize and to do so expeditiously, any 

general understanding reached between Trump and Kim ata planned June summit will not 

be sustained. Tru_mp might then return to his emphasis on a 11 mil_itary option." It is more 

likely, however, that the Trump administration will ultimately opt for a policy of enhanced 

deterrence and containment of North Kore'a's nuclear threat, something most experts in 

Washington seem to support. 

Leif-Eric Easley, "Doubling Down on the 
U.S.-South Korea Alliance: Olympics Diplomacy 

Did Not Breach Trust, but Trump-Moon 
Confidence is in Jeopardy" 

Easl_ey argues that the alliance is more effecti,ve at deteirin·g con_flict, re.assuring publics, 

and promoiing regional cooperation when trust is high, but that concerns have grown 

in South Korea and t_he Unite_d Sta_tes about _damaged trust Trump's campaig·n rhetoric 

questioned the terms and intrinsic value of the alliance; and Moon was the heir to a 
rec'or~ 6_f pro-en·gag·en:i_en_t µ·olicies tO\:Yard Ntjrth Ko.rea. Given the coritr"asJ ~ith Tru_riip's 
coercive diplomacy, the question surrounding Olympics diplomacy was whether· Moon's 

pro-e·ngagement Policies gh,'.e .sl)ac_e for Pyo_n@:yai:ig to dri"'.e a ~edge between Seoul and 

Washington. Yet, Easley finds, Seoul's efforts have not breached trust in the alliance despite 

sign·s of strain amidst the sp:Cing 2018 summ_itry. While changes in nationa_l leaders_hip a:r,ct 

domestic political preferences brought into question the bilateral trust the alliance needs 

to deter conflict, reassure publics, and promote region.al cooperation, trust between the 
two governments is allowing them to double down on the alliance, and Moon's shrewd 

diplomacy has increase·d space for South Korea's middle power role in Asia. 

Trump's campaign rhetoric questioned the terms and value of the alliance to an extent 

not seen sinc:e Ca:Cter's 1976 campaign. Then, Trnmp's coercive diplomacy contrasfed 1,11ith 

Moon's pro-engagement policies, perhaps allowing space for North Korea to cause a split 

between Seoul and Washington. Yet, Easley finds that Seoul's efforts did not undercut ties . 

in the alliance and that the allie:s aie not approaching a rupture despite st_rain unc"ertainty, 

given Moon's ambitions regarding Korean national identity and Trump's unconventional 
• 

alliance management style. 
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The speed and scale of inter-Korean engagement r?tlsed key questions for trust in the 

U,5.-ROK alliance. Sports and cultural diplomacy helped reopen channel_s of high-level. 

communication between Pyongyang and Seoul, and restarted working-level cooperation. 

Also, the Kim regime increased its acceptance of South Korea as a dialogue partner on 

security. Questions arose over whether the Moon administration is clear-eyed about the 

brutal nature of Kim's regime; whether Seoul values the strength of the alliance over conflict ' . 

avoidance; and whether it remains committed to international sanctions ·demanding North 

Korea's denuclearization. Yet, Seoul did not soft-pedal implementation of UN sanctions 

after the Winter Games, nor did it remove it_s unilat_eral sanctions known as the "May 24 

measures," or rush to restart the shuttered Kaesong Industrial Complex and Mt. Kumgang 

tourism proje"ct. Moon gave credit to Trump's pressure cam·paign for pushing North Korea 

into t~lks with.the South, and th~re was strong u:s. support of South Korea's strategy of 

ma~ir:,g the Olym·pic~ a suc·ce_ss. Coo"rd_inatio_n \:Vas v"e(y cloSe an security m_a~ers, and the 
U.S. Treasury Department gave inter-Korean engagement at the O_lympics a pass from 

sanctions enforcement, Easl_ey explain:s. llll_oon and his adv_isers knew that i_f they drastically 

improved relations with Kim Jong-un with no progress on denuclearization, trust between 
Seo_ul and Washingto_n would, be seriously damaged. Hence, they pushed for a spring of 

high-level shuttle diplomacy to engage North Korea multilaterally, as soon ensued. 

The two Koreas established a basis for conflict prevention and confidence building 

with steps that have significance in North Korean domestic politics, argued Easley. The 

Kim regime also seemed to temper some of its explicit and expected demands, at least 

t_emporarily. U.S.-ROK tru_st was actually high·er than m·any thought going into and coming 

out of the Winter Olympics, helping to make the spring of summits possible. The long-term 

co"nsequences of s_ummit djplo"macy are likely to hinge o"n the maint_enance of U.S.-ROK tru_st 

through a process of South Korean domestic political and national.identity change, and the 

Truni"p adrll.i_r:,iS_tra_tior:,'s lmC:Or:iveriti_rin_al ~ppfoac~ to sec·urity al_liance pol)cy. ~hile r:t:i·ar:,y 
in South Korea lack enthusiasm for uniffcation, given identity distance from ·North Korea 
and the expected financial costs, most ~ant peace and stability, an_d were moved by the 

emotional symbolism of the Olympics and Panmunjom summit. The Moon administration 

looks to build upon that sentiment by ¢nshrining inter-Korean engagement in domestic 

law, using taxpayer money to promote ihter-Korean exchanges, and expanding municipal 
involv.emen_t in.th_ose exchanges-after progressive candidates make advances in the summ_er 
local elections. 

Questions remain about the trajectory of South Korean and U.S. policy going forward. Even 

if policies do not change much, rhetoric based on emotions and political pandering ((aiher 
than on facts an_d national interests) can degrade perceptions in the other couri_try ab.out its · 

·ally and set off a downward spiral of trust. It is fine for Washington and Seoul to productively 

diffe:,entiate roles but staying on the same page is essential so that th_e effo_rts by one a_re 

not misconstrued as undermining the. efforts of the other. Eventually, sanctions relief and 

economic cooperation can accompany North Korean progress toward denuclearization. 

Rushed solutions and grand bargains risk unintended c_onseque·n_ces. The Moon government 

recognizes that South Korea has more to lose in terms of trust and. cooperation with the 

United States than it pres_ently has to gain with North Korea. It continues to double down 

on the alliance. But U.S. policymakers should avoid a situation where South Koreans blame 

America for a lost opportunity. · 
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John Delury, "The Candlelight Mandate and 
Moon Jae-in's Inter-Korean Dilemma" 

Th_e Candlelight movement that toppled Park is cri_tical to understanding the Moon 
government, including its foreign policy, argues John Delury, although the movement had 

little to do with foreign affairs. The protests relit the spirit of citizenship in South Korea, 
tapping into widespread revulsion against corrupt practices, vested interes_ts, and soci_al 
injustice. They represented a broad consensus a~ound the yearning for a fresh start, open 
a-nd transpar_ent government, and a Politic.al a·nd economic reset. Given the particip:arory 
nature of South Korean political culture, it would be foolish to adopt an elitist premise 
that the public factor can be ignored. Moon Jae-in openly affirms the critic:al importance 

of democratic legitimacy and public input in all aspects of governance, including foreign 
polic_y. Yet Moon faces a dilemma_. He entered the Bl_ue H_ouse with three foreign p_olicy 
ropes tied around his neck: the "comfort woman" deal impacting ties with Abe Shinzo, 
t_he Kaesong Industrial Compl_ex which clos_ed channels with Kim Jong--un, and the THAAD 
deployment on the basis of which ties were frayed with Xi Jinping. Park Geun-hye made 
these decisions abruptly, with little effort to prepare the public, and after her impeachment 

I . . , • 

Moon campaigned against all three. Vet, his electoral victory had little to do with 
foreign p_olicy, leaving him without a mandate. As he launches his_ own foreign policy, can 

he earn a mandate? 

Setting Moon's domestic mandate.dilemma in the context of the contradictory foreign policy 
legacy he inhe-rited, Delury finds.that Mo'ondmP,roved ties with Xi Jin-ping on the basis of the 

"three noes," stabilized ties with Abe by upholding the letter of the "comfort women" deal 

while rejecting the spi_rit of it a:n_d opened a chahnel 'Nith Kim Jong-un through the Olympic 
detente. Moon's foreign policy preferences-sustaining a robust alliance with the United 
S_t_ates, res_t_oririg a dose partnership with China, an_d all.owing a i,;o'rking relationship with 
Japan~are grounded_ in fairly strong domestic consensus-but in inter-Korean relations 
Moon faces a fragmented public. 

Looking back, Delury asserts; in late 2015-early 2016, Park abruptly reversed course, shifting 
to a conservative posture in foreign policy. The first reversal came with Japan when a deal 

was announced th.at purported to-be the "final and _irrevocable" resolution of the issue 
of wartime sexual enslavement. The backlash intensified as the Abe government insisted 
that Seoul prevent civic groups from putting up remembrance statues of "comfort women." 

. The second rev_ersal was triggered by North Ki,rea's fourth nuclear test in January 2016. 
Frustrated that Xi Jinping was unwilling to help, Park deployed the THAAD missile defense 
system. A majority of Koreans want a good relationship with Chin·a for economic reasons, 
and the THAAD spat reinforced the sense of economic vulnerability. The third reversal 
was that Park clos_ed the do_or to c'oop_eration with Pyongyang after three years of "trust

building." Kaesong's closure hkd a polarizing effect. Progressive advocates of engagement 
were outraged,'out a majority of the public approved. Before they could fully judge the new 

foreign policy, the Park presidency came crashing down. 

In his campaign, Moon strongly rejected Park's "comfort women" deal, yet he affirmed the 
importance of an open channel with Tokyo. His campaign criticized the THAAD deployment 

but stressed the importance of a strong alliance with Washington, along with a close 
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p_artnership with Beijing. He was critical of the· Kae~ong closure, promising to reopen and 

expand the complex as a "stepping stone of Korean reunification." Moon affirmed the 
importance of stopping the. North's nuclear progress through sanctions. He conveyed 
the image that the Candlelight coalition elected him to project-openness, transparency, 

justice, and reform.,Yet, the coalition did not articulate clear expectations on the central 
foreign policy questions-how to balance China's rise and the U.S. alliance, how to lift the 

· burden of the past with Japan, and how to handle North Korea. 

In U_.S.-North Ko"rean tensions, South Korea ,11as relegate_d t_o ·a tiy:S_tander. The U._S. de.bate 
over the merits of military action devalued the strategic and human significance of South 
Korea. The spiraling tensions between Trump and Kim created a severe political dilemma. 
Moon was trapped in the path of dependence created by Park's triple reversal; and he 
,11as hamstrung in interjecting Seoul into a meaningful role in the standoff between the 
United States and North Korea. Kim Jong-un was not making things· easier. When Trump 

visited Seoul, he inadvertently affirmed Moon's outreach to Beijing; ·it had not damaged 
U.S ties. Moon achieved his diplomatic goal of holding a constructive-summit with Xi; and 
there was no major backlash against either the "three noes" or the trip. He started 2018 

implementing something closer to his own foreign policy after Beijing had appeared to 
relent to the presence of a THAAD battery. In encouraging Abe to attend the Olympics, 
Moon made his intention clear to keep a channel open to Tokyo. 

The weaker sense of pan-Korean ethnic solidarity and diminished need to recti"fy division 
exa:cerb_at_e · iy,o:on's dileml'J_1_a i_n Win.nj_ng _you~.h Su_pport for i_nter-Korea/1 recor:,ciliatjon. 

Domestic issues take precedence over inter-Korean relations. Progressives who 
supp_ort dialogue do not want to detract from addressing so_cial injustice. Conservatives 
who take a hard line do not want to jeopardize economic growth. Almost no one wants to 
p_ay for reuni_fica_tion. 

M□-on'.s foreign policy preferences seem to lean toward revived linkages with North Korea, 
a close partnership with Chi~a, a strong' alliance with· the United States, and neutral ties 

I 
to Japan. Moon's preferences on managing tie_s t_o th·e United States, China, and Japan 
seem to conform to public sentiment. Reiaining the THAAD battery while promising "three 
noes" did not trigger a backl_ash. Nor did the "uphold the letter, reject the spirit" approach 
to the "comfort woman" deal. The hard part looks like it will be winning public support 

for improved inte·r-Korean relation·s. Moo"n needs to rethink the q·uestion of reunification 

as society moves from a pan-eth_nic to an ethno-civic concept of national ldentit\i, as the 

p·olitical definition of ethnic community narrows among many "yoling South Koreans to no 

longer include the North. 

Although Moon emerged from the success of the ·Panmunjom summit with sky-high 
approval ratings, it is worth anticipating the domestic political complexity of a peace and 

reconciliation apprnach_to inter-K_orean rela_tiori_s, if O:nly to mitigate their impact on progress 
with Pyongyang. Moon's key foreign policy preferences~sustaining a robust alliance 

with the United States, restoring a close partnership with _China, and allowing a working 

relationship with Japan-appear to be grounded in fairly strong domestic consensus. The 

challenging issue is likely to be in the sphere of inter-Korean relations. Here, Moon faces 

fragmented public sentiment. 
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Chung Jae Ho, "South Korea's Strategic 
Approach to China (or Lack of It)" 

The CPC Work Report on October 18, 2017 made three points clear as they related to China's 

ext_ernal strategy: 1) to be highly proactive, 2) to b·eco·me a nioderni_zed great power, and 

3) to lay down "Chinese ways" for others to emulate. The U.S. National Security Strategy -

on December 19th, defined China· as Amehca's rival a:nd rernmmerid_ed that !tie United 

States.do more to· promote American resilience and stand up to "revisionist" Chinese efforts 
to exp:and her in_fiuence. Chung Jae Ho finds th_at th_e "shadow o_f history" (i.e., lingering 

mem_ories of Chinese empires) seems bigger as China is poised to be America's hegemonic 

competitor. o·ue_ to its geographical proximity to an_d cultural similarities with China, as well 

as its strategic importance to both the United States and China, South Korea's tightrope

walking has been tighter than anyone else's. 

Ch Ung offers a briefove·rvieW of the co·mplex relationship.since diplomatic notm:aliz_ation in 
1992, outlines features of over-optimism during the first three years of Park's tenure, delves 

into the iss_ue of THAAD and how that s_hattered t_he Park-Xi honeymoon i_n 2016, offers 

a brief discussion on China's narrowly-focused sanctions during 2016-17, looks at Moon's 

first yeir, focUsing Ory envoy politicS, the "thfee-nOes co.n.t_rOversY," aryd l\'.1001:,'s stcite visit to 
China, and finally assesses critical factors in shaping Moon's policy toward China and where 

th_e r□-cim for mending and iniprovemerit lies. He recalls fou:, principal cris_es: 1) the "garlic 

battle" of 1999-2001; 2) the Koguryo-centered historiographical controversy of 2004;-3) the 

rift in 2010, when China one-sidedly defended'. North Korea, rendering Sino-ROK relations 

politicafly frozen for nearly two years; and 4) the worsening relationship since 2016 over 

the deploying ofTHAAD. These relations, he adds, have recently entered into a stage where 
, • I • • 

conflict resolution is more difficult due.to the third-party involvement as weHas to the hard-

security nature of the problem~. 

Chiria's "import offonsive," ~hich So_uth ~qre_a could not resist river the l_as_t thre_e decad_es 
has left the South vulnerable. China has becom~ much more important to South Korea while 

S_outh Korea's weight has been gradually di_luted in the eyes of Chi_na. When Park Geun

hye was elected, relations with China had reached their nadir: in the Lee administration 

revitaliiing the Korea-U.S. alliance.was the top foreign policy priority; and North Korea's -
two provocations in 2010 put relations in a very awkward situation. Yet, what went on in 

relati_ons.durin·g t_he first three yea:rs o_f the Park adm_inist_ration was an o:utcome of excess_ive 
politicization of foreign affairs management and of exaggeration of the individual leader's 

acrnmplishments, argues Ch_ung. Beijing sought a chance to d_rive a wedge between Seou_l 

and Washington, putting much effort into a charm offensive, as voices grew louder in Seoul, 

warning Park against moving too fast to c_onsolidate sec_urity ties wi_th China amid claims 
that bilateral relations were never better. _ 

_ The view that South Korea was increasingly tilting.toward China spread. Seoul's hesitation 

to join the U.5.-led negotiations for TPP was one indicator; its decision to join the China

initiated AIIB was another, as was Park's attendance at Beijing's V-Day commemoration 

in Septem9er 2_015. Beginning in early 2016, ho_wever; relatio_ns took a steep down_tum 

with the irreconcilable disagreement over deploying THAAD. Seoul overestimated the 

strategic bonds it was cultivating with Beijing in the midst of the excessive politicization 
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of state visits b"y Park and Xi an.d "trust diplo.macy." THAAD "1as interpreted by China as 
Washington's effort to consolidate trilateral defense cooperation. No high-level channels 

were working effec.tively bet"1een Seo.ul an.d Be.ijing to discuss such an intricate issue, and 
. Seoul's insistence on the "three-noes" (i.e., no request from the U.S., no consultation with 

Washington, an:d rio dedsion whatsoever regarding THAAD) from mid-2014 through early 
2016 took aw~y valuable time that could have been utilized for prudent diplomacy. They 

were an outright lie from China's viewpoint as Seoul was in fact discussing the issue with 
Washington while it was also a c~ntide:nce-discounting meas_ure in the eye_s of Ame:rica. 
Seoul was not able to hold on to what was within the conventional realm of sovereign 

decisions-protection of national security. It could riot execute a well-thought out plan 
of "flexible diplomacy" to somehow strike a balance between the ally (Washington) 
and the strategic cociperative p·artner (Beijing). N,or w.as Seo.ul capable of pressuring 
provocative Pyongyang by making use of the THAAD deployment. Worse yet, South Korea 

came to be viewed as a non-transparent oppcfrtunist by her ally as well as strategic partner, 
concludes Chung. 

The us: and China are in a stage of acute strategic competition in East Asia, asking regional 
· states the same exclusivity question "are you With us or against us?" China Was not g·oing 

to back off due to its preoccupation with "face," and lives of the American armed forces 
stationed ·in Korea were On the line. China's retaliat1::frY meas_u·res -~ere c_onc·e_ntrated 
mainly in the sectors where adverse impact on China would be minimal. Tighter inspection 
measures for Korea-imported c_o_smetic p"roducts was one e~~mp_le. Vi_rtu_ally no b_arrier was 
set up against the sectors-e.g., semi-conductors, displays, and other key intermediate 

gocids-that were crucial t.o Chi11:a's ediiicimy. In 2016, South Korea's tofal trade surplus "1ith 
China amounted to $37.4 billion. The export of semi-conductors accounted for 64.7 percent 
of that val_ue. S.anctions were applied mainly to the areas where governmental regulations 

were more convenient to be meted out or withdrawn-e:.g. the number of Chinese visitors 
to South Korea in January 2017 was 563,000 as opposed to 917,000 in July 2016: China's 
National Bureau ofTourism on March 2, ~017 instructed travel agencies that all group tours 
to South Korea be suspended after March 15th and only individual tourists who purchased 
tickets on line would be permitted to go. China's narrow-scope sanctions were painful from 
South Korea's perspective-particularly for those in tourism industries-but they were not 
as painful.as though se·oul had tO give in unconditio·nally. 

The Moon administration fourid itself in a similar situation to Park Geun-hye right after her 
inauguration, having to rebuild badly damaged relations with Beijing, but it was determined 
to improve (elations even if that meant making considerable concessions. The "October 31 
statement" was problematic in many aspects. The titles of the same statement are different, 
as the Korean one indu.d.es the word "improving" -i.e., more wishful thinking-while the 
Chinese one does not. This is not·a trivial factor as high doses of wishful ttiinking on the 

part of.South Korea were sustained for much of the administration's first year of dealing 

with China. A close reading of the statement suggests that the Chine.se posi_tion on THAAD 

is very specific and Bejjing's concerns are repeatedly emphasized. In stark contrast, the 
South Korean position-deployment is both n.ecessary and inevita_ble to cope livith North 

Korea's growing and imminent threat-is completely missing. Since the strategic situation 

is constantly changing (as North Korea's threat is), South Korea. should noi have. limited or 
precluded her own options that way. 
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The Chinese side had a toial_ly different thought: the October 31 statement was just a 

beginning and the whole problem had to be gradually dealt with until the complete 

withdrawal ofTHAAD. People's Daily referred to the October-31 statement as "South Korea's 

sincere accommodation of China's demand," Global Tim~s viewe:d it as a "mat_erializaticin 

of optimal results," a Hong Kong-based paper branded it as "China winning its war against 
THAAD without firing a shot." 

The Moon administration rushed to implement its grand design of improVing relations 

with China, setting up lllloo_n's state vis_it to China b_efore the end of the year, inviting Xi 

to the Winter O)ympic Games, and facilitating summits among world leaders to pave the 

road to peaceful_ res_olution of the North Korean problem. It was apparently "confident" in 

talking with two voices regarding the-October-31 statement. Toward China, the government 

brand_ed the October 31 statement as a "position" or "stance" (ipjang), while toward 

the U.S. Seoul designated it only as an "intenti'on" (euihyang) but not a commitm·ent or 

agreemen_t. A .S:even-n,onth journey of the new administration culmin,ated in a state visit to 
c·hina. Overall assessments, however, make one wonder if a State viSit-a~ Op-posed t9 a:n 
official or even a w_orking visit-was necessary. 

Ch_ung warns that "b_alan:ced dipl_omacy" end_ed up being mere sutures for damaged 

relations with the ally or neighbors. Related symptoms were-those of "talking too much too· 

fast." Lac_king clea:Cly d_efined nati_onal go_als and strategic roadmaps, diplomacy nevertheless 

had so many slogans such as "Northeast Asian balancer/' "New Asia Diplomacy," "Trust 

Diplomacy," and "No_rtheast Asian Peace-and Security Initiative" whi_ch no one really talks 

about any longer. The Moon administration's "New Northern and New·south-ern Diplomacy" 
may go dciwn that path. 

Chung sees an inadequate assessme·nt of t_he· strategic e_nvirqn:me~t.: 1) urid_eres_t(mating 
the level ofthreat posed by North Korea; 2) overestimating China's willingness to resolve 

the North Korean conundrum; and 3) undervaluing the necessi_ty of sustaining the alliance 

with the U.S. at this critical juncture. Confusi,ng responses to America's new concept of 

"Inda-Pacific" we_ll illustrate this. If the Moon g'overnment is indee_d frying to hedge against 

the U.S. and China, has it been successful or were diverse messages merely the debris of 

the lac_k of experience, coO:rd_ination, an·d s_tra_tegic thinking? This is the concluding concern 
raised by Chung. 

Sheila Smith, "The U.S.-Japan-ROK Trilateral: 
Better at Deterrence than Diplomacy? 

Only some weeks into the surprise.announcement that Trump will meet wit~ Kim Jong-un 
and just after Abe's rushed visit to meet Trump, the diplomatic geometry see·ms unhinged. It 

is hard to decipher the contours of what will be negotiations on more than denuclearization. 

Dip_lomacy_over N_orth Ko:re:a c_ould p:ut unprecedented strains on the trilateral U.S.-Japan

ROK framework Washington has been striving to establish with itS'two vital allies_ in East 

Asia and on each o_f the three pairings. This was apparent in_the nervousness visible in Japan 

over Moon Jae-in's first Winter Olympics contacts with Kim Jon·g-un's rep_re:sen_tatives and 

then the surprise decision by Trump to hold a summit with Kim. At the Trump-Abe summit 

d_ifferences did _not appear to be resolved, as many in Japan lost confidence in the special 

relationship between Abe and Trump. 
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Smith points to five challenges for the U.S.-ROK-Japan trilateral relationship. First, the 
military challenge, as Kim Jong-un has chaUeriged ·u.s. allies in As.ia wit.h h.is rising military 
capabilities, and Asia's geopolitics are suggesting a new context, one in which the trilateral 

rel.ationship among Seou.l, Tokyo, and Washington may pro~e: inade:quate to the task of 
managing the new dynamics of major power competition. But if conflict emerges, will close 

· ties be sustainable as Pyongyang approa:c.hes th.e abBity to effectively target the United 

States? Will America's allies be confident in the extended deterrent that has long allowed 
them t.o avoid the nucle.ar option themselves? This cha.llenge·has become more evident 
with the2017 military tensions, and talks in 2018 have raised, ~specially among Japanese, 
conCerr:i that "cc>_ordinati_on over it is now ~arder. 

Second, the diplomatic challenge, as the. diplomacy required to sustain Northeast Asia's 

peace is proving difficult for trilateral relations, Smith explains. As prior attempts to 
negotiate with Pyongyang have demonstrated, the United States, South Korea, an.d 
Japan each have different interests at stake. Moreover, _the domestic politics of sustaining 
diplomatic initiatives a·n"d offering co·mpromise n·eeded to reali_ie results a:re not in synch .. 
Tokyo worries about Seoul being too ready for compromise. Seoul worries about Tokyo's 
"remilitarization," .arid both in varying degrees worry t.hat wa:shi.ngton might either sacrifi.ce 
their security interests in an attempt to reach a deal or become too rigid.for compromise 
to emerge. Given the rapid progress in Pyongyang's develop,ment of ICBMs capable cif 
reaching cities across the United States, there is concern that Trump will prioritize ending 
this threa_t at a pric·e that will not only leave the threats to Japan and South Korea but' also 

· call into question U.S. commitment .to extended deterrence. 

There is far greater conCern a_bout China's role in a liegotiation, and far less confidence in 
U.-S. leadership of a negotiating process. Moreover, Kim Jong'-un seems far m·ore assertive 
in shaping th.e context for negotiations, The diplomacy that may be emerging over Kim 
Jong-un's arsenal will thus need to consider the broader cont~xt of Asia's rapidly evolving 
r:r,ilita_ry ba_lance. 

Third, the leadership challenge is mentioned by Smith, observing that all thre·e democracies 
have changed leaders multiple times in ihe two decades since Kim Jong-ii announced 

· his withdrawal from the NPT. Elections have brought new leaders to the fore, eac.h tim.e 
prompting a reset in North Korea policy. Even below the level of leaders, sustaining 
engagement requires keeping all three leaders committed to diplomacy and to a unified 
strategy for P.ursu_ing a common end game. Synchronizing this·takes considerable effort

and trust, The lack of a clear U.S. strategy makes formulating a trilateral.strategy for talks 
.with Pyongyang nearly impossible, Japanese see their prime minister's relationship with 
the U.S. president as weakened, and thus their confidence in the alliance somewhat shaken. 
This challenge has only intensified since the 2017 inaugurations. 

The most often cited challenge to effe~tive trilateral policy coordination hS:s been the 

difficult relationship between Seoul and Tokyo. Troubled recently by war memory politics, 
Se6ul and Tokyo have had difficulty overco_ming the raw sentiments that have emerged 

over South Korea's residual grievances over colonial and wartime behavior by Japanese. 

North Korea brings both Tokyo and Seoul together in military cooperation, and yet their 

diplomatic strategies could potentially divide them, warns Smi.th, South Korean sensi.tivity 

to having Japanese military on Korean soil continues to limit the full integration of alliance 
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planning and exercising. Keeping all three nations aligned as diplomacy takes its course. 

will be difficult; particularly in light of the unpredictability of U.S. policy, which is treated I . . . 
separately as the fifth of the serious challenges, 

Fifth on t_he list i_s the challenge of American u:npredictabi_lity under Trump. This has become 

all the more apparent in Trump's handling of the North Korean issue, agreeing spontaneously 

to a summit, surprising both Moon, wh_o had passed the idea along to Trump, and Abe, who 

was totally blindsided by the decision. Later, Trump did not bother to consult Abe, who had . 

met v.,ith h,im recently to ensure coordin.ation would take place, and Moon, who had barely 
left Trump's oval office, on a hurried decision to cancel the planned June 12th meeting in 

Singapore with Kim Jong-un. Yet, barely a day later, Trump appeared to have reconsidered, 

adding another surprise. 

The Singapore Statement and Trump's subsequent remarks brought further surprises, 

not least to Abe. UcS.-Japan relations have been shaken not only by failure to coordinate 

over North Korea but also by Trump's unilateral moves on trade and on G7 and alliance 

management. In mid-2018 the state of the alliance has abruptly b·ecome u·ncertain de.spite 

Abe's strenuous efforts to solidify it. With diplomacy over North Korea hard to predict and 

Trum·p hard to control, the alliance that Abe was so keen on lea.ving in the best shape ever 
has entered uncharted waters. 
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Shortly before his election as South Korea's president.in May 2017, candidate Moon Jae

in issued his most detailed N_orth Korea p_olicy statement. As president, he decla:Ced, ~e 

would "inherit" the engagement-based, inducements-oriented Sunshine Policy approach 

of Korea's only other prog'ressive pres_idents, Kim Dae-jung (1998-2003) and Roh Moo

hyun (2003-2008)1
. Moon judged the North Korea policies of his immediate predecessors 

·a failure; Presid_erits Lee Myurig-bak (2008-2013) a_nd Park Geun-hye (2013-2017), both 

conservatives, had disagreed with key aspects of the Sunshine Policy and suspended the 

major inter-Korean projects undertaken by Kim and Roh. Moon's emphasis on incentives 

to· Pyongyang contrasted with United Nations Security Gouncil resolutions adopted during 

the preceding decade; far from offering inducements, the UNSC had imposed increasingly 

stringent sanctions on the regime in response to its accelerating pursuit of a full-fledged 

nuclear weapons capability. Moon also struck quite a different tone than the. new Trump 

administration in Washington, which had o~ly re_cently concluded a North Korea p·olicy 

r'eview and characterized its approach as one of "maximum pressure and engagement." 2 

This chap_ter a:ssesses M_oon's North Korea pol.icy, its implementation during his iriitial year 

· in office, and its prospects under difficult circumstances. It begins by reviewing the Sunsryine 

Policy cim_cept, its practice by previous progressive governments, and the significantly 

·different approach of South Korea's succeeding conservative administration~. It then argues 
that Moon and many progressives continue to believe in the basic Sunshine Policy approach, 

even though, unlike when the policy was first formulated, North Korea now already has a 

limited nuclear weapons capability and may soon be able to credibly threaten the United 

States homeland with nuclear attack. It reviews how Moon, as president, has.attempted to 

salvage the policy and how North Korea and other concerned countries have responded. 

The chapter concludes by c_onsidering th·e prospects for Moon's North Korea pol.icy and 

offering recommendations to modify it to maximize the interests of both the ROK and the 

international community as a whole. 

A Review of the Suns'.hine Policy Concept 
and Practice 

The Sunshine. Policy Concept 

ft was Kim Dae-jungwho, in 1994, first used the term "Sunshine Policy" to refer to a particular 

approa:ch to dealing with the many and v_aried _probl_ems th.at North Korea was already 
posing, including its suspected pursuit of a nuclear weapons capability. Drawing on Aesop's 

fable of "The North Wind and the Sun," Kim argued t_hat reass_urance and suasion were 

the keys to changing Pyongyang's behavior and, ultimately, the system itself for the better. 

Pres.sure and sa·nctio'ns, on the other ha·nd, Would only res:ult in Ncirth Korea responding in 
kind (as the regime's propaganda machine itself had long vehemently asserted). 

As explained by Moon Chung,in, a South Korean academic and senior North Korea policy 

adviser to ai'I of South Korea's progressive presidents, including Moon Jae-in: 

Kim's Sunshine Policy ... was a strategic and holistic approach that aimed at 

genuine, long-term improvements in inter-Korean relations through the promotion 

of exchanges and co-operation, trust-building and peaceful co-exis_tence .... The 
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Sunshine Policy can be seen as a proactive policy to induce incremental a.nd 
voluntary changes in North Korea for peace, opening, and reforms through a 
patient pursuit of reconciliation, exchanges, and co-operation.'· 

Kim Dae-jung's Sunshine Policy 

Although Kim first used the term "Sunshine Policy" very shortly after the United States 
sign_ed the Agreed Framework with North Korea in Washington's first major diplomatic 
effort to prevent Pyorigyang from developing nuclear weapons, his basic thinking about 

North Korea had been formed long before. In 199_4 Kim was already seventy years old 
and had been active in politics for a full four decades. He had first run for p"resident in 
1971, very nearly defeating the incumbent president, strongman Park Chung-hee. Having 
entered South Korean politics at age 30 in 1954, the year after the Korean War, Kim could 

not but have been deeply interested and concerned about national divisi_on and relations 
with Pyongyang.• 

Kim's views of.North Korea were also shaped in part by his outsider status. He was not from 
the elite and did not attend college. He was the favorite son of southwestern Honam; the 

region's residents felt alienated from the government of Park Chung-hee (1961-1979), who 
hailed from the rival southeastern Yeongnam region. Throughout Kim's career, he belonged 

. to a political-camp that suffered serious oppression and that n~ver held ·the country's 

presidency until Kim's own election in 1997. It _is ihus not particularly surprising that he 
inherited and further developed a different persp·ective on North Korea and related iss_ues 
than that of most members of the country's longtime conservative establishment. 

Ju_st as much of U.S. politics and poli_cy even today can be traced back to divisions and 
debates from the Civil War and even earlier, South Korea's politics al,o continue to be 

p"rofoundly shaped by ifs modern history.' Korea experienced violent ideological and 
' institutional differences as the country'~ leaders considered how to deal with the entry 

o_f western powers into Eas_t Asia and )apan's related ris_e from about 1870. Different 
Korean factions supported alignment 'itith different foreign powers to preserve their 
country's independence. Japan's forcefulrolonization of the country beginning in 1905 was 
enormously traumatic, forever politically tainting those Koreans who "collaborated" with 
the Japanese in the run-up to and during its forty-year rule. The South Korean opposition, 

of which Kim Dae-jung was a leader from the 1960s until his death in 2009, sought to.tar the 
ru_ling es(ablishm:ent with the collaborationist brush, and did so with considerable success. 

Even more relevant to the current differences over North Korea between South Korean 
conservatives and progressives was the Korean polity's response to the division of the 
peninsula in 1945. Progressives were socialistically inclined and vigorously opposed the·U.S. 
project to set up a separate Korean government in the south, fearing no_t only the permanent 
division of the country but.also the likelihood of continuing conservative rule there. Kim 11-

sung's Soviet-backed invasion of the.South in 1950 to reunify the country caused enormous 

losses in lives and pmperty. While most South Koreans b:ecame b_itt_erly anti-c:C,mmu_nis_t 

and anti-North_ Korean as a result, many opposition thought leaders privately blamed the 
U_nited States and South Korean conservatives in part for the realization of their worst 

fears-permanent division, civil war, and end_uring auth~ritarian conservative rule in the 
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So_uth. 6 Whil_e s.up·preSs_ed during the succeeding.decades of authoritarian rule; this strand 

of thinking did not die out. It fo~nd new expression when the progre~sives, in the person of 
K_im Dae-jung, first captured the Blue House in the election of 19.97. 

As ·soon as Kim Dae-jung was inaugurated, he made it clear that his policy toward N_orth 

Korea would be very different from those of his conservative predecessors. He disavowed 

any desire fOr unification by fore_~, o·r even a~sorptiori, a:s ha'd occurr~d just seven yea:rs 
earlier in Germany. He would seek to engage Pyongyang in many different ways, including 

politically, economically, and c_ulturally, an.d he was willing to s_ub·stantially aid the regime 

ecoromically and otherwise under the rubric of "cooperation." 

Ki.m's policy was ba:sed in part on the widespiead progressive belief that bo_th South arid 

North Korea had been victims of the great powers, including the United States, and that 

th_e N.orth's e~(errial ~.ecufity c:Onc·efrls ~ere un_derStandabJe if e~Cessive. Progress(ves 
also tended to be more skeptical and critical of the U.S. role on the Korean Peninsula than 

conservatives. And whil_e _progressives had made democratization of the South their own 
main mission, they avoided criticism of the political and h_uman rights situation in the North 

on the grounds t_hat such a focus would not improve the situation and wou_ld only make 

the regime feel more threatened. Kim would therefore seek to do as much as possible to 

reassure Pyongyang, directly and, to the extent possible,_ through the United States and 

others, that its cooperation in a step-by-step approach of engagement would not threaten 

the regime byt would benefit it and t_he country as a whole. in many ways. 

Nevertheless, Kim J_ong-il did not resp·ond positively until two and one-half years later, 

when, in mid-June 20·00, he received Kim Dae-jung in Pyongyang in the first-ever meeting of 

the two ·countries' sup'reme leaders. The res_ulting S_outh-North Joint Decla:Cation consisted 

of five points, statements of principle and mostly vague promises to engage in various kinds 

of dialogue and humanitaria·n, econo)liic, and 6th er form·s Of coo"pera~O:n_. 7 In the {oll_o~i,ng 

months, a number of dialogues were in fact held but no fundamental progress was made 
in inter~Korean relatio·ns. 

By the end of the year 2000, Pyongyang was already beginning to slow down and halt 

cooperation with the South, blaming the .advent of a "hostile" administration in the 

United States. It-never clearly explained why the inauguration of the Bush administration 

req·uired it fo fcire·go cooperation with Seoul, a_lthough its pfopagan_da suggested that Seoul 

was Washington's puppet and thus could not be a serious engagement partner when 

Washingt_on was taking a critical approa_ch towa:Cd Py6ngyang. 

In retrospect, it seems clear that Kim Jong-ii never intended to cooperate nearly as much 

with Seoul ·as Kim Da_e-jung p_ublicly suggeste·d.' Kim Dae-jung's sometimes over-the-top 

rhetoric-for example, on his return to Seoul from Pyongyang, he declared there would 

b_e "no mo.re war" on th_e peninsula-seems to have been hortatory in regard to Kim.Jong

ii as well as the product of his own wishful thinking and domestic political calculation. 

Most tellingly, after Kim Dae-jung won the Nobel Peace Prize in 2000 in part for achieving 

the sum·mit meeting, a special investigation au_th_orized by t_he S_outh Korean parlia_ment 

revealed that his_ administration had provided half a billion dollars in cash to Pyongyang 
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immediately be'fore the summit. Not surprisingly, the revelation resulted in what New York 
Tim.es characterized in its obituary of Kini as "opp_ositi6n accusations that he had 'b.ri_bed' 
thetommunist leader and [thereby] strengthened his chances to win the peace prize."' 

Roh Moo-hyun's·Sunshine Policy 

Although the-October 2002 revelation that the North Koreans had been cheating on the 

Agreed Framework with the United States by pursuing the capacity to produce highly 

enriched uranium to make nuclear weapons further eroded the Sunshine Policy's credibility 

in South Korea and abroad, Kim Dae-jung's successor, Roh Moo-hyun, remained a staunch 

advocate. To put.his own brand on it while al_so denying critics a too-easy target, Roh calle_d 

his approach the "peace and prosperity policy," but in all major respects it was identical to 

Kim's Sunshine Policy." A review of Roh's North Korea policy is especially relevant to that 

of Moon, because of the lifelong close personal and political relationship between them, 

which will be discusse·d later. 

Like Kim Dae-jung, but even more sO, Roh was an outsider. His family was too poor for 
him to attend college, so he s_tudied cin his ci\lin t_o pass the bar exam. As a lawy·er, he 

became involved in defending members of the activist movement against the authoritarian 
government of the ti_me. Virtu_ally his entire ad_ult life before becomij1g p_resident was spent 

in the "movement" and as an opposition politician. He never learned English and, until 

b_ecoming pr,esident, had never visited the United States. (He had very briefly visited three 

foreign countries in his entire life up to then.) It was only natural, by dint of both personal 

experience and political affiliation, that he would s_taunchly support Kim's Sunshine Policy. 

Nevertheless, Kim Jong-il's response to Roh's pursuit of reconciliation with the North was 

confin,ed largely to cooperating on two of Kim Dae-jung's signature projects, both hard 

currency earners·for the North. Kim Jong-ii continued to allow South Ko"reans to tour the 

scenic Mount Kumgang area in North Korea for a_ fee, and he cooperated in the opening 

and expansion of the Kaesong industrial park in the North, where South Korean businesses 

employed North Korean factory labor at.low cost. As for the rest, the North Koreans used 

. the excuse that a hostile U.S. policy made it fruitless to engage with what the regime 

regarded as a not fully sovereign South. 

_Thus, it was not until October 2007 that Kim Jong,il finally ag"reed t_o a visit by Roh to 
. Pyongyang for their only meeting. The summittook place only two months before the South 

Korean presidential election, resulting in opposition charges in South Korea and.widespread 

suspicion that both Kim and Roh were.se,;king to influence the outcome in their favor. Even 

though North Korea had tested its first nuclear device the year earlier despi_te having agreed 

in principle at the Six-Party Talks in Beijing to give up its nuclear weapons program, the 
only reference to the problem in the joint declaration was a pledge to "work together to 

implement smoothly the [already violated] September 19, 2005 Joint Statement and the 

February 13, 2007 Agreement achieved at the Six-Party Talks." This second joint declaration 

was considerably more detailed than the June 2000 inter-Korean agreement but at the cost 

of incorporating what were, for many South Koreans, highly controversial provisions, such 

as establishing a joint fishing area in the disputed West-Sea [Ye_llow Sea) area." 
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Lee Myu_ng-b_ak's North l<:o_rea Pol_icy 

In the presidential election of D_ecember 19, 2007, the conservative candid_ate, LeeMyu:ng

bak, won by a margin of nearly two to one over his progressive opponent. (Voters were 

motivated p:,imarily tiy concerns about th:e economy rather than by objections to the · 

progressive candidate's support for the Sunshine Policy). 12 As a candidate, Lee did not 

launch an all-out offensive cin the Sunsh_ine Policy but seems to. have tried to give voters the 

impression that his views about North Korea were not really "conservative." As president, 

Lee too sought improved relations with Pyongyang, including a summit meeting with Kim 

Jong-ii. He demurred, however, when the North Koreans in 2009 demanded teri billion 

dollars and half a million tons of food for a summit." 

Even had the North Koreans n·ot ta_ken their "pay to play" p_osi_ti_on, they never gave Lee 

much political space to engage them. In .Lee's first year in office; a North Korean guard 

shot a:n_d killed a South Korean tourist 1'1ho strayed from ·the au_th_orized pa_th at the Mount 

Kumgang resort. In response, Lee stopped South Korean tours there while demanding that 

Pyongyang allow a joint investigation, offer an apology, and take m.easures to prevent a 

recurrence. ·North Korea was unwilling to do -so, and the tOurs never resumed. In 2009, 

North Korea tested its second nuclear device and, in 2013, just before Lee stepped down, 

its third; it also co·nducted numerous rocket and mi_ssile tests d_uring Lee'sterm in office. On 

March 26, 2010, in what was apparently a sneak torpedo attack, the North Koreans sank a 

South Korean navy vessel, Cheorian, killing for)y-six seamen. It prompted Lee t_o issue t_he 

"May 24 measures," unilateral sanctions against North Korea that suspended. most forms 

of inter-Kore_an e.xchange, including economi_c ~cioperatiori. At the end of the sa_me year, in 

an act unprecedented since the Korean.War, the North Koreans launched an unprovoked 

artillery attack o_n a Sout.h Korean is_land, Yeonpyeong, killing four pe_ople. Still, not o_nly did 

Lee not shutter the Kaesong industrial park, he even allowed its expansion. 

Park Geu_n-hye's North Kore_a Policy 

On December 19, ·2012, another conservative, _Park Geun-hye, the daughter of Park Chung

hee, won the presidential election to succeed Lee, but by a margin of only 51.6 percent 

to 48 percent. Her progressive opp6nent was Moon Jae-in, the current preside:nt. Despite 

North Korea's nuclear and missile tests, Moon campaigned for a resumption of the Sunshine 

Policy. Even Park Geun-hye expressed support during the campaign for what she c_alled a 
more "balanced," i.e. less conservative, policy toward North Korea than Lee had pursued." 

But as with Lee, the North Koreans gave Park little leeway to pursue engagement, as they 

committed a number of provocations from the beginning of her term in office. 

Park was inaugurated shortly after the UN Secu"rity Council had passed yet another 
resolution sanctioning Pyo·ngyang for a rocket launch at the end of the preceding year, to 

which the North Koreans responded by announcing a_nother nuclear test and long-ran·ge 

missile launch and declaring the United States to be their primary target. North Korea did 

in fact cO:n_duct a nuclear test o:n _February 12, 2013, its third, just t1'1o weeks b_efore Park's 

inauguration. Two months later, Pyongyang manufactured a crisis over an annual U.S.

South Korean military exercise and, on April 8, ordered all its workers to leave the Kaesong 

industrial park. Park held firm and Pyongyang finally returned the workers to Kaesong on 

September 16, 2013. 
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Under Kfm Jong-un's rule sine~ his father· Kim Jong-il's death in Decembe·r 2011, North 

Korea continued to accelerate its nuclea.r and missile testing. The North conducted its 

fourth nuclear test-it claimed it was a hydrogen bomb-,-and another rocket launch in 

· the first five weeks of the year 2016. On February 10, 2016, Park responded by ordering a 

halt to Kaesong operations and the withdrawal of So.uth Korean personnel. Sh.e was clearly 

motivated by tier frustration that North Korea was continuing.to develop a nuclear weapons 

capability and apparently felt t.hat South Korea had t_o take such steps to be c.onsistent · 

with the U.S.-led international campaign to press North Korea to participate in good-faith 

· denudear(z_a_ti_on ne·gotial)ons. The Kaesong indl:l_s~_rial·park rema(l1s clos.ed, and expe_rts 
believe it could not be reopened without violating UN Security Council sanctions that have 

b_een pa:ssed in the mea.ntime. 

President Moon and the Return of the 
Sunshine Policy 

After having barely lost to Park Geun-hye in the 2012 presidential election, Moon Jae-in 

succeeded her as president on May 10, 2017, after sh·e wa:s impeached and even.tu.ally 

removed from office on corruption and other charges. The charges against Park and the 

wi.despread perception that she was arrogant and uncommunicative, especially in light of 

her handling of the Seweol ferry sinking that cost the lives of 304 people-mostly students 

from a single high school-resulted in a massive loss in public support not only for Park but 

also for her conservative ruling party. Her party, already riven by warring factions associated 

with her and former president Lee Myung-bak, formally split before the election. With a 

third major candidate (the centrist in·dep.endent Ahn Cheol-soo) running, Moon decisively 

defeated conservative candidate Hong Jun-pyo, by a margin of 41 percent to 24 percent. 

Moon Jae-in's Support for the Sunshine Policy 

As in most South Korean pres.idential elections, the debate over North Korea.policy played 

a relatively ~mall part in the campa_ign. Moon's victory was primarily due to his being seen 

as the "anti-Park" candidate, especially in terms of being communicative and having the 

common touch. Actually, throughout Park's term, she had mostly benefitted in the public 
opinion polls when she took "firm'' m·easures ag_ainst N6rth Korean prOvocatiOns, includin·g 

her handling of th.e Kaesong industrial park. In the 2017 campaign, it was conservative 

candidates who went on the offensive against Moon's North Korea policy, suggesting, in 

effect, tha.t he remained a S_uns_hine Policy ·supporter. Moon deflected such criticism but 
without either renouncing or prominently reaffirming the Sunshine Policy. It was only 

a co_uple of weeks before the election, wh.en i.t 1111as a_lready clear th.at r,,i.oon would win 
in a landslide, that he finally detailed his North Korea policy .by releasing the statement 

mentioned at the beginni.ng of th_is chapter. 15 

As with Roh Moo-hyun, it should not be surprising that Moon was and remains an adherent 

of the Sunshine Policy toward North Korea. Moon was also an outsider. He came from a poor 

family; his anti-Park Chung-hee a.ctivis.m resulted in his expulsio:n from universi.ty a:ndjailing; 

· later he was a topfaw student but was unable to become a prosecutor or judge because of 

his coHege. activism; and he eventually became a human rights lawyer and partnered with 
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Roh Moo-hyun. Like Roh, Moon does not speak English, and before be"coming president_ h:e 

had apparently only visited the United States twice and then very briefly. When Roh ran 

for president, Moon served as his cam_paign m_a·n~ger. Thrqugho-ut Roh's terry, as president, 

Moon served him in senior posts in the Blue House, includi_ng as Roh's final chief of staff. 

Shortly aft_er Roh step·ped dow_n as president, prosecutors began inl(estigating him on 

corrupti_on charges. In apparent agony, Roh responded by committing suicide. This 

traumatized his circle and embittered. many of them against the administration of Lee 

Myung-bak, whom they blamed for an investigation they felt was an act of political revenge. 

By all accounts, Moon too was deeply affected by the tragedy. Moon oversaw Roh's funeral 

and made arrangements for his private affairs. His longtime asso"ciation with Roh,_ his 

visibility during the nation's period of mourning, and his evident intelligence and poise 

made him the.progressive camp's presumptiv·e next p_residential candid_a_te. Moon ilias thus 

involved not only with most of the Roh administration's North Korea policy deliberations, 

decisions, and activities, he also identified with Roh personally. 

Like the North Korea policy platforms of the successful conservative candidates for 

presidents in 2007 and 2012, progressive candidate- Moon's North Korea policy statement 

of May 19, 2017, sought to appeal n·ot only to his base but also to moderate voters. Thus, he 

characterized his policy as "a completely new plan" while in fact including many reassuringly 

traditional element_s, suc_h as a-strong defense, full su·pport for the alliance with the Uni_ted 

States, and top priority on stopping Pyongyang's nuclear and missile programs. 

Reflecting his support for a Sunshine Policy approach, however, Moon began his policy 

statement by blasting conservative forces in South Korea as respo"nsible that " ... [inter

Korean] animosity has grown, and 'unification' is turning into something that is only 

troublesome [to South Koreans]." He decried both South and North Korea for blami_ng 

each other. "Neither peace nor prosperity can be assured this way," he exclaimed. Instead, 

"inheriting the Sunshine Policy [of Kim Dae-jung] anct"the engagement pol_i_cy [of Ro_h Moo

hyun) towards North Korea ... we will strategicaliy push North Korea towards change." Under 

his administration, things such as the closu:re bf the Kaesong Industrial C_omplex iliould_ be 

"preventable." More broadly speaking, Moon said he would make "economic unification" a 

top goa_l, "so that b_oth the South and the North can prosper." . 

Moon's statement continued that "instead of urging that 'Pyongyang should act first,'-" his 

admini.strapon wo_uld take t_he le.ad t_o bring a_bo"Ut "sinil.lltan_eous actiOns frol'.D Pyongya_ng, 

Washington and other parties concerned.'1 
• He a[so· called for the Nati9nal As:Sembly to 

tran"s~orm previous in~e"r•K~rean agreements, inclu_d_in·~, R_ch's ccr:,~rcv_ersi_al OC:tc_ber 4 

Declaration agreements with Kim Jong-ii, into domestic law, "so [that] we can establish 
lasting inter-Kore·an p·alicies tha~ do not swing ba"ck and forth ~ith chan·ges cf g0ver·nmenl" 

Regarding the U.S. alliance, too, Moon reverted to Roh. administration policy, declaring 

that "nothing is more dangerous than letting others decide our fate" and that " ... wartime 

Operational Control (OPCON) [of South Korean forces] will be transferred to South Korea 

in early stages." (Currently, the top U.S. general in Korea would have operational control 

over both U.S. and South Korean forces in the event of war.) The statement also lays out 

measures to strengthen South Korea's own "independent" military capabilities. 
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Released just before the presidential election and as the nation was consumed by Park's 

impe_achment, c_andid_ate Moon's N_orth Korea poli_cy statement received relatively little 

attention at home or abroad, even though, as the Korean reporter who did a report and 

summary translation commented at the time: 

... the statement confirms what many believed would be the approach of a f_ut_ure 

President Moon Jae-in: an unapologetic return to the "Sunshine Era" policies of the 

early 2000s. His team c_alls it a_ ''.bold" blu_eprint, and, if en_a'cted, it's.certain t_o cause 

friction between Seoul and the Trump Administration, particularly in its proposals for 

a Sout_h K_o_rean defense poli_cy ;.ihich disfances itself from the U.S." 

Although a campaign platform! Moon's May 19-statement remains worthy of attention. As 

president, Moon has continued to use much of its rhetoric and, indeed, has acted largely in 

accordance with it. For example, it said t_ha_t Moon would ind_uce Washingt_on to "i'!"prove 

its relations with Pyongyang and bring Pyongyang to the negotiation table." The statement 

even anticipat_e·d th_e role that th:e 2018 Pyeongcha:ng Wint.er Olympics would play in 

dealing with the North Korea problem: "We will support [both] the North Korean team'.s 

participation a:n:d [a] joint [North-South] cheering squad .... " 

Moon's continuing support for the Sunshine Policy approach is also evident in his 

personnel selections. He has filled key posts with people who played major roles in the Roh 

administration's· North Korea and security policies. 17 

• As director of the National Intelligence Service (NIS)_, Moon chose Suh Hoon. 

Otlring the Roh admini_stration, Su_h was N_IS's N_orth Korea strategist. He \Alas heavily 

involved in preparations for both the Kim Dae-jung and Roh Moo-hyun summits 

with Kim Jong-ii. (In addition to being the Korean government's main source of 

expertise on North Korea, NIShas also frequently engaged in covert contacts.and 

negotiations with the Pyongyang regime over the decades at the direction of.South 

Korea's presidents.) 

• Moon named Cho Myoung-gy_un.as his minis_ter of unification. Cho served in Roh 

Moo-hyun's Blue House from 2006_ tci 2oo·s as secretary for unification, foreign 

a_ffairs, an:d s_ecu:City pol_icies. There, he worked with S_uh Hocin to prepare Ro h's 
SUIJ'lll,l_it with Kim Jong-ii. As a career unification ministry official, Cho headed the 

gove·rn·ment's Kaesong Industrial Complex Suppo·rt Agency. At his c·onfirmation 

hearings in June 2017, Cho declared, "The industrial complex·should be re-opened ... 

When the 6ppOrt1inity c6mes." 18 

• Moon selected Suh Choo Suk as Vice Ministe_r of National Defense. As Roh Moo

hyun's senior secretary for security policy, Sun was, as one South_ Korean expert has 

put it, "responsible for a more independent defense policy from the US." 

• Moon also appo_int_ed Lee Sang Ch"tll, ;.iho h_as participated in talks_ with 

North Korea since 1991, as the first vice chief of the Blue House's national 

security o_ffice. 19 
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Two other Moon _appointr:nents warrant particular attention in regard to his North 

Kor~a policy. 

·• As his special aide for foreign affairs and n·ationa_l security, an a_dvisory position, 

Moon named Moon Chung-in, who played.similar roles for both presidents Kim 

Dae-jung and Roh Moo-hyun. An acadern_ic, Moon is a prolific and outspoken 

advocate of the Sunshine Policy. In 2012, he published an entire book in defense 

. of th_e poJicy, even though by that time North Korea had already conducted two 

nuclear tests and numerous rocket and missile tests in violation of UNSG resolutions 

and the regime's own p_ledges at the Six- Party Talks in Beijing." Moon Chung-in 

frequently launches what appear to be trial balloons consiste-nt with a Sunshine 

Policy approach, such as suggesting limits on U.S.-ROK military exercises. Most 

recently, he wrote that it would be difficult to justify th·e continued presen·ce of U_.5. 

military forces in Korea if, as President Moon aims to achieve, North Korea signs 

a peace treaty with the South and the United S_t_at_es," When critidzed, Profes:Scir 

Moon typically responds that he was speaking in his capacity as an academic, not 

as th·e pre:sident's adviser. In the case of his statement about USFK, the B_lue House 

publicly cautioned him but ignored conservatives' calls that he be dismissed. While 

observers debate the extent of l',,1oon's i~_fluence with the president, one report 

noted that he was the last person to advise the.president before his departure for 
' his first su_mmit meeting with Trump. 

· • As his chief of staff, Moon Jae-in selected Im Jong-seek, a former top student activist 

leader who was involved in the controversial illegal dispat_ch of a Sou.th Korean 

student to North Korea in 1989. Im also managed Moon's presidential campaign. 

Reportedly, Im played "a pivotal role in ah inter-Korean deten_te fostered by 

the Winter Games in Pyeongchang ... " and Moon considered whether.to dispatch 

him to Pyo_ngyang i~ respon·se to•Kim forig-uh's invitation ti,"Moon to visit for a 
Summit meeting. 22 

President Moon's North Korea Policy in Action and the Responses to It 

Since his inauguration on May 10, 2017, Moon: has consistently striven .to take a Sunshine 

Policy approach toward North Korea. His rhetoric and deeds, however, have _been tem·pered 
by his apparent re_cognitio_n that ~e needed to be ca_utious and pragrna·tic given the· major 

changes that have taken place regarding North Korea since Roh Moo-hyun left office 

in early 2.008_. At that po,in( North Korea ~ad only tested one n_ud_ear device, one that, 

according to most experts, was only partly succ~ssful. The Six-Party Talks on North Korea!s 

denudearization h.ad n_ot yet failed due to the Noith's unwillingn~ss to allow veri_fica_tion of 

its undertakings. North Korea was still many years away from demonstrating _a capability 

of laun:ching a:n ICBM tha_t coul_d hit the United States with a nuclear weapon. Since then, 

the UNSC has passed numerous, increasingly stringent economic and other sanctions on 

No:Cth Korea, and public opinion in South Korea, the United States, and the international 

community as a whole has become much more skeptic_al of North Kore.an intentions 
and statements. 

As with the newly inaugurated Park Geun-hye, the North Koreans initially gave Moon no 

quarter or political breathing space in terms of their nuclear and mis_sile tests. Just four 

days after Moon's inauguration, they tested an intermediate-range ballistic missile (IRBM). 
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On July 4, North Korea launched an ICBM that some experts estimated could have reached 

the U.S. west coast. It launched two more IRBMs on August 29 and September 15, and . 

on November 28, it tested an IC.BM it designated as Hwasong-15, which experts estimate 

might be able to reach the U.S. east coast. On September 3, North Korea conducted its sixth 

test of a nuclear device. Whether it was in fact a full-fledged hydrogen bomb, as Pyongyang 

claimed, its yield was far larger than any previous test. 

In the face of th_ese tests, Moo_n was rhetorically firm. He condemned North Korea's 

actions, stressed the necessity of making "progress toward denuclearization" and 

eventually complete denuclearization, and.asserted his support for international sanctions 

and combined defense efforts with the United States. But the.thrust of the tot_ality of his 

argu_ments was fully consistent with the Sunshine Policy approach. 

In 'Moo_n's firs_t m·ajor North Kprea p·qli_cy sp.ee_ch a_s prE!si_de~_t, d_elJyered in easterr:i Berlin on 
July 6, 2017, he declared that "Germany's unification made us realize how important the 

proc_ess of peace and cooperation b_ased on mutua_l respect really is."" Explicitly hearkening 

back to the North Korea policies of Kim• Dae-jung and Roh Moo-hyun, Moon said, "I am 

inheriting th_ese t\No former govemm_ent's efforts and ... will embark on a dau,ntless journey 

towards establishing a peace regime on the Korean Peninsula." While declaring the North_ 

Korea missil_e test just two days before to have been "reckless," he said. that he was 

"pursuing ... only peace" by "returning to t_he June 15 Joint Declaration [by Kim Dae-jung a:nd 

Kim.Jong-ii] and the October4 Declaratio_n [of Roh Moo-hyun and Kim Jong-ii]." He said his 

government had already "planned a 'new economic map for (North-South cooperation on] 

. the Korean Penins.ula'" for realization if "there is progress in the North Korean nuclear issue 

and if appropriate cond_itions a_re met ... " He also said his goyern·ment would "consistently 

pursue nonpolitical exchange and cooperation projects by separating them from the 
political and military situ_ation." 

In his Berlin speech, Moon concluded by proposing four "easy" steps to Pyongyang: another · 

round of divided family reunions the following month; North Korean participation along 

with the South in the 2018 Winter Olympics in the South and the following Olym·pic Games 

in Tokyo in 2022 and Beijing in 2022; "mutually" refraining from "acts of hostility'.' around 

the DMZ; and Moon's own meeting with Kim Jong-un "at any tim:e at any place" under the 
righ~ co_nditions. 

Pyongyang's response thro·ugho1.:1t 2017 Was t9-ignore Mo·on's PrOpos_als. Mea:m.~1hile, it 

continu_ed to engage i_n the nuclear and missile tests noted above, culminating in the massive . 

"hydrogen" bomb blast on September 3 and the November 29 launch of a Hwasong-15 
ICBM though:r to· b_e capable of reaching the U.S. east _coast. Immediately after the ICBM 

test, the regime stated that it had demonstrated it had the capability of "carrying [a] super

heavy [nudear] warhead and hitting the whole mainland of the U.S." Kim Jong-un declared 

that he had "finally realized the gre_at historic cause of co·mpleting the st.ate nu cl.ear force."" 

Without announcing it was doing so, it then ceased nuclear and missile tests. 

Just as 2018 began, Kim Jong-un suddenly adopted a dramatically different approach to 

Moon. In his new year's policy addres_s, aft_er reaffirming that the nudea_r and missile t_es_ts 

of the preceding year had demonstrated for all to see that North Korea could strike the 

entire U.S. hom·eland with nuclear' weapo_ns, Kim directly addressed "the south Korean 

authorities."" Declar_ing that they "should respond positively to our sincere efforts for a 
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detente," he called on them to stop "siding with the United States in its hostile policyt_owards 

the DPRK" by doing such things as holding combined U.S.-Korean miiitary exercises. North 

an·d South should, he continued, "impr9ve th·e frozen inter-K_orean relations ... by promo_t[i_ngf 

bilateral contact, travel, cooperation and_ exchange on a broad scale .... " He concluded by 

an:n_ouncing that " ... _we are willing to dispatch our del_ega_tion [to th_e Pyeo_ngchang Winter 

Olympics] and ... with regard to this matter, the authorities of the north and the south may 

me_et foge~her S_oon." 

Moon, who had been strategically frustrated and politically embarras_sed at home and with 

the U.S. ally by Kim Jong-un having studiously ignored his proposals, moved with alacrity 

to realize the North's participation in the Olympics. (Moon may have not been com·pletely 

surprised by Kim's turnabout; it was subsequently reported that his administration was able 

to engage in covert c_ont_act with'Pyo·ngyang towaid_t_he en_d of 2017.) Although only a few 

weeks remained before the Games began, Seoul took extraordinary measures to set up a 

joint hockey team, h_elp No:,th K_orean a_thletes qualify (even though the North Koreans had 

missed all application deadlines)_. and arrange for the entry into South Korea of scores of 

ath_letes, coaches, and minders, and_ hundreds of cheerleaders _and performers, including 

a North Korean popular entertainment group that performed twice in the South as the 

Olympics were opening. The.South Korean government also sought sanctions waivers from 

international bodies and the United States to facilitate these activities and even covered the 

North Koreans' expenses. 

But th_e highligh_t of Nmth Korea_n participa_ti_on i_n the Olympics w_as the visit to S_ciuth Ko_rea 

as the Games began of North Korea's nominal head of state and especially of Kim Jong

un's younger sister, Kim Yo-jong, who carried•a letter to Moon from hei brother inviting 

him to visit Pyongyang for a summit meeting- at the "earliest date" possible. Kim's sister 

is not only personally close to him but is also, a senior party official in her own right and 

works hand-in-hand with her brother, including at public events. Moon, demonstrating his 

political sensitivity and pragmatism, reportedly" responded to the North Koreans: "Let us 

make it happen by creating the necessary conditions in the future."" 

' North Korea's participation .in the Pyeongchang Olympics catalyzed, in short order, a head-

spinhing series of dram_atic dipl_omatic event_s. 'Amcing these, Moon dispatched h_is nati_on_al 

security adviser to Washington to brief the Trump administration on Seouf's talks with 

Pyongyang, and Trump imm·ediately agreed to an unp"rece·dented summit m·eetitig With 

Kim Jong-un based on Seoul's characterization to him of Kim's willingness to denuclearize. 

Tr'ump said he would me·et Kim iii May Or e·arly J~.in€. Kim then made his first visit as N_orth 

Korea's leader to Beijing, wher~ he met with President Xi Jinping. Moon held a summit 

meeting With Kim on th-e southern side of the Demilitarized Zone at Panm·Unj6m o-n April 

27, and North Korea announced it was suspending nuclear and missile tests and would shut 

down its nuclear test facility. Washingto·n and Pyongyang continued to negotiate about t_he 

site oftheir summit, ultimately deciding on Singapore. 

Prospects and Recommendations 
Mo:on ·is trying to imp_lemen_t a Sunshine Policy approach un_der very d_ifficult circur'nstan_ces. 

North Korea is much farther along in having a deliverable nuclear weapons capability than a 
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decade ago. The United States and the international community arernuch more concerned, 

and much less inclined to give Pyongyan·g the ben:efit of the do:ubt. The m_any UN_SC and 

other international sanctions will continue to constitute formidable institutional barriers 

to a negotiated sett_le:ment as long as Pyon·gyarig is riot actively den:uclearizing. l_n South 

Korea as well, there is much greater skepticism about Pyongyang and only limited political 

sup·p:□ rt for res:uming the kin·d o_f large-scale aid that the Kim Dae-jung and Roh Moo-hyun 

administrations provided. 

The situation has led many outside observers to believe that the Moon administration could 

not really still believe in, much less se·ek to pursue, the Sunshine Policy. In this t_hey are 

mistaken. Based on the author's many discussions over the past two decades with South 

Korean Sunshin~ Policy advocate~, some cif whom informa_lly advise the M_oon adm_inistration, 

it is clear that they believe that the policy of Kim and Roh would have worked, or at least 

would have wo"rked be_tter than dth_er options, had i_t no_t be_en for wha.t they regard as 

the obstructionism of the George W . .Bush administration and South Korean conservatives. 

They furth:er believe that th_e "hardline" pol_ici_es of the succeeding conservativ_e Lee and 

Park administrations were demonstrably a failure. In this they include. Obama, whom they 

believe failed by not being willing to make greater concessions to Pyongyang to facilitate 

dialogue. They now see a US administration whose policy embodies their worst foars, 

of another Korean war on the Korean Peninsula or, at best, a "new cold war structure" 

forcing them to choose b·etween the Unit_ed States and Japan, on the one hand, and the 

PRC, Russia, and North Korea, on the other. Thus, while South Korean progressives realize 

how much more difficult it will be to realize a Sunshin·e Pol_icy app:Co:ach under the curren_t 

circumstances, they genuinely see no alternative to it. 

Saine o_ufside observers further argue that, even if the Moon administration .seeks to 

salvage the Sunshine Policy,,it would not really matter, because circumstances will not allow 

it. But the very effort matters a great de~I. The difficulty of dealing successfully with .North 
Korea is daunting, even under the best of circum·stant_es; When Washing~qri and Se_oul diff~r 
substantially about how to deal with Pyongyang, it becomes well 0 nigh impossible. The fact 

is that both the Trump administration and _Kim Jong-un, not to mention Xi Jin.ping a:nd Putin, 

are flllly-aw_are of Moon's thinking. Despite Trump's desire for a dramatic summit with Kim 

Jong-un, Washingt□-n and Seoul are su_ffering from a deficit of mutual trust, sorriething 
that must encourage Kim Jong-un that, if he continues firmly on his current path, he will 
eventually achieve his goals. 

Tt:ie stunning pace of developments sjnce the beginning of 2018 and Trump's unique 

leadership style have raised hopes for a diplomatic resolution to the Nort_h Korea p"roblem, 

but the lo_ng-terrn p,rosp_ects for Moon's effort.to salvage the Sunshine Policy-remain a major 

question. Unles~ North Korea is truly willing to fully denuclearize and t_o do so expe_ditiously, 

any general understanding reached between Trump and Kim at their summit will likely not 

long be sustained. Trump migh~ then return to hi_s eriiphasis o·n a "m_ili_tary o·ption." It is 

likelier, however, that the Trump administration will ultimately opt for a policy of enhanced 

deterren:ce and containment of North Korea's nuclear threat, something most experts in 

Washington seem to support. Neither the Trump administration nor it_s successors will 

likely ever accept North Korea,.even tacitly, as a.legitimate nuclear weapons state and ease· 

sanctions.against it. Dqing so, in_clU_dii:,g in the form of s_ome sort o_f a ri),(clear "free_zE!" a:n · 
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Pyongyang's part, would contribute to the unravelling of the U.S. strategic position in East 

Asia and the undermining of the globa_l nuclea_r nonproliferation regime. As long as that is 

the case, any ROK administration would find it extremely challenging to simultaneously 

maintain its allianc_e with the United States while, in effect, ignoring North Korea's n_udear 

weapons program. 

If the current diplomatic efforts do not result in a sustainable process of North Korean 

denucleari2ation, the Moon administration would be well served by cooperating actively 

with a renewed effort to apply "maximum pressure" on Pyongyang to enter into genuine, 

good-faith denuclearization negotia_tions. In fac_t, by taking the lead in persuading the 

international community to help exert such pressure, Moon might be able not only to 

ensure the degree. of press_ure nee:ded to change Pyongyang's strategic ca_l_cul_ation a_bout 

nuclear weapons, he might also be able to win the confidence. of the Trump administration 

sufficiently to guarantee that it does not l_aunch a first strike on North Korea. So_uth Korea, 

especially under a progreSsive-led government-, has much more influence on many countries 
about how to deal with North Korea than does the United States, especially under the 

Trump administration. Such a "counter-steering" approach should be Seoul's "Plan B" if the 

current diplomacy fails. 
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The U.S.-ROK_ alliance faced a quickening pace of North Korean provocations in 2016-17, 
wit_h Pyongyan·g violati_ng UN_ Sec·urity Co_uncil resolutions dozens of times.' Those violations 

included a fourth nuclear test in January 2016, fifth in Septe_mber 2016, and sixth in 
September 2017, as well as numerous missile tests of various trajectories from different 
platforms. North Korea tested intermediate-range missiles overflying Japan and missiles of 
intercontin_ental range on lofted trajectories, wh_ile developing road-mobile and submarine

launched ballistic missiles. As policymakers in Seoul and Washington coordinated responses 
to those provocations, changes in national leadership and domestic political preferences 
brought into question the bilateral trust the allian"ce needs to deter conflict, reass:ure 
publics, and promote regional cooperation.' 

Electi6ns h.ave c_onseque:n:ce:s, even before vo_tes are cast. En_dllring interna:t1onal 
security alliances are based on shared national interests and a track record of diplomatic 
commit_ments a_nd m_ilitary cooperation. For allies with highly integrated defense policies, 

such as the United States and South Korea, it is natural for policymakers and citizens to 
keenly ob.serve the national elections of the other country. Will the next government be a 
reliable partner, or will it fail to honor existing agreements? Will the. incoming le_adership 
improve relations, or will it downgrade cooperation? These questions were being asked 

before Donald Trump and Moon Jae-in were elected. The se_arch for answe_rs inevitably 
involves speculation, feeding expectations that are often overly optimistic or pessimistic. 

Ahe_ad of Trump's election, his campaign rhetoric questioned t_he terms and intrinsic value 
of the alliance to an extent not seen since Jimmy Carter's 1976 campaign promise to 

withdra~ U.S. troop·s from t_he Korean Peni_nsu_la. President Moon came to power on the 
heels of conservative president Park Geun-hye's impeachment and removal for corruption. 
MoQl1's politi_t;s are notabJy more progressiv$ than Park's· or Trump's, iiicluding _a record 
of pro-engagement policies toward North Korea.' Against this backdrop, Kim Jong-un 

• I 

delivered his 2018 New Year's Day address cl~iming that North Korea has the ability to hit 
any u:s. city with a nuclear-armed missile, but that Pyongyang is ready to re-engage Seoul 
via participapo_n in the Winter Olympics.5 

An unprecedented level of sports diplomacy ensued betwe_en North and South Ko"rea. 
According to the ROK Unification Ministry, "It was the first. time since the division of th.e 
Korean Peninsula that the constitutional head of North Korea a·nd a lineal family me·mb_er 

of North K.o·rea's supreme l_eader came to visi_t the South. This-shows that North Korea has 

·a strong will to improve inter-Korean relations." The ministry sp6keSperso-n further claimed 

that th_e Pyeongchang Olympics engagement was "the result 'of the consistent effort that 
the Moon Jae-in administration has made sirice its day of inaugur:-ation to restore inter

Kp_r"ean r~la_tiar:,:s'. . .lea_d th_e initiative i_n a proc_:1ctive n,anner a_nd [find] resolution through 
peaceful means."6 

Given the contrast with the Trump administration's coercive diplomacy, a major question 
surroun·ding Moon's pro-engagement pol_icies is wheth_er they allow space for North Korea 

to drive a wedge between Seoul and Washington.' This chapter analyzes recent inter

Korean engagement and finds that Seoul's efforts did not breach tr~st.in the alliance and 

that the allies are not approaching a diplomatic rupture. There are sighs of strain in ttie fa:ce 

of uncertainty, especially given Moon's ambitions regarding Korean national identity and 

Trump's unconventional allia_n:ce management style. Despite sometimes unhelpful political 
rhetoric and media coverage critical of bilateral relations, trust between the U.S. and 
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Sou_tt:, ~orean governrnel'.ltS is all_owi_ng t_hem to do_uble dow_n on the alliance, _while shrewd 
diplomacy.by the Moon administration ~as increased space forSouth Korea's middle power 
rOle in Asia.8 

North Korea at the Olympics: Test for the 
U.S.-ROK Alliance? 

Ahead of the. Olympics, Moon said that South Koreans "need to protect inter-Korean 
engagement like a can_dlelight," ah emotive reference to the popular candlelight 
demonstrations that helped bring him to office.' Moon's conviction for improving inter
Korean relations was demonstrated at the begi_nning of h_is term by bringing many pro

engagement officials back into government, many of whom had experience working directly 
wit_h Pyongyan·g du:,ing previous progressive administrations.'° These South Korean officials 
engaged Pyongyang via secret messages and meetin_gs in the latter part of 2017 so that 
North Kmean participation in the Olympics did n_ot co.me out of the blue with Kim Jong-un's 
2018 New Year's speech. 

Despite tensions. built up over 20°17 ~ith North Korea's sixth nuclear test, provocative 

missile tests, heat.ed rhetoric, an·d rebuff of Moon's public overtures, Pyongyang s.ent a 
sizable and highly visible delegation to the Winter Olympics in February 2018. The North 
Korean rnntinge_nt of over 300 was made up mosily of performers: singers, an orchestra, 

a taekwondo demonstration team, and the famous all-female cheering squad." Of the. 22 
North Korean athletes, most did not eafn their spot to compete, and none medaled. But 
the North and South Korean athletes marched into the opening ceremony together under 
a unificatio:n flag as they had at the 2000 Summer Olympics in Sydney, the 2004 Summer 
Olympics at Athens, and other international sporting events. Forthe first time since table · 
ten·nis and youth soccer tournaments iri 1991, and for the first time at the Olympics, the . . . . . . . ( 

two Koreas fielded a combined team. When the combined women's ice hockey team was 
introduced, "Ari rang," played in place of either country's national anthem. 

Pyongyang also sent high-level political representatives to the WinterOlympics, as it did. 
to the 2014 Asian Games in lncheon. Kim Yong-nam led the delegation to the opening 
cerem6ny. As the nominal head of state, he meets distinguished gues_ts to Pyorig\'ang whom 

K1m Jong-un Cares not to m_eet, performs ceremonial roles, and represents North Korea at 
some international events (he attended the 2008 Summer Olympics in Beijing and 2014 
Winter Olympics in Sochi). Gen. Kim Yorig-chol, a vice chairman of the Central Committee 
of the Workers' Party and director of the United Front (intelligence) Department led the 
deleg·aticin to th.e dosing ceremony. Both delegations included senior officials focused on 
sports and inter-Korean relations, and Kim Jong-unsent his sister, Kim Yo-jong, to personally 
invite Moon to Py_ongya;,g for a sum_mit. 

The Pyeongcha:ng Olymp_i_cs imio_lve·d m·ore spO:,ts d_iplom.acy than seemed possible just 

· months beforehand. Inter-Korean exchanges continued after the Olympics with South 

. K_orean K-pop stars holding a concert in Pyongyang in early April that was attended by Kim 

Jong-un and others in the North Korean elite. -A joint concert was also held wit_h North 

Korean singers, and the two Koreas staged a combined taekwondo event.· Sports and 
cult_ural diplomacy helped reopen channels of high-level p_olitical comm.unication betw.een 

Pyongyang and Seoul, and restarted working-level cooperation. Also, the Kim regime 

. • J 
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increased its acceptance of South Korea, as a dialogue partner on security, notable because 

Pyo_ngyang his.toricaUy re.fused to disc.uss nu.clear issues w_ith Seoul, arguing those were 10· 

be addressed with the United States. 

Olympics Diplomacy R_aising Question~ a~out U.S.-ROK Trust 

The speed and scale of inter-Korean engagement raised key que·sticins for t_rust i_n the 

U.S.-ROK alliance. First, whether the Moon administration is clear-eyed about the brutal 

nature of the Kim regim·e. Second, whether Seo·u1 va1u·es .the strength of the allianc_e over 

cqnflict. avoidance. Third, whether the South Korean government remains committed to 

internati~nal sancti'ons dem·anding North Kcfrea 1s d~n\Jclearization. 

Many commentators criticized the Moon government for roiling out the red carpet for 

t_he North Ko:Ceans and handing them a propaganda victory; some even argued that North 

Korea should be banned from the Olympics." North Korea is indeed a human rights abusing 

state that did no.I earn its ticket to. the Winter Games, but when apartheid South Africa 

was excluded from the Olympics, it was not half a divided nation that neighbors-the host 

country. The Olympics was an obvious domestic and international play for Moon, and not 

just because of his progressive politics. Since his inauguration, Moon was pinned betwee·n 

an aggressive North Korea, unfriendly China, and less predictable U.S. administration. It is 

thus not surprising that he took the opportunity to take th·e initiative, welcoming the wa:rl_d 

to Pyeongchang. Moon has long stressed the need for Seoul to be in the lead on inter

Korean relations, and for North-South coop:era_tion to de_termirie th_e cC:iurs.e of unificatio.n. 13 

O_verseas .observers are justified in drawing attention to international standards and the · 

grim realities of t_he No°rth Ko"rean regime, b_ut ultim:ately, the peop_le with the greatest 

interest and say in Korea's fut~re are Koreans themselves. 

For mariy South Koreans, U.S. "maximum· pressure" on North Korea ran the risk of 

miscalculation and unintended escalation; the;o1ympics thus offered a safety valve. Moon's 

domestic politics prompted him to reiterate that the North Korea nuclear issue must be 

resolved peacefully and "no mflitary action on the Korean Penin-sula shall be taken with·out 

prior consent cif the Republic of Korea."" Ii m'ay have been grating to America~s for Seoul 

to advertise a veto over U.S. attion when it has no such veto over N'orth Korea·n military 

moyeS. B_u_tgiven Seoul's extre,:nevulnerability to North Korean attack and the importance of 
alliance ·coordination, Washington would almost certainly consult with South Korea before 

taking ki_netic a_ction. N_orth Korea's participation in the Olympics did ni,t. meaningfully 

reduce the North Korean threat-it staged a military parade during the "Olympic_s truce" 

peri_od and continu_ed weapons modernizations and cyberattacks. But welcoming the North 
Koreans to Pyeongchang likely realized a "Peace Olympics" by forestalling North Korean 

n_ucl~ar o"r missile tests a:~.d redu_cing fears o_f artillery fire and terrorisry,. 15 

Nonetheless, many observers felt that the Moon administration bent the rules a_nd mad.e 

special allowances. to facilitate lllorth Korea's participation and high-level visits during 

the Olympics_." The Kim regime li_kely inte·nded to test s:anc_tions enforc·ement and stir up 

divisions among South' Koreans by sending provocative political and cultural figures to 

Pyeongch:ang. Gene~al Kim Yo_ng-chol was under internationa.l ·economic. sanctions and 

blamed by conservative ROK administrations for the 201_0 sinking of the Ch.eonan that. killed 

46 South Korean sailors. Other North Koreans had to be given special travel waivers on 

humanitarian grounds from the United Nations i_n orde°r to a_ttend the Olympics. Meanwhile, 
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the South Korean taxpayer appeared to be footing much of the bill for performances by 

North Korea's large propaganda outfits, the Samjiyon Orchestra and cheering squad, raising 

transparency issues about sanctions enforcementc However, the Moon administration 

did consult with the UN and United States regarding sanctions exemptions and declined 

certain North Korean requests such as refueling the Mangyongbong-92 ferry. South Ko'rean 

commitment to sanctions enforcement continued even as analysts suggested that UN 

resolutions were beginning t_o take a toll on t_he North K_orean e'conom','.'7 Seou_l did not 

soft-pedal implementation of UN sanctions after ihe Winter Games, nor did it remove its 

unilateral sanctions known _as the "May 24 measures," or rush to restart the shuttered 

Kaesong Industrial Complex and Mt. Kumgang tourism project. 

Despite. Some Daylight between Them, the ROK a_nd U_n_it!!d States Stayed 
on the Same.Page 

U.S. and South Korean leaders are fond of saying that there is no "daylight between them" 

when it comes to dealing with N_orth Korea." Th.at m:ay be optimistic, but the Trump 

pressure campaign did leave room for diplomacy and the Moon engagement approach 

d_id not just revert to the S_unsliine Pol;:cy of past progressive administrations. Much had 

changed since Souih Korean progressives were last in government a decade. earlier: North 

Korea c,'.mdu_cted numerous nuclear an_d missile tes_ts, flagrantly attacked South Korea in 

the Cheonon sinking and Yeonpyeong Island shelling, and broke various international and 
• I , - • 

inter-Ko_rean agreements. Restarting the,Kaesong industrial park and Mt. Kumgang tourism 

fadlity are not just matters for ROK policy since those projeds would likely vi.elate cu_rrent 
in-ternati_on.al sanctions. 19 The Kim regi;,,e's commitment to byungjin replaced previous 
North Korean ambiguity on maintaining nuclear weapons, making _the Sun·shin_e Policy 

unsustainable and hardening South Kor~an public opinion. 20 

Ahead of the Olymp_ics, NO:rth Korea d_emonstrated little progress on denuclearization, 

missile test moratoriums, conventional military restraint; or human rights, but some South 

Korea:ns viev,ed U.S. vice president Mike Pence's positions at the Olympics as unhelpfully 

strict." Pence visited the Cheonan memo'rial, met with North Korean defectors, and traveled 

to South Ko_rea with the father of Otto· Warmbier, an American student who died from 

mistreatment by North Korean authorities. Pence avoided greeting the high-level North 
Ko_rean delegation an_d did n_ot s_tarid to applaud th_e North Korean athletes walking in to the 

Winter Olympics openins; ceremony with the South_ Koreans under·a unification flag. Pence 

also skippetj a pre•0peri_ing cer·e·r:Dony dinn_er w_h_ere h_e w(?u_ld have been seated at ~he head 

table with the North Koreans and taken a group photo that included them, Moreover, before 

the close of the Olympi_cs, the U.S. Treasury Department ann_ounced additional sanctions to 

crack down on North Korea's deceptive maritime shipping practices and illicit coal and fuel 
transports th:at help to fun:d its nuclea:r and'ballistic missile prog'rams." 

Despite the different approaches of the Trump and Moon administrations, the allies largely 

remained coordinated and supportive of each other. Moon gave credit to Trump's pressure 

campaign for pushing North Kore:a into talks with th_e South, and there was strong U.S. 

support of South Korea's strategy of making the Olympics a success. Coordina_tion was very 

dos_e on secu_rity matters, and the U.S. Treasury Department gave inter-Korean engagement 

at the Olympics·a pass from sanctions enforcement. The United St.ates sent a lar_ge Olympics 

delegation and high-level political representation. Trump was increasingly restrained in 
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his tweets and rhetoric about North Korea. The U.S. delegation had even coordinated 

with the Moon _ad_ministration regardin·g an en:counter w_ith the DPRK delegation. Pence 

·was willing to talk with the North Koreans, and a meeting was scheduled, but the North 

Korean s_ide canc_elled ·at the last_ min_ute, presumably irked with the vice president's 

focus on denuclearization and North Korean human rights. After Pence's_ visit, the Trump 

adn,in·,stration in.di_c:ated it would be willing to talk with North Korea without preconditions; 

but actual negotiations would require North Korea to commit to denuclearizatio"n, an·d any 

sanction·s reduction would require progress on denuclearlzation. Meanwhile, the Moon 

administration consistently stated that denuclearization is a goal of its engagement poli_cy. 

Perhaps, the clearest sign of U.S.-ROK coordination was how the allies de-confiicted military 

exercises wit_h the Olym·pics. Trump and II/loon agreed_ to delay Key Resolve and Foal Eagle 

exercises to avoid overlap with the Winter· Olympics and the subsequent Paralympics 

en.ding on l\lla_rch 18_. The Trump administration saw the Olympics·as a special case for de

confiicting military exercise schedules and supporte_d the Moon administration's vision 

of creating an aitmosphere for dialogue. At the same time, the allies agreed to maintain 

readiness of U.S. forces on the peninsula and c_lose coordination between th·eir milit_aries. 

This involv_es conducting two major theater-level command post exercises (Key Resolve and 

Ulchi Freedorn Guardian) and one theater-level field training exercise (Foal Eagle) each year. 

Advocates of a ''freeze fo°r freeze" or "double suspension"arrangement tend to paint a false 

equivalency between the United States and N,orth Korea regarding tensions o"r instability." 

North Korea is the norm violator that threatens peace. It is a non-starter to suggest a 

freeze on legal U.S.-ROK mil_it_ary rea_diness and d_efensive interoperability in exchange for 

North Korea abstaining from violations of u·N:security Council Resolutions. It was a strong 

in:dic:ator of U_.5.-ROK trus_t that previously scheduled military exercises resumed in early 

April after the Olympics. It was also notable that the exercises occurred without derailing 
the engagement process. 

' The Spring .0f Summits: 
Building or Breaching Trust? 

Moon clearly did not want to miss the window for engaging North_ Korea that had 
been opene·d With the Olym-pics. t-:fe learned from the experience of the ROh Moo-hyun 

admin_istrati_on (for whi_ch he was chief of staff), that a l_ast~minute inter-Korean summit does 
not succeed because of insufficient tim·e to impleme·nt agre·ements before the next ele~pon. 

As a resul_t, 1\,1.oon sought an early inter-Korean summit to continue the momentum from 

the Olympics for deescalating tensions and bUilding.peace on the peninsula. But Mqon and 
J:iis advisers kne'."'.'f that i_f South Korea d_rasti_ca_lly improv_ed relations with Kim Jong-un with 

no progress on denuclearization, trust between Seoul and Washingto·n wo-uld be seriously 

damaged. Hence, they pushed for a spring of high-level shuttle di_plomacy to engage North 

Korea multilaterally.-

The Moon government engaged in working level and mil-mil talks at the Demilitarized Zone 

(DMZ) between North and South Korea. Moon's national security adviser, Chun_g Eui-yong, 

and spy chief Suh Hoon, traveled to Pyongyang in early Marc_h 2018. It i,,,as the first occasion 

South Korean officials had met.with Kim Jong-un since he took power in late 2011. Kim 
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appeared to receive them warmly, held the m·eeting at the Workers' Party_ he·adqu}irt_ers, 

spent four hours with them, and allowed North Korean media coverage. The two Koreas 

also agreed to establish a hotline between their leaders. 

Immediately afterward, South Korea sent its top officials to Washington to report on their 
meeMg with Kin, Johg-un. Chung recounted that North Korea affirmed its commitment to 
denuclearize, pledged not to use nuclear or conventional weapons against South Korea, 

and e~pressed .willingn.ess to freeze nuclear and. missile activities during talks with the . 
United States. Chung also carried a m·essage that. Kim wished to meet Trump in person, 
What happened next will be extensively reviewed and debated by historians but suggested 

an impressive level of U.S.-ROK trnst. Ba.sed on Ch.ung's briefing, Trump agreed ta meet 
with Kim and asked the South Korean national security adviser to draft, with White Hause 
officials, a statement about a Trump-Kin:, su·mmit, that Chung would arinoun.ce outs.ide the 

White House that evening." Trump then personally expressed confidence in Moon and 
endorsed his effort.s for a Korea:n peace declarahon. 

Moon continued to move quickly on diplomacy, showing attention to achieving the "right 

ccrn.ditions" for an inter-Korean summit: getting North Korea to commit to talking about 
denuclearization and to have the inter-Korean summit follow resumption of su_bstantive 
contacts between the u:s. and DPRK. The Moon-Kim meeting on April 27 at Panmunjom 

. . . 

was a political victory for Moon berause it was .the first int~r-Korean s.ummit a.t a neutral 
location, effectively hosted by South Korea, so Moon avoided the optics of appearing to 

pay tribute to or appease t.he Kim regime in Pyongyang. High-level encou.nters d.uring the 

Olympics occurred in the context of cultural diplomacy; meeting at Panmunjom carried the 
added symbolism of military confiderice building. 

The first Moon-Kim meeting was only the third inter-Korean summit and carried mu.c.h 
symbolism for historical reconciliation. Kim Jong-un walked from the North Korean side to 
meet Moon at the Military Demarcatiori Line (MDL) at the truce village where the Korean 

I - • • 

War a_n:t:iisti_ce was signed. The location i,s also very near where violent incidents occurred, 
including when North Korea fired guns.hots at a DP~K s,oldier who fled to the so:uth iri 
November 2017. Moon and Kim shook, hands at the MDL; Kim stepped onto the. South 

Korean sid_e and then invit.ed Mo.on to b:Ciefly step into the No.rth. The details of the meeting, 
from the ceremony, decoration, music, food, and video were all designed with inter-Korean 
symbolism. Some of Moon and Kim's talks appeared q·uite personal, and the two planted. 
an inter-Korean peace tree in the DMZ~remarkable given how as a young soldier, Moon 
participated in Operation Paul Bunyan to remove a tree that was the site of the 1976 axe 
murder incident. As during the Olympics, North Korea was engaged in smile diplomacy with 
South Korea's support. Kim Jong-un appeared unfiltered in the internationai media for the 
first time and attempted to project a normal country image and charm offensive with his 
sister and wife in visible roles. 

Many expected the inter-Korean summit to be long on symbolism and short on substance. 

Critics pointed out that rie'N declarations should not absolve North Korea of its previous 

commitments, and engagement should not violate existing UN sanctions. But t.he 

"Panmunjom Declaration for Peace, Prosperity and Unification of the Korean Peninsula" 

offered a mea.nlngful fram:ework for engagement while stressing denuclearlzation. It was 
J 
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more than symbolic for Kim to be the firs.t North Korea.n leader to step foot onto the South 
Korean side, maintain a testing freeze, and include denuclearization in an inter-Korean 

st_atement. North Ko·rea n\ade a ~igh-profile ann_ouncement" of nuclear restraint in advance 
of the meeting; afterwards, it invited international journalists to witness the dynamite 
clos.ure of the Punggye-ri nuclear test site tunnels. 

While these move_s d6 not re-present ?I ~trategicdecision t_o d_enuclea_ri_ze, l'Tll(ch les·sco"nstitute 
irreversible dismantlement, the two Koreas established a basis for conflict pr~vention and 

confidence•building with steps that have sign.ificarice in N.orth Korean domestic pol.itics. 
The Kim regime also. seemed to temper some of its explicit and expected demands, at 
lea.st tempoiarily. These include that U.S.-ROK exercis.es cease, U.S. forces withdraw 
from the peninsula, the Kaesong and Mt. Kumgang projects be reopened, certain North 

Korean escapee.s be returned by South Korea, and Pyongyang only discusses denuclearization 
with Washington: 

Dramatically, the inter-Korean summit. was part of a larger schedule of summitry in spring 
2018: The U.S. and ROK sides reacted in measured and coo.rdinated fashion to a.brupt China
DPRK summits and exchanges between high-level officials in Beijing and Pyongyang. Prime 

Minister Abe Shinzo of Japan met in a s.umrl)it with Trump, spo.ke civer the phone often 
with Trump and Moon, and hosted a trilateral Japan-ROK-Chi~a summit in Tokyo. Moon 

again visited Trump a.I the Whi.te H.ouse in May 2018 to discuss the results of the inter
Korean summit and coordinate on a meeting between Trump and Kim Jong-un. When the 
U.S.-DPRK meeting slated for June 12 in Singapore appeared at risk of cancellation, Moon 

managed to hold a snap second summit with Kim in the DMZ in an attempt to bring North 
. ! . . ' 
Korea back on track. 1 

Underappreciated by the first draft of history written by the media, u.s.-.ROK trust was 

actually higher than many thought going into and coming out of the Winter Olympics, 
helping to make th:e spring of sum·m.its possible. Sta.nding next to Secretary of State Mike 
Pompeo, Foreign Minister Kang Kyung-wha '.said, "the close cOmmunication and trust 

between Presidents Trump ~nd II/loon have been the driving force that has brought us to 
this point of breakthrough. for the denucleariiation and peace on the Korean Peninsula."" 

However, the Icing-term consequences of summit diplomacy are likely to hinge on the 
maintenance of U.S.-ROK trust through a process of South Korean domestic political and 
national identity chan·ge, and the Trump admlrlis.tratior:,'s uricoriv~·nrtonal a·pproach to 

securlty•alliance policy. 

Political Contestation of Korean National Identity 

The Moon administration is not only engaged in high-stakes diplomacy, it is has thus far 
adroitly navigated.dom·estic p·olitics, maintaini.rig high pub He approval rates and keeping the 

conservative opposition on the defensive. The Soutli Korean government did everything it 

cciuld to m.ake the Pyeongchang Olympics a success in terms of inter-Korean relations and 

domestic support. Moon administration officials asked South Korean media not to focus on 
negative aspects of DPRK participation in the Olympics or publish speculation that might 

offend Kim Jong'un, b·u1 also P.res.ented a positive narrative of inter-Korean reconcil_iation 

strongly tied to progressive views of national identity. South Korean conservatives, 

ideologically opposed to embracing the Kim regime, expressed concerns aboutthe strategic 
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and financial costs of engaging North Korea. They demanded greater transparency, so the . . - - . . I . . - - - -

public could assess the benefits of sports diplomacy versus the costs of embracing a pariah 

sta_te that threa_tens its region and abuses its people. Conservatives argued that engaging 

North Korea presents trade-offs for sanctions enforcement and diplomatic relations with 

other co_untries and that delaying U.S.-ROK military exercises damages readiness and the 

credibility of deterrence. In any event; South Korea achieved a successful Olympics not 

disrupted by North Korean missile or nuclear tests, and it witnessed increased domestic 

and international support for engagement_ 

Even before the Olympics, Moon had set out to unify South Korea under a more progressive 

natio'nal identity. Hetru·mpet_ed the people poiNerofthe Candlel_ightrevolution that unseated 

his predecessor, Park Geun-hye. Moon wasted no time scrapping Park's conservative history 

textbook "reforms" and elevating national commemorations of the Gwangju Uprising and 

Jeju Massacre, historical events considered by progressives to be pinnacles of re_siS_tance 
against military authoritarianism but downplayed by conservative administrations. After 

the Olympics, Moon looked to restore inter-Korean agreements made during the Kim Dae

jung and Roh Moo-hyun administrations and to deepen a pan-Korean identity. 

Remarkably, at the April 27 Pa:nmunjcim sum:mit, 1111.oon appeared to join Kim Jong-un 

in blaming former presidents Park Geun-hye and Lee Myung-bak for a lost decade in 

inter-K_orean relations, defined by frayed ties and unmet agreements. To South Korean 

conservatives, this sounded like revisionist history because Lee closed the Mt. Kum·gang. 

t_ourism project after North Korean soldiers shot a South Korean woman in the b.ack. The 

Lee administration restricted trade with, North Korea because of the Cheonan sinking. Park 
I . - . - . 

later closed the Kaesorig complex after a series of North Korean nuclear and missile tests. 

Some South Korean con_servatives alleg~ political retribution as Moc;,n's two imr:nedia~_e 
pred_ecessors, bo_th conservative presidents,· are incarcerated for corruption and larger 
investigations into the dealtn·gs of their .administrations and as:sqcia'te~ are on·going. • 
Opposition party leaders were predicta~ly critical of the Panmunjom summit. Hong Joon

pyo, the then chair of the Liberty Korea' Party, said t_hat Chamberla_in was fool_ed by Hitler 

at Munich, but Moon was a cO-conspi'rator at Panmunjom. Yoo Seong-min, co-chair of 
the Bareunmirae Party, sai_d th_at n:o orie should be ir11pres'sed by handshakes with Kim 

Jong-un since North Korea has not changed since having cheated·on all previous inter
Korean agreements." 

Such political wrangling matters not only for South Korea's summer 2018 elections, but 

also for th·e longer-term trajectory of na_tion:a1 identity. Ma_ny among Sciu_th Korea's young 

generation .share formative experiences of the .2010 Cheonan sinking and Yeonpyeong 
Island shelling, in addition to No-rth K_orea's p·rovoc.a_tive nuclear and f!IJssile tes_ts. l_n other 
words, the young generation is not predisposed to the Sunshine Policy or embracing North 

Korea. Many lack enthus_i_asm for K_orean un_ification, given identity distance from North 

Korea and the expected financial costs. However, most want peace and stability, and were 

m·oved by the emotional symbolism of the Olympie's and Panmunjom summit. The Moon 

administration looks to build upon that sentiment by enshrining inter-Korean engagement 

in domestic law, using taxpayer money to.promote inter-Korean exchanges, and expanding 

municipal involvement in those exchanges after progressive can_didates make advances in 
the summer local elections. 
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The-re are also q-uestions of Sou~h Korean id.e"ntitY vis-a-"'.iS China and Japan. These w_ere 
on display during the recent dispute when! Beijing exercised diplomatic and economic 
pressure on Seoul over the depl.oyment of a U.S. missile defense system known as Terminal 

High Altitude Area Defense (THAAD) in South Korea. Moon and his ad.visers were skeptics 
of THMD du.ring the carli'paign; and its d.eployment faced uncertainty at the beginning 
of Moon's tenure. Ultimately, Seoul stood its ground and prioritized the strength of the 
U.S.-R.OK allianc_e in defending against North Korea. But Seoul offered Beijing assurances 
labeled the "three noes": no intention of welcoming additional THAAD batteries, no plan 

of partidp.ating in a regional missile defense network, and no establishment of a trilateral 
military alliance with Japan and the United States. As a result, som·e American strategists 

expressed concern about Seoul bandwagoning with Beijing, not just economically, but also 
in dealing with North Korea." At the Panmunjom. summit, Moon and Kim eniphasi_zed the 
homogeneity and oneness. of the two Koreas, evoking common ethnicity /minjok) dozens 
of times in their spe·ech·es and joint ~ta~em·~nt FQ.r s);>me Ja"p_ar:,es·e, this raiseS· co_h_cerns 
about inter.;Korean unity on celebrations of historical anniversaries involving Japanese 
coloni_alism, the st.atus of the Dok.do/Ta.keshiina islets, and reconciliation for surviving 
"comfort women" victims. 28 

All this matters for trust irt the U.S.-ROK alliance because South Korean identity may 
. internalize a lower threat perception of North Korea and a declining opinion of the United 
S.tates. South Koreans could ask:. why pay more of the stationing costs of U.S. troops or 
compromise on trade as Trump demands? Why host THAAD missile defenses and maintain 

the frequency and scale of U.S.-ROK military exercises? Why keep strategic distance from 
Beijing and accept U.S. requests for greater trilateral coo·peration with Japan? 1-fow South 
Koreans answer these questions will depend 'on their national identity politics, which will 

also interact. wi_th the all.iance m:anagement policie·s of the United States. 

Trump's Alliance Mana·gemimt Style a Source of Uncertainty· 
I 

Any ne.w n:ation.al leader can be expected to differentiate in substance and style from their 
predecessor, but Trump has taken that to a new level, pulling out from th·e Trans-Pac;°fic 
Partnership (TPP) trade agreement, the Paris climate change agreement, and the Iran nuclear 

deal, and renegotiating the Korea-U.S. Free Trade Agreement (KORUS FTA). Especially in 
p'resentation, Trump departs from his predecessors with the rhetorical tone of his tweets 
and speeches, extreme frankness in public settings, assault on the "establishment," and 
coristant disruption of the ne\lY.s narrativ.e. 

Trump has asserted that the United States gets little in return for protecting South 
Korea, while Seoul beneftts disproportionately from tra.de and takes American jobs. Such 
rhetoric can damage trust because positive perceptions about an ally's role a_n·d va~u-es 
ca:n tonie info ~uestion, driving suspicion and worst-case scenario planning. Consistent, 
transparent communication is important for trust. Allies expect advance notification and 

consultation regarding policy changes via diplomatic channels, not surprise developments 

announced via TWitter. 

South Koreans also perceived untertainty iii ~he· Trump adminis~ratio"n's decision-ma"~ing 
process. On the one hand, Trump's intuition to "flip the script" by front-loading int.eraction 

between leaders ahead of a us.ually d.ra,iin out working-level process may interface 
productively with the North Korean system. ·But South Koreans were made nervous by 
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Trump's threats to walk away from ta,lks, and the appearanc.e that U.S .. diplomacy was 

understaffed. The Trump administration was slow to fill positions in the State Department in 

particular and relied heavily on the inte)ligence cha:nnel to co·mmunicate w.it.h North Korea. 

Trump's decision to meet Kim Jong-un seemed abrupt to U.S, allies and stoked concerns 

that he may draw down U.S. forces in Korea and fall into a North K.o:rean trap .. 

Aides argue that Trump was elected to do things differently, and that the North Korea policies 

of p:Cevious administ'rations, Dem.ocrat and Republican; did no.t work. Supporters also claim 

that Trump's unconventional rhetoric toward North Korea, diplomatic maneuvers with 

Chii,a, and military and economic pressure effectively brought.Kim to the.negotiating table. 

Moreover, the Trump policy team on North Korea has expanded over time, coordinated 

with South Korea, and communicated directly with the Kim regime. Pompeo first visited 

Pyongyang as CIA director to meet Kim Jong-un and confirm North Korean intentions for a 

summit. On his second.visit, then as secretary of state, Pompeo again met Kim, discussed 

denuclearizatio·n, and ret,urned with thr~e Americans who had b·een long deta.ined in N.orth 

. Korea. This bodes well for negotiations, and Trump appears to be seized with the idea of 

ending the state of war on the Korean Peninsula. 

However, the policy personnel in the United States has gotten tougher on Pyongyang than 

when the Trump admi_nis_tratjon embarked on its "maximum pressure" campaign .. Seasoned 
diplomat Joseph Yun retired, Pompeo replaced Rex Tillerson as secretary of state, PACOM 

Commander Admiral Harry Harris rather than a professor will become U.S. ambassador to 

Seoul, and a more hawkish figure may take over for the deterrence-minded Ge.n. Vincent 

Brooks as commander of U.S. Forces Korea. National security adviser H.R. McMa'ster was 
succeeded by John Bolton, who has a rec_ord of advocating regime change; his "Libya model" 

comments about denuclearization apparently provoked North Korea since the Libya story 
did not end well for Muammar Gaddafi,. 

Trump himself has expressed great opti.mism for improvement in U.S.-DPRK relations and 

econ:omic developm.ent co.operation, out he has also made clear that the U.S. military is 

ready if necessary, and sanctions should continue unti·I North Korea denuciearizes. If the 

spring of s_ummi_ts fa_ils to advance denu:clearization, the Trump administration may return 
to a hawkish approach on North Korea. Trump already directed the U.S. military to up:date 
Non-c_ombatan"t EvaCuciJion Oper~tio_n' (NE_O) .PJans and c·onsidered ordering military 

families home from South Korea. If such ·a pullout occurred, it would prompt a crisis of 

.confidence in South Korea's .seC:u"rity and the U.S.-Rq~ a_llia_nce because mi_lltary action 
would appear imminent. 

Conclusion: Preserving Trust in the Alliance 
Many observers associate fluctuations in the strength of the alliance with policy changes 

by different occupants of the White House and Blue House." After new leaders come to 

office, it is easy to attribute policy changes and coordination fail.ures to their intentions and 

characteristics, even though the reality of alliance management is much more complex. 

Leadership changes and initiativ.es are important, but it should not be forgotten how 

enduring national interests and bilateral institutions provide the alliance with continuity. 

Mutual trust has allowed the U.S.-ROK alliance to cooperatively address North Korean 
prov6catlons, relations With China an·d _Japa·n, a·n_d ba'sin"g a:na.c:om·ma:nd reo_rg·ai:,ization. 
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Inter-governmental trust holds an alliance together, despite changes in leadership. But. 

there is downward pressure on bilateral trust beyond the personalities and politics of the . 

current residents of the White House and Blue House. If South Korean identity perceptions 

ilis-a-vis North Korea change dramati_cally, and if the Trump administration's style of alliance 

management is evaluated negatively by South Koreans, the trust-based fo1:indatio·n of 
alliance co.operation could be eroded. 

However, controversies over inter-Korean diplomacy a.t the rnymp.i.c:S did n.ot breach trust 

in the alliance. Americans understood that Moon wanted to host an Olympics safe from 

North Kore.an provocations and full of recO:nciliatiCln theater. More than a few American 

analysts support Moon's engagement policies and criticize Trump's coercive diplomacy. 

They suggest exp.loratory talks during w_hich North Korea would not test nuclear devices or 

long-range missiles, a resumption of multilateral negotiations, and if Pyongyang recommits 

to d.enuclearizaticin, the U.S. and DPRK could set up diplomatic Interest Sections in each 

other's capitals." Meanwhile, skeptics insist that Pyongyang is trying to drive a wedge 

behyeen S.eoul .and its p_artners and to "normalize" international tolerance or acceptance 
of its nuclear status. 

Questions remain about the trajectory of South Korean and U.S. policy going forward. Even 

if policies do not change much, rhetoric based on emotions and political p:andering (rather 

than on facts and national interests) can degrade perceptions in the other country about its 

ally and set off a dowmAiard spira.1 of trust. The era of dealing w.ith a North Korean missile 

test by possibly ''blowing it off the launch pad" has past. Talk of giving North Korea a "bloody 

nose" m.aY be good co,erciv.e d.iplom:acy, but n,ot reasonable military action. The expected 
I 

utility and effectiveness of such a strike is m~ch less than the expected risks, unless the 

U.nited S.tates and its al Ii.es had credible intelligence that the North Koreans were about to 
launch a nuclear attack. 31 

. I 

I . 
Trump and Moon agreed that \he United States and ROK do not seek North Korean 

regime change or collapse. But there should ~e pressure, otherwise North Korea ~ill n.ot 

denu_clearize. The regime currently sees mare safety with its nuclear weapons programs 
than without. To change that calculation, Trump is right t.hat C_hinese co.operation on 

pressure is needed, but.Moon has a point that ihe carrots previously on offer look too small 

to North K9rea: Also, fo_r Moo.n, it is i.mportant_ to reaSsu.re his do.l!lespc audience-there wil_l 
not be a military conflict and to show he is pushing for a diplomatic process. The challenge 
is persuading Pyongyang to change its behavior. That .calls for pressure via coordinated 

implementation of policy among the United States, South Korea, and Japan. The calibration 

for Moon is to·seek that cooperation without looking soft,while the c,alitiration fo'r Trump is 
not to appear too hardline to realize that. cooperation. 

Some Korean progressives seem to want the United States to play "b:a.d cop" focused on 

denuclearization and human rights while South Korea plays ''good cop" focused on social and 

economic engagement. Others warH Seo.ul to play an intermediary role between Pyongyang 

and Washington and even between Washington and Beijing. That risks U.S.-ROK trust. It 

is fine for Washington and Seoul to productively differentiate roles, but staying on the 

same page is essential so that the efforts by one are not misconstrued as uhdermining the 

efforts of the other. Eventually, sanctions relief and economic cooperation can accompany 

North Korean progres.s toward de'frndearizaticin. Rushed solutions and grand bargains risk 

unintended consequences. The safer bet is on better enforcing sanctions, strengthening 

deterrence, and reirifordng alliances, while engaging Pyongyang in sustainable dialogue." 
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' 

' ' Meaningful dial9gue does not mean giving North· Korea som·ething for riqthing. It means 

Pyorigyang should desist from provocations and return to negotiations. If North Korea . - . I . . • . 

maintained a testing freeze, moved artillery and troops back from the OMZ, and allowed· 

separated family· reuni_ons, that would be a good start for confidence building and further 

humanitarian initiatives. In his Berlin spe·ech, Maori offere-d such assistance on flo_odJng, 
i_nfectious diseases, and fo_rest management.33 

The Moon governm·ent recognizes that South Korea has mo:re to lose i_n terms oft.rust and 

cooperation with the United States than it presently has to gain with North Korea. This is 

why Seoul continues to double down o_n the alliance. Bu_t U.S. policymakers should avoid 

a situation where South Koreans blame America for a lost opportunity for transformative 

diplomacy. so·uth Koreans must also be wary abo_ut being accused of soft,pedaling during 

the "last chance" to arrest North Korea's nuclear missile development. Confidence building 

w_ith Pyorigyang ca:n productively lower tensions and test North Korean intentions, but such 

efforts should not contradict UN sanctions or sacrifice trust between Washington arid Seoul. · 
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rh·e questio-n of the proper relations.hip bet~€en d_o!Tlestic sen·timer:it and (oreign p_olicy 

is a vexed one. Historically, statesmen and strategists have tended to distrust or disparage 
the role of the demo_s in the elite enterpiise of foreign affairs. In the immortal w_ords of the 
then vice president Richard Nixon: "If we indulge in the kind of thinking which assumes 
that foreign policy decisions s_hould be made on the basis of public opinion polls we might 
as well decide now to surrender our position of world leadership to the communists."' Yet 

from even the most condescending foreign policy establishment perch, it is hard to dispute 
. the significance of securing public support for key foreign policy moves. Nixon as president 
was fully aware of this, carefully stage-managing his most dramatic maneuver, the visit to 

China in February 1972; in a way that would maxi'mize support back home. And of course, 
Nixon's loss of public trust over the Watergate scandal .brought about the abrupt end of 
his infiuence on everything, including foreign affairs. Nixon's impeachment, a,fter years of 

public opposition to the war in Vietnam, .strengthened the view in the United States that 
unsupervised elites were iri fact the worst pos_sible stewa:rd_s of th_e iri'struments o_f national 
power, and that popular, democratic checks were critical ingredients in wise and prudent 
foreign policy. 

Once the public is accorded a decisive role in foreign affairs deliberation, we have to grapple 
with the prob_lem of determining what "the public" thinks in the first place. Who represents 

"the public"? How can we assert "it" thinks one way or another? What do we meanby 
ex·pressions such as "t~e p_ublic seems to ha~e changed its mind"? French theorist Pierre • 

Bourdieu, for example, challenged the validity of statistical re·presentaticins of "pub.lie_ 

opinion" b_as:ed on p_olling data: Bourdieu argues that public opinion so constructed is an 

"artefact" of the. pollsters, rather than a refiection of an actual thing in the wcirld_. 3 Polling 
·data creates a false sense of certainty about public preferences-the illusion of a static and 
knowable thing, "the public," where one does.not exist. 

Despite the epistemological limitations and political biases embedded in the art of polling, 

public sentiment m1ist be brought into the eq'uati_on of foreign policy analysis. Particularly 
in a South Korean context, given the highly participatory nature.of political culture, it would 
be foolis_h t_o ado.pt an elitist premise that the public factor can be. ignored. South Korean 

president Moon Jae-in, for one, emphasizes the critical importance of democratic legitimacy 
and public input iri all aspects of governance, including foreign policy. 

Yet Moon faces a dilemma. He entered the Blue House with three foreigr:i policy rOpes 

tjed l_ike a noos_e arou.nd hi_s neck: the "com·tor·t w_om~n" d~al on the basis of which Seoul's 
channels were reopened with Prime Minister Abe. Shil1zo, the Kaesong Industrial Complex 

closu·re On the basis of whic~ chanr:iels ~ere severed with Ch.airman KimJong-un, and the 

THAAD [Terminal H'igh Altitude Area Defense] missile defense battery deployment on the 
basis of which ties were frayed b_adly with Presi,dent Xi Jin ping. Moon's predecessor Park 

Geun-hye made these decisions _abruptly, with little effort to prepare the public or win a 

broad consensus for them, and after Park's impeachment, Moon campaigned against all 
three decisions. However, his electoral victory had little to do wi_th foreign policy, leaving 

him witho_ut a clear mandate in terms of how to move forward. 

Corriirig to power thanks to a "people power" movement known as the Candleiight 

revolution, President Moon drew h·eavily up9n participatory m_ech:anisnis a:nd llliorked 
hard to.show that he was listening to Hie people. The Blue House created a new system 
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of o_nline petitions, promising to tackleijssues as sensitive as abortion in response to public 
comment, and Moon reversed his stan

1
d on shuttin·g doWn a nuclear rea_ctor a'fter a citizen 

review came out against· the plan.' Tlie Moon ·administration applied this same logic of 

"dem·ocratic procedural legitimacy" to :the .three foreign pol.icy ropes by ordering external 
reviews of THAAD deployment, the "comfort women" deal, and Kaesong closure.' With 

the cmiclusion of tho·se reviews in December 2017, M.oon final_ly began to implement 
his o_wn foreign policy. As he did so, the question of domestic mandate came back to the 

fore. During hi.s first year in the Blue House, II/loon sustained record high public approval 
ratings. But as the dramatic peace-making diplomacy unfolded in early 2018, the question 
of \o\/hether M.oon can sustain a domestic mandate resurfaced in new guise. Where is the 
Moon administration likely to encounter .\he most resistance in terms of public response 

to foreign policy moves? Are there ways Moon can approach public opinion in order to 
maximize the odds of achieving his foreign policy objectives? And how does he balance the 
need to be. proactive and flexible in foreign policy implementation with the imperative to 
sustain public support among the citizenry? 

The argument here begins with setting'Moon's domestic mandate dilemma in the context 
of the contrad.ictory foreig·n policy legacy he inherited from Park Geun-hye, the lack of clear 
foreign policy mandate from the Candlelight movement that put him in power, and the 
int_ensified need to be proa,ctive on ir:i_ter-Korean relatio_ns i_n the shrinking strategic space 
between Kim Jong-un's tests and Donald J. Trump's tweets. The Moon administration drew 

u·pon democr"atjc or sen:iJ-demo.cratic "revi_ew" mechanisms to escape the path dependence 
effect from the late Park era and maintain public support along the way. Stuc.k w.ith the 

d.eploymen\ cif a THMD battery that Koreans had mixed feelings about, Moon nonetheless 
improved ties with Xi Jin ping on the basis of the "three noes." S_addled with a.n unpopular 
deal meant to b_e the "final and irrevocable,,settlement of the wartime sexual slavery issue, 
he stabilized ties with Abe by upholding·the letter of the dea.1 wh_ile rejecting the spirit of· 
it, Finally, he opened a channel with Ki;,, Jong-un through the Olympic detente, followed 

by a dramatic inter-Korean summit in P~.nmunjom on April 21; setting th.e stage for heavy 
· diplomatic lifting to make progress on t~e bold agenda of "peace and denuclearization of 
the Korean Penin·sula." 

Moon's maneuvers vis-a-vis Beijing and 'rokyo Were met with broa·d pUblic sUppo-rt-or.at 
' least, did not trigger significan.t back.lash: However, the initial efforts to reopen and impro)le 

inter-Korean relations met with pockets of public opposition and overall ambivalence. 

Although Moon emerged from the s.uccess of the Pa:nmunjom summit with sky-high 
approval .ratings, it is worth anticipating the domestic political complexity of a peace and 
reconciliation approach t.o inter-Korean relations, if only to mitigate their impact o~ progress 
with Pyongyang. In conclusion, it is argued that Moon's key foreign policy preferences
sustaining a robust alliance with the Unit.ed States, restoring a clos_e partnersh_ip with China, 

and allowing a working relationship with Japan-appear to be grounded in fairly strong 

domestic coiisen·sus. The challenging issue is likely to be in the sphere of inter,Korean 
relations. Here, Moon faces fragme.nted public sentiment, and consensus •might prove 

elusive. Indeed, Bourdieu's warnings about the mirage of a monolithic "public opinion" 

seem especially german·e when thinking through the qu.esfon of public attitu_des t.o.ward 

North Korea, inter-Korean relations, and Korean reunification. How to win and maintain a 

domestic m.andate for improved inter-Korean relations is likely to be one of the most critical 
foreign policy challenges facing Moon during his years in the Blue House. 
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Candlelight MancJate 
Park Geun-hye left a contradictory foreign poHcy legacy in the 16fake of her tempestuous 

final year as president of the Republic of Korea. As a candidate and in her first two and 
half years in office, she seeme.d to be dev.eloping a "third way'' approach to foreign 
relations that borrowed in significant ways from a progressive paradigm while retaining 

key cons.ervative features. The most notable progressive borrowings consisted in her effort 

to engage Pyongyang in what her administration hoped would be an inter-Ko.rean "trust
building process," along with her dramatic embrace of a close political relationship with 

new Chinese leader Xi Jinping, culminating in h·er appearance o.n t.he Tiananmen Squa.re 
balustrade to watch China's military parade celebrating the 70th anniversary of victory 
in the war against Japan. Yet Park m·anaged to keep a stable relationship to Washington, 
in line with the public's commitment to the U.S. alliance and favorable views toward the 
United St.ates:• 

However, during the.space of a few months in late 2015-early 2016, Park abruptly reversed 

course, shifting to a nee-traditional conservative posture toward the key players in South 
Korean foreign policy. The first reversal came with Japan. Having let ROK-Japan relations 
atrophy for two years, Park held a sun:,mit with Abe in November and the following month 

announced a deal that.purported to be the "final and irrevocable" reso.I.ution of the sens.itive 
a_rid co_ntro_versial issue of Japanese wartime St?Xual enslavementof Korean women and girls 
(the "comfort woman" iss.ue). Alth·ough Park had been criticiied for-l_etting this issue hijack 
all aspects of Korea-Japan relations, the sudden announcement of a final resolution based 

I • 

on a narrow governmenHo-government negotiation only infiamed the issue.' With public 
opinion extremely negative toward Abe andJ lukewarm on Japan, Park's deal confirmed 

m.any Ko'reans' sense that Tokyo simply wanted the issue forgotten.' There.was very little 
public.enthusiasm for or acceptance of the deal, and ihe backlash iniensified as the Ace 
griyernriient ir:isis_ted Seoul prevent civi_c groups from putting up remembrance statues of 
comfort-women.9 

The second reversal, in relations with Beijing, was triggered by North Korea's fourth 
nuclear test in January 2016. Fru_strated that Xi J_inping was un'AliU_ing to help in her hour 

of need, Park decided to move ahead with deployment of the controversial THAAD 
missile .defense system, cognizant it would i,nrnr Beijing's wrath. China retaliated with 
eCor:,om_ic punishments including bans oii group tourism,. cancelations of cultural events, 
and coordinated "inspections" that shutt.ered business operations by the South Korean 
conglomerate Lotte, which had transferred a golf course to the g·overnment for use as the 
THAAD site. Naturally, South· Koreans resented Beijing's wielding of a:n economic stick. On 
the other hand, a majority of Koreans, while fretting over.China'.s military rise, want a good 
relationship with' ~hina for purely economic reasons_." The THAAI;> spa.I ·only reinforced th:e 

importance of stable, friendly ties to Beijing, given South Korea's economic vulnerability to. 
the Chinese market in terms of trade and investm:ent. ·. 

The third reversal was that Park closed the door to cooperation with Pyongyang. For the 

preceding three years in office, Park remained open to dialogue and improvement in 

relations wit.h Kim J_ong-u.n, P.reserving a pos.tu're of openn.ess despite numerous ups and 
downs .. She stuck with her signature "trust-building process" despite Pyongyang's pre-
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inauguration nuke test in February 20°13 and the. ensuing springtime shadow war. Her first 

tangible effort at reconciliation cam_e with family reunions in February 2()14, and Kim Jorig

un sent top aides t'o·the Asian Games in lncheon in October. However, nothing much came of 

their visit. ln August 2Ql_S, a landmine i_ncidenJ in the OM.? raised ter:isions O_n_ce again-a},_d 
Park authorized high-level talks resulting in a six-point agreement to stabilize and improve 

ties. lmplemehtati_on h_ad a_lready bogged down by the time of the fourth nuclear test on 

January 6, 2016, followed by the satellite launch on February 7, 2016. Park responded by 

ordering the closure of the joint industrial plant at Kaesong. 

Kaesong closure had a polarizing effect. Progressive advoc_ates of e"ngagenient were 

outraged, and the progressive newspaper H'!nkyoreh took issue with flaws in the argument 

put out by the Ministry of Unific_ation t_o jus~fy the decisi_on O:n gro_uhds that Kaesong profits 

funded Pyongyang's nuclear and missile programs.11 Even_ some conservatives had doubts 

ab.out the shutdo·wn.11 By shuttering_Kaeso_ng, Park foreclosed the last remaining platform 

for inter-Korean cooperation built during the Sunshine era. Not even during the more 

ha:,dline era of her predecesso_r, Lee 1111yung-bak, faced with the sinking of the Cheonan 

and shelling of Yeonpyeong island, was Kaescing shut down. Still, polling indicated a strong 

majority of the public approved of the closure." Predictably, North Korea severed the 

military hotline to the South and stopped responding to the communications channel at 

Panmunjom. The line to Pyongyang was cut. The line to Beijing was frayed. The line was 
reopened to Tokyo, and loud and clear to Washington. 

By mid-year, Park had seemingiy restored a traditional conservative foreign policy posture. 

But bef<ire th·e public co_uld fully judge its merits, the Park presidency came crashing 

down in a cascade of private scandal and public outrage. The Candlelight movement that 

toppled Park is critical to understanding the Moon'government, includjng its foreign policy. 

It is a paradoxical effect since the mo~ement had so little to do with foreign affairs. The 

Candlelight pro.tests relit the spirit of citizenship in South Korea, tapping into widespread 

revulsion against cotrupt pra·ctice_s, ve}ted intere_sts, and soc_i_al ir:ijustice. They ~e.re l_ed 
from the center-left but represented a' broad-social consensus around the yearning for a 

fresh start, for an open and transparent gove:,nment, fo:, a domestic political and economic 

reset." Protesters' chants evolved from 'Park Geu~-hye, Resign!'·to 'Impeach Park Geun

hye/ Disband Saenuri/ Break up the Conglomerates' (note the absence of foreign policy . - . . - I • . . . . . - . - . 

issues). At its peak, Candlelight brought over a million people into the streets of Seoul and 

cities across the c_ountry. Park's disapproval rating bottome:d out at 91%, an extraord_inary, if 

tragic, moment of civic solidarity." It was a very broad tent, and the under-4S demographic~ 
from Gen X families with young kids and baby strollers to Millennials still in school-wa:s 

well represented at the weekly rallies in Gwanghwa'!'un Square . 

Over time, counter-protests.emerged. Although much smaller in scale than th_e ca:ndlelight 

marches, the so-called "ROK flag" protests were sociologically· significant given the 

striking demographics: the participants were overwhelmingly in their 60s or older. Unlike 

Candlelight marchers, the pro-Park protesters incorporated a foreign policy stance into the 

o_utward synib_olisni of their movement by carrying not one but two flags-those of the ROK 

and USA. Devoted Park supporters rallied ·on the day that the Constit_utional Court up_held 

her impeachment in March, and railed in anger and sorrow, flags in hand. Three people 

died, ages 60, 72 a:nd 74, that day." 
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At a Mal Candlelight rally just b.efore the el.ection in early May, billed .as a victory party, 
some organizing groups tried to shift the movement toward opposition to THAAD. But ' . . 

· the Candlelight masses did not follow ,thej move toward foreign relations issues. The 
compressed campaign to choose .Park's succ~ssor was dominated by domestic cha_llenges. 
When foreign policy and national security questions came up, Moon affirmed a progressive 

approach while leaving himself room on polky parti.wlars. He strongly rejected Park's 

"comfort women" deal, yet he affirmed the importance of maintaining an open channel 
with Tokyo. Jt:fst b:efore election day, th.e U.S .. and ROK mili.taries fast-tracked THAAD 
deployment, making it a .fait accompli for the winner, and the Moon campaign criticized 

the move.:" But Mo.on stressed the importance of a strong alliance with Washington, along 
with a close partnership with Beijing. He was critical of the Kaesong closure, promising to 
reopen a.nd expand the complex as a "stepping stone of Korean reunification."" At the same 
time, Moon affirmed the importance of stopping North Korea's nuclear progress, includin·g 

through the use of sanctions. Given his background as Roh Moo-hyun's chief of staff, voters 
closely associated Moon with the Sunshine .. Policy oi en.gagerrient with Pyongyang ahd 
inter-Korean reconciliation, principles that Moon reaffirmed during the campaign. But how 

he would revive the concept, in the changed cqnditions two d.ecades after Kim Dae-jung 
inaugurated it, remained unclear. 

In t.he May 2017 electio.n, c.ons.ervatives apd older voters backed Hong Jun-pyo, the 
standard-bearer of a rechristened conservative party (Liberal Korea Party), giving him 
about a q1iarter of the votes. Centrists gra~itated toward Ahn Cheol-su, who won 21 

percent of the electorate with a heterogeneoLs bloc that also intlt:ided regional suppo:,ters 
:from the southwest [under the flag of the People's Party] as well as Ahn'soriginal post

partisan adherents. Moon Jae-in handily defeat_ed his two main rivals by comm·anding 40 

percent of ttie vote, what might be called the Candlelight coalition. He performed well 
among Millennials and Gen Xers, for som·e 0\ whom CandleJ.ight marked an initiation into 
active political life, an expression of their yearning for a new politics and social progress. By 

evicting Park a:nd ele·cting Moon, the Candlelight movement endowed the new president 
with a clear and powerful mandate for domesticreform. 

Co.ming after the outrage over Park and sense of deep political disillusionment, President 
Moon skillfully tapped into peo·ple's hope for a fresh start. He rapidly doubled the si.ze of 
his pcipulai support-polls showed him receiving an 80 percent approval rating over the 
course of his first months in office. From the moment he settled into the Blue House, Moon 
effectively conveyed the image th_at the Candlelight coalition elected him to pr9ject
openness, transparency,justice, and reform. There was one catch-the Cand.lelight coalition 

did no.t as a grci,:fp a:,ticula.te clea_r expectations on the central foreign policy questions facing 
their country-how to balance China's rise and the U.S. alliance, how to lift the burden of 
the past in dealing with Jap,,:n, and h.ow to handle the North Korean conundrum. Moon's 
Candlelight mandate on domestic social, economic, and political issues did not extend with 

much clarity into the sphere of foreign affairs. 
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Fire and Fury 
Outside the domestic bubble of South Korea's snap presidential election, an overpowering 

geopolitical·and diplomatic dynamic was at.work on the Korean Peninsula, creating a vortex 

that would sweep Seoul into its wake and leave Moon limited room to maneuver. Kim Jong

un and o·onald Trump were well into a spitting contest that began on New Year's Day, when 

Kim swore he would test an IC_B_M that could th:reaten the.U.S. h:omel_and with a nuke and 

Trump tweeted back "It won't happen!" Tensions spiked in April with Kim threatening to fire 

mi_ssiles ar,o!,.m·q Guam and Trum·p ~ari:,in·g that a.n "arniada" was on its way to Korea. Kim 
called off the Guam plan, but he continued testing a dizzying array of rockets, including a new 

IRBM and a pair of successful ICBr,,i test_s in July. In August, Trump threatened Kim with "fire, 

fury, and frankly power the_ likes of which the world has never seen.'' To start September, 

No:,th Korea staged a massive thermonuclear detonation, and soon after, standing· before 

the United Nations General Assembly, Trump threatened to "totally destroy" North Korea. 

DPRK Foreign Minister R_i Yong Ho, in New York for the UNGA, responded by suggesting 

Pyongyang might next conduct an atmospheric nuclear test over the Pacific. Kim's testing 

regime slowed in the fall, punctuated by-a final ICBM launch on November.28, on the basis 

of which Kim proudly declared that his Strategic Rocket Force ha:d "completed" its mission, 

These represent only the highlights of what seemed like a constant stream of provocation 

and counter-provocation b_etween Pyo_ngyang a:nd Washington over the course of 201_7. 

Veteran Korea hands agreed the intensity of U.S.-DPRK antagonism was unprecedent_ed 

in co.mparison with the past few decades. For Seoul, the salient characteristic of this 

confrontation cycle was that South Korea was relegated to the role of bystander. The Trum·p 

administration aggressively and directly responded to almost every move made by Kim 

Jong-un. Ori the. diplomatic front, led by the then-Secre_tary of St.ate Rex Tillerson with the 

on-off backing of Trump, the effort focused heavily on the role of China, rather than South 

_. Korea, a·s the key·to progre:ss. Trump m_~d_e No:rth Koreat_he nl.lmber a:n_e iss_ue i_n U.5.-_China 
relations and said on multiple occasions that China could solve the problem if it wanted to. 

At a nadir of Trump-Moon rela_ti_ons, he condescendingly tweeted to r,,i_oon tha_t he should_ 
not waste his time with a policy of "appeasement" toward Pyongyang. 

An even more perilous form of "Korea
1
passing" emerged over the course of the year, as 

preventive strikes and other euphemis')ls for war moved from fringe ideas to mainstream 
· policy debate in the United States. The d_ebate was triggered not by experts-the majority 

of whom argued forcefully against military action-but rather by the admiriistration's 

frequent warnings that "if diplomacy fails" i_t wciu_ld turn to force. Th_e U.S. debate over the 
merits of military action implicitly devalued the strategic and human significance of South 

Korea-even those who argued agai_nst military options often pointed out that hundreds of 

thousands of U.S. citizens residing in South Korea might perish in the ensuing conflict. The 

ultimate expression o_f South Korea's ·margina_lization, if not dehumanization, was Senator 

Lindsey Graham's public comment that in conversation with the president, Trump told him 

it might be necessary to fight the war now while the casualties would be "over there," 

ratherthan let North Korea get to the p_oint whe"re Kim.coul_d threateh the homeland with 

a nuclear-tipped ICBM. 
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A secondary case for military action was made by Trump's the·n-na~on_al security advisor, 

H.R. McMaster, who asserted that Kim Jongjun was so brutal he copld not necessarily be 
deterred with·out the use of actual force, and that he wa"s· s·o aggressive, if .he were not 

stopped he would pursu'e coercive reunificati~n with if not military in~asion of Sou;h Korea. 

McMaster told New Yorker repo'rte:r Evan Osnos, "There are reasonk why this situation is 
different from the one we were iriwith the Soviets. The North Koreans have shown, through 
their words and a_ctions, their intention to blackmail the United siates into abandoning 

V . • 
our South Korean ally, potentially clearing the path for a second Korean War."" National 
security experts a.~d Korea watchers in Washington elevaied the ass~ssed risk of a confiict 

• -- . - I 

on the peninsula, with 25 percent beco·ming a common estimate.'° Members of Congress 

also began ringing alarm bells about the rising risk of war in Kbrea." By December, 
Graham put Hie chance.of military action at 30 percent, rising to 70 ~erc·ent if North Korea • . 1· • • . . . 

were to stage a seventh nuclear test." Public opinion polls, of which there were many, 

indicated elevated fears among Americans of confiict breaking out-1ith th'ree-quarters of • , • I • • • 

respondents worrying about war in Kor.ea and an even higher percentage saying Trump's 

threats of military action should be taken at face va_lue. 23 
. I 

The spiraling tensions between Trump and Kim, laced by what seemed to be an increasingly 
real p_ro_spect of rnilitary conflict, created a severe political dil~mma for the Moon 

presidency. Moon was performing well on the. domestic issues that Jeople elected him to . r . . . 
tackle. While critics to his right tried to attack him on national security and foreign policy 
issues, nothing stuck. However, Moon was trapped in the path dependence created by 

Park's triple reversal, and in particular, he was hamstrung in his effort to interject South 
Korea into a meaningful role in the standoff betwee·n the United sdtes and North Korea. . . . .. - .. r· - ·-
Kim Jong-un was not making things any easier. Moon floated a pair of proposals to reopen 

I 

channels and probe for coop·eration, suggesting a res_umptio_n of military talks and family 
reunions .. But Pyongyang threw cold water on the ideas (without forriially rejecting them). . ' . 
The North also s~ub_bed th_e initi_al effort by S_o.uth Korean civic groups _to restore contacts 
and resume cooperation, starting with the b:enign concept of a joint celebration on the 
anniversary of the first inter-Korean summit. This had a dampening Jffect on the capacity 
for civil society actorsto support initiatives by

1
Moon to improve North-South relations and 

, _ _ I I . 

insert Seoul back into the N_orth Korea equation. While McMaster was warning ominously 
that Kim was undeterrable, his counterpart in Seoul, Chung Eui-yonk; insisted there was 

zero Possibility o'f w·ar. 14 rylany South Korean: e~perts agreed_. 25 The 
1

Sou_th ~or~an -pu:blic 
appeared significantly less concerned about the prospect of conflkt than Americans-one 
poll found 37 p·ercent of respondents thought war was poss_ible, a cecrease from a few 
years ago." The relatively subdued attitude of the South Korean publit was an asset in that 
Moon did not n·eed to act in desperation in respo_nse to domestic prJsSure-on the o·th_er 
hand, the level of U.S.-DPRK tension was.objectively becoming a darig~; to South Korean 
secu'rity and public safety in a way that demanded intervention by Mbon. . . . . - I 
By September, Moon spoke openly of his "frustration and sadness" over Pyongyang's 

intransigence in opening the.channel." North Korean statements stuck to the party line 

that the only way for inter-Korean progress w_as for Moon to break with the U_nited States 

and its pressure campaign against the DPRK. But the Moon government _and iikeminded 

actors, including the United Nations Secretariat, kept probing for a breakthrough. A series 
of backchannel contacts in China in December, in the wake of Kim's deda_ratio·n that h'e had . 

"completed" progress,.may have.represented a turning point. Moon openly acknowledged 
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that he had requested Washington to delay joint i.J.S.-Ro·K military exercises until ~fter the 

Olympics and reiterated his invitation :10 Pyo~gyang to pa:rticipa_te. Yet he was careful to 

affirm the-importance of the alliance and respect for Trump. Virtually the only place where 

Moon took a- cOntra·ry stand was· his fegular i_nsi_s~en:c·e tha_t ~ar was l'.JOt an oP.tion-an 

implicit rebuke to White House sugg·estions that military solutions were very much "on 

the table." 

Three Reviews of Foreign Policy 
Moon began to break free of the path dependency of Park Geun-hye's reversals by the end 

of 2017, and started the new year implementing so·methin·g cl6s_er to his own foreign policy. 

The first breakthrough came with Beijing, where Moon could count on fairly widespread 

sup·port in workin·g to restore a consJr1:1ctiye relati6hsh_ip to China-for ·eco_nomic sel_f
interest if nothing else." Strategic cal~ulus and domestic political incentives aligned in a 

way that encouraged Moon to find a way t_o strength_en ties to Xi Jinping _and mitigate the 

damage caused by the row over THAAD. Despite the THAAD sanctions, most South Koreans 

want_ed to see ah imprdveme:nt in Seoul-Beijing ties. The political danger was that giving 

in too much to Beijing could cause a rupture iri the ROK-UcS. alliance or cast an image of 

weakn_ess i_n the face of Chinese "bul_lying," either of which would invite domestic criticism. 

Moon stalled for time by conducting an environmental review of the THAAD battery site, . , . . . . -- -

emphasizing the problem of "procedural legitimacy" in the manner in which the deployment 

decision was made and susp_end_ing ddplciymerit of the four additional launchers in June. 

On his visit to Washington, Moon explicitly linked THAAD to public sentiment and his 

candlelight m:andate: [ · 

''Deployment of THAAD prompted some .people to voice concern over the future of 

the allia_iice. The discussion t'aking place insid_e·tlie Korean government on this issue 
is a vital process for ensuring delTiocratic legitimacy and pro·ced_ijral'tranSparenC:y. · 
This is a matte; of crucial 

0

import~nce to my government that. was born on the·· 

Cand.lelight Revolution."" 

However, in the face of Kim's blistering pace of missile tests and. Tfump's "maximt.im 
' pressure" campaign, Moon dropped th·e suspension of additional 1a:unch_ers in early August 

and announced "conditional" approval of the environmental assessment in September." 

Although local protests againstTHAAD continued at the site in Seorigjll, and sp_oradic, small

scale rallies were held in Seoul, THAAD opposition was not a galvanizing issue for the public 
at large-indeed, polls indicated a stro·ng majority sup·ported th_e depl9ymen_t" 11\/hatever 

reservations Moon might have harbored as to the military necessity for a THAAD battery, 

there was no diplomatic spate or domestic imp·erative t_o push for u"ndoing the deployment. 

Instead, Moon devised a diplomatic stratagem to improve ties to Xi Jinping despite retaining 

THAAD. This was real_ized in late October with coordinated statements by the foreign 

ministries in Seoul and Beijing announcing they would put bilateral relations b_ack on a 

normal track." Beijing implicitly relented to the presence of a THAAD battery on South 

Korean soil. ROK foreign min_ist_er K_ang Kyung-1Yha,.mein1Nhile, articulated what was called 

the "three noes": no further THMD batteries would be deployed; no further integration 

into_ U.S.-led regional missile defense would be pursued; no trilateral military alliance with 

Japan (and the U,S.) would be declared. 
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The agreement with Beijing ope.ned Moonto criticism for fo.rsaking the aHiance with 

the United States. But speaking with South .Korean journalists, National Security Advisor 

McMaster avoided c'ritici.zing M.ocin's decision." Soon thereafter, Trump's visit to Seoul 

went well both in terms of public diplomacy and private discussions. Moon and his advisors 

v.,ere pleasantly surprised by Trump's respectful, serious, and open attitude. The visit 

was short, but there were no gaffes, Trump's speech at the National Assembly was well 

received, the Firstlady made a very positive impression: Although the South Korean public 

had been highly negative on Trump, polls found improvement after seeing him up close.34 

By showing Moon to be a good steward of the alliance, Trump's visit inadvertently affirmed 

Moon's outreach to Beijing, since it. had not damaged the relationship to the \Nh.it.e House. 

In early December, Moon made a four-day visit to Beijing, Nanjing, arid Chongqing. Moon's 

China trip received li!rgely negative coverage bac.k in South K_orea, marred as it was by the 

beating of a South Korean journalist by Chinese security guards 'and protocol slights such 

as a low-level greeting a.t the airport and un.accomp·anied meals .. Despite the failure of the 

.trip in terms of public diplomacy back home, Moon achieved his diplomatic goal of holding 

a constructive summit with Xi, and there was no major backlash against either the "three 

noes" or the trip. 35 The damage of Park's THAAD deployment decision had been partially 
undone, without triggering domestic blowback in South Korea. · 

On the heels of the Trump visit ·and Xi summit, Moon t_ackled t.h·e thorny problem o.f 

relations with. Abe and the. legacy ofthe ''comfort women" deal. Although Moon criticized 

th·e agreement as a candidate, he was careful to estab.lish an open channel with Tokyo after 

taking office. A line to Tokyo was especially important in the early days, given how Abe had 

established a confida:n.t relationship with Donald Trump-in the words of Shelia Smith, a 

"buddy and friend."" This was captured in the infamous photograph at Mar-A-Lago of the 

makieshift U.S,-Japa:n nati.onal security caucus '.on how to respond to a North Korean missile 

test, which led to a press conference at which Abe spoke at length and Trump added only a 

· sir:,gle s_entence. For this reason alon_e, Mo_on ~ould t:iave wanted to have his own channel to 
Abe. Yet the unpopular "comfort women" deai hung like a cloud over Korea-Japan relations. 

I , . 
Moon'.s solution was to commission an out~ide panel of experts to review the process 

behind the deal. Formed at the end of July, th:e nine-member panel announ_ced its findings. 

in December, on the basis of which Foreign Minister Kang announced.that the government 
would not Formally abrogate the agreement. But while upholding the fact oft.he deal, t.he 

Moon government rejected the spirit of it, claiming that the Park government approach 

lacked procedural and democratic legitimacy, So, while Moon would not. seek to renegotiate 

the deal, he made it clear that the wartime sexual slavery issue was not considered "solved" 

from Seoul's perspective. At the same time, in encouraging Ace to attend t.he upcoming 

O.lympics, Mo.on made his intention clear to keep a regular channel open to Tokyo. Polling 
suggested that. a majority of people approved of Moon's somewhat ambiguous handling 

Of the issue.37 

At the same time that the "comfo'rt worn.en" review panel announced its findings, the Policy 

Reform Committee of the Ministry of Unification did the same. The Committee was launched 

in September composed of figures from outside government.'' Tasked with advising on a 
new direction for North Korea policy, the focus of its press conferenc:e on December 27 

was to release the conclusions of its review of the Park administration's decision to shut 
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down the Kaesong joint industrial zone. The panel found no evidence that Kaesong funds 

had in fact been diverte_d to North Ko(ea's illicit weapons programs, as claimed in the Park 

government's closure announcement'. Addressing the issue of procedural legitimacy, the 

panel concluded that the decision was made in an "unilateral and verbal" way-in other 

words, as fiat by Park Geun-hye, rather than bas_ed on institutional review, including 

sanctions prOc~dures. 39 The committee advised the Moon government to reopen the plant 
as soon as conditions allowed. The Ministry of Unification ann·ounced tha_t it "humbly 

accepts" the finding and promised to boost transparency." The Kaesong closure discussion 

was theoretical in the sense that no one expected Mocin to recipen the plant anytime s:oon. 

However, just a few days after the announcement, the prospect of inter-Korean cooperation 

suddenly became real for the first tim·e since l'Jlocin t_ook office. 

Moonshadow 
The inter-Korean d_etente of early 2018 exposed what may prove to be the most serious 

dilemma facing Moon's foreign policy in so far as public opinion is concerned, of h·ow to 

win ahd sustai_n public support for a policy of dialogue, reconciliation, and cooperation with 

North K!Jrea. This challenge should come as no surprise to Mcion and his aditis_ors. After all, 

domestic consensus proved to be the Achilles Heel of the original Sunshine Policy, on which 

many of them labored. Although in the early ife.ars (for m_ost o_f the Kim Dae-jung term) the 

policy enjoyed widespread. support, by the end of the Roh Moo-hyun era public support 

was flagging." During t_he progressives' subseq·u.ent dec·ade in the politi_cal wilderness, 

Sunshine Policy advocates only strengthened their convictions about tne correctness of 

their approac_h, while mariy recogni_zed the need to re-establish a public consensus behind 

the policy. Conservative critics, meanw~ile, grew equally confident in their opposition t? the 
wisdom of engagement. But the problem of public sentiment became increasingly complex - - - L . 

as a new generation came of age in the absence of contact with the North. Today, the 

Moon government faces a fragmented ·public. "386" progressives will support his efforts to 

improve inter-Korean relations. Older conservatives will attack. But younger Koreans will . 

resporid based on a di_fferent paradigm entirely. 

Today's college-age South Korean is too young to appreciat_e the early euphoric moments 
of inter-Ko_rean ~app_ro_chement of the Kim Dae-jung era. Teenagers who became curious 

about North Korea in. the last decade could. find themselves investigated for violating 

th_e Na·ti_onal Security Law wi_th a Facebook post or ironic retweet-the criminalization of 
curiosity since 2008 had ,a dampening- effect. 42 The mo·st vivid experience Of int_e·r•K_or_ean 
relations for Millennia_ls w_as the violent conflict of 2010, leaving an intensely negative 
impression. The concept of a "Cheonan generation" is probably a distortion cu_t gets at 

a geriera'tiorial fac~.43 Su_rvey research in_dicates more negative views toward North Korea 
amorig younger South Koreans compared with their elders. The polls also indicate young 

South Koreans are significantly less interested in reunification." Surveys conducted by the 

Justic_e Party's foundation demonstrate tha_t among peopl_e over 6_0 years o.1.d, 75 p_erc·ent 

consider unification a duty, whereas under 40, only 36 percent consider it necessary. The 

Asan Institute for Policy Studies comes to similar conclusions based on its polling, describing 

"youth detachment" toward North Korea." 
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-Steve Denney and others have argued that apathy and negativity toward North Korea refiect 
~omething deep·er-a s_hift away from an kthni_c con_cep_tion of Korean identity aniong 
young South Koreans." Coming of age after the democratic transition and alienated by 

decades from a sense of conn·ectio_n to peopl_e in the north, ~_illennials think of themselves 
as citizens of the Republic of Korea, full stop. The ROK is not a divided half-it is whole and 
complete unto its_elf. lns_tead of caring about healing the wound of division, they care about 

making South Korea a fair, just, prosperous pt'ace. They read Sandel and Piketty. They march 
for a better ROK. You:nger Koreans are often described as "individualistic" and "pragmatic" 
unlike their "ideological" and "romantic" elders. Even those who identify as "nationalistic" 

direct their_patriotism toward the ROK, as distinct from the DPRK. Their nationalism is not 
frustrated at the thought of division, it springs from it." 

The weaker sense of pan-Korean ethnic solidarity and diminished need to rectify division 
exacerb_ates Mo·on's dilemma in win.nin8 youth su'ppo'~t for inter-Korean reco~_ciliatio_n_. But_ 
the dilemma is not limited to Millennia ls. It seems safe to say that for the vast majority of 

South Koreans at t_his stage in history, "domestic" issues take precedence over inter-Korean 
relations. Progressives who support dialogue do not want it to detract from addressing 
s_oci_al irijuspce_. Conse~atives ~ho ta_ke a hard line d_o not want it to jeopardize economic 

growth. Under-4Sers do not want North Korea issues _detracting from urgent political, 
economic, and social re(orm. Almost no·one wants to pay for reunification, even those who 
yearn for it spiritually, as Lee. Myung-bale's "unification tax" initiative demonstrated. But if 
the risks of U.S.-DPRK confiict are real, Moon. finds himself in a bind, as he cannot afford to 

ignore North Korea. Once broken, the delicate balance that allows So~th Koreans to indulge 
' . . 
the luxury of disinterest, to focus on "domestic" matters and essentially ignore the North, 

could never tie resto'red. But under current conditions, his p:ublic is p'rone to punish him 
politically for paying too much attention to Pyongyang. 

The complexity of pub.lie sen_tinient is on full display now tha_t the two Koreas are talking, 
interacting, even trying to get along. Moon's concept of involving North Korea in the Winter 

Olympics garnered overall public support. But the devil was in the details. There was a 
negative reaction to Pyongyang's unexplained 24-hour delay in sending their inspection 

delegation, for example. There were mixed feelings about walking under a joint fiag and 
singing to a joint tune. But the sharpest resistance, especially from younger Koreans, 

came in respon·se tp the. announcement of a joint wom_en's ~_ockey tean,. The Moon 
government had unwittingly tripped over the third rail of Candlelight politics-they acted 
in a high-hancfed, paternali_stic man·n_er and violated a common-sense no.lion of fairness. 
The government made the decision without consulting the team (un-democratic) and 
seemed_ to be sacrificing the interests of indiilid_ual athl_etes w_ho might be cut to make 
room at the last minute for the North Korean players (unjust). Picking the women's team 
probably added to the perception of pa_ternalistic, chau~inistic bias. Although it was hard to 
disaggregate the impact of the Olympic truce arrangements from perceived missteps by the 

government-most significantly the bitcoin controversy-Moon's golden approval ratings, 

which started slipping in December, continue_d to slide, with n·otice_able uptick in negativity 
among young respondents. 48

· 

The Blue House acknowledged the discontent, releasing a statement on behalf of the 

president appealing for solidarity and pleading for under.standing of the geopolitical s_takes 
and hinting at the Candlelight spirit. "I ask.the people to show their support in maintaining 
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and expanding the dialogue as they will protect a candle in the wind, which we may not be 

able to create such an opportunity a~ain ... I also ask the political circle and the media to 

. lend their sup'port at least for the suc~essful hosting of the Pyeo.ngchang Ol_ympics."49 Blue 

House officials "humbly accepted" findings that_ young people were not happy with the 

joint hockey team, and a postmortem by the Unification Ministry acknowledged the need to 

improve con:sul_tations with the public,: as SeOLI_I eyed a third inter-Kor'ean summi_t based on 
the invitation extended to Moon by K"im Jong-un's sister Kim Yo-jong during her three-day 

vi_sit.50 Moon's suppo:Ct rate inched b_ack up a_bove 60 percient But it was a cautionary tale 

in the difficulties facing Moon as he seeks to sustain support forinter°Korean reconciliation 

and coopera_ti_on going forward. 

Do You Have to Reunify? 
A necessary (albeit not sufficient) condition for Moon Jae-in's success in achieving his 

foreign policy goals will be th·e strength of public consensus b_ehind th_em. Moon's foreign 

policy preferences seem to lean toward revived linkages with North Korea, a close 

partnerstiip with China, a st_rong all_iance with the Uni_ted States, and neutral ties to Japan. 

Moon's preferences on managing ties to the United States, China, and Japan seem to 

c_onform to pu_blic se·ntiment. Retaining the ·THAAD battery while pro_mising "three noes" 

did not trigger a backlash. Nor did the "uphold t_he letter, reject the spirit" approach to the 

"co"mfort worn.an" deal. The hard par( from a public opinion perspective looks like it will 

be winning and sustaining public-supp(?rt for improved inter-Kore·an relations. Progressives 
a_nd conservatives will clash, while the under-45s will sit back in judgment, case by case, 

depending on the results and how they affect the things about which they care most de"eply." 

The Moon government would appear to be in need of a multilayered strategy to lead the 

fragmented public forward on the pressing challenge of inter-Kcire_an rel_ations. Mo.on must · 

contain the fallout from conservatives lo/ho will criticize every misstep based on deeply-held 

. id_eolo·gic_al a:nd prin_ciple:<J convictions.tWhile defending th_eir free speech, he will have to 

be prepared for and respond as best he can to their criticisms. Second, he has to rally the 
sllpp·ort Of P,ro·gres:si'll'.es, reiriVigo'rat_e c.ivlc so_cie_fy engageriient on the inter-Korea·n issue, 

and broaden the aperture of exchange'beyond narrow government channels. Civic-groups 
ahd local actOrs pl~yed a catalypc role i~ th_e S_uris_hine de·cade, and they nee_d to b_e e_nlisted 

again in support of a new chapter in inter~Korean.reconciliation. 

' Finally, and m_ost importantly, llt1oon rriight need to do·rriore listening to the under-4Sers 

and understand where they are coming from on inter-Korean issues. He will have to resist 

the temptation to teU t_hem what to think, or assume he knows what they mean, let alone 

try to indoctrinate them with the "right" answers. Consider Moon's answer when pressed 

by a foreign journal_ist during the ca:mpaign on ·the question of young people's lack of affinity 

with North Korea and resistance to reunification. Moon responded: 

"It is not that they are less enthusiastic about reunification. Rather, they have 

more immediate challenges, like finding a job. On top of that, the two [previous) 

conservative administrations pursued a different strategy. They pursued 

reunification by absorption, assuming that the North would collapse quickly. 

Under that scenario, there is a cdst issue. Young people are concerned about 

the cost they might have to shoulder. That's why they seem less in favor of 
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I . I . . 
reunification. The only way to reduce the cost of reunification ls to achieve 
economic reUriifiC:ation first thro!Jgh i~te·t-Korean economii:: c·oopera_tion, 

. - I .. . - . 

then later, ultimately, legal and political reunification."" 
I 
I 

Implicit iri his aiis1Ner is a refusal to consider'the possibility that.young South Koreans have 

a fundamentally different framework for national identity and Kore_anness. If young South 

Koreans do not identify with the ethnic solidarity underpinnings of reunification theory that 

is implicitly shared by progressives and conservatives.of Mo6n's ge:neratiO:n, he wiU need to 
come to grips with that reality, rather than try to explain it away. 

When Donald Trump visited Se6ul he reportedly asked Moo_n poin.t blank: "D.o you have to 

reunify?" In response, 

"Modn too_k the opportunity to educate Trump on the history of the: Korean 

conflict and relate that to the crisis facing the peninsula today .... Moon tol_d 

Trump about his great sense of responsibility for those people who are still in 

North Korea, suffering under the inhumane treatment of the Kim Jo·n·g U.n regime. 

Moon also talked about the need to bring the light of democracy to the North 

Korean people."52 

That "history of conflict" is something Moon's generation lived through directly-he was 

brought as a small ch_ild from North to South during the Korean War. But for Millennia ls, 1tis 

a history to read about in books. CommittedJto. preserving democratic life in their country, 

they do not necessarily feel th_e same onus to spread the "light of democracy" to the other 

country to their north: As their leader, Moo~ may need to give them a new language and 

logic for inte·r-KorE!an reconciliation-or maybe peaceful co-existence is.a better term. After • - - - I 

the fiowering of civic spirit during the Candl<;light movement, Mo"on and his advisors need 

to rethink the question of reunification as their society moves from a pan-ethnic to an_ 

ethno-civic concept of national identity, as the· p·olitical definition of ethnic c:cimmunity 

seems to have narrowed among many young South Koreans, to no longer necessarily 
include the North. 

Moon may need to invent a new language about inter-Korean "harmony" that does not 
presuppose a commitment fo reu·nification· or a strong ideritification with pan-ethnic 

• I • - • 

nationalist solidarity. While probably no Korean wants to affirm division, most younger 

Koreans do not embrace reunific_atio"n either. ca:n Mo.on invent a new symbolic vocabulary 

to give expression to this sentiment, which is perhaps shared in the North as well? For 

example, could Seoul and Pyongyang jointly celebrat_e the 70th anniversary of the founding 

of their separate states in August and September this year in a way that recognizes one 

another's existence, and in that sense, affirms both unity and divis_ion? Was Kjm Jong-un 

hinting at such an idea when he mentioned the anniversary of the founding of the DP°FIK 

in his New Year's Speech in t_he same bre_ath a_s offering to send a delegation to participate 

in the South's Winter Games? This is just one concrete example. of how a new language of 

"pea:ceful co-existen.ce" could be p_olitically acted out in new symbolic terms. 

Apart from this ideational level, Moon wO:uld be wise to coritin_ually stress the ways in which 

inter-Korean dialogue, reconciliation, and cooperation make meaningful improvements in 

the daily lives and address the things most South Koreans care most.about. For example, 

back during the campaign when Moon explained his support for expanding the Kaes6ng 
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Industrial Comple_x, he defended it as "a stepping stone of Korean reunification."" That 

rationale might not make sense to y6unger Koreans. But if Moon explains how resu·med . .. 

inter-Korean economic cooperation can create opportunities and growth in the South, then 

at the ve(Y least the idea will speak t6 young people's priorities. The pi6blem of course is 

that in appealing to younger Koreans and developing a new vocabulary for inter-Korean 

rapprocheme-nt, Moo·n risks·antagOnizi~g older Ko:re:ans-even p:ro'gr·es:Sives. Also, he canno_t 
be sure how events and processes ot' renewed interaction will in themselves alter public 

attit_udes, fo"r be_tter or ~orse. Pert:,aps th?-re is sO)iie c:Or:iso'lati_on in the one advantage ·of a 
single-term presidency, liberating a leader to think beyond re-election, since there is none. 

The over~hel_ming public support for Moon's daring gambitto hold a day-long summit with 

Kim Jong-un inside the DMZ provided more indication that the president has his finger on 

the peop_le's pulse when it comes to handling North Korea. The rhetoric and symbolism 

around "reunification" resonated with Koreans of Moon's own age, while the prospect of 

reduc_ed tensions, perhaps even .serious progress toward peaceful co-existence, is in line 
with the preferences of younger South Koreans. Can Moon hold.this coalition together as_ 

his peace offensive advances into the harder stages of resolving the nuclear threat and 

transforming the Armistice regime with a peace system? This is witho_ut doubt O:ne of the 

central questions facing the Moon administration in the months and years ahead. 
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Pe'rtin·ent lit.era~_ure abou:~ds On how East.Asian sta~e_s h.ave struggl_ed to position themselves 

vis-a-vis a rising China over the past two dJcades. Due to its geographical proximity and 
cultural similaiities with China, as well as its ktrategic importance to both the United States . . . . . I . 

and China, South Korea's tightrope-walking has been more pronounced than anyone else's.' 
Given the cruel.al strategic issues regardin~ U.S.-China relations and the North. Korean 
conundrum, how the Seoul-Beijing reiationship is to evolve-undoubtedly constitutes a key I . . . . 
variable in regional security dynamics. This chapter asks whatis Seoul's recipe for dealing 

. ' 
with a China that is becoming more "assertive," examining its changing strategic and 
diplomatic stance o.ver the.years of the Park Geun-hye administration and the first year of 
the Moon Jae-in government. 

Of the six sections, the first offers a brief[overview of the complex relationship since,. 
diplomatic normalization in 1992. The second outlines key features of an era of over
optimism during the first three years of the Pkrk administration (2013-15). The third delves 
into th·e issue of THAAD (terminal high-altit~de area defense) deployment and how that 
utterly shattered the Park-Xi honeymoon in 2016. The fourth offers a discussion on China's 

narrowiy-focused sanctions during 2016-17. The fifth is devoted to the first year of the 
Moon administration, focusing on envoy politics, the "three-noes controversy," and Moon's 
state visit to China. The finaJ section provides concluding assessments of the factors critical 
in shaping Moon's policy toward China and where the ro·om for mending rel_ations remains. 

' 
Four Crises and Three Variables: An Overview 

of South Korea~China Relations 
. ' 

Over 25 years, in terms of official designatio~s, the bilateral relationship has gone from a 
"cooperative partnership fqr the 21st century'( (under Kim Dae-juog) and a "comprehensive 
co.operative.partnership" (under Roh Moo-hyun) to a "strategic cooperative partnership" 

(under Lee Myung-bak, Park Geun-hye, and Moon). 2 No elaboration is needed here oh the 
I . . 

rapid pace at which bilateral trade, investment, and human exchanges expanded during 
· the quarter century. Euphemism alone, how~ver, does not suffice to describe Sino-South 
. Korean relations as they went through ebbs dnd flows, most notably, four principal crises: 

l) the "garlic battle" of 1999-2001;'.2) the Ko~uryo-cente'red historiog'raphical controversy 
o_f 2004;' 3) th_e rift in the midst of two military provocations by North Korea-the Cheonan 
sinking and the Yeonpyong shelling in 201d-when China one-sidedly defended North 
~.area, rendering Si.r:10-Sou_th Korea relations politically frozen for nearly two years; and 4) 

the·worsening,relationship since 2016 over the issue of deploying THAAD.5 The earlier two 
eris.es ~ere cif a p_urely bila_teral nature and were ov_er more or-less "s9ft" issues. In contrast, 
the latest two included third parties (North Korea in the Cheonan and Yeonpyong case.s, 
and both the United SJates and North Korea in the case of THAAD) and were over hard

security issues. South Korea-China relations have recently entered a stage where e<inflict 

resolution is more difficult than before due to the third0 party involvement as well as to the 
ha id-security nature of the problems.' · 
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Another key factor increasingly we'ighs!in; while economic relations were the most important 
• . I 

cornerstone of Sino-South Korean rela):ions before and afb,r the diplomatic norm.alization-
mutual complementarity and increasing interdependence characterized the ever-growing 

trade and investmen.t betwee:n the iw·o-th:e rapid "rise" of Ch.ina significantly altered 
the structure of economic relations,, introducing ample room for disparities in mutual 
dep·endence. The bilateral trade increased from $19 million in 1979 to $239.9 billion in 
2017, thus China is South Korea's top trading partner and South Korea has been China's 

fourt.h la"rgest trading P.artner for several years. Since 1992 South Korea has not had any 
trade deficits with China. As Seoul has long valued trade, ·inve.stment, and tourism as its 
core nation_al ir:iterests1 China's econOmic rise meant an increasing level of vulnerability, 

for South Korea. I . . 

II China tn,de In South Korea's total trade 1§1( 'south.Korea trad.eln China'~ tota1
1
trade (&] . 

1990 2.8 3;3 

,1995 6.4 5.9 

2.900 , _ 9.4. 6.6 

1 __ 2~~-. '· ·~ -----
15.3 6.1 

2007 19.8 8.9 

2010 .. ii.a 
2013 5.5 

2015 7.0 · 

2017 '' - -·- 22:s 
-· -,-- 1 -

5.8 

Sources: http://www.kotis.or.kr/tjgb (last accessE!d on November 17, 2011);.and Korea lnternatio·nal Traders 
Association, "2017nyon Junggukeui mu'{ok teukjlng," KITA Market RepOrt (January 2018). 

i 
. . ' 

As Table 1 illustrates, South Korea's trade dependence on China (22.8 percent) was much 
higher than China's dependence on South Korea (5.8 percent) in 2017. While China's ratio 
remained relatively low and stable (dJe mainly to its fast-growing trade volumes), South 
Korea's dependence on China skyrocket.ed from 2.8 percent in 1990 to the 20-p·ercent range. 
during the 2010s. Some earlier estimates went so far as to suggest that a one-percent.drop 
in China's GDP might generate a decrease in Korea's GDP by.0.2 percent.' 

Academic and pol_icy communities in South Korea have naturally been concerned that China 
might utilize such high leVEls of econOmic dep·enden·ce On China as a mean:s of levera·ge 
or retaliation. Chinese media already. hinted at t_he possibility of making use of South 
Korea!s economic dependence on China as a policy in·strume"nt if necessary.8 The reccird_s 
suggest that China threatened to use Japan's heavy dependence on China-produced rare 

earth products in .the row over the Senkaku/Diaoyudao in 20m. Considering the chilling 

effect of China's import.ban on South Korea-made polyethylene and mobile phones during 

the garlic disput.e in 2000 (when t.rade dependency on Beijing was less than 9 percent), 
South Korea should have sought ways to reduce such dependency in preparation for a 
~orst-c·ase scenario. 
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Days of Overcoptimi~m: From State Visits 
to the V-Day Commemoration . . I . . 

When Park Geun-hye was elected.in December 2012, relations with China had reached their 
nadir for-two reasons. First, for ~uch of the; Lee administration r~vit_ali~ing·the Kof~a-U.S. 

alliance was the top foreign policy priority, relegating China to a secondary or even tertiary 
place. Second, North Korea's .two provocations in 2010 put Sino-South Korean relations in 

a very awkward situation for nearly two years. Naturally, the incoming government and its 
foieign policy team saw a blue ocean in rebuilding Seoul's badly damaged rel~tiO:ns with · 
Beijing. Coincidentally, Park and Xi came to pi,:.,~, nearly at the same time and from similar 
family backgrounds (children of national lea~ers), on which advisors on bo.th sides sought 
to capitalize. : · 

I 

In re.tro·spect, m:u.ch of what went on in Sino.-South Korean relations during the firstthree 
years of the Park administration was an outcome.of excess hie politicizati_on of foreign a_ffairs 
manag·ement and of exaggeration of the indiyidual leader's accomplishments. For instance, 

Park's state visit to China in 2013 was named a "trip for heart-to-heart build.ing of trnst" 
(xinxin zhilu). The first summit in Beijing in 20.H produced a series of agreements, including 
the establishment of a dialogue channel b~tween South Korea's national security chief 

and China's state councilor in charge of foreign affairs, but only one meeting occurred in 
2013. Xi's state visit to Seoul in 2014 Was designated a "trip to lo.ok for relatives" (tanqin), . . . i" . . 

making China and South Korea more than just friendly neighbors. From Seoul's viewpoint, 
I . . 

it was significant that the Chin.ese pres.ident
1 
visited So.uth Korea for the first time before 

the North and that Xi's itinerary had only one country-South Korea-on the list while his 
p·redec_essO:rs covered a few cO:untries on a sirlgl_e tour. Expectations s_oared. 

Xi's visit produced important agreements, including those to conclude a bilateral free 
, - I • • 

trade agreement (FTA) before the end of 2014 (it was signed on November 10, 2014 and 
r~tified on November 27, 2015), to establish ~n offshore yuan center i.n Seoul (the first one 
in Asia outside the greater China region), and to grant South Korea an 80 billion renminbi 
quota for domestic investors to buy Chinese securities under the Re:nminbi Qualified 

Foreign Institutional Investor (RQ-FII) schem;e. One notable non-economic outcome was 
the comniencement of official ne"gotiations 6n t_he de"marC:ation of ri,~_ri_tirrie bou_ndaries, 

I 

induding the exclusive economic zones (EEZ)'.in which the Socotra Rock (leodo, Suyanjiao) 
is located.' A South Korean official offered the following comm·ents on the 2014 summit: 
"The media in Seoul went way ahead on setting the atmosphere and agendas for the 
summit... Granted that med.ia people always look for something new instead of importan_t 

continuities, they ~ere generally excessive and often dead wrong."10 The same official 
also pointed out that some media organizations performed as a mouthpiece for China by· 
dema.nding that the bilateral relationship be "upgraded" to a "comprehensive strategic 

cooperative partnership," which was quietly rejec.ted oy Seoul'~ dee.is.ion to keep the official 
designatiOn intact. 

Many analys.ts cin both sides lauded the current state of affairs as another heyday for 

Sino-South Korean ·relations. Some even went so far as t.o characte:Ci.ze the relationship·· 
as "two fish caring for each other by spitting to remain wet" (xiangru yimo). China might 

have came to cpn:sider t.he bi.zarre regime in North Korea as a political liabil_ity and, at the 
same time, it was high time to drive a wedge between Seoul and Washington. Naturally, the 
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I 
I . . 

Xi administration put much effort intJ wooing Seoul, often at the expense of Pyongyang. 
I . . 

Several South Korean officials interviewed in 2014 by the author referred to Beijing's 
approach as a. "charm offensive." [ - ,. - · 

! 
Right after the 2014 su.mmit, the People's Daily described Seoul as Beijints close partner 
in regional peace and global prosperity. The Global Times went further to characterize the 
bilateral relati.onship as "politically hot and economically hot as well" (zhengre jingre), as 
if to contrast it with the relationship under the Lee administration (ec.onomically hot but 

politically cold). 11 Soon, however, sober voices grew louder in Seoul. Mainstream editorials 
warned the Park administration again'st moving t_oo fast to c_ons:Olidat_e 5.ecurity ties with 
<;:hina." In Washington and Tokyo the view spread that South Korea was tilting increasingly 

toward China at the expense of u.s, relations, and. wou.ld eventu.ally a.lign itself with 
China." It was also common to hear in Seoul and Beijing that South Korea-China relations 

. ' 
Were never b~tter. 

If we look into Seouis specific positioning on the three intricate issues during the period 
of 2013-1.5, the view Iha.I South Ko,rea i.llas in_creasingly tilting toward China made more 

sense .. First, Seoul's hesitation to join the negotiations for the U.S.-centered Trans-Pacific 
Partnership (TPP) agreement was one indicator although Seoul had its own rationale
having signed FTAs with 10 of the 12 countries in the framework, joining the TPP wou.ld not 

bring much marginal utility. Second, in spite of Washington's opposition, Seoul's decision 
to join the China-initiated Asian lnfrast

1
ructure Investment Bank (AIIB) in 2014 was deemed 
I - • • 

as yet another sign of South Korea tilting more toward China. Third, against Washington's 

explicit reservations, Park's attendanck at Beijing's V-Day commemoration in September 
2015 offered further evidence." 

Optimism Shattered: The Case of THAAD 
Despite the excessive optimism in the first three years of the Park administration, dark 

clo:uds began to appear. As the earlier manifestations of the bilateral relationship rested 
largely on the excessive emph~sis on the personal friendship between Park and Xi, 
insufficient attention was paid to the fask of institutionalizing adequate channels of high
level communications and form31 mechanisms for co'nflict prevention and resolution. 

Beginning in early 2016, relations took a steep downturn with the disagreement over 
the issue of THAAD. Th_e THAAD controversy is a highly complex and long-lasting case of 
inter-state disp:ute involving many d_iniensions: 1) technical; 2) strategic; 3) diplomatic; '4) 

domestic politics; and (S) "proxy competition." 

The Technical Dimension 

· THAAD is indisputably a defensive system designed to destroy inco.ming missiles at an 

altitude of 150 kilometers or higher. Four issues are particularly pertinent. One: while Seoul 

views THAAD as.effective against inconii_rig N.orth Korean missiles launched at a high angle, 
Beijing disagrees. Two: whereas Seoul argues that the range and direction of X-band radars 

can be arranged in such a way that China's Northeast (Liaoning in particular) is not to be 

detected by it, Beijing argues otherwi~e with its finger pointing t.o so·uth Korea's lack of 

direct access to them. Three: Seoul contends that X-band radars are more useful in detecting 

· incoming (rather than outgoing) m_issiles, whereas Beijing hi_nts that those in South Korea 
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I 
may actually provide .critical information on the back side of Chinese outgoing ICBMs 

launched in its Northeast. Four: while Seoul 
1
argues that THAAD deployment is irrele~ant to 

. - I . . 

joining the LJ.S.-led system of missile defens~ (M_D), Beijing sees it as getting cl_oser ta r,11D. 

The issue is replete with uncertainties, am\ even knowledgeable experts talk with radically 

dffferent perspe·ctiiies. However, first, nation~I security and defense are the utmost realm of 

one's sovereignty and, ifs.a, why was Seoul ko talkative about all these in the first plac_e?" 

se·cond, if it could not maintain si_lence, wh~ did it not better coordinate with Washington 

while persistently engaging in technical debates with Beijing? Seoul lost on both fronts as 

Washington often produced differing voices (as discussed in a later section), and Beijing 

simply refused to listen to what the South had to say. 

The Strategic Dimen~ion 

The strategic dime·nsion here refers. to three specific issues. First, S_eoul miJst have over
estimated the strategic bonds it was then cultivatingwith Beijing in the midst of the excessive 

politici_zation of sta_te visi_ts by Park and Xi and "trustdiplomacy." Overdoses of optimism 

were self-defeating in retrospect. Second, if TH_AAD were so important and effective against 

· Nort_h Korean missiles, the Park administration should have done some. serious strategic 

thinking. It could have said: "THAAD may be deployed under two conditions: if North Korea 

shoul_d undergo a fifth nuclear test and/or -if the North Korean nuclear weapons problem 

could not be frozen before the end of 2016-;'1' Third, THAAD was interpreted by China as 

Washi_ngton's effort to consolidate trilateral defense cooperation. Unfortunately, no high

level channel (military or civilian)-includirg that between Park an_d Xi-was 11\/orking 

effectively between Seoul and Bei_jing to discuss such an intricate issue. Kim Jang-Sao! who 

as national sec_urity chief (a vice-premier level position) had op_ened a dialogue line with 

State Councilor Yang Jiechi in 2013, was appointed to be ambassador to China in March 

2015 and, thereafter, was only able to meet 'reg·ularly with the deputy-minister of foreign , • - - • . I - - • -

affairs on the Chinese side. · 

The Diplomatic Dimension 

Despite the technical uncertainties surround/ng THAAD and. strategic c:oncems expre"ssed 
by Chiria, diplomatic prudence could have mitigated the adverse impact on relations with 
China. Quite the opposite occurred. Above all, Seoul's insistence on the ;,three-noes" (i.e., 

n:a requ_e_st frorn _the U.S., no ccinsultatio_n with Washington, and no decision whatsoever 

regarding THAAD) from mid-2014 through early 2016 took away valuable time that could 

have be·en u_tilized 'for dip_lomacy. The "three-noes" was an outright lie from China's 

viewpoint as Seoul was in fact discussing the issue with Washington while it was also a 

contidence-disC:ounting measu_re in the eyes of America. After all, it was neither strategic 
ambiguity nor diplomatic dexterity." 

Another epi;ode illustrates the pathetic state of South Korea's diplomacy at that critical 

juncture. On February 12, 201_6, Chin_es_e foreign m_inister Wling Yi, in an interview with 

Reuters, cited an old Chinese saying to the effect that "South Korea is dancing with a sword 

to help the United States b'ii_t her real intention is to kill China" (xiangzhuang wujian yi zai 

peigong)." This was a derogatory remark from the serving foreign minis/er in that: 1) South 

Korea was branded as Amer_ica's henchman; 2) although THAAD is at best a.defensive system 

(i.e., shield), it was described as a swo_rd; and (3) despite s_o many statements by Seoul that 
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THAA_O was against the North Korean threat, China rejected them outright without giving 

specific reasons. More pathetic is the 
1
fact that South Korea's foreign ministry did not issu~ 
I • 

any official staterrierit rebutting Wang'.s insulting remark. 

Another diplomatic mishap concerns the timing at which South Korea officially announced· 

its decision to deployTHAAD-. After Pyongyang's launch of the Kwangmyungsung long-range 

missile in January 2016, so·uth Kore_a's Ministry of National o:efense announced that Seoul 

was to discuss the deployment of THAAD in response to Commander Scaperotti's request. 

The official decision, ho1Never, came on July 8th, three days prior to the announcement of 

the Permanent Court of Arbitration's ruling against China on the South China. Sea dispute. 

Given that it was widely expected that'an unfavorable ruling was to come against China and 

th_at actual deployment of THAAD wduld take at least six months, why the-timing of the 

annou)1cerTlent ~.ad to b_e deter"rnined '.as s_uch remains highly controversial. 

In retrospect, South Korea's diplomatic frontline was in complete disarray. Seoul was no_t 

able to hold on to what was clearly within the conventional realm of sovereign decisions

protection of national security. i, South Korea could not execut_e a well-though out plan 

of "flexible diplomacy" that could have someho_w struck a balance between the ally 

(Washington) and the strategic cooperatiye partner (Beijing). N9r was Seoul capable o_f 

pressuring provocative Pyongyang by making use of the THAAD deployment. Worse yet, 

South Korea came to be viewed as _a n6n-transp:arent opportunist by her ally as well as her 

strategic partner. 

The Domestic Politics Dimension J , 

In terms of domestic politics, two factors are notable. First, there was much confusion I . . -. - - - -
with_in the South Korean government as well as among the populace regarding whether· 

THAAD was mainly for defending the Korean p·eople at large or the U_.S. armed forces in 

Korea, and whether THAAD was able :10 protect the most populous Seoul metropolitan, 

which did much to put the Park admi,nistration into disarray. Second, more importantly, 

the "Blue House line" __;national security chief General Kim Kwan-Jin and his subordinates 

within the Ministry of National Defen·se,---monopo_lized the en_tire process of agenda-setting, 
• I -

discussions, and_ implementation related to THAAD. Apparently, the Ministry of Foreign 
Affairs Was largely excluded from the 'pro_c:ess antj'., even withi_n the !\1_inistry of .Natior:,a_l 

Defense, only a few lova,I followers of ~e11eral Kim ·Were .directly involved. 20 On the day of 

ann·ouncing THAAD deplOyment..Foreign Minister Yoori chose to de_tac~-himself from the 

issu_e b_y appearing at.a depart.ment.store while Defense Minister Han Min-ku denied such a 
decision at the National Assembly in th!'= mornin·g. 21 

Th_e "Proxy (ompi;tition" Dimension 

One int_eresting factor w_as the involvement o_f what could be dubbed "proxy competition." 

The United States and China are in a stage of acute strategic competition in East Asia, which 

Beijing has long considered its "sphere of influence" and Washington just cannot dispense 

with in both strategic and economic terms. Yet, the strategic n.uclear balance between th_e 

two giants prevents them from engaging in a direct war. China's lack of loyal allies-unlike 

the fcirm·er Sovie_! Union-also predudes a proxy war with America's allies as in the Cold 

War era. Therefore, the only remaining option, at least at this stage, is a proxy competition 

in whi_ch Washington and Beijing keep asking regionafstates the same exclusivity question 

''are you with us or against us?" 22 
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Regarding the priority issue on which m-any high-level officials, includi_ng Xi himself, 

expressed staunch opposition, China was not going to back off due to her strong 

preoccupation with "face."" An editorial in Glob_al Times relays such an a_tmosphere: "S_outh 

Korea relies completely on the United States for her security ... and does not consider China 

in the deployment of THAAD .. _.SeO:ul even preai:hes to Beijing that the latter must learn 

to put itself in the other's shoes. China's patience with South Korea is about to dry up."24 

On the other hand, to Washington, lives of the American armed forces stationed in Korea 

were on the line. As the level of perceived threat from North Korea rose over time, popular 

perceptions t_oward THAAD deployment also turned more positive." 

China's Sanctions over the THAAD Issue 
Prior to Seoul's declaration of its final positio~ to deployTHAAD in July 2016, China repeated 

her strong op-position on various occasions. On June 5th, G_eneral Sun Jianguo (deputy chief 

of staff of the People's Liberation Army) made China's position crystal-clear in front of the 

delegation·s from 35 c_ountries pres_ent at the ShangrHa Dialogue in Singapore. On June 

30th, in a meeting with South Korea's prime minister Hwang Gyo-an, Xi Jinping reite-,ated 

his op.position. 26 On July 7th-one day prior to South Korea's announcement-Park sent 

a personal letter to Xi explaining that THAAD deployment was by no means against China 
I • . 

but North Korea." The next day came the announcement. On the very same day, China's 

Foreign Ministry called in South Korea's ambassador tofile a complaint and, on that night, 

China's Ministry of Defense issued a statem~nt that Beijing would consider all necessary 

measures in response. From August 1st onw~rd, People's Daily, G/obo/ Times, Guiin"g"ming . ' . . . . . . - - . . 

Doily, and CCTV all lambasted South Korea, even with a threat that South Korea would be 

the first to be attacked in c_ase of wa:,." The long-rumored phase of retaliation finally began, 
' and the politics of vulnerability noted in an earlier section weighed in. The Park-Xi summit 

at Hangzhou's G-2_0 in September 201_6 only fou_nd mutual disagreements over THAAD." 

· China's sanctions against South Korea· pJsessed the following characteri_stics. First, 
- ' . 

re_talia_torv measures were concentrated in ~he sectors where adverse impact on China 
would be minimal. Applying tighter inspection measures to Korea-imported cosmetic . • 1 . . . 
produc_ts -..yas one exan,ple. 30 Virtually ·no barrier was set up against the sectors-·e.g., 
Semi-concluctors, displays, and other key inter'mediate goods-that Were cr·ucial to Chiria's 

. I 

economy. In 2016, South Korea's trade surplus with China amounted to $37.4 billion, and 
' the export of semi-conductors accounted for 64. 7 percent of that value. But China applied 

. ' no sanction to this i~em as it \'.V3S s_o imp.ortan~ to her own economy.11 

Second, China's sanctions were applied mainly to .the are_as where govern·ment regulations 

\'.Ve.re convenient to be m_eted out or withdra_wn, tourism in particular. China's retafia_tion 
against South Korea's tourism industry began with the cancellation of s_impli_fied procedures 

granted for visa applications." Local governments in Shanghai, Zhejiang, and Anhui issued 

oral instructions that the number of Chinese group tours to South Korea be reduced by 20 

percent, and the frequency of local shopping be limited to only once a day." The numoer 

of Chines_e'visi_tors to S_outh Korea in January 2017 was 563,000 as opposed to 917,000 in· 

July 2016.34 China's National Bureau of Tourism, in a meeting 6n March 2, 2017 iristructe:d 

travel agencies that all group tours to South Korea be suspended after March 15th and only 

individual tourists who purchased tickets onli_ne ,.;,ould be permitted to go." 
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Third, China's General Administration of Communication and Te_levisi_on issued a_n oraJ 

· instruction (to evade criticisms of government intervention) that forbid the airing of K'Wave 

(hanliu) programs from South Korea and prohi.bited Chinese studi.os fro_m re-ma.king So_uth 
Korean TV dramas and co-producing TV programs and movies with South Korean partners." 

Fourth, China's retaliation also included tough sanctions against individual corporations. 
The first target, of course, was Lotte~a South Korean conglomerate which provide_d one 
of its golf courses as a site for THAAD deployment. Lotte was followed by Amore-Pacific 

· (cosmetics), LG Cosmetics, .and Hyundai Motors as targets of retaliat_ory sanctions. Even a 

Chinese expert was critical ·of China's use of economic and cultural means to retail ate over 
the THAAD issue." 

Fifth, China shut down most formal diplomatic channels with South Korea. Ambassador Kim 

was left quite inactive as counterparts (efused to meet with him, a state of affairs alleged to 
have lasted for eight months from July' 2016 through March 2017 (until the impeachment 

' of Park)."_ The s.ame was tru.e with 
1
the mi_l-mil exchanges. South Korea's request for 

Defense Minister Han Min-Ku's visit was unrealized. The PLA refused to attend the Seoul 
Security Forum held in September 2016, and China's Air Show held in Zhuhai forbid South 
Korean participation. 39 

Overall, China's sharply focused sanctions were painful from South Korea's perspective

particularly for to_urism industries-bu.I they were no.t as P.ainful as though Seciul had to 
give in unconditionally. Reflecting on the shameful experiences during-the "garlic battle," 

government agencies, corp_orations, a:rid media organizations were more or less united in 

feeling as if they somehow had to pull up with Chinese pressure this time around. South 
Korea's Ml.nis_try a/Trade and Industry ~as contemplating s.uing China at WTO for its THAAD
related sanctions in September 2017, but the Blue House immediately stopped the effort 
"in con·sideration of cOoperation with China." . . . . . . . I 

The Moon Phase: ~olitics of Appeasement? 
While THAAD was generating a big fuss in foreign affairs, tectonic plates were shifting 

' ' . 

in South Kore_a's do·mestic politics in I the latter half of 2016. Park was implicated in 
unprecedented power abuse, violations of due diligence, and monetary scandals. Popular 
out,rage was so overwhelming that on December 9, 2016, the Natio:nal Assembly passed 
the proposal for Park's impeachment with 234 votes out of its 300 members. On March 

10, 2017, the Constitutional Court in a unanimous decision am_ong its eight judges fina_lized 
Park's impeachment. On May 10th, Moon Jae-in was elected president, obtaining 41.8 
percent of the votes, a·nd com me-need his fiVe~year term the very next day. 

It is more than ironic that the Moon administration found itself in a similar situation to 

Park Geu_n-Hye right after her inauguration-Le., having to rebuild Seoul's badly damaged 

relations with Beijing, It appears that the Moon government-and it.s national security 

advisors- was already determined to improve relations with China even if that meant 

that it had to make .considerable com:ess.ions. In retrospect, much of the ov.erall design 
(a rapprochement with China, starting a dialogue with North Korea, and uti.lizing the 

Pyeongch~ng Winter Olympic Games as a venue for summit meetings with the United 

States, China, and Japan) had already been drawn up before Moon's inauguration." 
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Envoy Politics 

Within a short span of two months after the inauguration on May 11th, three special envoys 

were separately dispatched to China. First was a delegation for the "One Belt, One Road" 

conference on May 14-15, 2017. In the midst of serious political turmoil, the govern·ment 

initially had no plans to send a delegation. After Xi Jinping gave a congratulatory phone 

call to Moon on May 11th, however, Seoul quickly decided to send a delegation headed 

by Park.Byung-seok, former deputy speaker of the National.Assembly .. According to media 

reports and the auth·or's interviews, in his.me_etings wi_th Chinese official_s (including Xi 

Jinping and Yang Jiechi)_, Assembly member Park maintained a relatively reasonable and 

modest position that THAA_D depl_oyment was l_argely inevitable and clos_ely related to the 

growing threat from North Korea's nuclear and missile programs (i.e., not _a means for 
c_Qntaining .Chin·a ).41 

Only a few days after the inauguration, Moor\ sent special envoy delegations to the United 

S_tates, China, Japan, Russia, and the European Union. Of these five delegations, the head of 

the China delegation-former prime minister Lee Hae-Chan-enjoyed the highest protocol. 

Regarding the delegation's visit to China on May 18-20, a couple of issues merit mention. 

First, the members of the delegation offered much criticism of the Park government 

including its THAAD deployment, and, as expected, Chinese counterparts (Xi, Yang, and 

Wang Yi) demanded that "obstacles" to healthy bilateral relation·s be removed tiy Seoul." I . -- - . 

Second, more importantly, the delegation allegedly remarked, as for THAA[J deployment: 

1) no further progress beyond the status qucl;" 2) officiating THAAD )Jeployment must go . .. .. . I . . . - . 

through due process, including endorsement-by the Nati_onal Assembly; 3) THAAD may be 

permane·ntly withdrawn once the North Koiean threat is effectively terminated; and 4) . - - . - . .. . . I - - . 
South Korea will not join the America-led missile defense system.44 

I 

Third, the delegation allegedly also inquired about a Moon summit with Xi at the 

G-20 meeting· in Germany and about his e~rly visit to China po_ssibly in late Au·gust t_o 

commemorate the 25th anniversary of South Korea's diplomatic normalization with China. 

China said yes to the former since Xi was t_o aflend it as we.II bu_t offered no respo_n_se t_o the 

latter as if to refiect continued concerns with THAAD." Fourth; the delegation's meeting 

with Xi caught much of the media's attentio'n in terms of inappropri_a_te protocol. Unlike Xi's 
similar meeting with the presidential env_oy.from South Korea in early 2013, the head of the 

delegation Lee was seated right across from State C6un"cilor Yang Jfechi while Xi s'at alon·e at 

the head sea_t. N_o formal co_mplaints were filed, howev_er. 46 

Former prime minister Lee vis_ited China aga_in in late June to head a del_egatjon to a forum 
organized by the Conference on Interaction and Confidence-Building in Asia (CICA). During 

this visit, Lee met again with Wang Yi, offeri_ng the s_ame position to the j)leasu're of his 

Chinese count~rparts. The overtures during the three high-profile visits clearly showed how 

serious the Mo·on administ_ra_tioi:,· ~a_s i'n im·proving relations With Chi_iia. 
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The G,20 Summit and the "Three-Noes" Controversy 
I . 

. The Moon-Xi summit at the G-20 injGermany.was preceded by Trump's state visit to 

South Korea. At the Moon-Trump me~ting on June 30th, THAAD deployment was clearly 
defined as the alliance's joint decision and to be respected as such. Furthermore, due 
to No"rth Korea's lau~ch of a ballistic riiissile a~ July 4th, it was declared that THAAD was 

not to be withdrawn. Seoul's decision; also refiected the ch~nging popular sentimen_ts in 
South Korea at a time when those in support ofTHAAD deployment were 57 percent (versus 
27 percent opposed)." 

The Moon-Xi summit in Berlin on July 6th is notable in three respects. First, the exact · 

schedule and.venue (Xi's hotel) of the su"mmit were notified to the South Korean government . ... . . . I . . . . 
only.on the night of July Sth.48 Yet, the summit was such a priority that no complaints were 

I 
fi_led. Second, although be.th si_des for")ally acknowledged the importance of Seoul-Beijing 
relations, no agreement was reached :an how to remove the ,-key obstacle" (TH_AAD). Xi 
specifi_cally d_emanded that China's core interests be protected in order for relations to go 
baC:k on track.49 Moon, however, could not make any commitm.ent on this after the summit 
with Trump only a couple cif days earlier, where the position of "no reversal" was declared. 
Third, South Korean media paid much_ attention to Xi's reference to "Sino-North Korean 

relations as sealed in blood" (xianxie yingcheng de. guanxi) during the summit. While the 
media interpreted it as China still caring for her relations with No'rth K_orea, t_he Bl_ue Hou·se 
explained that Xi used it in the "past" tense. 

I 

l_n its effort to ~aik a tight rope b_etween the U_nited States and China, the Moon 
· administration's best bet was putting 6ff the deployment of the remaining four batteries 

of THAAD w_hile operatin·g the two al:ready set up during Park's tenure. In addition, it 

announced a-general environmental asSessment ori ·the deployn1~nt sJt_e1 which cou_ld take 
as long as 15 months. Close to midnight on the same day, however, North Korea launched 
its Hwasung-1~ ICBM. Two hours late"r, South Korea's National Security Council presided 
over by Moon decided to deploy all four remaining batteries as early as possible, though 
only "te·mporarily" until the general enVircinnie•ntal assessment Was cOr'nplet_ed. 50 

. ·1 • ' • . 

' ' 
The Moon administration's overtures toward China culminated with the so-called ''three-

1 
noes position" niet_ed o_ll~ in a State· Aff:ai_rs A~dit l'.Deeting at the Nation.al _Assembly on 

October 30. Assembly member Park ~yung-seok (who had headed the "One Belt, One 
Road" delegation in· May) posed a qu·estion to Foreign Minister Kang Kyung-wha. In her 
reply, Kang remarked that: 1) the South Korean government is not considering additional 
deploym·ent of THAAD; 2) there is no ch:ange in the long-held stance that Seoul 1>.1ill n_ot 
join America's MD ·system; and 3) trilateral security cooperation among South Korea, 

the United States, and Japan will not develop into a m_ilitary alliance_." These ex.changes_ 
seemed at the time out of ihe blue .. But, the next day, the reason bec~me crystal-clear. On 
October 31st, the South Korean and Chinese foreign ministries posted the following text . . ·1 . . . . -· . -

on their websites. Since it was announced only in their respective languages without an 

English text, here, the official Korean text_ is translated with potentially controversial parts. 

highlighted in bold. 
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Text of Consultation as to Improving 

Korea-China Relations (China and Korea 
Carry out Communication on China-Korea 

Relations and so on) 

Korea and China of late carried out 1:nutua.l communicatio:n cin issues of the Korean 
Peninsula between Nam Gwan-pyo, Deputy Chief of the Office. of National · 
Security oft.he Rei>iJ.bli<: of Kcire·a, a:n:ci Kcing Xuanyou, Deputy Minister cif Foreign 
Affairs of the People's Republic of China.:The two sides once again confirmed the 
P.rinciples of de-r,.udearizing .th.e Kon,an ~eninsula, of peaceful resolutioo, and of 

· resolving North Korea's nuclear problems byway of diplomatic means. The two sides 
a.Isa agreed to further strengthen strategic communication and cooperation for 

that purpose. 

The Korean side was aware of China's position and concern regardingTHAAD and 

made clear that. the THAAD deployed in. South Korea is in accordance with its 
original purpose and not targeted at a third country and does not harm China's 
strategic security interest, The Chinese side .once again expressed her opposition - . . . . . .. I . . . . . 
to THAAD in order to safeguard national security. At the same time, the Chinese 
side tllo.k note of the s~arice Sout.~. ~or~a had ann.o.unced an.d hop.ed that the 
Korean side would handle the pertinent problems properly. The two sides agreed 

I 
to engage in coriiinunication between the.ir military.authorities on THAAD-related 
issues about which the Chinese.side is concerned. 

• I • 

The Chinese side.expressed its positions and concerns regarding MD, additional 
I . 

THAAD deploym·ent, Korea-U.S .. -Japa:n miJi
1
tary coo·peraticin, and so o.ri. 111:e Korean 

side once again stated her previously and publicly announced position. · 

The two si~es regard bilateral relations a.Ivery important and, in accordance with 
. . ' 

the spirit of the communiques of the past, agreed to develop the Korea-China 
s_tra~.egic cooperatjve pa_rtne.rs_hip,. The t~o sid_es c_oric1,,1rre_d tlia_t ~trengthe~ed · 
exchanges and cooperation are in the mutual ir:iterest an·d agreed to put exchanges 

'al'ld coOperatiol1.in all areas bac_k on a norn,a'l trac~ as fast as possib_le.52 

The "October 31st statement" (how to brand i.t-consultati.on outcome,. agreement, 
position or what-was an issue since it was not officially signed) is problematic in five 

aspec.ts. First, the titles of the same statement are different as the Korean one includes 
the word "improving" -i.e., more wishful thinking~while the Chinese one (in parenthesis) 

does n.ot. This is not trivial as high doses of wishful thinking were sustained for much of the 

Moon administration's dealing with China in its first y·e:ar. Sernnd, niany w.ere chtica.1 of the 
fact that South Korea's deputy chief of the Office of National Security (of vice-ministerial 

level) was paired ~ith China's deputy minister (of which there were five in the ministry) in 

negotiating the statement. More puzzling is the fact that Nam himself-not the Chinese 
Foreign Ministry-had to explain why he was paired with Kong. 53 
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Third, a cl6_se reading_ of the statem_e~t suggests that the Chinese position on THAAD is 

very specific and Beijing's concerns are.-repeatedly emphasized. In stark contrast, the-South 
I . 

Korea_n position-Le., its deployment ~as both necessary and inevitable to cope with North 

Korea's gr_owing and imminent threat-is completely missing. 

Fourth, the statement includes the following two phrases: "[the Chinese side] hoped that 

th_e Korea_n side would han_dle the pertinent pm_blems properly ... The Korean side once 

again stated her previously and publicly announced posi_tion." Yet, the statement does not 

specify what are these problems and position. The missing piece of the puzzle is found in 

the exch.ange between Assembly member Park and Foreign Minister Kang in which were 

declared no further consideration of additional THAAD deployment, no change in Seoul's 

position on not joining America's MD,. and n·o developm·ent of Korea_-U.S.-Jap_an security 
cooperation into a_ military alliance.54 1 

. I 

There is much room for criticism regardin·g this October 31st statement. Even though the . . . . . I . . . . . . . 

first two posirions were previously expressed by the South Korean government, they should 

not have been explicitly state_d. Th_e ch~nce of tuming trilateral security coop_eration into a 

military alliance is low, but that does not mean that Seoul should voluntarily give it up. Most 

importantly, strategic situations constaritly change (as does North Korea's threat); therefore, 

South Korea should not have limited its ciwn options that way, The draft statement initially ' . . 
had conditionality of "under the current situation," but the Blue House deleted it.55 

Fifth, the South Korean side once agairi had a high dose of wishful thinking as to what the - - - I • - • - • 

. October 31st statement could do for the THAAD conundrum. It appears to have thought 

t_hat t_he problem was effectively "sutufed" by the statement, not to b_e brought.up again, 

The Chinese side, however, had a totally different idea: the statement was just a beginning, 
. ' 

and the whale problem had to be gradually dealt with until the complete withdrawal of - - - - - - I - • 

·THAAD."56 The size of South Korea's loss can be measured wit_h th·e positive coverage of th·e 

issuein Chinese media. People'sDaily (eferr~d to the statement as "South ·Korea's sincere 

accommodation of China's demand" and Global Times viewed it a:S a "mate_rialization of 

optimal results."" A Hong Kong-based newspaper branded it "China.winning its war against 

THAAD without firing a shot."" Furthejmore, both Xi Jinping at th·e Danang APEC and Li 

Keqiang at the Manila ASEAN+3 specifically referred to the THAAD issue. Xi demanded that 
South Korea must face the responsibility of history, and Li empha.sized that th·e problem 

must be managed stage by stage." 

Why did South Korea a·gree to the Oct_ober 31st statement despite the fa~t it C_ou)_d not 

resolve all the differences with China at once? For one, the M·oon administration wishe·d 

to contir,ue impte·mentin·g its g'.rand .d~sig'.n of improving relatjon_s with Ch_ilia, se~ng ~p 
Moon's state visit to China before the end of the year, inviting Xi to the Pyeongchang Winter 

Olympic Games, an!l facilitating a summit between Trump and Xi, theretiy paving the road 

to peaceful resolution of. the North Korean problem. For another, the administration was 

ap·parently "co_nfident" in talking with two·voices regarding the October 31st statement. 

Toward China, it-branded the statement a "position" or "stance" (ipjang), while toward 

the United States, Seoul designated it only an "intention" (euihyang) but not a con:,mitment 

or agreement. Perhaps it was a bad c_ase o_f inexperienced hedgi_ng on_ly iriviting dis.trust 

from both . 
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Moon's State Visit to China 

After the Moon-Xi summit in Danang on November 11th, the South Korean statement 

referred to Moon's China visit scheduled for December although t_he C_hinese statement did 

not mention it. At a meeting with Foreign Minister Kang on November 24th, designed to 

mete out details of Moon's China visit, Wang Yi remarked that "words must be relia_ble and 

deeds must produce results" (yanbixin xingbiguo), pushing Seoul to do more to mitigate 

China's sewrity concerns with THAAD. Kang subsequ_ently d_enied that Seoul was mulling 

any restriction on THAAD operations, including that of installing a wall near the site." 

Maori's China visit provided abundant sources o_f controversy. First, the state visit started . . . . ! 

on December 13th, the 80th anniversary oflthe Nanjing Massa.ere. All national leaders

induding Xi and other members ofthe Politburo Standing Committee-were in Nanjing that 

day. It is not clear why that particular date was chosen for the start of the visit. Nat_urally, 

Moon's itinerary for the first day did not have any meetings with Chinese officials. Given that 

South Korean media reported on the selecti~n of a wrong d_ate·only after the visit actually 

took place, it is possible that the South Korea,n side was not aware of what December 13th 
stands for in China. 

Second, criticisms abound as to whether the visit was worthy of a state visit. China typicaHy 

accords a state visit with highest protocol t6 a national leader once in his or her term. 

Several aspects' of the visit, however, suggest[ that the occ_as_ion was not really up to a sta_t~ 

visit. There was only one formal dinner with Xi out of ten chances for meals while in China. 

Another formal meal was not in Beijing-Le., !not with Li Keqiang or Zhang Dejiang-but, in 

Chongqing with Ch~n Min'er (a· Politburo mefriber)." Seven meals out of ten were among 

the delegation members. This was not exactl~ a state visit, it s~ems. 

Third, once again, South Korea's wishful think'ing proved futile as Xi, Li, and Zhang all talked 
I - - - . 

about the THAAD issue, making one wonder of what use the October 31st statement was. 

Moon issued an invitation to Xi to attend the1 Pyeongchang Winter Olympic Games, but Xi 
• I . . . 

showed reservations." Eventually, China decided to send Han Zheng (the lowest ranked 

Standing Committee member) as th·e he_ad ofithe delegation. . 

Fourth, Moon's visit produced no joint statement or joint press statement. It was the 
first time since March 1994 that the state :visit of a South Kore·an president to China 

did not produce any joint statement. A few accomplishments were realized, including 

commencement of negotiations for a second phase (i.e., regarding services a:nd investmen_t 

fssues) of the Korea-China FTA. But Seoul's proposal to designate 2018 as the year of mutual 

visits was bagged by Beijing." A seven-month journey of the new adinin_istration culmi_naied 

in l\:'loon's state visit to China. One may wonder, however, if a state visit was necessary at 
that juncture. If the answer is negative, that provides abun_dant food for thought as to the 

Moon phase of Sino-South Korean relations .. 

' . 
At the time of this writing-early Ma_y-the historic South-North Korean summit had already 

taken place, raising expectations for the Trump-Kim summit meeting as well as for N_orth 

Korean denuclearization. The recent dramatic developments have created a vital concern 

for China: how much of a role ca:n th_ey really play given the fast pace of rapprochement. 

between the South and the North, and possibly even the United States? Will South Korea 

utilize this new window of opportunity as its leverage vis-a-vis China or will it, again, give 
this away as a gift to China? 

' 
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Conclusion 
The Moon administration refuses to d~fine itself as Roh 2.0. (Moon pl_edgec:I that he would 

not return to Roh's residence before his term expires). The rationale for such a conscious 
differentiation is that the new admin_istra_tion would not repeat the mistakes of Roh 
1.0. As far as ·its forei~n affairs management is concerned-althouJ~h the assessm·ent is 
about the fi_rst eight months only-it'.cannot be more than mediocre. A couple of issues 
need mentioning. 

Some Qf the problems are not unique to the Moon administration as ·the previous 

administrations were also plagued with them. One con·cerns the over-politicization of ' .. . . . ·, 

foreign affairs. Since managing foreign policy has become such a media-prone agenda for 
politicians, in an era of shuttle diplomacy, all hea_ds of states wish to stand a_t the center 

of global affairs. Naturally, the White House or the Blue House gets more involved in 
foreign affairs than such c_onvention·a1. players as the S_tate Departm_ent or the Ministry of 
Foreign Affairs. The core objective ofthese institutions is to get the president re-elected 
or at least sustain h_is high popu_larity. Politicization ta_kes place often at the expense of 

•• • I 

national interests. 

South Korea's successive governments, including the. current one, talked a lot about 
"balanced diplomacy' (gyiJnhyong w9egyo)_._ .Yet, l_acking dearly defin.ed national goals 

and strategic roadmaps, most of the :time, "balanced diplomacy" ended up being mere 
sutures for d_amaged relations with the ally or neighb_ors. One related symptom was that of 

"talking too much too fast." Many slogans, such as "Northeast Asian balancer," "New Asia 
Diplo:,'nacy," "Trust Diplomacy," and "Northeast Asian Peace and Cooperation Initiative," 
are no longer talked about. It is hopea that the Moon administration's new line of "New 

d 
I . 

N_orth_ern an New Sout_hern Diplomacy" does not go down.the same path. 

Another concern is an overdose of id:eological ingre:dients in the Moon a_dministration's 
foreign affairs management. This may, to· a considerable extent, be inevitable in an 
ideological_ly polarized country. Yet, the government ap·pears to be lacking a rational 

assessmentof the overall strategic environment in three respects: 1) underestimating the 
. . . - I 

level of threa_t posed by No_rt_h Korea; 2) overestimating China's_ willingness to resolve the 
North Kofean conundrum; and 3) un~ervaluing the necessity of sustaining the alliarice 

with the l)nited_States,·pa"rticula·rly at'this_ criti~al juricture. The whole pro·c_es·s ~hus far is 

reminisce/'lt of Roh 1.0. One must wonder what remains if the "Pyeongchang Maste( Plan" 

should fail to offe"r an effective way out. of t_he-N_orth Korean problen:,. 

Seoul's confusing responses to America's new concept of _the "Inda-Pacific" illustrates the 

intertwining of th·e· symptoms no_ted above. The concept, tho.ugh still quite.vague, refers to 

a multilateralstrategic network interweaving the United States, Japan, Australia, and India 

designed to s_ustain America's hegem,onic infiuence and contain revisionist forces (most 
. likely, targeting China). From Seoul's viewpoint, it is a tough.call as was the case with AIIB 

and THAAD. The best bet, therefore, must be strategic ambiguity if it could nofmaintain 

silence. The following responses by Seoul, however, lead to q·uite an opposite conclusion. In 

the joint press release on November 8, 2017 after the Moon-Trump summit in Seoul, the 

first cla_use stated that "President Trump highlighted that the United States-Republic of 

Korea Alli~nce, built upon mutual trust and shared values of freedom, dem:ocracy, human 
rights, anci the rule of _law, remains a linchpin -for security, stability, and prosperity in the 
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Jndo•Pac~fic."64 The next day, Moon's econOmic advisor (not national security advisor) 

remarked th_at "South Korea _does not need to be in i.t." Tw_o ho_urs later, the spokesperson of 

the Foreign Ministry commented that "it [the lndo-Pacific concept] does share something 

in common 1'1ith o_ur policy direction." One hour later, someone (usually referred to as "high 

official") from the Blue House explained th~t "the clause was included in the joint press 

release due to Washington's reque_st, and we did not necessarily agree to it." Again, one 

hour later, an unnamed official from the Foreign_ Ministry said that "more consultation is 

needed to see if that concept is a proper one. [for South Korea]." The next day, Second Vice

Minister of Foreign Affairs, Cho Hyun, remarked that "the c_onc:ept is still i_n evolution ... an_d 

South Korea needs to find a nexus with the U.S."" 

The first officia_l respon:se s_hould have been what Cho said, reflecting Seoul's well-considered 

mindset when it comes to national security iskues. The most reasonably crafted definition of 

hedging (risk-divers_ifying) s_eems "an align merit choice involving the.signaling of ambiguity 

ove(r the extent of shared security interests with great p9wers."66 If the Moo·n government 
is indeed trying to hedge against the United States and China, has it been successful? Were 

Seoul's diverse messages noted above desi~ned to be ambiguous intentionally? Or were 

they merely the debris of a lack of experience, coordination, and.strategic thinking? Many 

experts in Seoul are worried th·e a·nsWer seetr'ls t_o be the lar,:_e·r, n·ot the former. 

I . 
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Once more, the United States, So~th Korea,fand Japan have confronted.a crisis with North 
I 

Korea. The pattern is now Well established. First, there is a provocatio"n-a llliSSile test, 
l • • - • . . 

a nuclear_ test, and even worse, the. use of force.' Next, the United States and its allies 

in Northeast Asia muster their fore.es, strength,,:n their trilateral policy coordination, and 

sanction the belligerent Pyongyang. The three nations advocate for the accompanying 

effort by the United Nations Sec_urity Co_unc_il to c:C,ndemn North Korea's behavior.' Setting 

aside their political differences, Seoul and Tokyo intensify their military cooperation and 

Washington calls for greater trilateral unity i}, confronting a shared security challenge.' 

In 2017, policymakers in Seoul, Washington:and Tokyo fo·und themselves i_n a similar cycle 

but with the threat of war ever more real. iThe dramatic escalation of tensions between 
President Donald. J. Trump and the North Kore.an leader Kim Jong-tin see:med fa bring 

the region to the brink of. a second Korea~ confiict. But today, just as dramatically, an 

accelerated series of high-level summits sukgest_s that' the Kore.an Peninsula_ coul_d be on 

the brink of peace. President Moon Jae-in met with Kim at Panmunjom, and both Kim and 

- Mo"on stepped across the line of demarcad_on at the Dem_ilitarized Zone (DMZ) betwe_en 

North and South Korea.' The two leaders have ·embraced a "new era of peace;" with the 

pro·mise of ending the state of war on the pJninsula.5 

'' 
Trump has also said he is willing to meet _Kim to discuss denuclearization. CIA director 

Mike Pomp_eo visited Pyongyang on April 1 to test out that proposition, and _as secretary of 

state, Pompeo had the lead in setting the st~ge for a meeting in Singapore. The Moo"n-Kim 

meeting s_et up the premise of a negotiated denuclearization process. Trump and.Kim will 

define the contours of that path forward. 

Transitioning from confr9ntation to negoti~tiOn, Japan'$ prime minister Abe Shinzo has 
sought t_o stay close to Tr~m·p. As Moon led t_he prn_cess of easing tensions Abe also seemed 

. ready to give peace a chance, meeting with Kim's sister at the Pyeongchang 2018 Olympic 

Games and l_at_er voicing his willingness too tq meet with Kim should the Trump-Kim summit 

succ_eed.' In his meeting with Trump on April 17-18, Abe set forth the three Japanese 

equities in a n:egotiated settlement with the North.' A complete, verifiabl_e, irreversible 

denuclearization process is at the top of that list. But a close second will be Pyongyang's 

missile ars_enal_. While the United States undoubtedly will focus on the intercontinental 
ballistic missile (ICBM) Kim has been testing, Abe will urge a broader disarmament of the 

array of mis_?il~s at Kim's dispo~a,I. Th_e RO~_al'.ld J_apar:i are we_ll ~ithln reach of No_rth Korea's 
short and medium-range missiles, and Abe will be unwilling to leave t~ose in place. Flnafly, 

Abe will wa:nt Pyongyang's accounting of the Japanese citiz_ens abducted by the North 

Koreans .. Both Trump and Moon promised to take this up with Kim in their meetings. At 
·their summit at Mar-a-Lago, Trump publi_cly repea,ted th_is pledge to Abe.' 

It is too soon to ·see how these new negotiations will proceed. -Only a few weeks after 

the So_uth Korean government announced that Trump had agreed to meet with Kim, the 

diplomatic geometry seemed to proliferate an_d-accelerate. After Kim Jong-u:n agreed to 

leave the North to meet Moon in Panmunjom, the designated meeting spot just south of 

the DMZ, South Korea's nation.al security advisor appeared in Washington, and in front of 

the White House, announced the Trump-Kim summit-.' Not to be outdone, Abe made plans 

to visitTrump, which he did on April 17.10 Not long after that, Kim Jong-unset out for Beijing 

in his armored train, accompanied by his w_ife, to visit with Chi_nese president Xi Ji_nping 
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and his wife, once again showing hol important these talks will be to the future bala_nce 

ot'power in Northeast Asia. 11 On Ma~ 7-8 Kim went to Dalian, China for a second summit 

with Xi. On May 9 another trilateral suinmit was held in Tokyo, as Abe hosted Moon and the 

Chinese premier, Li Keqi~ng: 12 Later lri May, Moon travelled to Washington to consult with 
I 

Trum:p. The diplomatic track had grabbed the spotlight. . -- - . - . - I . .- . - -_ 
Ironically, negotiations with North Korea c_ould put even more strain on the trilateral 

framework that Washington has been striving to establish with its allies in East Asia. The 

bilateral relationship between Seoul and Tokyo, in particular, could suffer. This was apparent 

in the nervousness visible in Japan, particularly alter the surprise decision by Trump to hold 

a summit with Kim. While the U.S.-Japan-ROK trilateral has laced pressures in negotiating 

with North Korea before, this round of talks could be even more fraught. There is far more 

at stake in Northeast Asia; th·e region's military balance, the political lu_tures of II/loon, 

Trump, and Abe,.and the geopolitics of the region. • 
I . 1 . . 

The Military Challenge of Confronting Pyongyang 
North Korea is closer than ever to bei~g able to threaten the Uniied States, thereby testing 
the p_rop:osi_ticin tha_t \t\/ashingto_n wiH ,;,ant.to risk an attack on behalf of its regional allies. 

Kim Jong-un has developed his military arsenal in a deliberate attempt to change the status 

quo on t_he KorC:an Peninsula, and, by, extension, in Northeast Asia. The U.S. allies in Asia 

have directly felt the impact of his w;'llingness to risk confrontation by using ihese rising 

military ca.pabilities. __ _ I · . _ 
Seoul felt the brunt olthis challenge early, even before Kim Jong-ii passed away in 2011. The . I • 

2010 sinking of the Cheonan and the shelling of Yeonpyeong Island were widely attributed 
I . 

to Kim Jong-un's growing influence. Since .coming to p·ower in 2012, Kim has sh·own little I .. . - .... _ . .. 
restraint in the use of force or his willingness to risk-provoking the South. Repeated news of 

. executions in the consolidation of his hbld on power brought this point home, especially the 

brutal execution of his u~cle, Jang Sorig-thaekY North Korea _is ~uspected of carrying out 

the 2014 hacking of Sony Pictu'res Entertainment, and the U.S. government accused North 
. . J ' ' ~ . ' •. 

Korea of carrying out the May 2017 "WannaCry" cyber-attack, which hit over-150 countries 
I 

and in some cases ca·used hosPital-cloSu·reS.14 The oPen assassination o'f his h.iff-brother in . . - I - . . . . 

Kuala Lumpur-us_ing a banned nerve, agent called VX-further added to the impression 

that Kim Jong-un felt little if any restr~int in the use of force ii it mea:nt a c_hallenge to his 
hold on power." 

J_apan to_o now te·els th:e direct brunt_ of Killl's mil_i,tclry a·m.bitionS. As N_orth Ko·rea's missil_e 
arsenal grew, new launchers allowed short to medium-range missiles to be launched 

without detectio·n. GrdWing nllmbers of missile:s a_lld no·warning tiiTie mearis th_at Japan is 

now in far greater danger than in the past. 16 M·issiletesting in 2016 and 2017 demonstrated 

that Japan h_as few oppons on its o\1/n to defend itself from a missile attack. In 2017, ten 

of North Korea's tests landed in the Sea of Japan, including two ICBMs, and two missile 

tests overflew northern Japan." Japan's existing ballistic missile defenses are simply not 

enough to cope, shou_ld Kim provoke a w_ar. U.S_. b_ases in J_apan al_so ma_ke it lik_ely that in a 

conflict North Korea would seek to eliminate the ability of the United States to use its forces 

based there. Japan is riow the only coucntry in Northeast Asia that cannot retaliate with its 
own forces. 18 
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Over th·e past year Or more of misSile testin·g by Kim Jong-un; Tokyo and Seoul have . - . . . I . . . - - . 

expanded their military cooperation. In 2017, as North Korea's missiles fiew repeatedly 
over Japanese t_erritory, the t_hree militarie~ of the Uni_ted States, South Korea, and Japan 
upped their coordination. Military signaling by each alliance provided a strong signal of 

military readiness. When N_orth Ko(ea te;ted a missile over Japanese' airspace, South 
Korean forces oemonstrated their ability to retaliate. When U.S. bombers were sent to 
s_igna_l Ameri_can intent, Japan's Air Self D_efense Force fighters accompanied them through 
Japanese airspace to meet up with South.Korean Air Force fighters over the East China Sea, 

wh_o then accompanied the U.S. bombers the rest of the way to Korea. When a second test 
of an intermediate-range ballistic missile occurred, U.S.-ROK forces conduct_ed a combined 
strike exercise while U.S.-Japanese forces conducted a ballistic missile defense exercise 

. ' 
simultaneously. Similarly, the U.S., Japane~e, and South Korean milit_a"ries conduded a 
tabletop exercise on non-combatant evacuation. U.S. commanders had hoped to push this 
trilateral military exercising furth'er, b"ut_ So"uth Kore_an sen·sitivity t_o ha_vin'g Jap:anese military 
on Korean'soil continues to limit the full int~gration of allian~e. planning and exercising. 

Asia's geopolitics are suggesting a new regional context within which events-on the Korean 
Peninsula must be considered-one in which the trilateral relationship between Seoul, 
Tokyo, and Washington may be challenged by the new dynamics of major power military 

. . . . . - I . - . 

competition. Trilateral cooperation has proven very effective in mobilizing military force I . . . 

during moments of crisis. But if conflict emerges, will this be sustainable as Pyongyang 
I 

approaches the ability to effectively target the United States? Will America's allies be 
I • --

Confident in the extended deterrent that has long allowed them to avoid the nuclear 
- - - - I 

option themselves? The governments of both the ROK and Japan have sought greater 
conventional military capabilities to redres_s their vulnerabilities. The ROK has enhanced 

its own missile arsenal, and Japan has recently decided to significa:ntly increase i_ts baUisti_c 
missile defenses. ".Both Seoul and Tokyo have begun to have open debate over the nuclear 
option as Kim tested his ability t_o develop ~n intercontinental b_allistic missile capable cif 

delivering nuclear weapons to the United States." 

The future of the U.S. alliances is further complicated by the Trump administration's desire 
to leverage allied defenses for better trade' numbers. Allied concerns about the United 

. I • 
States have only worsened with the election of Trump, who campaigned on ending U.S. 

. I .• • 

alliances. In his interviewwith New York Times, candidate Trump said the ROK and Japan 
- I 

would o·ne day have to. defend themselves ~gains\ North Korea. He has since embraced 
the U.S. alliances, but has held Moon and Abe accountable for their trade deficits with 
Washingto·n, arguing th_at the Un_ited States is getting a bad deal on relationships that have _ 
been the mainstay of regional balances of power since the end of World War II. Even as 
the confrcin_t_ation with Pyongyang d_eteriorated badly in the fall of 2017, Trump insisted 
on re-opening trade negotiations on the Korea-U.S. trade pact, using Seoul's weakness 

as leverage. In fokyo in Novemb_er of that year, Trump similarly told Abe he should buy 

expensive American weapons as a way. to reduce the deficit, openly linking longstanding 
security-assurances to increased U.S. arms sales. 
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The Trilateral and Diplomacy with Pyongyang 

As the bilateral summit~y of North~ast Asia took off in ear.lY 2_01_8, the, U.S.•J_apan·ROK 

trilateral once more faces considerabl~ political hurdles. If the Trump-Kim summit is realized 

and a negotiation process results, thi~ will u·sher in the third significant attempt to engage 
I • • • • - • 

with a Kim on North Korea's military build-up. Each time negotiations have been tried, the 

diplomacy has been organized diffe_rJntly. In the mi_d·1990s, whe·n Kim Jong-ii annou:nced 

his intention to deny access to his nuclear reactors to ihe International Atomic Energy 

Association, the Clinton administration responde:d by organi_zi_ng its all_ies in a coo_rd_iriated 

effort to entice him away from a path of nuclear development. The Trilateral Coordination 

and oversight Group (TCOG) proces~ resulte_d in econ_omic incentives for North Korea, 

cooperation on providing it with light water nuclear reactors, and a largely shared vision by 

Seoul a_nd Tokyo O:n the benefits of this approach. But this effort ultimately did .not forestall 

· the progression of Pyongyang's stockpiling of fissile material. The UN and the United States 

then imposed sa_nctio_ns on the North,' the former with the approval of the Security Council 

.members, and the latter unilaterally ahd targeted on the bank used by the Kim family. 

A second effort, led by the Bush administration, organized the six nations active in Northeast 
' Asia to discuss a co'mprehensive path t_o deriudeariiation and ultimat_ely a peace treaty that 

would end the militarized division of the peninsula. China played a leading role in hosting 
' the result.ant Six-Party Talks, creating the veneer of m·ultilateralism around what was 

essentially a ·u.S.-North Korean dialogJe. This approach, while lauded for its comprehensive 
' I . 

approach t_o a set_tlement an_d its multilateral regional framework, left much to be desired 

for W~shington's allies, as both Seoulj and Tokyo found cause for disgruntlement in being 
left out of t_he U.S. negoti_ating strategy. · · • 

· Prior ~!tempts to negotiate with Pyo~gyang have demonstrated that the Uni_ted States, 

South Korea, and Japan each have different interests at stake in a Korean settlement. The 

d~mestic politics of sustaining diplo~atic initiatives and offering compromJse needed to 

realize results are rarely in synch. For South Koreans, peace on ihe peninsula is paramount,· 

fcir obvious reasons. Millions live. in close proximity to North Korea's artillery, making 

any South Korean threat to use .force; lack credibility. For Americans, the proliferation of 

nuclear technology has long been the 
1
P.rimary co'ncern, an_d after 9/11, North Korea's rol_e 

in exporting its ·fissile n,ateria_l to terrOrist organizations took precedence over its missile 
development program. Japanese vieJed this with chagrin, as they have long se·en the 

North Korean missile program as having.the greatest impact on their security. Add to that 

the domestic sensitivity to the abduction of Japanese citizens by the North in the 1_970s, 
·ai:i.d Tokyo's siance on N_o_rth Korea becomes ever more complicated. When Prime Minister 
Koizumi Junichiro's bilateral negotiations led to a visit to Pyongyang in 2002, his team 

negotiated with Kim J_ong-il for the return of five of the 17 abductees thought to still be in 

North Korea. Instead of being praised for the success of bringing these five h_om·e, Koiwmi 

and his team were criticized for not getting them all. 21 Subsequent governments were hard 

pressed to engage in any effort at negotiatio'n with the N_orth v.,ithout putting the a_bductee 

cause at the center of their talks. 
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I 
Tokyo has been sensitive to being left out bf the critical decisions in the diplomacy with 

Pyongya:ng. Japan preferred the early emp~asis on the alliance trilateral to the l_arger Six
Party multilateral effort. The model used in\the 1990s, TCOG, relied on close allied p·olicy 
coordination, and this stiU appeals to many,Japanese. But the broader regional dynamics 

seem to make this inconceivable. Today, no resolution on the Korean Peninsula is possible 
without China. The Six-Party framework that brought all regional powers to the table 
remains a prefere·nce for some, particularly i,n China, which host_ed these t_alks. 

The politics of when to compromise with Pyongyang reveals itself early, and who has 

comp/cimis.ed (Do much or to.a 1.ittle becofiies a S()Urce o_f te_nsi_On .. To_kyo Worries abOut 
Seoul being too ready for compromise ani:l thus sacrificing security in the interest of 
a peace 'regim_e. Seoul worries about Tokyb's harder military line and ultimately about 
Japan's "remilitarization." Both allies in vafying degrees worry that Washington might 

either sacrifice their security interests in anl attempt to reach a deal or become too rigid 
for compromise to emerge. Given Pyongyank's development of ICBMs pot_entia,lly able to 

reach cities across the United .States, there is ample reason for concern that Trump will 
p'rioritize.ending t_his threat, leaving in place theth:,e_ats to Japan an:d So_uth Korea and also 

calling into.question U.S. commitment to extended deterrence. In his confirmation hearings 
for secretary of state, Mike Pompeo confirmed these fears when he told senators that his 

primary aim was "to develop an agreement with the North Korean leadership such that the 
• I 

North Korean leadership will step away from its efforts to hold America at risk with nuclear 
weapons, completely and verifiably."" \ 

I . 

Today, neither of these past models seems juJt right. Moreover, there is far greater concern 

about China's ambitions in, and far less cohfide:n.ce in U.S .. leadership of, a negotiating 
process. Kim Jong-un looks more assertive in!shaping the context for negotiations, and his 

' ability t_hus far t_o drive the talks i_ndicates greater strategic savvy than many have b_een 
willing to admit. To be sure, it is early in the process, and there are conflicting accounts of 

what may have prnrripted Kim_ Jong-un to initiate this newest round of diplomacy. To date, 
however, Kim has asserted his country's right to have nuclear weapons and has already 

I 

claimed North Korea as a nuclear power. W~at he seems to want is recognition of that 
status. While Beijing may be ready to providelthat, Washingt_on,_ Tokyo, and Seou_l are not. 

A second concern today is the shape of Northeast Asia's.security architecture beyond peace 
on the Korean Peninsula. The region today ii no longer a backwat_er in global geopolitics. 
China's emergence as a global power has knit the choices about the region's security into 
the fabric of the global balance of power. The choices ahead on the Korean Peninsul_a are 
not simply about how to persuade Kim Jong-unto give up his military arsenal; they are now 
about what sort of strategic balance will be embraced by all of the region's major powers, 

The future role of nuclear weapons in Asia's security has considerable implications for 
existing arran·gements for managing globa_l security. Partic_ularly wqirisome for U.S. allies 

are intermediate-range nuclear forces, which have altered the regional military balance. 

Theoretically, these theater nuclear forces do not threaten major nuclear powers beyond 
Asia and thus would allow nations to threat_en their neighbors without necessarily drawing 

retali.ation from the United States. The concerns in Seoul and Tokyo are similar to what NATO 

allies worried abou_t in the 1970s_. Soviet deployment of SS-20s missiles to its European 

theater prompted a U.S. deployment of Pershing missiles to offset this advantage in the 
military balance. The United States and Russia concluded an Intermediate Nuclear Forces 
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(fNF) Treaty in 1987 designed to eli~inate this threat of decoupllng. Japan at the time ' . 
wanted to ensure that Soviet SS-20s would not simply be moved from Europe to the Asian 

theater. Today, the regional military b~lance in _Asia is similarly unsettled, and China is not 

subject to the INFTreaty's limitations.lln fact, the absence of a serious Asian disarmament 

framework now means that the prolif~ration of missiles h_as a:s m·u:Ch strategic significa_n_ce 

to China, Russia, and the United States as arsenals of weapons of mass destruction. For 

the non-nuclear sta~es, such _a:s Ja·pan ~nd Sout_h K9rea,-miss_ile defenses haye beC□ J'.De a fa_r 
more daunting task. 

In the mi_dst of this burgeoning probl_em for Asia, both South Korea and Japan are considering 

what may be needed to bolster the U.S. military's capabilities in the region and/or what 

they might do to b_olster their own mHita_ry power. The diplomacy that may be emerging 

over .Kim Jong-un's arsenal will thus need to consider the broader context of Asia's rapidly ' . ' . . 
evolving military balance .. No longer; is denuclearization sufficient. Pyongyang's missile 

arsenal will also be under scrutiny, a:n_d'there are diffi_c_ult qtiesti_ons for Be_ijing, Washi_ngton, 

and. Moscow should a broader disarmament effort for Northeast Asia be pursued. 

Wh_ether Kim Jon·g-un's neighbors are prep:ared to build a regional disarmament regime 

remains to be seen, but without it, the global management of nuclear technology w(II _be 

difficult to sustain_. 

i 

Trump, Moon and Abe: The Decisions Ahead 
The U.S.-Japan-ROK trilateral has alJays faced the challenge of synchronizing national ' . 
approaches to the North K_orea problem. All three democracies elect leaders who put their 

own stamp on how to deal with Pyongyang. Since Kim Jong-ii announced his withdrawal 

from the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons, all three nations have had 

multiple turnovers in government, and these leadership transitions have colored the effort 

to respond to North Korea's proliferatibn and shaped alliance responses. · 

In contrast, North Korea has ha_d oJ family in ·power, three gen·era_ti_ons of di_ctatorship 
. ' . 

that have sought the wherewithal to build sufficient military power to ensure their 

regime's survival. Kim Jong-il's son nciw has the· opportunity to realize the Kim dynasty's . . - - ··r· - . -

dream of becoming a nuclear power.I Whatever their belief in how Pyongyang's nudear· 

testing and missile lau'nthe·s affect Chiha's interests, China's leaders-three sin·ce the mid-.. 1 . : . . 

1990s-certainly understand from their own h_istory that acquiring a nuclear arsenal brings 

with i_t status and a cons_iderable degree of indeperid_ence from_ the whims of those wi_th 
nuclear power. 

Leaders matter-and have taken risl<s-in dip_l_omacy wi_th North Korea. In the United 

States, South Korea, and Japan, elections have often produced a reset in North Korea ·policy. 

Four ~-_S. preside·n:nal a_dmiriistratiohs h:ave work_ed on-the nuclear proli_feration problem. 

In South Korea, five presidents. have sought to Cope with the North's nuclear ambitions; 

and in Japan, no less than fourteen prime ministers have wrestle<! with the problem over 

the past two-plus decades. Notable overtures by various leaders have caught others by 

surprise and created distrust in·motives among the three allies. South Korea's.progressive 

political leade:,s h:ave prod_u_ced more opportunity for dialogue with the North, starting with 

Kim Dae-jung's "Sunshine diplomacy" and his famous summit meeting with Kim Jong-ii in 

2000. Roh Moo-hyun, elected in 2003; continued that path of direct dialogue, and he too 

met with Kim Jong-ii, in 2007. Now Moon Jae-in and Kim Jong-un will carry o"n that legacy, 
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once again asserting the primacy of the two t<oreas in the effort to negotiate a lasting peace_ 
' -on the peninsula. Today, however, Moon faces th·e prospect of a North Korea that can 

- - - - - I - - - - - - - - -

threaten others far beyond the Korean Peninsula, and thus his hands are tied far more than 
his predecessors. 

Japan too has had its moments of engagement with Pyongyang. In their 2002 Pyongyang 
oeclaratio.n, Koizumi_ an_d Kim Jong-i_l outl_i_ned a moratorium on missile testing and a 
sustained effort at finding the remaining Japanese in North Kor~a'-" Even Abe has trie:d 
his hand at direct negoti_ations with Kim in 2013 over investigating the whereabouts of the 
Japanese abductees. 24 

Washington, however, has insisted on prio~itizing the North's nuclear program and has -
t_ended to see the idea of a direct meeting w(th Pyon·gyang at the leadership level as reward 
for denuclearization rather than as a step in the negotiating process. Pyongyang's desire 

for normal diplo·ma_tic ties with the United States could be realized if and when it gives up 
its nuclear weapons. The Clinton administration seemed ready to take a risk on a summit 
meeting, but it w_as insufficiently impressed ,with Kim Jong,il's follow-through on the 1994 

_ Agreed Framework. When it was discovered that the Kim regime had a clandestine uranium 
_enrichment program underway despite its pledge to end production of plutonium, the Bush 

administration abruptly shifted gears away from negotiations to co_ercive sanctions. Calling 
North Korea part of an "axis of evil," Preside~! George W. Bush condemned the Kim regime 

not only for its·proliferation b_ut al_so for its h~ma:n rights a_buses." 

i 
Sustaining engagement with North Korea re~uires keeping all three leaders committed to 

diplomacy and to a unified strategy for pursuing a common end game. Syncnionizing this 
takes considerable effort-and trust. Today's mo-ment is no different. As Abe and Trump 

argued for "maximum pressure" and sanctior,s in 2017, Moon w~s-hoping to find a way to 
entice Kim Jong-un to the table. The stakes are always higher for Seoul, and as th_e Trump 

adn:,inistration's rh_etoric on the preventive use of force seemed increasingly real, the 
pressures on Moon only grew. 26 

The unpredictability of the Trump administration's approach to Kim makes formulating 

a trilaieral stra_tegy far mcire difficult Allied leaders were shaken- as the U.S. president 
' threatened Kim Jong-un with "fire and fury the likes of which have nE?Ver·been seen." 27 

, ' 

In Tokyo, Abe ·campa_igned in Japan's October 2017 election on his ability to manage the 
North Korean crisis, and for many Japanese, his relationship with Trump was one of the 
reaso:ns for his su(ce:ss. 28 Abe's close c_ons_ultatiqns' W_i_th Trump are reass_uring, but the 
lack of consultation before Trump decided to meet with Kim· shook the confidence of the 
Ja"pane_~e go·verr:imiirit. ln Sou.th Korea, Moon is given a lot of cred_it for persua_diiig Trump to 
pursue diplomacy with Kim. After his meeting with Kim, his support soared.'' South Koreans 

are gra_teful for Trump's willingness to buy into the idea of a summit with-Kim, even though 

there is ample. reason to worry about what it wifl produce. 

The Japan-South Korea Hurdle 
Nciw that Moon has succeeded in realizing a summit with Kim Jong-un, the Japan-ROK 

relationship will need particu_lar att_ention_. The ri1ost often cited challenge to effective 
trilateral policy coordination has been the difficult relationship between Seoul and Tokyo. 
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Troubl_ed by w_ar memory politics in! both n_ations, Seoul and Tokyo have had difficulty 
overcomihg the raw sentiments surrounding residual South Korean grievances oVer colo·nial 

I 
and wartim_e behavior by Japanese. The most recent effort to address those grievances.was • 

ihe so-called "comfort women" agreJment forged by President Park Geun-hye and Abe in 

2015. Before this agreement, two yea;s of estrangement at the highest level of go~ernment 

had made for an explosion of anti-Ja'p·anese sentiment in sa·u.~h Korea a __ nd a simila·r rise 

in anti-Korean sentiment in Japan. Obama facilitated a leadership meeting at The Hague 

in 2014, opening the way for a re:st~:rt of bilateral talks abo:ut ho_w to overcome these 
differences. The result was the settlement by private Japanese companies of compensation 

. I 

for the forced labor of Koreans, and a government-to,government agreement to establish . . . . . . I . . . • . 

a fund to be administered by the South Korean government for-the women subjected to 

forcible sex work in brot_hels u_sed by Japa_n's imperial military. Yet the Korean public rejected 

this agreement when Park was impeached, and in the campaign for president that resulted, 

all the candi_dates openly called for renegotiation of the agreement. 

i 
Once in office, however, Moon sough~ to separate th·e difficult iss_ues associated wi_th his . 

country's col_onial and war legacy from contemporary diplomacy. Abe too had attempted 

the same ·path when he had come info office, and his chief cabinet secretary u:ndertciok 

a policy review of past statements on the "comfort women" to clear the political air at 
• I • ·• 

home for a new disc_uss_ion with Pa_rk.'i' Both Ab_e and Moon organized a policy review and 

an oversight panel of various non-governmental experts and stakeholders on the past 
'. 

agre:em_ents on the "c:Omf~_rt ~o_men.'j Faci_ryg press.ure from wi_t~_in their own supporters 
and parties, both leaders have tried to find a resolution that will allow their relationship 

to develop in other areas. On Decerriber 27, 2017, Moon announced the results of his 
• - • - - - I , 

advisory committee, and while expressing-his dissatisfaction with the 2015 agreement, he 

acknowledged it represented a formal :commitment by the.South Korean government, and 

he would not reopen it." Despite.the difficult politics of the past, the rising tensions with 

North Korea brought Abe and Moon together. Not only did the two U.S. allies coordinate 
. . ' 

their military responses to Kim's missile launches, but they also c_oordinated their sanctions 
against the North. 

Again, as the diplmriatic breakthrough: with Kim Jong-un develops, the interests of Seoul 
and Tokyo are likely to diverge some'/"hat. Seoul welcomes the opening of talks and is 

cautiously optimistic about the prospeds for a peace regime on the.peni_nsu_la. Mo_reover, 

it is difficult to ignore the emotional im_pact on South Koreans of the unified Korean teams 
at the Olympics and the visit of Kim Jong-un's sister to the games. A_ South Ko_re:ao K-pop 

group performed in Pyongyang-an amazing display of optimism in a country that r_arely 

experiences unscripted performances, let alone the globally recognized talent to be fou:nd 

in South Korea." But the historic meeting between Moon and Kim at Panmunjom has 
raised the bar on past summitry between South and Nort_h Korea. Today, in its wake, S_outh 

Koreans visit a movie set to perform the scene of crossing the divide between those blue · 

huts to embrace the notion of peace." 

Japanes_e views on North Korea are also emoti_onal, bu_t in a far different way. Angered by 

Kim Jong-il's admission that his regime systematically abducted citizens from Japan's shores 

and from Europea:n t_rave_l destinati_ons, Japa:n_ese continue to see North_ Korea as a nation 

that violated their borders and stole their people. Many blame past Japanese governments 

for weakness in allowing the country to be so easily penetrated by a foreign nation. But 
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the more widespread sentiment in Japan is
1
one of sympat.hy fort.he families of those t.a.ken 

· decades ago. The parents of those abducted as children or young adults are now elderly. 

Their faces are now well known to all Japan·ese, and their pers:onal I.osses are felt keenly 

· across society." Most important, Japanese blame their government for not protecting them 

from these abuses and for faUing to gain th~ir return to Japan. Even Abe cannot ignore this 

national sentiment as he considers this ne..lest opening to Pyongyang. . I . 

Contlusion 
The.negotiating process unfolding with Nort.h Korea will t.es.t the U.S. allies in N.ortheast Asia 

far more than. the military crisis that Kim Jong-un's missile launches created. Once more, 

Seoul will be looking for engagement an·d talks iAtith K.im Jong-u.n to end h.ostilities and to 

ensure pea~e. Tokyo,, on the other hand, will want more. It wfll want not only complete, 
. verifiable, and irreversible nuclea'r disarmament; it will also want a reduction in North .. r . . , 
Korea's missile arsenal. Japan has felt an escalating military pressure from Pyongyang. With 

China's rise as a ba.ckdrop, Japanese P.olicy~akers are feeling their country's vulnerability 

in a rapidly changing Northeast Asia. Furthermore, an unpredictable U.S. president with 

an i.ncreasingly hardUne cabi.net also suggests a more fraught sense of the steps forward. 

Trump's insistence on America First has :left both allies worried that their interests I . . . 
will be aba:ndoned in the course· of negotiating with Kim Jong-un. Close consultatio·ns • - - - I 

among the three leaders can mitigate those fears, and yet there is still a sense that anything 

might happen. . . . . I . . . 
Kim Jong-un has proven more adept at diplom.acy than most in the region imagined. Kim's 

rapprochement with Xi Jinping reveals a f}r more geostrategic impulse at play in these 

seque:ntial sum·mits. Kni.tting together a str~tegy for Seoul, Tokyo, and Washington in the 

midst of this chess game will be .a challenge.I Moon, Abe, and Trump will need to be adroit 

and adap.tive. Bu.t they rn.ust also look beVond the next summit. Nothing less than the 

future of Northeast Asia is at stake, and wit~ it, seventy or more years of alliance history is 

up for grabs. Old grievances cannot hold sw~y here if Japan,.South Korea, and the United 

States are all to emerge with greater securiiy from this process of peace building o:n the 
Ko_rean Peninsura·. \ · • 

I 

Endnotes 
'See the Council on Foreign Relations co·nfiict I.racker on North Korea, https.://www.cfr. 

org/i nteractives/global-confl i ct-tracker# !/confii ct/north-korea0crisis; and the Center for 

Strategic and International Studies' North Kore.an missile tra.cker, https://missilethreat. 

csis.org/north-korea-missile-launches0 1984-present/. 

'UN Security Council' Resolutions on North Korea, https://www.un.org/sc/suborg/en/ 

sa ncti ons/1718/resol utions. 

3 Japan's Ministry of Foreign Affairs (MOFA); details trilateral cooperation t.owards No.rth 

Korea, http://www.mofa.go.jp/mofaJ/area/n_korea/juk.html; The Republic of Korea's 

Ministry of Fo·reign Affairs covers the most r~c¢nt t_ri_latera_l foreign m_i!lis_ter meeting, on 
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Ja.nuary 16, 2018, http://www.mofa'.go.kr/eng/brd/m_5674/view,do?seq=3l9608 ;The 

U.S. Department of State provides aiiranscript of the meeting, https://www.state.gov/ 

secieta ry/20172018til lerson/rema rks/2018/01/277 4 70. htm. . . . . I 
'Full coverage of the summit is.available at South Korea's Blue Haus~ website, http:// .. . I . , 
engl ish !.president .go. kr /korea/korea. php ?srh%5 Bboard no%5 D=29&srh%5Bpage%56= 

2&srh%5Bview_m·ode%5D.=detail&sfh%5Bse°q%5D=2043-l&srh%5Bdetail_no%5D=318; 

North Korean media. too was positive, https://www,cnn.com/2018/04/28/asia/north, 

korea-state-med ia.-suin.m it-inti/ind.ex.him I. 

5 The Panmunjom Declaration is at http://documents.latimes.com/panmunjom

decla ration-peace/, 

'Chief Cabine.t Secretary Suga Yos_hihid.e briefed the press on Abe's meeting with Kim 

Yong-nam, the president of the pres;'dium of the Supreme People's Assembly, North 

Korea's p·arlia:ment, http.s://japan.kalitei.go.jp/tyoukanpress/20i802/26_a.html, on 
• • • .• • I • • 

March 26, 2018; Abe confirmed that;his government was reaching out to Pyongyang to 

explbre the possibility of ·a meeting, https://www.japantimes.co.jp/news/2018/03/26/ 
• I • 

national/politics-diplomacy/abe-says-hes-contact-north-meeting-kim-suggest.s-diet-hed-

open-trilateral-summit-u's/#.WvCjoa.Ovy70. 

I 
'Transcript ofTrump-Abe press confeience on Apiil 18, 2018, https://www.whitehouse. ·1 ' . ,.. . ... ·- ... . . 

gov/briefings-statements/remarks-piesident-trunip-prime-minister-abe-japan-joint-
' press-conference/; See MOFA coverage of the summ.it, http'://www.inofa.go.jp/na/nal/ 

us/page3e_000845.html. I 

'The Ab.e-Moon phone call was reported in the Japanese press, https://www.japantimes. 

co.jp/news/2018/03/16/national/poiitics-diplomacy/south-korean-president-riloon-' . . 

jae-agrees-phone-help-abe-resolve-abduction-issue-amid-norths-overture-trump/#. 

WvDDqKQvy70; Foreign Minister Koria Tarnvisited South Korea to meefwith his 

counterpart, Foreign Minister Kang K~ung-wha on April il, http://www.mofa.go.jp/ 

mofaJ)a o/na/kr/page4 003915.htrnl. - - . I 
'For the March 8 statement by South Korean national security advisor Chung Eui-

' yong on the grounds of the White Ho'u.se, see, https://www.white~ciuse.gov/ 
briefings-statements/remarks-republic-korea-national-security-advisor-chung-eui

yong/, and Trump confirmed th·e meeting in a TWeet that night, https://twitter.d>m/ 

realDonaldTrump/status/971915531346436096https:/ /twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/ 
status/971915531346436096. 

10 Abe spoke-with Trump over the phone hours after Chung announced a Trump:.Kim 

meeti.ng, https://wWw,.whi.tehouse.gov/briefings-statements/readout-president-donald
j-tru m ps-ca II-prime-mi nister-shinzo-a be-japan-7 /. 

"Coverage of Kim Jong-un's visit with Xi Jinping is available.at Xinhua, March 28, 2018, 

· http ://www. ~i nh uanet .. com/ english/2018-03/28/c _ 13 7070598 .htm. 

"See Japan's Ministry of Foreign Affairs, http://www .. mofa.go.jp/press/release/ 

press4e_002019.html. 
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13 See https://www.cfr.org/blog/removal-jarg-song-taek, . . 

"U.S. officials believed North Korea to be behind the 2014 attacks, but no formal 

accusation was released, see David E. San~er and Nicole Perlroth, "U.S. Said fo Find. 

North Korea Ordered Cyberattack on Sony," New York Times, December 17, 2014. 

"For a careful analysis of the Kim Jong-naj .assassination, see 38 North: . .. .. ·1 

https://www.38north.org/2017 /03/gtoloraya030717 /. 

16 See "jttlJ!flc: J; Q~~~ · l!!!Ei::::-+f-1' Jl,~i,1IC:?1, ,r Ministry of Defense, http://www. 

mod.go.jp/j/approach/surround/pd°t/dprk_bm_201801_26.pdf. · 

"The CNS North Korea Missile Test Database, Nuclear Threat Initiative, http://www.nti. 

org/analysis/articles/cns,north-korea-missi_le-test-databas_e/. 

"The Liberal Democratic Party's Defense Affairs Committee released a report in March 

2017 rec"ornmending the acquisition of a conventional strike capability to deter a 
- - - I 

possible missile attack, https://jimin.ncss:hifty.com/pdf/news/policy/1_34586_1.pdf. 

19 For inform~_ti_on on 2015 additions fo South Korea's missile arsenal, see Yon hap News, 
September 9, 2015, http://english.yonhaphews.eo.kr/natiorial/2015/09/09/0301000000 

AEN201S0909009700315.html. I 

"Sou_th Korea's Liberty Party's p_latform calls for the redeployment of U.S. tactical nuclear 

weapons to the Korean Peninsula, http://www.libertykoreaparty.kr/web/eng/gnpPolicy/ 

read_PolicyVi_ew.do?bbsld=EBD_000000001247732; In May 2017, a study group 

comprised of former government and ata~emic security experts in Japan, the Society 

of Sec"urity a_nd Diplomatic Policy Studies, published a report, "Facing the Inconvenient 

Truth: Re-examining Policy for Peace and DenucleariZation of the Korean Peninsula," 
j • • ' • 

· http://ssdpaki.la.coocan.jp/en/proposals/4.html. The report suggests the time has come 

for more careful consideration of Japan's Jptions, should the United States not be able 

or willing to continue its security commitn\ent to Japan's defenses. In February 2018, a . . 

former ambassador to the United States, Kato Ryozo, wrote an op-ed in Sankei Shimbun . 1· . . . . 
also calling for a debate in Japan about.th1 pros and cons of acquiring nuclear weapons, 
https://www.sankei.com/column/news/180202/clm1802020004-n1.html. I . . . 

"The "secret diplomacy" of the Koizumi cabinet was also criticized, and while Koizumi 

returned to Pyongyang to bring the families of th_e five ret_urned ab_ductees out of the 

North, the Japanese public lost interest in offering the Kim regime economic assistance. 

Moreover, the advocacy of the families of those left be.hind intensifie_d, an_d they 

had strong public support in Japan. See their position.at the website of the National 

Association for the Rescu_e of Japanese Ki_dnap·ped by North_ Korea, http://www.s_ukuukai. 

jp/narkn/. Also, for a recent English language account of the lives of Japanese-abductees 

in North Korea, see Robert S. Boynton, The Invitation-Only Zone: The True Story of North 

Korea's Abduction Project (New York: Farrar, Straus a~d Giroux, 2016). 
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I 
2i Jesse Johnson, "Mike Poriipeo optirhistic on Kim-Trump summit, b_ut 'Ameri_ca first' . - . - r . . -- .. . . - - . 

remarks likely to trigger concern in Tokyo.and Seoul," Japan Times,April 13, 2018, 

https ://www.japantimes.eo.jp/new~/2018/04/13/world/politics-diplomacy-world/no-. . . . . . . . I . . 

reward-north-korea-without-irreversible-denuclearization-pompeo-tells-confirmation-

he:aring/#.WvCsaaQvy70. I · 
"Ministry of Fore_ign Affairs, Japan-DPRK Pyongyang Declaration, http://www.mofa.go.jp/ 

region/asia-pa ci/n _korea/pmv0209/pyongyang. html 

"Sheila A. Smith, "Pyongyang's New Overtures arid Abe's Oiploma.cv,'' 38 North, 

May 30, 2014, https://www.38north:org/2014/05/ssmith053114/; Sheila A. Smith, 

"Reading Pyongyang's Intentions with Ja'pan," 38 Noith, N_ovember 25, 2014, https:// 

www.38north.org/20l4/11/ssmithfo2514/. 
I 

"For a tra:nscript of B_ush's 200.2 State!qf the U_nion speech, see'https://www.npr.org/ 

news/spe'cials/sou/2002/020129.bushtext.html. 

"Last fall, National Security Advisor General H.R. McMaster insisted that military options 

were on the table and may become necessary, see https_://www.whitehou.se:gov/ 

b ri efi ngs-statem en ts/pr ess-b ri efi ng-press-secreta ry-sa rah-sand ers-n ati ona I-secu rity-

a dvi sor-h-r-m cm aster -u-n-a m ba ssa_d:o r -n i k k i-ha I ey,091517 /, Vi_ct or Cha, at one p~int 

under consideration for the South Korean ambassadorship, argued against a pre-emptive 

strike: "Giving Nort,h Ko're:a a 'bloody n:Ose' c:arries a huge risk to Americans," Washington 

Post, January 30, 2018, https://www,washingtonpost.com/opinions/victor-cha,giving-, , 
, north-korea-a-bloody-no:Se-carries-afhuge-risk-to-americans/2018/0l/30/43981c94-

0Sf7-lle8-8777-2aOS9f168dd2_story.html?noredirect=on&utm_term=.9e4c36644848. 

For a reto·unting.of the ad_mi_nis_tra.tiCJ'.n's decis_lo_n not to choose Cha as-ambassador, 
see Washington Post, January 30, 20i8, https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/ 

I . 

disagreement-on-north-korea-policy'coul_d-derail-white-house-choice-for-ambassador-

to-south-korea/2018/01/30/3 a2 l 19 ic-05da-lle8-94e8-e8b8600ade23 _story. 

him l?utm _ term=. a9be_Of0e8.f29. 

"For a transcript of Trump's speech to the UN General Assembly o·n September 19, 2017, 

see: https ://"".WVJ.VJh iteh_ouse .gov/briefings-statem ents/remarks-president-truT p-72nd

sessi on -u n it ed-n ati o ns-ge n era 1-assem bly/. 

"Sheila A. Smith, "Foreign Policy," in Japan Decides.2017: The Japanese General Election, 

eds. Robert J. Pekkanen et. al (New York: Palgrave Macmillan; 201_8), 329-4_5. 

29 According to the Asan Institute, Moon's approval rating in March after th~ 

announcement that Trump was ready to m·eet with Kimsto·od steady at 65.6 percent, 

but after the Moon-Kim summit, it soared to 78.3 percent; see http://en.asaninst. 

org/contents/asan-korea-perspective-vol-3-no-5-2018-2-26-20is-3-l l/ for March 

poll resu Its and http://en.asaninst.org/contents/asan-korea-perspective-vol-3-

no-9-2_018-04-23-2018,0S-06/ for April polling. 
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30 The.officiill re·port can be acc_~s_s"ed a.t Prime Mini.Ster's Office, HD_etail_s of.Exchanges 
Between Japan· and the Republic of Korea[ (ROK) Regarding the Comfort Women Issue: 

From the Drafting of the Kono State·ment to the Asian Women's Fund," June 20, 2014, 

http ://japan. ka ntei.go.j p/96 _ abe/ docum ~nts/2014/ _i cs Fil es/afiel dfile/2014/06/20/ 
JPN_ROK_EXCHANGE,pdf. Suga explained.the results in a press conference, "Press 

Conference by t_he Chief Cabinet Secretary (PM)," June 20, 2014, http://www.kantei. 

go.jp/jp/1y·oukanpress/2,0140_6/20_p.htmL I wrote about the report in Japan's New 

Politics'and the U.5.-Japan Alliance (New York: The Council ~n Foreign Relations, 2014), 

accessible a_t https://cfrd8-fi l_es._cfr. org/sites/defa u It/files/pd! /20t4/07 /Japans_ New_ 

Politics_Report.pdf. . . I· . 
"The advisory group's report can be downloaded here, http://www.mofa.go.kr/eng/ 

brd/m_5674/view.do?seq=319637&srchF\=&srchTo=&srchWord=&srchTp=&multi_itm_ 

seq=O&itm_seq_l=O&itm_seq_2=0&company_cd=&company_nm=&page=8&titleNm. 

After the review was concluded on Decem:ber 27; 2017, Moon gave a statement 

refiecMg on its conclusions arid stating that more efforts would have to be made to 

resolve the "comfort Women" issue, se:e Hiroshi Mi.negishi, "'CorTifo/t women' deal nota 

solution: President Moon," Nikkei Asian Review, _December 28, 2017, https://asia.nikkei. 

com/Politics/Comfort-women-deal-not-a-solution-President-Moon. 

' 
"Choi Sang-hun, "Onstage, South Korean K-Pop Stars. In the Balcony, Kim Jong-un, 

Clapping," New YaikTimes, April 1, 2018, ~ttps://www.nytimes.com/2018/04/0l/world/ 
asia/kim-jong-un-north-korea-k-pop-concert.html. 

I 
I 

33 Jooh'ee Ch_o, "Movi_e set recreates Panmun~om ione where Kim Jong Un met Moon Jae-

in," ABC News, May 8, 2018, https://aocnews.go.com/lnt_e·rn:ational/rilcivi_e-se_t-recreates
panmunjom-zone-kim-jong-met/story?id=S4985349. 

"One such story is the abduction of Yokota Megurili, see Arata Yamamoto and Alexander 

Smith, "Family of Girl Abducted by North K'orea HopesTrump Can Win Her Return," NBC 
News, Nove:mber 2, 2017, http.s://wwW.nbcnews,com/news/world/family-girl-abducted

north-korea-hopes-trump-can-win-her,n8iG046. 

, 
\ 
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The way Chinese officials and writers View the history of KOre·a:-from ancient times to 

the post- Cold War developments in Sout~ Korea-matters for at least three reasons. It 

is a commentary on Chinese national identity sin.ce Korea bears impo_rt_ant_ly on multiple 

dimensions of how that identity has recently been constructed. It is likewise a window on 

how Chinese view the order they seek to for~e in East Asi.a, linking it to the earlie:r Sinocentric 

order. Finally, Chinese views of Korea's histbry offer valuable insight into China's vision of ' . 
the future of the Korean Peninsula and its re\ationship fo. China. It is comri,_onpla_ce to regard 

historical narrative as a lens on views of the present and plans for future policies, but this 

is even more the case for a country with the tradition of.Confucian historiography with 

its extraordinary stress on correct thinking about the past, and communist historiography 

redolent with socialist re~lism in:sistent o_n cf zero-sum u·nd_erstandi_ng Of the past. We read 
in Chinese historical writings on Korea a morality tale with undoubted relevance to how 

China corfstructs both its identity and itsintk·mational relations. . . . . - I 
The Korean Peninsula has significance for Chinese national identity beyond th.at of any 

I •• • • • - • 

foreign country except Russia and the United States with the possible exception of Japan. It 
' is where ideology was.honed as China sent t_he PLA t_o prevent the fall ofN.orth Korea after 

Mao had given his blessing along with Stalin to the North's attack on the South. As ideology 

has grown again in importan·ce, the sig'nifi{:anC:e of No_rth .Ko.rea's so_cialjst pedigree and 

shared origins in the crucible of revolution against imperialism has risen. In the historical 
dimension of national id.entity; China'sJeadeis in the 1990s weighed allowing candor about 

the origins of the Korean War at a time wtien de-ideologization was fitfully taking place 

and there was n'o establis_hed narrative on ~istciry. Some saw sensitivity to North Korean 

reactions as the key to why China did not go further, but the resistance inside China proved 

m_ore fenacio.us than they assumed. Historida1 purity toward Japan intensified apart from 

a short-lived interval with "new thinking" iri. 2003. With South Korea o_n the frontlines in 

. China's quest for deriionization of JaPan over:history, its own history became a test case for' 
I . 

the national identity gap between it and Chi~a. The history of Kore.a is so interwove.n with 

that of China and it can reveal much about recent views. 

I As the country that even recently took pride in being the mo·st Confucian of all, South Korea . . . . . . . . I . 

also spurred Chinese demands to show loyalty to the civilizational aspects of identity being 

constructed along With s1ipport f6r an incr"ea1ing sense of a.common economic space·and . - 1 - . - . - . 

· of political restraint in sidingwith the United\States without accepting balance with China. 

The meaning of civilizational deference was, in:Separabl_e fro·m his_torica_l memory, i.e., to 

recognize the benevolence of China's past regional order as a source of harmony and stability, 

which should not be challenged, as in the "cult_ural wars" on th·e Internet between Chinese 

and South Koreans around 2007-10 or in hosting the Dalal Lama with obvious invocations 

of a shared past in dealing with China's centrality. Soufh Korean dramas attracted a \1\/ide 

audience in China, but they were carefully screened to avoid historically sensitive themes, 

revealing the wide gap in thinking about history-not only abou.t Koguryo, as took center 

stage from 2004, but about any indication of a "superiority complex" unwilling to credit the' 

Chinese order for its great merits .. 

The four chapters that follow cover Chin·ese pubUca_tions on Korea's past chronolo·gically. 

The firstchapter by me ranges from the ancient period with an emphasis on the 7th century, 

~hen three states vied for control in Korea and drew Japan and China into their wars, to 

the 16th and 17th centuries, when Japan's invasion of Korea drew Chin·ese troops bad 
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bUt also Korea's role in the Ming-Qin·g trallsition that ga·r~ered Chi.n_es"e wri~efs' attention, 

to the 19th century, when a ihird period of instability and .international rivalry rocked the 
peninsula. In ea"ch of the thre~ case·s, c;:hina is se_en a's yir(uou·s, Jap_an as evil, and Korea as 
vacillating-falling short of what was expected of it. Some of the same shortcomings found 
in Jap_an's conduct were "'.isible _on tt:,e Ko_r'ean side t_oo: p_ur·su_ir:ig au_tonomo~s diplomacy 
in contradiction to the norms of the China-led order; aspiring to a micro-order of its own 

in rel.ations w.ith neighbors such as the Jurchens, the .Ryukyus, and Tsushima, and lacking 
gratitude for the benevolence of China in sustaining its harmonious regional orde'r. In each 
instance, Korean intrigues did not bode well for peace and stability, Koreans suffered, Japan 

capitalized on Korean moves, and finally only China coming to the rescue s.aved Korea, 
although in the last case, that is still a work in progress as China recovers from a period 
of weakness and is- only beginning tP offer a "C:ommuni~y o_f co'mmon deStjriy" as a way 
forward for Seoul as well as a better solution for North Korea's future in the context of the 
nuclear crisis and uncertainty over hqw reUni_fica_tiOn can ens.ue. 

: 
Gilbert Rozman,['Ch.inese Views of Korean 

History to the Late 19th Century" 
The premodern era s.eemingly prelented a promising opportunity for China to find 
conimon ground with South Korea. abth see J~·pan_'s aggressive moves in t_he·thref cri_tjcal 

periods noted above in a similar lig~t. Both have a benign ouilook on Confucianism, at 
least in compariso·n t9 other co.untri

1
e"s' thlri~lng . .China coUld ry_ave concer:itrated on th_e 

commonalities and proceeded to nudge Koreans to accept a positive attitude toward revival 
Of a·n Eas.t AS_ian comm·Unity. Yet, the! his~_orical ~ritings in China esch_ew comm_on grou_nd 
for insis/ence on demonization of Japan with spillover to guilt by association for Korea, 
for glo:ri_ryca_tion of Cor:ifucian_ism i_n_t~rpreted in so narrow _a manner that a hierarchical, 
authoritarian· element stands out, and for making full support for a China-led community a 

sine qua non. As the Koguryo dispute made crystal clear, historical issues related to Korea 
are too important to ·leave room for seeking understanding. 

' i 

Kirk Larsen, "ChinJse Views of Korean History 
in the Late 19th dnd Early 20th Centuries''· 

Kirk Larsen makes clear irl his chapter that Chinese officials identify a shared u·nderst_anding 
cif history with Korea as one of the pillars of the Sino-ROK relationship, emphasizing the 
response to imperialism in _the 19th and 20th centuries. Yet, Whereas Chinese insist that 
t_he_ir count_ry was uniquely peaCe-lovlng an_d benev_olent to neighbors, Koreans recall 
aggress!ve and overbearing-Chinese hi.Storical behavior. Chinese make no apology for China's 
unassailable P.osi.tion of politic.al superiority and civilizational arbiter, while Koreans find this 

incompatible with the principles of equality b-etween states and resp·ect for aut.o.nomy-a 
relic for which no pride should be taken. 

Larsen finds not only that a sense of mutually-shared victimization -at the hands. of the 

Japanese has been utilized by leaders in both Beijing and Seou.1 to se:ek to cement closer 

ties, but that this is manipulated by Chinese to drown out other narratives on the Korean 

side: a Koiea st.ruggling for separation from China to es.tablish a modern national identity. 
and to clarify its sovereignty. What he views as Chinese moves to assert greater control by 
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I 
an empire,.-contrary to both the notion of "~aticinal humiliation" and the idea of Chin:a 

as an exceptional, non-aggressive, and peace-loving power~are perceived differently in 

Chinese public~tions, which show no symp~r1hy ,.;ith neighbors fear_ful of China's intentions 
as they draw on different memories of its past deeds. 

After J_apan h_ad annexed Korea, Larson fi~ds Chinese contemporaries as well as recent 

writings ionging for Korean liberation not so 
1
much because they envisioned an independ_ent 

Korea but rather because it would allow Kdrea to return to its proper status as a Chinese . . - - I 

possession or, at least, a" subordinate in a China-led hierarchical order. He Writes that one 
I . - - . . 

can imagine a future in which Xi Jinping's attacks on·western values might be expanded to 

include an attack on the Westphalian system,itself, opening up space for China to re-imagine .. ! . ' . . ., .. .. . ··--. 

and re-structure its relations with its neighbors in ways that might be consistent with a new 

trib.utary order. Capitalizing on th·e pop·ularit_~ in S_outh Ko_rea of An Chunggun, the assassin 

of Ito Hirobumi, Chinese have made him a!central feature of the narrative' they seek·to 

share about th·e history of this period and its significance for Sino-ROK cooperation against 

Japan's current policies and aspirations. Theihigh-water mark of such historical comradery 

was 2015, but doubts were building over: 1) the tension between the lionization of An's • . l 

heroic act of violence and the general tendency today to condemn violence _in general 

a·nd ai:ts tha) can be described as "terrorism" in particular; 2) An's vision of Sino-Kore'an

Japanese cooperation is ignored in China a~ is its inspiration for re·gional ci:;,:aperation or:i 
a_n equal basis; and 3) Park's late 2015 breakthrough with Abe on the "comfort women" 

issue threatened to derail the ·"maximum p~eSs_ure" cam·p~ign against J_apan centered on 

·history. Recent Chinese heavy-handedness tdward South Korea has put Chinese writings on 

the past in a more unfavorable light, serving
1 
as warni_ngs to Koreans about being dragged 

into any "history war" with a partner whos~ intentions may be sharply at variance with 

~eoul's inter~st_s., 

Jin Linbo, "Chinese Vi~ws of Korean History 
· in the Col~ War Era" 

I 
The singular event shaping Chinese views of the Korean Peninsula in the ColdWar era and io 

• l • 

the present was the Korean War. Jin Linbo examin·es its imp_act <in wri_tings on history d_uring 
the height of the Col_d War and e_ven in the 1980s, while assessing changes in the 1990s 

and '2000s. In 2016 he argues that the THAJ:10 deployment rekindled attitudes lingering 
! . . -

from th_e Cold War p_eriod, which had been deeply embedded in ,historical memory. The 

engrained interpretations were that the ·capitalist enemy, not the Socialist friend, started 
I - . . 

the Korean War "Xith a view to oyerthrowing not only'the.socialist government in Pyongyang 
but also the similar one in Beijing. Against this background China's attitudes and policies 

towa:rd the tWo ~areas in the pos_t~Korean War era were doomed to be ideology-driven 
and DPRK sympathetic, completely fixed within the Cold War framework_ of friend a:n.d foe 

until the end of the 1970s and only partially modified after normalization to convey an 

"objective description"· of the origin of the Korean War Without accusi_ng South Korea of 

provoking it. As China's national image of the ROK has generally transformed into a much 

more positive one in ccimparison to_ the image of the DPRK, the insuperable differences 

between mainstream Chinese and South Kore_an views of Korean history ha~e endured with 

significant implications for relations in the post-Cold War era. Perceptions of the Korean 
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War formulat.ed righ.t after t_he start :of th.e "'.ar and partially reshaped four decades later 

when diplomatic normalization was realized and the relevant dossiers of the former Soviet 

U.nion were released from the middle of the 1990s have remained infiuential in shaping 

China's attitudes and policies toWard:the Korean Peninsula at the present tim·e. I · · , 
' The sudden deterioration of[ Sino-~outh Korean relations caused by the deployment 

of THAAD in 2016 explic_iUy r,eveale!'f the Hmits of the economic cooperation centered 

redefinition in China-ROK ties since the end of the Cold War, Jin explains. After more than 

two decides o_f the· re_def:ini_ti(?n effoits, th_e ITlainstrea_m Chinese view of Korean history 
I 

in.the Cold War era remains largely unchanged. In 2014-15 China's expectations for Sino-

South Korean relations rose to an unrealistic level, as the South Korean political will for 

brO~de~ing shar~d int ere.st. in ~istory {ssues against Japan raise·d expectatio·ns, the p·ot~ntial 
for a sharp letdown was obvious in the historical understanding conveyed in China, that 

went far beyond the era of Japanese ;'mperialism, · 

If same Chinese authors starteb makihg arguments against North Korea with regard to the 

origin of the Korean War and q·uks.tionJd the legitima.cvof China's participation in it, including 

its negative impact on the res61utionlof the Taiwan issue and on China's economy atthat 

time, those academic aigumerits had only resonated weakly and were far from embraced 

by the mainstream. In Chinese
1 
eyes the situation created by the THAAD .deployment was 

something quite similar to the situatici_n in the 1950s-60s when China and the DPRK fiercely 

condemned the U.5.-Japan-South Kor~an military alliance relations. China's disappiova.1 of 

the ROK,U.S. alliance and the trilateral military cooperation remains unchanged from what 

it was during the Cold War years, I 
. I . 

· After more than two decades of redefinition efforts, mainstream Chinese views of Korean 

history in the Cold War era remain 1krgely unchanged, especially when it comes to the 

confrontational relations between Chi~a, South Korea, and the United States, concludes Jin, 

who refers to a congenital d.eficiency--;the mutual security distrust caused by the remaining 

coid War legacy. China's disapproval of the continued military alliance relations among the 

United States, Japan, and South Korea has clearly revealed.the limitations in the redefinition 
I . . . . . 

of perceptions towards South Korea.in the post-Cold War era. As 16ng as the assessments 

of the history of the Cold War era rem~in rooted in arguments long familiar to the Chinese 

people, there will be a disposition to :find .continuities and doubt that the post-Cold War 
decades and the history of China's rel.aliens with South Korea have brought fundamental 

· change on matters of geopolitics or national identity. 

Yun Sun, "The Chinese Perception of the 
U.S.-Japan-ROK Triangle" 

In writing about the post-Cold War period with an emphasis on geopolitics, Chinese authors 

do ·not often treat South Korean policy or Sino-ROK relations as autonomous. Because of 

the weight given to the U.S. role, it is important to take a triangular approach in assessing 

these writings centered on South Korea. There are primarily three angles that the Chinese 

P.olicy community adopts in its discussion of relations with South Korea. First.is the bilateral 

angle between China and South Korea, of which the Chine:se assessment has been largely 

positive. This lens concentrates on what authors regard as the state of evolving relations 
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I . 

between Beijing and S_eoul, but it dO,es not escape the shadow of triangularity since Seoul 

gains credit by boosting bilateral ties with: strategic implications while losi_ng credit ivhen 

it makes strategic decisions that ignore Beijing's· concerns and demonstrate greater U.S. 
. . I . 

significance. The second lens is the regional one. For China, Sou.th Korea has an important 
I 

regional role and could become a key su~portive force in China's desired regional order 

as a critical "ally" in battling Japanese hi,storical revis_ionism a~d militarism and jointly 

keeping Japan's political and regional ambitions in check. A test of this lens is whether Seoul 

subscribes to either U.S.-Japa:n-ROK triangu_larity, deemed to be aimed at containment of 

China, or the Inda-Pacific framework touted by both Abe Shinzo and Donald Trump in late 

2017. The third lens is the U.S. angle. All the damage and/or burdens that South Korea has 

imposed on China originates from the U.S.-ROK military alliance. Because of the existence of 

t_he milit_ary alli_ance, South Korea is not b_elieved to have the authority to pursue completely 

independent national security policies, authors argue. 

Chinese have identified growing indications
1 
of South Korea subtly recalibrating its relations 

with China and the United States. Althbugh the U.5.-ROK military a_lliance remains 

dominant, the hope of strategic realignmeht has always been on the horizon. Under Kim 
I 

Young-sam,cSouth Korea's rela_tions wit_h the.United States endured some major turbulence, 

primarily because of different policies toward North Korea, showing the possibility of a 

closer relationship with South Korea even 1as a U.S. ally. In the 1995 rift between South 
'' Korea and the United States, as well as the negative.changes in South Korea-Jap·an relations, 

I . - . . . 

the Chinese saw an opening. Under Kim Dae-jung and Roh Moo-hyun the rifts between 

South Korea and the United States over th~ North Korea issue and South Korea's puisuit 
. I . . . . . . 

of equality with the United States undermi~ed, to some degree, the military alliance. The 

emerging anti-Ame:icanism and South Korefs growing nationalism were also affecting ties 

with China. Chinese experts found a list-of issues that South Korean nationalists exploited 
• I 

that damaged bilateral relations. Under Lee ,Mvu:ng-bak, the decision by Obama and Lee to 

regionalize and globalize their strategic allia~ce during Lee's 2009 visit to the United States 

proved very alarming. Chinese saiv !_his as in extension of the·U.S,:ROK strategic alliance 
beyond its original focus on the Korean Peninsula. In 2010 China blamed the North Korean 

provocations and the cooling of inter-Korea rklations almost entirely on Lee's abandonment 
. . . . . . I 

of the Sunshine Policy, I 

I 
With Park Geun-hye in charge, Xi Jinping \aised his hopes to improve China's strategic 

position, planning to turn South Korea into China's "pivotal" state in Northe_ast Asia, thus 

underminin·g the U.S .. a_llian:ce system. This was the boldest attempt during the entire 

quarter century to fundamentally alter the shape of the triangle, although it came ~-t a 
time of conservative leadership i_n SeO:ul and ofintensified South Korean alarm about the 

direction of North Korea's actions. One might have assumed that expectations would not 

have ris_en so high.in such inauspi_i:io:us circums.tances. Xi Jinping seized the opportunity of 

Park's early overtures to intensify contacts and boost ties, while Chinese narratives ext.oiled 

the significance of these improved relations. Xi's diplomacy was more a sign of taking 

Pak's straddling for granted than of wooing her in a sustainable manner. Chines.e writings I . . . . . . . 

obscured the essence of the challenge and fueled the far-reaching letdown that followed. 
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China sees the THMD deployment as a threat to strategic stability with the United States 
I . • 

and an obstacle to its desired regional blueprint. Simply aiming to improve ties with South 
I • 

Korea and undermine the U.S.-ROK· alliance without answering the critical question of 

China's relationship with North Kore~ is unlikely to succeed. To the Chinese, Moon appears 

more interested in .a balanced appro~ch t.ow.ard the United States and Chi_na than did Park 

at the end of her time.in office. He did not withdraw the.decision to deploy THAAD but tried 

to appease China with the "three noes." Hopes for driving a wedge in the alliance are again 

on the upswing. 
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· 1n the tra~ition of im·p~rial C_hina and cortlm_unism, Chinese p_ublicatio_l)S see history as a 

morality tale. In the case of Korean history to the late decades of the nineteenth century 
there are ~ssentially three adors:: vi_rtuO:usiChina, evil Japan, and variable Korea. There are 

'three critical periods which receive the bulk of attention: the 7th century, the late 16th 

century trailing into the 17th century cha~ge_of dynasty in China, and the last decades of 
ihe 19th century. The narrative advances the notion of competing visions of regional order, 

contrasting Chinese and Japanese framewcirks and examining Korean policies in light of the 
' choices made between these options. . i · · . · 

Official Chinese narratives couch today's opportunities in historical context. A battle rages 
between socialism and capitalis_m, offerin~ China a unique prospect to tip the balance.' 
This is not only a present-day challenge; it' is a struggle over consciousness of history~a 

campaign agains_t "historical nihilism" t~at disagrees with orthodoxy in support of 
communist party legitimacy and the rectitu:de of Chinese civilization. A speech given by Xi 
Jinpirig in July 2010 at the Central Party Sch'ool and only recently made avaUable leaves no 

. . I 

doubt about the tight censorship imposed on publications about history.' South Ko'rea's 
. ' . 

history is especially sensitive as the poster-child for the benevolence of the imperial Chinese 
regional order, the battleground for the key ,kar fought by C_hina to mainta_in its surround_ings 
against capitalist encroachment, and a chief testing grounds for the rejuvenation of China 

against U.S. hegemonism ~nd Western ciViliz~tian: Premodern his~ory is an inseparable pa·rt 

of ihis agenda. \ 

How official Chine·se thinking treated Korean premodern history did not become a matter 

of concern during the first decade after nomlalization of PRC-ROK relations. It was assumed 
that o_utaated narratives in the tradition of ~ocialist realism would be replaced, given that 
much of communist hagiography failed the t~st of "se·eking truth from facts" or only s_eemed 

to lin·ger due to sensitivity toward North Korea: History writings from normalization to the 
early 2000s were less tendentious, as Chine~e authors l_acked a cle_ar narrative from which 
to draw required deductions.' 

World attention took little interest in Chitse views of history, especially before the 
revolutionary era. A 1997 book on history) cognition, and peace in East Asia covered 

perceptions of other countries but left aside Chinese narratives.' When a collection of . • - . - - I 

articles on memories of WWII appeared in ~014, Chinese thinking was again not a major 
theme, even as I pointed to Chin·ese Writil'lgs on p"remo"dern times to showcase their • • 1 . 
significance. I wrote that they "idolize the or.der led by imperial China" and accuse South 
Korea o_f making a "direct challenge to China'S civili.za_tion a:nd its positive in_fluence b_ut a!so 
to mutual understanding at a time when Sou'th Koreans are proceeding to erase ~races ·of 
its legacy." The nation, arguably most shaped by Chinese civilization-after all it co.nsidered 
itself the purestcase of Confucianism-is distancing itself from China and its interpretation 
of that posed a big challen·ge.5 

· When the Koguryo controversy burst into the limelight in 2004, it was a 1Nak_e-up call fo.r 

South Koreans, who interpreted China's unexpected thinking about ancient history as a 

danger signal for bil_ateral relations and China's approach to the future of North Korea. 

Yet, diplomats soon set this aside, and many were comforted to see it as an aberration by 

his_torians in Northeast China unlikely to gain ascendancy.' It was not until six years later~ 
in the midst of a downturn in Sino-ROK relations-Iha_! t_he:,e were co'ncre_te indicatio_ns 
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of Chinese policies reflecting such thinking, Xi Jinping later brought history more to the 

forefront of ideology and demonstrat~d more clearly the impact of sinocentrism backed 
I 

by views on past regional relations. Recent Chinese articles cited in this chapter reve·aI a I . . 
morality tale disguised as history. 

I 
Exa'mining these writings.on Ko'rea's past, I put them in the context of Xi's national identity • 1 . • . ' . -

rhetoric and foreign policy. The underlying assumption is that China built a regional order 

ceritered o_r:, it_s€lf w.i.t.~ ro_om fo_r neight/ori~g s_tate·s to p_ur:sue thei_r ow_n national interests in 
accord with civilizational ethics that p/omoted stability.7 Historical stUdies insist, however, 

. ' 
that Korea was_ riot content: with individual states turning to Japan rather than Tang 

China or breaking with the etiquette Iot the Ming China-led order in their dealings with 

Japan after trying to form a micro-order of their own incorporating the Jurchens, or by 

abandoning the traditional order when China was weakening in the late 19th century. All 
' of these manifestations of a Korean "superiority complex" ended badly, requiring armed 
' . . 

intervention by China to rescue their country. The choice be_tween Chi_na and Japan is 

essentialized as Korea's fate. 8 

lmpli_cit in histo'ri_cal writings are parallels to the situation on the. Korean Peninsula in the 

2010s as well as implications that South Koreans lack a correct view of their past that could 

guide them to m_ake the· correct forJign policy cho_ices. They fail to appreciate China's 

historic contributions to Korea, insuffidiently link Japan's past perfidy to its lingering threat, 

arid have succu_mbed to Western ways :of thinking. Interpreting history and national identity 

in this manner, Chinese sources link this to ongoing bilateral relations, blamirig Seo_ul for t_he 

. tensions that have been rising. . I · . . · . 

The. Context of Xi'~ National Identity Rhetoric 
and ~oreign Policy 

Historical narrative is often an offshoot' of some political agenda, and in communist ideology 

it is an essenti_al element o_f an unquestioned national identity showing the righteousness 

of national policies. The 2008-10 lniernet "culture wars" on who is entitled to claim 

U_NESCO sites were en/lamed by Chiriese authorized publications casting history and the 
-way it is treated today in a zero-sum qght.9 The continued Way KOreah history Was tfeate·d 

even after Lee My·un"g-hak was gone and political· ties had been mended exposed the . . . . . . . I . . . . . . . . 
superficiality of the "honeymoon" between Xi Jinping and Park Geun-hye. 10 Instrumental to 
this messaging W:as _Xi's as:S'ertiyeness ~bo.ut natio.nal i_dentity, b~_osting sinocentrism as the 
historical core of identity to the twentieth century. It became incontrovertible that China 

had benevolently m:ariaged its neighborho_od, forgi_ng a harmonious region under the un
imperialistic leadership of China. Just as the history of Chinese communism is whitewashed 

of riegative ele_ment_s, so tO:o ha:s the history of dynastic China's foreign relations been culled · 

of incriminating evidence-a trend that began even when Confucianism was condemned 

and then intensified when it was tightly embraced as a positive force. 

SOut_h Korea presents a chal_lenge for Chi_n_es_e historians as to.r those writing more broadly 

about national identity. It is a dangerous outpost of a Western worldview, as seen from 

Chi_na, in the values Koreans espouse, in their outlook on past inequality between states, 

and in their aspirations to build pride in past Korean a'chieve:ments. The origoirig sinocentric 
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narratiye lauds the regl_onal arcl:l_itectu_re that kept ~area il'.l a s_ubordin_a_te status, d_enigrates 
I • . 

Western thinking about history, and attributes the main, premodern achievements and 
• . I 

cultural symbols of Korea to participation in the China-led regional order. This divide makes 

history a battleground in China's effort to s~ape the future order of East Asia, notably the 

rhetoric to make it "harmonious." . I , _ · 

National identity in China h·as a multi-layered ideological dimension,. including not only . • . . 1 • . . . . . . 

socialism centered on the twentieth century and anti-imperialism starting from the 
ninete_enth century, but als_o Confuc_ianisrrl, roughly 180 degrees removed from 1\/lao's 
verdict on .it, and sinocentrism, for which :Korea is a prime example. Virtuous China is, 

in this ideolcigi_cal understanding, the s_ou:,ce of civilizational ·beneficence, of strategic 
protectiveness, and of economic unselfish~ess in this Unassailable rhetoric. There is an 

I 

unmistakable -legacy of. communist thought in this outlook on national identity, which 
ma.kes conscio'usnes.S of N0rth Korea's co~munist heritage a factor· in the approai:h to 
South Korea's thinking about history as wellias its U.S. alliance." Yet, the divide with North 

. I 

Korean views of history to the 1900s is unbridgeable too. . 
. . I ' 

Korean history presents an opportunity fcir Chinese to pinpoint a villain in contrast to 

China's behevolence. This, of.course, is Jap·ak In the natio·nal identity dimension of external . .. . r . . . . . 
relations, China appears as a protector and even savior. It offers a world order that provides 
peace and stability in contrast to \I/hat Japa~ threatened or d_id. In 2014-16 \I/hen Xi Ji_nping 
was striving to align South Korea closely I with China in condemning Japan's historical 

I 

revlsio_liis_m ~i_th impl_i_c·a.ti_olis for its iJlegitirTiate steps at military strengt_/:1.er:iing, the Dattle 
over Seoul's historical acknowledgements lilas in full force, but this should not be seen as 

. I 

only limited to the period cif the 1890s to 1940s. For China, Korea'sinsubordination about 

th~ harmonious, China-centered, regional orde; is proof of distorted attitudeswward China 
both in the past and the present. The Sino0ROK national identity gap has an ineradicable 
premodern compor,-ent. [ 

! • 

Deference starts with symbolic boundarie~ such as not inviting the Dalai Lama.to South 

Korea despite the shared Buddhist traditiorl. It proce·eds to avoidance of the historical and • . . . . . . I . . . . . . . . . . . . 
cultural themes of high sensitivity.to Chinese authorities, which also become lightning rods 

I 
for publi_c arou·sa_l against South Ko_rea. Yet, there is rio way to escape the entanglement 
of Korean and Chinese national identity th

1
emes, leaving no room for prideful Koreans to 

find common ground on such emotionally ~harged items as the prove·nance of the Koguryo 
state. If room for a shared outlook appears unimaginable for the Korean War and Cold War 
era and has proven·elusive·and easier for t_he joint humiliation in th·e half century leading 
to 1945, then the prospects are likely to be best for the long period in the late nineteenth 
century wh·en three things potentially bring China and Korea closer: 1) demonizati6n of 
Japan; 2) adoration of Confucianism; and.3) pride in the legacy of an Asian community that 

can be revived .. 

The problem with appeals to these shared historical memories is that Chinese insist on 

narrow, self-serving interpretations of them, threatening both to Korean national identity 

and to future mutual respect South Koreans do not demonize Japan in the manne:, of a 

zero-sum framework of benevolent imperial China against malevolent Japan. Confucianism 
has been tw_isted by China in ways that contradict its meaning in Ko_rea, under.mining 

its continued value as a component of national identity. Also, the Asian "community of 

common destiny" sought by Xi Jinping poses a direct threat to South Korean autonomy and, 
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arguably, sovereignty. Thus, premodern histo"ry has failed to become the starting point for 

shared identity to which other eleme~ts could have been. added. Chinese .writings show 
' little in/e_rest in looking for commonaHties that could bridge existing d_ifferences instead of 

imposing their own narrow scheme. 

J The Ancient Period 
Chinese writings on Korean history, elen the. ancient period, approach it from the angle 

of regional history. Integrative forces in East Asia are assumed to be busy at work.at an 

early date. 12 The tianxia order is view'ed as in place with China its-sole, unrivaled center. 

Yet, states within the boun_daries of piesent-day Kore.a are seen as seeking support to defy ' , 

that order, even to make themselves ~he center of an·order usurping the existing one. The 

Koguryo state expanded exchanges with Japan in this pursuit during the Tang era, seeking 

strategic backing when Silla and. Baekje were drawing together and finding support from 

Tang troops. One article accuses Japa~ of trying to forge its own tianxia order, shifting to 
help Baekje att_ack Silla. But it ended up on th·e losing side and was finally driven o'ut by the 

Tang, rea,ders are informed." J _ . . _ 

The m·essage suggested in writings on this decisive period in Korean history is that Chin_a . - - . r . - . -

saved Korea from' an undesirable fate. This is sometimes echoed in writings on contemporary 

iritemational relations. In 2012, citiAg cine such source from 2010, I summarized the 

argument that "Koreans should loo~ back with gratitude. to their good fortune, rather 

than with resentmen_t, insisting o_n thJir own superiority and determination to remove the 
. . . I • 

legacy of Chinese culture."" Already /apan was eager to establish an alternative regional 

order -vyith negative consequen_ces tor Korea as well as China,- and the Koreans w_ere not 
sufficiently on guard !Jut finally escaped. 

I 

Much has been written about the KogJryo dispute and its deeper meaning." There has been 

explo'ration of China's motives in clain)ing the state that straddled today's North Korea and 

Northeast China as part of its own tradition, as if this were not the forerunner of modern 

Ko'rea. One interpretation is tha_t this' strengthens C_hina's cla_ims to l_egiti_macy for control 

·over a border area, i.e., what remained Manchuria in the 19th century. Another explanation 

is that this muddles the question of NOrth Korea's sovereignty, along with socialism leaving· . ' .. . , . - . . .. 

in doubt whether South Korea has the rightto take control of reunification. An eve_n more 
sinister interpretation is that the issue of full sovereignty is put in que~tion for the e:nti_re 

·tz:!· Korean Peninsula. There is no reason to expect clarity in Chinese sources on these choices 

in today's climate. 

Koguryo remains a thorn in Sino-ROK relations nearly a decade and a half after it emerged 

as the focus of conflict KO:re_an dram·as could no longer b:roach this period in a manner 

befitting national identity. Chinese no longer sought to assuage concern by arguing that 

this issue had been raised locally without official authorization. Not loo_king for common 

ground, Chinese have simply dismissed Korean thinking as if it is one more manifestation 

of narrow .nationalism arousing emotions toward China. -As the great power, China has 

shown no need to approach th:e nati_onat identity gap wit_h its less p·oweifu_l neighbor IAiith 

sensitivity in order to gain its trust. Hhtorians should have no trouble sticking to facts in 

recalling what is known from the extant records, but they are pressed into the service of a 
far-reaching-sinocentric agenda. 
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The Medieval Period 
The so-called hua-yi (China-barbarian) ord~i is treated as essentially sacrosanct, assuming 

that there is no reason to overturn it. When in the 1590s it is challenged, some Chinese 
I . . 

argue that it was not just Japan with its expansionist ambitions that did so, but also Korea 

that harbored designs on establishing it_s DI.in hua-yrorder. According to Liu Yongnian an_d 

Xie Xiangwei, pursuant to the expansion of~ China-centered order, both Korea and Japan 

had a sense of s_uperiority the:msehies and ir\terided to bring th_e other side into their own 

order. Each sought to include the other in its own smaller regional order. At fault is noi only 

Japa:n's aspirations to b_e a "sm·all China" (xiao Zhonghua), as Silla also had called itself in the 

7th century, but Korea's deceit in conducting independent diplomacy with Japan, contrary 

to what "'as perm_itted in the existing region,al order." Actually, Koreans from the mid-16th 

century had acted in a manner that made relations with China tenser, violating the existing 

piotoc·o1, readers are told, after Japan had br~ken altogether from the tribute system. Policy 

toward the Jurchens and the Ryukyus was i~dicative of this effrontery. At its core, this is a 

denial of autonomous diplomacy as well as 1of armed actions such as Hideyoshi'.s invasion 

of Korea. Yet, after Korea ignored the attitudes of the Ming, it eventually had to turn to the 
J 

Ming for help, revealing the importance of sticking to the existing regional order as the 

foundation of peace and stability. Its disloyalty, e.g., getting embroiled in a dispute wit_h 

Japan over Tsushima, had led to painful res~lts from which only appealing for China's help 
finally rescued Korea. ! · 

· The article charges that Korea had been coveting its own regional order for a long time, 

arou~irig fricpan with t.h.e Mi_ng over th_e Jurc~er:is ~.nd t_he_n se·e~ing tribute fro_n, Tsushima i_n 
a burgeoning dispute with Japan. Korea's defiant exchanges with Japan are variously viewed 

. ' . 

as seei_king to bi"ing Ja·pan into Korea's own h'ua-yi ci_rcle, as Jap_an was seen as the barbarian - - - - - l -

side: in .an effort to save Tsushima, a vassal facing war or even as a way to save face for 
the Korean king. In any case, these accusatibns suggest that China could not accept Korea 

as a sovereign state not only in premodern
1 
times, when the sadae relationship has been 

I . . 

deemed benevolent.in forging a civilized older with a functional ritual system supportive 

of peace and stability, but today as well. Inequality between states does not seem to be a 

problem for the Chinese analysts. The idea !that a Chinese hub and spokes doe,"not allow 
I 

room for full-fledged Japan-Korea bilateral ties is not questioned in these wo"rks. I . . . . . 
Joining the h_uayi order, as.Japan did in the 7th-9th centuries, is regarded as a source of 

transferring civilization, Which others may proceed to emulate as Ja·pali did iri its relations 

with the Ainu. Yet, some are tempted to go-too far. With th~ Ming in decline !n the second 

half of the 16th century, neighbors even saw a chance to adjUst the East Asian regional 

order. Long-cradled ambitions had risen to the surface, targeting the edges of the empire, 
suth·as the Ryukyus. Japan and Korea each-saw the other a-s inferior a·nd a target for o"ne's 
own order-building, leading them both to violate the existing order. Actions were not just 

based on differen1:ials in power, bu_t on on·e's ciliiliiational a.ss_umptio·ns. Thus, the Japa_riese 

annexation of Korea in a later period is not accidental, the article concludes, without having 

to add that Korean as wel_l as Japanese attitudes in the 2010s are outgrowths of such 

erroneous thinking and are barriers to the reemergence of a natural China-centered order. 

The charges of self-serving thinking based on ethnic superiority are, of course, not leveled 
at China. 
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Wang Guidong asked why did the Qi~g leaders, after the b_attle of 16_37 with Korea, not 
- ' obliterate Korea?" The Qing made Ko/ea their first vassal state but limited their demands 

I 

despite heavy finandal impo_sitio_ns. Although th_ere were differences from the way past 
dynasties dealt with Korea, the Qing dnce ruling over China accepted a compliant Korea's 
acquiescence to its authority. The arti~le oniits discussion of how Koreans questioned the . - . . . I - - - - -- - - - - . 

Qing's legitimacy and quietly cast doubt on the sadae order, taking the perspective that 
I 

Korea was more truly Confucian than the upstart Qing. . . . - I 

The morality tale of rapacious Japa~ attacking inn·ocent Korea and being saved by a 
benevolent China is complicated by charges against Korea as culpable in its dealings with 

Japan and others, unsavorin·ess in Qing-Kmean relatio:ns before a:nd after the dynastic 
changeover, and accusati'ons against signs of Korean uneasiness with and even undermining 
of the sinocentric ord_er during t_he Qing era_. Ma:ny of these criticisms appe·ar in publ_icaticins 

' ' tracing the roots of Korean actions in the 1890s. 

One finds in Chinese publications a l1ong-tNm outlook on history, suggesting that the 
civiiizational underpinnings perSist trdm one era to the ~ext and that commonalitie·s exist 

in aspirations for_ power. There is no i~dication of fault by any Chinese dynasty. in managing 
external relations or conceptualizing the regional order. Impugning the motives of Ko"reans 

I - - -
as wel_l as Japanese serves a simplisti~ historical· narrative, while also carrying implications 
for unwelcome policy choices by these n_ations of late. - -I 

The Nineteenth Century 
I 

The nineteenth-century story of Korean history adds more actors to the mix and is . . . - - I 
unavoidably encapsulated in a broader narrative of China's decline and inability to project 

po"'er or offer a path to modernity. l),1uch could be written about the Korean.dilemma of_ 
losing China as a bulwark a/regional ~rder and the inevitability of eying other, modernizing 
s_tates as·e·ssential partners. Yet,. the Chinese narratives on this era blame Korea's choices 

without striving to understand the cir~umstances clearly. . ' -

I 
One example is Jin Chenggao's analy~is of a switch in Korean thinking toward China over 
roughly half a cehtury from the mid-i870s as Koreans shifted from sadae to "leave China, 
open the country" as well as "join Ja~an, exclud~ Qing." In 1876 Kore~ was forced to enter 
the whirlpool of modern capitalist dvilization, readers are told. Koreans aWake·n-ed to a 

world of richer and more ci~ilized stat~s than China after long embracing traditio~al Chin,ese 

thought as theirpoliticaJ·foundation. One faction stuck firmly to the_ old th"ought, seeking 
to purge what was new and stop any social reforms. A second sought to use .the West but 
keep China as the-foundation. The third group was reformist. Harking back to past socialist 
jargon, the author sees a struggle between feudalism and capitalist culture, a split in the 

feudal classes, and the rise of patriotic in_dependence thinki_ng opp:osed to both feu:~ali_st 
and capitalist forces. China was in decline, and Japan was quick to reform; so, the struggle 

soon be_ca:me one between th_ese t"'o co_uritries. Feudal Qing China sought to retain its 
position, while capitalist Japan aimed to annex Korea, readers are told. It was both a battle 

of aggression. vs. anti-aggression and feudalism vs. capitalism. China's stance was non

interference, but from the early 1880s with this goal still in mind it starte_d to u_se barba:Ci_an 
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agc1i.nst b.arbarian, as the Russo-Japanese cort'lpetition was building, seeking a balance of 
power to maintain its framework in K<;1rea. It strove to preserve Kdre:an s.ovefeignty a,:t_d 
secure its own Northeast China borders. Feudal China could not prevail in Korea. Only a 

d.itferent China could assist Korea in res_toring an order that had served i_l well and would 

ser"'.e it again once aggressors were dr_iven a~ay. 

When the Qin·g dyn_as_ty s_tepped up its interference in 1882 it had a positive effect, but it 

damaged the China image in Korea, fueling the reform school's call to "join Japan, expel 

the Qing." The Qing obstruc_ted mo_dernizaticin reforms, could not protect Korea, and could 

not develop bilateral relations, readers are told, despite the insistence that China's effect 
I . 

was positive. Korea needed to find its own path toward independence. Only then on the 

basis of equality and Korean sovereignty co~ld its bilateral relations tie rebuilt, the article 
. I . 

concludes, but it leaves these concepts ill-defined and avoids criticism of the old China-led 

order." In the final analysis, Koreans recogniied that only stan·ding with Chin·a agai_nst J_apan 

in the resistance from the 1920s was the p1thway to achieve the civilizational, strategic, 
• I 

and political balance that they had been seeking since losing the security of the old order. . . I . . . . . 

Hahm Chaibong has written that Korea was torn between a longstanding and deeply 

· entre·nched und.erStandin·g of civil_ization-~rawn fr9m China but centered more on its 

past than on the Qlng-which was Unsusti3inable1 as· notions of race and nation we·re I . . . . . 
taking hold." Defensive of Confucian civilization, many Koreans in the earliest decades of 

. I I 

interaction with the West were slow to embrace race and nation, which delayed the adoptio·n I •. • •. • • • 

of a national identity capable of mobilizing the mass of people. Modernity proved to be an 

irresistible civilization. Chinese writers, howJve"r, ignore s_u_ch c·ategories of a·nalySis, as they 
insist on the outworn concept of feudalism ~nd the all-purpose notion of capitalism for the 

modernity that was being introduced. Ling-uisti_c fidelity to traditi_onal socialist categories 

'leaves recent publications.blind to modern so~ial science analysis of historicat·pe~iods as in 
the case of Korea. 

The Chinese narrative dismisses alternatives to China's regional oider as negative: 

imperialist, exploitative, and at odds with hational aspirations. There is no liberal order 

based on equality among countries, no mJtual respect for nation·a1 ·interests. China may . I . . . . . . 
have lost its appeal for Koreans, but this did not mean that what other countries offered was 

I . 
in Korea's interest. Only by repudiating them and fighting for socialism in place of capitalism 

I . 
would Korea eventua_lly es:Cape from this dilemma. This is the rote message that is conveyed 

regarding the situation Korea .faced from the latter part of the nineteenth century to th_e 

revolutionary upsu°rge decades later. 

The struggle for Korea was not just against iri,p·erialist t>oWe"rs in favor of self-dete·rmination. 
Th_ere was r)O alternativ_e to regaining a regional system amid the·continuing great power 
struggles under way. The nineteenth century saw China unable to protec_t the Korean 

Peninsula-,Japan prevailed, Russia tried to prevail, and the United States later became the 

hegemon imposing it_s regiona_l system. In time, however, China would again be capable of 

protecting the peninsula, while offering a regional system favorable to it, Chinese authors 

a:rglJe i_n many writjngs. 20 

Great power conflicts from the 1_9th century sacrificed small countries, leaving little hope 

until recently, argue Chinese sources. China's revival offers promise of peace and stability. 

Koreans may have lost confidence in China in the nineteenth century and been deceived 
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by Japan. They should refoC:us o:n great p~we:r b_alancing and on how China will continue· 

to rise, while appreciating the historical contribution China made to Korea. This view from 
I . 

· the 1990s fores_hadows what is argued of !_ate with ever more certainty and more obviou_s 

implications for international relations. 21 

. I 
' 

Cor1clusion 
Chinese publications on Korean history, before Japanese imperialism swept across 

East ASia and the Chinese Communist Party, with assistance from the·soviet Union and 

collabor_a_t)on wit.h Korea~n co:mm·Lmi.sts, b_ecame th.e ceriterpiece in writings o_n China and 
its environs, wou_ld appear to be an easy place to find objective analysis. The history of 

sinocentfi_c relations witn neighborin·g st~tes has generally gained a favorable.response in 

Western historiography, while Japan's treatmentof Korea in the late sixteenth century and 

thr"ee cerituries later h_as drawn con_den,11ation .. If the meni6ries in Korea are ambivalent, 
Chinese could accentuate a shared ConfJcian tradition beneficial to both nations in many, 

I 
undisputed ways. Showing respect for core elements of South Korean national identity would 

come with little cost to what ·,s most va!ued in Chinese national ide_ntity. The foun·dation 

exists for accer,tuating the harmoniou~ character of Sino-Korean history to reinforce 

newfound harmony. 

I 
Acceptance of modern principles of state-to-state relations in reflecting on what was not 

. ' 
ideal in the p:ast cou_ld also be accomplished without meaningful self-abasement. That past 

I 

Sino-Korean relations were hierarchical/ and left matters of sovereignty in some doubt is 

not a more serious blemish than is found elsewhere in premodern times. Acknowledging 
' flaws in the old order in recognition of the importa·nce of forging n·ew bilateral relations o·n 

modern principles should be standard fare for modern social scientists. Yet, Chinese writers 
I 

appear to be compelled to justify and 1even glorify China's record a:S if it alone warrants 

pride ~nd can serve as a model for the future. Hagiography slips into coverage in ways that 

can discredit the analysis. / 

It would seem natural that countries tliat had imbibed the Chinese model in building their 
I - . 

state institutions and realized substantial achievements through the. transfer of Chinese 
civil-ization would consolidate their gaihs an·d aspire to more autonomy and ·eve-n a mini-, -

tribute system on thei_r own periphery. Recognition of the development trajectories of Korea 

and Japan, which were gaining rapidly
1
on China in indicators of premodern development, 

wo"uld be a useful starting point for his\o:ri_cal an:alysis, not the deceptive and often stagnant 

category of feudalism .. Appreciation fo'r national identity formation and how maintenance 

of China's id_entity·sho"uld not P:re_clU_dE! acceptance Of ~_orean ideritity as it was evolving is 
also· missing in Chinese sources. 

Chinese publications are intent on conveying a morality tale. Class struggle is gone in 

versions since Deng Xiaoping changed the fundamental nartative. Nonetheless, a zero

sum approac_h to foreign policy puts virtuous China at odds with those seeking to distance 

themselves from the Chin:a-led order. Th_is serves severa_l purpos_es: for an authori_tarian 

system·it presents a simplistic vision typical for sustaining what is not to be questioned; for 

an aspiring regional hegemon it affirms the historical role of regional leadership without 

any tolerance for doubt; and for a state d_etermined to shape the future of the Korean 

Peninsula it rejects.alternative versions of lessons to be drawn from historical memories in 
favor of one clea_r-cut sto_ry-line. 
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Three questions appea:r to be an_sviiered, if indirectly, fn t_he C_hinese narrative about 
premodern Korea. First, which country shduid the Kor~an people trust in promoting peace, 

. . . I 
stability, an_d p:,o"speri_ty? The answer lopking back to the history reported in Chinese 

sources is China, not Japan. Elsewhere, the U.S. role too is demeaned, but this-takes us 
• I 

beyond the premode(n era. Second, are· Korean efforts to forge a regional order, whether 

as a balancer or as in intermediary in man
1
aging a balance of power, deserving of support? 

Given the ill-advised nature of how upsta~ Korea strove to separate itself from. the China

led order, the answer obviously is "no." Koreans must not only reco"nc_ile the_mselve_s to thei_r 

fate but positi.vely accept it as in their co~ntry's own best interest. Third, in the whirlpool 

of intrigue aver the North Korean nuclear!weapons and missi_le programs, what echoes cif 

earlier power struggles can be seen? Whether in the seventh century or sixteenth century 
' when China came-to the rescue or in the n,ineteenth century when tragedy struck because 

China could not play the savior role, ,Korears should recognize the parallels to today. 

There was a time not long ago when hope was placed on joint histories to narrow the 

wide gaps over memories aroused for political purposes. It was assumed that professional 

h_isto_rians dedi~ated to objective standards of analysis would jointly in the course of 

academic exchanges find common grounq on which to agree. While many do·ubted tha_t 

any consensus could be-achieved in perceptions of the sensi_tive decades of the first half 

of the twentieth century, the premodern p_eriod looked most promising. After all, shared 
. ' Confucianism could be invoked. Yet, once the Koguryo dispute came to light, hopes were 

dashed in South Korea. Give·n recent ChineJe writings on the entire sweep of Korean history 
. . ' 

to the late nineteenth century, no illusions should persist that the Sino-Korean divide can 

be bridged. As long as th_e foreign policy 61 China remains fixated on a sinocentric order 

inclusive of Korea and on a path to Korean Lnification conducive to that order, the gap over 
the premodern era of history has no prosp~ct of narrowing. · · 
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In July 2014, Ambassador Qiu Guohong in preparation for Xi Jinping's visit to Seoul stated 

that the "relationship between South Korea and China couldn't be any better."' Among the . . . I . . 

many reasons for t~is-economic, geostra~egic, cultural-was a shared sense of his_tory. 

China and Korea, officialS a:nd com·r:ner:-i_tatOfs in both nations claimed, were close because 
of _their agreement regarding the significance of their experiences as victims of foreign, 

partic_ularly Japanese, imperialism in the 19th and 20th centuries. 

History, that constellation of memoiies,_ stoiies, and noticins about th_e past, has often been 

deployed to reinforce conceptions of identi_ty, to support certain courses of action,' and to 

demarcate between the in-group and t_he 0:ther. Bu_t history is ever malleable and protean. 

Not only do individuals, institutions, and ideas change but so does the understandin·g of 

them. wh·en one draws on ·the past, cine in_evitably focuses on a limited set of events or 

narratives that best serve one's interestsLto the exclusion of potentially equally valid 
I . • 

candidates. Their utility can vary over time; one need only think ·of how figures such as . . . . . 1 . . 

Zheng He or Confucius_ have been imaginedjand re,imagined over the last c¢ntury. 

This has been the case with the history of relations between China and Korea from the late

nineteenth to the mid-twentieth centuries.! For many Chinese, Korea has. served first as a I . . - . . . 

subject of contestation as China's position .in Korea was challenged by both Western and 

Japanese powers. Then, when it became i_n~reasingly dear that China (or the Qing Empire) 

was losing this contest, Korea became anl omen of China's own fate absent significant 
course changes. As Japan's gro\liing empire engulfed Korea and subsequently threatened 

parts of China, resistance served to bring CHina and Korea closer; many in China celebrated I . . 
what they saw as co.urageous resistance to J?pan-such as when An Chunggun assassinated 

Ito Hirobumi in 1909. Shared status as victims of Japanese imperialism in an age of 
I . . 

"humi_liation" brought the two closer, and the mutually shared memory of "humiliation" 

has been deployed by contemporary Chinkse and South Korean leaders-Xi Jinping and 
. . I . . 

Park Geun-hye-to foster greater levels of cooperation. 
. . I 

However, past conceptio_ns of C_hina, Ko'rea, and the Sino-Korean relatioriship have 
sometimes ranged far afield from the cheri~hed tropes of humiliation and the struggle for 

independence. Even seemingly universally Jgreed upon symbols: such as An's heroic 1909 . . I 
assassination, find themselves subject to changing interpretations such as recent emphasis 
by some on his pan-Asian vision of Sin_o-Korkan-J_apa_n_es~ coopera_ti_on rather than his bold 

anti-Japanese act. As interests and prioritiJs change, so does_the utility of any particula·r 
I 

histo·rical ria"rrative. 

From a Peaceful "Tribute System" to "Humiliation" 
Several broad concepts th.ought to have been present in China's past have animated China's. 

sense of itself and its perception of its relations with others. The first is a general sense of 

China and the Chinese as a peace-loving people. While oiher cultures may have glorified 

violence, war, and conquest, China, largely by virtue of its "Confucian" culture, is thought to 

have been different. This perception of traditional culture goes back at least to Confucius's 

refusal to even discuss military formations with Duke Ling of Wei' and Mencius's denunciation 

of claiming military expertise as a "grave crime."' Sun Vat-sen echoed these s_entiments, 

stating "China has never attempted by economic weapons to oppress other races ... China's 

aspirations for peace were fully evolved even at t_he time of the Han Dynasty." Chiang i<ai

shek concurred, "We.do not oppress the we~k and we do not bow before tyranny."' 
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These ser1timents have been echoed by_ contemp·orary Chinese leaders·such as Wen Jiabao, 
w,ho declared that "peace loving has been a time-honored quality of the Chinese nation."' 

While the notion of Chinese.or Confucian pacifism has not been Without its critics,° recent 
PRC rhetoric has more or less acce~ted the idea-everything from Hu Jintao's idea of 

• I 

"China1s peateful rise11 to Xi Jin ping's extensive referen·ces to "peaceful deVelopment," e.g., . . I . . . 
in Xi's declaration, "The Chinese nation loves peace. To abolish war and achieve peace has 

• . I 

been the most pressing and profound_ a_spirntion of the Chinese people since t_he a_dvent of 
I . 

modern ti.mes. Pursuing peaceful development is what the fine traditional Chinese culture 

calls for..," 1 

I 
The idea of China as exceptionally) if not uniquely, peace-loving has also influenced 

I 
perceptions of interactions with its :neighbors. It is assumed that .China has eschewed 

. • I 

policies of coercion or aggression, using these to expand th·e size of the realm, in faVOr of 
. I . 

allowing the persuasive power of Chinese culture and the benevolence of Chinese rulers to 

structure peaceful relations with nei~hbo_rs_. Mencius ha_d nothing but p"rais_e for King Wu 

who "marched on Yin," but proclaimed "Do not be afraid. I come to bring you peace, not to 
. I . . 

.wage war on thepe·ople."' China was thought to have interaded with its neighbors through 

the peaceful mechanism of "iribute," wlth neighbors voluntarily approaching China seeking 

amicable relati_ons in respons_e to the power of China's culture (or the lure of trade). Chinese 

officials have accepted this conceptio'n of Chinese foreign policy. "China has never had the 

tradition.of expa:nding abroa_d," decl~red Qian Qichen in 1997.' Liu Mengfu, author of the 

influential 2010 book The China Dream expresses similar sentiments when he declares, 

' "The Chinese Empire, at its peak, could have looked at the world .in disdain, because 
I 

there was no other nation strong enough to challenge it, and if China had had the 
I - - • ·- • 

desire to expand, no other nation could have resisted, However, the Chinese Empire 
. I 

made the choice not to impose its c·entral authority on the ethnicities or territo"ry . I . . . . . . 

of other nations. As we can see, China is a nation that does not invade smaller or 
I 

we:aker nat)ohs a·nd d_Oes not tt,reater:i n_eigh_bo'ring·col(ntri_es ... China Was a major 

power for thousands of years, but the small countries bordering it, like Annam 

(Vietnam), Burma, Goryeo (Korea), and Siam, all maintained their independence."" 
. I . 

Xi Jin ping concurred with his 20°13 s\at_ement that "we have rn_ade a s_olem·n pledge to t,he 
Yl(hole world th_a·t Y!e wil_l never seeklhegemony or com_mit any act of expansion ... Looking 

back on history, we can see that tha:se who launched aggression or sought expanSion by 
fqrC:e all e_nded.in fa_ilure. This is a la~ of h_istory."11 

Thought to have demonstrated these characteristics of C_hinese political and c_ultural identity 

and foreign policy most clearly has been the _relationship with Korea, which is seen as 

having eagerly imported and adopted a wide range of Chinese practices-everything from 

statecraft to major belief systems .to written language-and the attendant Korean respect 

for China made Korea t_he tributary par excellence. Korea topped the list of tribute nations 

and peoples in the Ming and Qing and was renowned for the consistent dispatch of tribute 

mis:sio:ns, )Nhich reinforced the core prindpl_es of the relationship: Chinese superiority in a 

hierarchical structure but also the lack of coercion in the relationship. Liu Mingfu provides a 

summary of the conventional wisdom in China regarding the nature of the "tribute system" 

when he declares "The universal. spread of China's civilizatio:n and the variety of-nations 

that sent emissaries to China were simply a reflection of the attractiveness· of the central 

n:ation, and the admirati_on that neighboring countries had for China's civilization."" Hence, 
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the confusing (given Westphalia·n cOnceptiohs of sovereigntV and international relatio_ns) 
J . . . 

19th-century Qing Chinese declarations that Korea was simultaneously a Chinese vassal and 

an autonomous state. I · . 
I 

This "harmonious and mutually beneficial': relationship was challenged by the. arrival of ' ' 

western a_nd Japanese impe"rialists. Juxtaposed against the Chinese self-conception of 

pacifism and b~n~volen~ foreign relations isfa narrative of "national humiliation" that China 

endured from the fast Opium War (1839-1,842) to the establishment of the PRC in 1949. 

While those doing the humiliation were in,itially Westerners, Imperial Japan occupied an 

increasi_ngly prominent place am.orig th_ose who sharply reduced China's power and sphere 

~f influence in Asia and ultimately threatened its very survival. lnvotations of "national 

humili_ation" as well as admonitions to "never forget" this period of China's history are 

legion." Xi Jinping summarized them aptly ;'n 2014: 

"In \he 100 years from the Opium War in 1840 to the founding of the People's 

Republic in 1949, China was ravaged;by wars, tu_rmoil and foreig'i, aggressi_on. To the 

average Chinese, it was a period of ordeal too bitter to recall. the war of aggression ' . 
agai_nst Chi~a-iNaged b'i J_apanese mil_itarism alone infiicted over 35 million Chinese 

' military and civilian casualties. These atrocities remain fresh in our memory." 15 

. I . . 
K_orea plays a prominent role in this conventional narrative, first as an object of contestation 

among the various powers in Asia, then as a cautionary tale for wha_t might befall China 

itself (absent significant awakening and. ieform), then as a mutual victim of Japanese 

depredations and a comrade in the anti-Ja'~anese st_ruggle. It is perhaps this la:st elemen_t 

that occupies the most attention in contemporary Chinese (and Korean) declarations about 

the period in which Korea fell into JapanesT colonial rule. 

While the suffering of both. Koreans and Chinese under Japanese imperialism should not 

be negl_ec_ted, other elenients cif the S_in~-Korean relationship do not fit easily into the 

str~ightforward narrative of Chinese peace and benevolence supplanted by Japanese 
' aggression finally overcome with a presumed return to peace and benevolence. 

I 
The Late N1n~teenth Century 

The ar"ri_va_l of Wes·terl'.l a_nd, la_ter; Jap_anes~ po_wers in and aro_und. the. Korean Peninsula in 

the mid-to0 Iate nineteenth century challenged long-held mutual assumptions about Sin·o

Korea_n relatio_l'.'IS- F_Or two centu_ri_es, relations between the Qing Empire and Korea had · 

more or less followed a pattern described as "trib_utary relations." But both this patte"rn, 
whi_ch re.inforced tJ:,_e id_ea of Qing/Chin_ese s_uperiorlty and Korea's acceptance of its inferior 

position in .the East Asian hierarchy, and the very idea of an East Asian hi~rarchy we·re 

challe·nged by Western p_owers that had forcefully changed the Qing Empire's relations · 

with the West via military force. The ensuing struggle for power s_aw J_apan "open" Korea i_n 

1876, compete with the Qing Empire, Russia, and other Western powers for preeminence 

in Korea, and annex Korea·in 1910_. 

The Qing Empire's cl.aimed suzerainty over Korea was challenged first by West_erners, ,vh·o 

sought to explain the relationship in ways that accorded with Westphalian norms and who 

sought to· force Asi_an po'wers to accede to th_ese norms by signing and abi9ing by treaties. 

It was then challenged by more aggressive· imperialism, which often gave little heed to the · 
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very treaties that Western powers had imposed upon China, Japan, and Korea or to the 

notions of sovereignty'that the treaties supposedly guaranteed. Insult was added to injury 

as Meiji Japan quickly Westernized! and· joined the game of "high imperialism." Jipan's 
I 

defeat cif the Qing in the 1894-95 5,ino,Japanese War brought the annexation of Taiwan. 

The 1904-1905 Russo-Japanese. War paved the way for the establishment of Korea as ·a 

Japanese protectorate (1905) and ultimately for the annexation of Korea in 1910. 

Chinese observed these developmen/s with increasing alarm. Not on_ly did th.e 1,oss ofTail,van 

and Korea highlight a growing sense of weakness, it also provided a stark example of the 

fate that China its.elf would suffer, a_b_sent s_igni_fi_caht reform and self-strengthening. :•our 
'Colossal Empire' is about to be divided into about ten Koreas," lamented one commentator 

in 1909." Works such as A Mirror of Fallen Countries and its sup.plement, a "Record of . .. . I . . . . . . . ·. 

National.Shame" listed Korea among the "fallen countries," serving as a warning to China 
aboLit What w_as t"o c_ame. 11 

.., I 

As foreign, particularly Japanese, imperial encroachment upon China itself only increased in 

the ea:,ly 20th c_entury, Korea a_nd Koreans functioned both as victims of foreign/Japanese 

imperialism and as allies in the anti-imperialist struggle. For _example, in 1945 Chiang Kai

shek d_eclared that "for fifty years, the National Revolution of the Kuomintang-overthrowing 

the Manchu government and resisting Japan-has not orily been a movement for China's 

own freedo_n1 and equality, but also for the liberation and independence of Korea.'' 18 

Looking back on this period of mutual suffering and struggle, Xi Jinping C:oncl_uded, "C.hina 

a_nd the_Ro·K represent important for~e (sic) in promoting regional and.world peace. People 

from the two countries stood by and helped each at.her in opposing the Jap:anese colo,riial 
invasion and fighting for national liberation, making important contributions to the victory 

of the World Anti-Fasci.st War."" 

The sense of mutually-shared victimization at the hands of the Japanese has been utilized 

by leaders in both Beijing an.ct Seo.ul (and to some extent Pyongyang) in order to cement 

closer ti~s. While there is much in:the historical record to support the notion that an 

importint story fcir both China and Korea is one of victimization and resistance, exclu'sive · 

focus o~ the tropes of "humiliation" inasks other ways of understanding the relatio'nship in 

the l_ate 19th a_nd early 20th·centuries. Re-imagining Korea not as a Chinese vassal but as an 
independent nation-state according to Western, Westphalian printiples Was o·nly one way 

that Chinese conceptuali_zed the relationship. Many also focused on a Korea t_hat was much 
more thoroughly integrated into China in ways that complicate the full-throated defense of 

Korean indep"eri_der:ic:e. 

The focus on loss and humiliation masks a countervailing narrative, one that took root at 

the time and has been noted more by scholars than by politicians or the general public, 

not of Chinese weakness and humiliation but of Chinese dynamism and strength. Some 

have found unexpected strength and resiliency even in moments of defeat like the 1894-

1895 Sino-Japanese War." Others have not,ed a d_ramatic in_c'rease iri state c'apadty-fiscal, 

strategic, and even military-in the last decades of the Qing Empire." 

Korea presents a dramatic example of events where one can envision both weakness and 

strength,' failure and dynamism. wh·e.n the Qing Empire's position in Korea as well as the 

sovereignty and security of Korea itself were challenged by Western nations and by Japan, 

the Qing Empire's resp_ons.e i.vas to engage in a series of unprecedented acts designed to 
I 
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protect arid promote China's interests in Kor:ea. Qing officials negotiated Ko"rea's first treaties ' . 
with the United States, Great Britain, and Germany. Qing troops went several limes to the 
peninsula· to protect Chinese interests, at 'one point kidnapping King Kojong's father and 

holding him pris_oner in China for three yeafs. Chinese merchants, supported and protected 

by new Sino-Korean treaties and by a multil~teral infrastructure often labeled the treaty port 

system, did a grm.ving and successful businkss in Korea. Indeed, it is remarkable h·ow many 

of the tactics described by Liang Qichao aJ being. used by the "new" (foreign) im'perialists 
I . 

w_ere acwa_lly utilized by the Qing in the late 19th and early 20th centuries. "Some use trade 

to destroy the nalion . .-.Some use debts. So_me use military training. Some use consultants. 

Some use (rail)road-building. Some take advantage of factionalism. Some use the excuse 

of quelling domestic disturbances. Some use the exc_use of assisling·revol_ulion." 22 With the 

possible exception of "assisting revolution)' all of these tactics were considered or used by 
. • I 

the. Qing in Korea. 

These actions were understood by some observers o,f the lime as at least somewhat 

effective assertion of greater control by an empire that was far from dead. In 1887, Zeng Jize 

d~scribed that ;~-response to "the ioss of some of the most important of her possessions, , 
China, to save t_he res_t, ha:s decided cin exercising a more effective supervision on the acts of 

her vassal princes, and of accepting~ larger responsibility for them than heretofore."" Zeng 

c_alle_d for the "colonization of th_ese immense outlying territories" mentioning Manchuria, 

Mongolia, and Chinese Turkestan by namf for both "economical" and "military reasons." 

In an ag·e of "high imperi_alism" the Qirig Empire proved to be a worthier competitor and 

participant than many in China recognized. 

I 
The idea of a "China" that actually behaved like many other imperialist powers runs contrary 

to both the notion of "national humiliatioh" a:nd the idea o_f China as an exceptional, non

aggressive, and peace-loving power. AcRnowledging the reality that the Qing Empire 

forced an unequal treaty upon C_hoson Koiea which granted inany of the same privileges-, . . . . . . -

extraterritoriality, self-governing concessions in treaty ports, favorable tariff rates, etc.-to 
Chinese in Korea that were resent_ed ~he~ impQsed or:i ChJnese i.n Chin~ is in_conveni_ent to 
the ni:lrrative of innocent victim hood and ~umiliation. 

The PRC has forgotten these narratives of ~hina as a successful imperialist or colonial power, 
choosing instead to characterize the doubling of Chinese territory under the Qing (nearly 

all of which is' either c9ntrolled or claimei:t by the PRC today) as "national unification" or 

"border affairs" rather than as conquest.or colonization. Moreover, non-Chinese-scholars 
who choose to view the history of the Qing through the lens of empire and imperialism 

are sometimes castigated in China as "academically absurd" with one Chinese calling upon 

"all scholars with a s_ense of righteousness to fiercely oppose it [the so-called New Qing 

History]."" This collective forgetting is understandable-'-few are the major world powers 

that do n~t regard them.selves as exceplional-aiid somewhat astonishing. Early Republic of 

China maps of Asia sometimes labeled Korea as "originally our vassal, now a vassal of Japan" 

or listed Korea among China's "lost territories." But as William Callahan aptly observes, 

"spaces marked as 'lost terri_tories' on t1Nenlieth'cen_t_ury m:ap_s were ciinvention:ally marked 

as 'gained territories' on Qing dynasty's eighteenth-century maps."" 
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The implications of which narrative-China as benign, p·eace-lo.ving poWer or ~hina a's ar1 

im·perialist pOWer akin to other powerS-is predominant in the minds of actors.in East Asia . . I 

(and beyond) are significant. (hina's r~fusal to acknowledge t_he imperia_lis_t parts of its ciwn 

past resul_ts in an inability to sympathi_ze with the fears of China's neighbors. 

Re-imagining Kore~ in the Early 20th Century 
I • 

The notion of "liberation" is predicated on acceptance of the Westphalian norm·s of"the 

modern inte·rn-ational order in Whi_ch
1 

sovereign, independent nation-states-interact wi_th 

each other on the basis of equ~lity is expressed by treaties and international law. While 

the Qing Empire was tho"ught to have resisted accepting these new international norms, 
preferring its own traditions of h;°eiarchical relations with its neighbors_ and a relative 

absence of diplomatic representation.,or exchange (to say nothing of treaties or embassies), 

once the new international order was forced upon East Asia, largely at gunpoint, there 

Were influe:ntial statesmen-eyer:yon,~ from Li Hongzhang to Sun Yat-s~n-who embraced 
the new norms. They wer_e often critical of the myriad cases in which Western po1Ners and 

Japan failed t_o live up to th_e ideals of_ the "family of nations." 

In the first half of the twentieth centLry, Chinese opini_on on both th~ actual and the ideal 

sta_tu_s of Korea was much more var:ied. The str.aightforward narrative of transformation 
from willing vassal of China (dramatic.ally different from other forms of imperialism) to 

I 
independent nation-state to Japanese colony belies the fact that as Chinese grappled with . . I 

the implications of both a Westphalian system of international relations and the age of 

high imperialism, they imagined KorJa's relations with China-both past and p"resent-in a 
I 

variety of ways; some not conducive ,to the idea of KOrean independence. 

Many Chinese assumed that, in the lards of Gwen Guo, '"Chin·ese' empires had exhibited 
I • 

more grace•o'r benevolence to other countries than modern Western and Japanese colonial 
empires h~ve."26 However, some won~ered whether Korea's Status was s.omething more akl.n 

. I . . 
to an actual Chinese possession than a tributary vassal. Wei Yuan wrote in 1842 that Korea -- • . . ·1 

should be regarded as part of China's "inner realm."" Similar declarations can be found in . I . . -. 

the 1883 Twenty-four Rules for _the ;Traffic on ihe Frontier between liaodorig and Korea" 
and in Chosen King Kojong's 1887 expression of thanks t_o the Qi rig for n_egoti_ating an end to 

the Komun_do (_Port Hamilton) Affair.j' The.fact that, in the 1880s and early 1890s, the trade 
reports of the Korean.Maritime Customs Service, which had been establ_ished at the b_ehest 

of the Qing Empire, were simply included in the reports of the Chinese Imperial Maritime 

CustomS Service, "in the same mariner as though Korea were but a p·ravince of Chi.~a," 
caught the att_enti_on of s_ome foreign observers as well.'° Jiang Dengyun, while maintaining 

some distinction between inner and outer domains, argued that Korea (al<i"ng with 

Vietnam and Ryukyu) ~e"re "no different than Chinese territory" because they were such 

good tributaries." 

Even after the complete loss of Chinese influence. in Korea and the Japanese annexation, 

many in Chin.a longed for Korean liberation but not so much because they envisioned an 

independent Korea but rather because it would allow Ko"re_a to return to' its proper status 
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as a Chinese possession. Li Zhipu mourned, the loss of Korea but concluded that "in the 
. I 

last 2,000 years, [Korea] has never had a day of indep·endence. Historic.ally, it does not 

have the qualifications to be a nation." Anbttier wrote "Korea originally was our China's 
subject country' but with the Sino-Jap_an·es.~ War 'Korea first broke a'#ay from its shackles 
to our motherland and became independent for a short while.' This 'independence' 

I . 

was a beautiful name, h·e commented, bu} trµe political power had been in the hands 
of the Japanese alLalong."" In 1933, Zhang Binglin and Ma Xiangbo described Japanese 
territorial encro.achment int.a R_ehe as mcivirig like a "rubber band" and concluded that "the 
aforementioned rubber band not only should not be extended to our Rehe; it should also 

retract to beyo:nd Korea, in accordance ,11ith universally accepted truths."" A 1935 map 
highlighted by the geographer Ge Suicheng listed both Korea and Taiwan as "Japanese
held t.errit_ory t_hat came from ou_r C:oun_try."15 ln an extensive review of the v□-luminous and 
diverse literature on Korea in early 20th century China, Gwen Guo finds a "hardening of 
boundaries" to have taken place in the 1920k and 1930s: "boundaries were hardened in the 
historical imagination, .or re-invention of thJ past, that took place in the minds of writers of 

· the time. Boundari_es that once held ambi~uity now yielded a single interpretation: Korea 

had belonged to China."" I .. 
The adoption of Westphalian norms and the increasing acceptance of Western notions of 

. l 

the nation-state would appear to have left little room for tributary relations. Chinese would 
I • - • -

be forced to choose·between territories an9 peoples that were "Chinese" (even if now lost) 
and were, therefore, suitable for recovery and th·ose that were other peoples and, therefore, 

• . . I . . - . . 

allies in the anti-imperialist struggle but with the ultimate aim being independence rather 
than inco"rp·oration into China. Most would r~adily conclude that some cases such as Xinjiang . . . I . . . . . . . 

and Taiwan would fall into the former category while Korea (and perhaps Mongolia) would 

fall into the latter-ihe officia_l position o( the PRC today. However, running through the 
discourse in the first half of the twentieth century is the strong sense that things were 
not so clear. Often, Kcirea woul.d b_e inciJded in a list of "lost" places with little to no 

• . I 

distinction between Korea and other putatively Chinese possessions. The 1919 Textbook of I . . .. 
ChineseLdnguage for Elementary School i~cludes the following: "Japan is an island nation 
developed after the Meiji Restoration. It placed Okinawa prefecture on our Ryukyu, forced 

• I • • 

us to cede our Taiwan, leased our Luda [an industrial port in northeastern China], annexed 
Korea, colonized our Manchuria." 31 ! 

. . . . i . 
Similar ambig·uitY can be found in the declarations of Chiang Kai-shek. The need to reclaim 
China's full sovereignty in the face of the unequal treaties forced upon China wa_s an ab_iding 
con.cem of his_. $0, too, was maintaining the territorial integrity of nearly all (if not all) of 
the territory once controlled by the Qing as part of the new and modem China_. However, 
t_he rhetoric concerning lands and peoples that had been lost and needed to be regained 
often did not make a clear distinction between areas that remain firmly claim!'d by China 
and those that have managed to stake out a.n independent existence (Mongolia and Korea). 

In one breath, Chiang would speak of his goals of regain_ing the Northeast (Manchuria), 

recovering Formosa (Taiwan), and restoring Korea to freedom." And while one might see 

a m·eaningful distinction between, say, the Northeast (Chinese territory) and Korea (ally to 

be liberated), Chiang declares that the Nationalist government has never regarded "Out.er 
Mongolia as colonials" and calls for continued "friendly relations "not ·only with the Outer 

Mongolians but also with the Tibetans" in the name of "the sp_irit of ciur National Revolution," 
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"our entire program of national reconstruction," and "World ·peace an·d se·curity." 39 Chia'ng 
' strongly implied that support for. independence in either Tibet or Korea was somewhat . - . . I . - - . 

conditional: "I solemnly declare that if the Tibetans should at this time express a wish for 

~elf-gover'llment, our G_oyernmen_t wduld, in conformity with our sincere tradition, accord 
' it a very high degree of autonomy. 1fi in the .future they fulfill the economic requirement 

fo_r ir,dependence, the National Government will, as in the case of Outer Mongolia, help 
them to gain that status. But Tibet mist give proof that it can consolidate it.s independent 
p_ositirii:, and prOtect its continuity so 1s not to become another K0rea.""0 

· After 1945, all of the indeterminacy found in the writings when China was actively resisting 

Japanese imperialism would seem to: be water under the bridge. The PRC recognized the 
independence of Korea and went to war to help defend the ind.ependenceof North Korea. 
Not only did it accept the Westphaiia~ system of nation-states, it elevated non-interference 
into to the affairs of other sovereig·n nations as one of the most important principles of • • . , I • . . • 

its foreign policy, especially during ttie Maoist era. However, one can imagine a future in 

which Xi Jiriping's attacks on \11/estern;values might b_e expanded to include an attack on the , 
Westphalian system itself. Such an outcome might open up space for China to re-imagine 
arid re-structure its relations with its Aeighbors in ways that might be consistent.with a new 

. . ' 
tributary order or perhaps even include the more ambitious and aggressive designs of some 
Chiniise in the late 19th and early 20th centuries. 

I 

An chlnggun in China 
· The case of An Chunggun illustrates ~any of the themes already established including the 
ovetarching Chiriese emphasis on p~ace and ove"rco·ming "huT"Dlliatio_n/' the use of history 

I • • • 

to support current political and diplomatic initiatives, but also of how the protean nature 
of history sometimes supports and sbmetimes subverts these aims. On October 26, 1909, 

An shot and killed Ito Hirobumi at thk H;rbin Railway Station. An was quickly captured, put 
' on trial by Japanese aut.horities, and executed. But his fame and notoriety quickly spread. 

Worried about the growing Japanes~ presence in Korea, Manchuria, and beyond, as well as 
. ' 

about the seeming inability of the Chinese state to successfully resist Japanese imperialism, 
. i -,- . . . 

many looked to An's example for mo,tivation." 
., ' 

As is the case with nearly any histori~al event, the reasons why Chinese commented on and 
! . ' 

commemorated An's assassination of Ito varied. Some, while acknowledging An's courage, 
not.ed I.hat his de:ed di.d little to slo"i the expansion of the Japanese empire and may have 
actually accelerated the Japanese annexation of Korea. Others questioned An's choice 
of targe.t, arguing that he should have focused on "national traitors" among the Korean 
population (such as Yi Wan-yong) and called on Chinese to do likewise." . 

But the majority of Chinese public opinion and commentary.celebrated An's heroism, saw 
it as inspiration for China's own struggle against foreign im·p:erialists, and 1.ooked forward 

to the day when a Chinese An Chunggun might arise. When one surveys the commentary 
on An, one is struck by how frequent arid widespread it was and how many lu.minaries 

in 20th century China participated. Sun Vat-sen praised An whose name wa.s known 

"through myriad countries."" Li Dazhao wrote a shadow puppet play entitled "An Chunggun 

Assassinates Ito Hirobumi" which w,as performed by Sun Zhaoxiang." A young Zho.u Enlai 
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I 
directed a play celebrating An at the First Women's Normal School of Zhili and would later 

I 
marry the actress who played An in the play, Deng Yingchao." Liang Qic_hao compose,d a 

well-known poem "The autumn wind cutsldown wisteria" (with "wisteria" being a pun 

for ltoi; there is strong evidence to supportlthe condusion that ua:ng t;av·eled from Japan 

to Lushun to personally witness An's trial."[ On May 4, 1919, Chen Zhidu, a leader of the 

student demonstrations that now bear the name May 4_th Movement, severed his finger in 

imitation of An-and as .an indi~ation of his dommitment to his ·country." It is probably not 

an exaggeration to conclude tha_t An Chun·g~un was th~ most well-known Korean in China 

in the first half of the,twentieth century. I 
An Ctiu_nggun continued to b_e commemorated in post 1949 China. 1950s elementary school 

textbooks recounted his story. Reputed scholars such as Yang Shaoquan and An Qingkui 

wrote academic studies of An. In a meeting ;,,;th a Noith Korean scholar in 1963, Zhou Enlai 

declared "The common struggle of our two ~ountries' peoples against Japanese imperialism 
I 

began with An Chungg·un's assassination of _Ito Hirobumi."" 

However, as the decades passed and as the CCP developed a:nd promoted i_ts own pantheon 

of heroes (Long March veterans, Lei Feng, etc.), it is not surprising to find that knowledge 

and celebration of An in China declined. B~t hewas to experience something of a resurgence 
·- •• I • •• • -· • 

in the early 21st century. This was largely due to the continued promotion of An in South 

Koiea and was particularly manifest in the Jublic diplomacy cit South Korean President Park • I . . . . . 

Geun-hye. In 2013, Park visited China and gave a well-received speech (part of it in Chinese) 

atQinghua University. Also in 2_013 s_he sug~ested to Xi Ji_iiping that An's assassination of Ito 

should be commemorated by the establishment of a memorial at the Harbin Railway Station. 

In som·ething of a redprocal speech .to S_o:uth Korean college students at Seoul National 

University in 2014, Xi Jinping quoted the "righteous martyr An <:hunggun," albeit only giving. 

ra_th_er a~o_dyne advice on not wasting one,'s irreplaceable youth." In the s;,me speech, Xi 

declared_that "China will always be a count(y that maintains peace," and characterized PRC

ROK ties as "their best in history."50 

Xi and local authorities in Harbin responded with enthusiasm to Park's 2013 request and the 
"Ahn Jung-geun Memorial Hall" was create~ and opened to th.e public on January i9, 2014. 

. I 

The Hall introduced visitors to An's life and shows th·e exact spot where th_e assassin·ation I . . . . . . 
_took place (the clock.on the outside of the hall is permanently stuck at 9:30 am, the moment 

. I 
when the shooting took place, and markers on the ground indi_cate where both An and Ito 

were standing at the time)." Writing of the memorial to a Korean on Chinese soil, Lu Chao, 

a researcher at the liaoning Academy of Social Sciences, noted "Previou·sly there have been 

almost no sculptures or memorials for foreigners in Chinese territory ... So this thing is out cit 
the ordinary."" Chinese media reported on the Hafl, some noting that_ memorials to An had 

been established in North Korea, South Korea, China, Russia, and even Japan." 

Since then, growing numbers of Korean t_ou:rists have joined local Ch_inese in visi_ting t_he 

Memorial Hall which was praised for stimulating the local economy in Harbin and increasing 

ii:,terest in joirit Cultural adivities. 54 Some Chin_ese visitors expressed only a dim awareness 
of An and his d_eed before visiting the Hall. But as one visitor, Ms. Gao, noted, "I'm indigna:n_t 

at Japan, and this man is a hero ... The things Japan has done lately has forced China and 

·South Korea to launch an anti-Japanese cam·paign. Th_is shows heroism has no borders."55 

The South Korean musical "Hero" which lionizes An and his deeds has toured in China both 

in Harb_in and beyond." A group of prominent Chinese and South Korean filmmakers have 

also announced their intention to produce a feature film that will re-tell An's story." 
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The new-found cooperation and admiration for An ch·unggun was part of a broader effort to 
I - . - -

bring the PRC and the ROK closer together in their mutual acknowledgment of their suffering 

at the. hands of imperial Japan and their shared determination to hold Japan accountable. 
. .I - - . 

In 2015, the PRC and the ROK joined forces to seek UNESCO acknowledgment of Japanese 

atrocities." Both sides also express~d appreciation for progress in the repatriation of 

Chinese Korean War remains and th~ 
1
establishme~t of a ~emori"al in-X'i'an honoring Korean 

independence fighters. In the same.iear-Park Geun- hye a_ttended .a parade in China that 

celebrated the victory over Japan i~ World War fl, standing alongside Vladimir Putin, Xi. 

Jinping, and former Chinese leade:,s Jia:ng Zemin and H_u Jin.tao. Park's presence made her 

perhaps the second-most prominent foreign head of state (second only to Putin) to attend 

the parade (the United States by contrast sent only its ambassador Max·Baucus) and was • - . . 1 

surely appreciated by Xi and the PRC government. · 

This pu_blic display of shared identity and aims demonstrated, according to Yang Xiyu, an 

analyst at the China Institute of International Studies, that "coopera_tion betwee:n the two 

coun·trieS has n:i_oved from ·non-sen~itive fields to traditionally sensitive ones." Qu Xing, 
head of the same institute declared that "China-ROK relation:s are now at their best in 
history."" Some analysts noted that t_his newfound amity threatened to transform the ROK

US relationship; for example, Beijing University's Jin Jingyi decla_re_d, "Si.nee South Korea had 

joined China in opposing Japan's regression on history and had appeared to be distancing 

itself from its alliance with the US, C~ina p·uHed Sou.th Korea doser ... " 60 

' After this high point, a series of developments, some related to the ways in which An 

Chu:nggu:n has been deployed, some related to broader security and cultural issues, 

threatened to complicate and fray r~lations between China and South Korea. 
I 
; 

First was the ever-present tension between the lionization of An's heroic act of violence 
and the general tendency among. many in th·e world t_oday to condemn violence in 

general and acts that can be described as "terrorism'' in particular. Unsurprisingly, it 
. I . 

was Japan·ese officials and com·men~_ato:rs -~_h:o first raised thJs i_ssue in conn_ecti_on to the 
recent celebrations of An. For example, in January of 2014, Chief Cabinet Secretary Suga 

Yoshihide declare·d, "The Japa_nese ~-pinion of Ahn Jung-ge_un ... is that he is a terrorist who 

was sentenced to death for murdedng Ito Hirobumi, our first prime minister."" This direct 

challenge was forcefully met by Chihese officials such as PRC Foreign Ministry Spokesman ' . 

Qin Gang who replied that ."Ahn Jung Geun was a renowned anti-Japanese activist" and 

quipped that "If Ahn Jung Geun was a terrorist, then how should we define the 14 Japanese 

class-A World War II criminals enshrined in the Yasukuni Shrine?"" Moreover, "Ahn Jung 

Geun wa_s not a terrorist but one who confron_ted colonists bravely," said Da Zhigang, 

director of the Institute of Northeast Asian Studies of the Heilongjiang Academy of Social 

Sciences. 63 Nevertheless, there likely remains at le~s~ so.me cogn.itive dlssonanCe generated 
by the fact that the same regime that was openly celebrating An's use of violence to resist 

unwelcome imperial encroac_hment als_o freely utilizes the term "terrorist" when referring 

to Uighurs or others who arguably are engaged in a similar.struggle against the PRC itself. 64 

l_nt_erestingly, this coghitiv.e dissonance may have recently manifested itself in South Korea 

when the lnch'on police used the famous handprint of An Chunggun (recognizable in part 

because of the missing portion of An's ring finger-An had severed his finger as a ;estament 

to his determination to kill Ito) in an anti-terrorism campaign." 
I . • • • - . • 
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.A second manifestati~n of tension or divergJnce is found in the fact that a growing minority 
• • • • I 

of those who focus on An Chunggun, his life, and his writings, increasingly emphasize his 

unfi_nis,hed trea_tise On Pea_ce in the East. Alcollection of An's observations on 'ihe current 

state of Korea and East Asia as well as recommendations for future action, On Peace in the 
East stands in contradistinction to An's fa~ous act of violence in tha.t ·it not only calls for 

. . I 

peace, but it also articulates a vision of a future East Asia in which Korea, Chin·a, and Jap·an I . . . . . . . . 
cooperate in a pan-Asian unity. Although the existence of On Peace in the East was known 

' immediately after An's execution, few in China (or K_orea) paid its conte·nts rn_uch attenti_on. 

Wang Yuanzhou is surely correct when he concludes that "An's On Peace in the East would 

have had difficulty earning the acceptance 6f a Chinese audience."" However, after the full . • - • I . . . • • -

contents of An's treatise we're discovered in 1979, some have argued that An's vision of 

Sino-Korean-Japanese cooperation might p
1
rovide inspiration for regional cooperation and 

;ven the creation of a European Uni~~-like ~p~aratus in Ea~t Asia. While an i'nclusiVe vision 

of a future East Asia that actually includes Jdpan as a full partner seems unlikely to take hold • - • - • • - - I - • 

in today's climate of competition and hostility,_ perhaps some future thinkers and opinion-

' niake'rs might draw on both An's vision as w~II as that of Sun Yat,sen (as per his famous 1924 

speech on "Greater Asianism") to deploy Ar Chunggun in a very different fashio:n. 

Finally, it bears noting that a shared venerltion for An Chunggun. was not, in and of itself, 

sufficient to bind South Korea and China fogether in the face of other centrifugal forces. 
. - . - - I - - . 

For example, while Park Geun-hye and Xi Jinping's mutual focus on shared suffering at 
. ' . 

t_he hands of Japan may have served to bring the PRC and the ROK closer together, Park's 

decision to pursue.a breakthrough with Jaban regarding ariother thorny historical issue

the "comfort women"-threatened to seJ the ROK veer off of its anti-Japanese course. 
Hailed as Park's "main diplomatic achieverilent," the December 2015 agreeme·nt between 

I • • • • • •• 

Park and Japanese prime minister Abe Shinzo promised to resolve the issue in a ''final 
I . . 

and irreversible" way and to restore a 11ve·neer of normalcy to the Japan-South Korean 
• I - • 

relationship."" Some noted that this bold South Korean move more or less constituted 
I 

"deserting China in their joint front o·n historical isSu_es."68 And even though Moon Jae-in, 

the successor to the impeached Park,.has Jxpressed criticism of the terms of the December 
I 

2015 agreement, he has also declared his intent to continue to abide by it (at least for the 

time being). Clearly, geopolitical and econdmic concerns can and do trump shared hist_orical 
consciousness or even histo'rical enm_ity." I 
This is perhaps _most clearly demonstrated, in the case of the recent dispute over the ROK's 

2016 decision to allow the deployment of American Terminal High Altitude Area Defense . . . . . . I 

(THAAD) missile batteries on South Korean soil. Ostensibly aimed at defending against a 

North Korean miss_ile strike, the m_ove was vigorously criticized by the PRC, which engaged 

in a campaign of ratcheting up pressure on Korea by denying K-Pop groups the right to tour 

in China, banning the sale of some South Korean products citing safety concerns (grassroots 

boycotts of Korean goods also meant that Chinese purchases of Korean food products and 

automobiles d_ropped sharply in 2016-2017), and.ordering Chinese travel agencies to stop 

selling ·package tours to South Korea. Som·e estimates indicate that the resulting dedir,e in 
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Chinese tourism in Kore.a cost South Korea nearly $7 billion dollars in revenue in 2017. 70 

These latest conflicts are only the mah intens:e of a series of disputes-the "garlic wars" 

and the "kimchi wars" (among otherJ) of the 1990s and early 2000s-that characterize 

what m·any Koieans see as a heavy-Handed Beijing wielding its power and influence in 

ways that belie the rhetoric of cooper~tion and mutual affection. South Korea, it seems to 

seine, is allowed to be "indep.endent" 6nly when such independence leads to decisions and 

actions that comport with Chinese intJrests. 

In this heated atmosphere, the numbJr of South. Koreans traveling to Harbin dwindled and 

South.Korean media observed that when t.he An Churiggu.n stirin.e was removed from the 

Harbin Railway Station (ostensibly to!allow for renovation of the station), "many people 

have doubt that the memorial will be reopened at the railway station after the remodeling, 
given the strained relations between Seoul and Beijing."" 

: . . . 

Ho\Never, An continu.es to be deployed as a potential symbol of PRC-ROK comity as when a 

Chinese think tank, the Charhar lnstiWte, donated a statue of An to the South. Korean city of 

Uijongbu in mid-2017 in orderto "promote friendship between the two countries."" Despite 

official denials, some in Korea speculated that the statue was sent under the direction of Xi ! . . . . . . . . ',• . . 

Jinping and hoped thatit augured better relations between China and South Korea." 
[ . . . 

In his 2014 speech t.o Sou.t.h Korea_n s.tuderits at Seoul National University, Xi Jinping noted 

that "as China is a country with eve/ 5,000 years' history of civilizatio~, it is a matter of 
. I . . 

concern to many people that facing the future, what kind of country China will choose to 

be."" Xi's consistent message to the wbrld is that China will continue to be what it has always I . . . . . . 
been: a peace-loving, friendly neighbor. These themes were on full display in a speech Xi 

gave the following year at the parade marking the 70th anniversary of the end of World War 

II, where he was visibly flanked by Paik Geun-hye. The themes of peace, "humiliation," and 
. ' 
regional cooperation were repeatedly mentioned with Xi declaring·: 

I 
"In the interest.of peace, Chin.a :will remain committed to peaceful development. 

We Chinese l_oVe pea_ce. No .r:natter how much stro_nger it may become, China 
will never seek hegemony or e~pansion. It will n·eve·r inflict its past suffering on 

· any other nation."" j . . 
Of course, also on. display at this event was in impressive array of modern battle tanks, 

artiUery, and missiles (with h.elicopteis and fighter jets overhead). Giv~n it~ protean nature, 
history is unlikely to be dispositive in shaping "what kind of country will choose to be." China 

could very \Nell draw o.n its 1.ong tradition of loving peace and respecting the sovereignty 

and independence of its neighbors. But it could also draw on strands of hist.cry in which 

China is underst.ood to have behaved as a "normal" nation, or, indeed, a great world empire 

subject to the same dictates of realpolitik as other great powers. Should decision-makers in 

Chin·a opt fcir the latter, it is unlikely that a dozen or even a hundred shrines to An Chunggun 

will be able to stem the tide. 
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This chapter dra~s a roUgh sketch of. the eyolutio_n of Chin.ese views on Korean h_isto_ry in 

the Cold War era in three parts. The first fo~uses on the formulation of Chinese views of the 

Korean War in 1950 and the mainstream 1ssessment of the war ,after Sino-South Korean 

diplomatic normalization in 1992. The setond focuses on China's attitudes and policies 

toward the two Koreas in the Cold War yea/s. The third deals with the changes and li;,,its of 

. perceptions on Korean history after diplorrJatic normalization and their impact on bilateral 
relations between Beijing and Seoul. I . . 

I 

For ce_n_t_uries many Chinese have firmly b:elieved that the rel_ationship between China and 

the Korean Peninsula is like that between li:ps and teeth, they are not only close to but also 

dependent upon each other. If the lips are gone, the teeth will be cold. From the middle of 

nineteenth century, the geopolitical proxiniity ahd interdependence between the two have 

become the .determining factors in formul~ting Chinese percep.tions towards Korea. Since 

then the national security concerns symbblized by the sense of lips and teeth had been 

frequently stressed by· some Chinese intelliectuals and officials when both China and Korea 
. I 

were exposed to the growing imperialist expansion an·d geopolitical competition in East 

Asia. In order to maintain the traditional tfibutary relationship bet,;,een China a~d Korea, 

China fought the first Sino-Japanese War ih-1894-95. Although it was mise'rably defeated, - . . I . . . 
and Korea was consequently annexed to the Japanese empire in 1910, the Chinese sense of 

I • 

lips and teeth remain·ed u·ndimiiiished. Rather, it was further strengthened among ordinary . . - . . . . I . . . - . . 
Chinese when the Cold War began and especially when the Korean War broke out in 1950. · 

After the end of World War II, China face~ a new situation on .the peninsula. Korea was 

libe;ated from Japanese rule but soon divided into the Soviet backed socialist North Korea, 

the Democratic People's Republic of Kor~a (DPRK), and the U.S. backed capitalist South 

Korea, the Republic of Korea (ROK). As a ne\,,ly establish·ed socialist country;China n~turally 

allied itself with the SovietUnion and viewied·the DPRK as a close friend while regarding the 
I 

United States and ROK as hated foes. The intensified Cold War confrontation between the . . .. . I . . - - . . . 
two camps and two Koreas triggered the outbreak of the Korean War. In order to.safeguard 

its own political, ideological, a:n.d.security i_~teres.ts, China quickly got involved iri the war by 

sending the Chinese People's Volunteer Army (CPVA) to fight together with its °DPRK friend 
I 

aga_ihst t_heir cClr:nmo_n enem_i_es. The w_ar le_nded with a_ ce_ase-fire armiStice _and created 
a friend and foe Cold War framework, which the new China was compelled to face even 

beyo'nd t_he Cold War era. Under these circ~mstances, the m·ajority of Chinese held the view . . . . I . . . . . . - - -

that it was the capitalist enemy rather than the socialist friend who started the Korean War 
with a view to overthrowing not o'nly· the 

1
so'cialist government in Pyo'ngyang but also the . . . . . . . . . I . . . . - . . . 

similar one in Beijing. Therefore, it was against this background that China's attitudes and 
. ' . 

p·olicies toward the two Koreas in the po_st-Korean War era were doome_d to be ideology-

driven and DPRK sympathetic. I 
Th-rough out the Cold War period nati_ona/ ima~es of the two Koreas had drawn a sharp 

contrast.In Chinese newspapers and magazines,the DPRK was always portrayed as politically 

democratic, economically prosperous, and.socially stable while the ROKwas always seen as 

a political dictatorship; in e'con·omic crisis, a:nd in socia_l chaos. In fore_ign policy, Ch_ina praised 

almost all the arguments and policies of the ·North while denouncing almost everything 
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from the South. Thus, the contrasting descriptions of, and opposite policies toward the two 

made Chinese views completely fixe6 within the Cold War fram·ework of friend and foe until • . -- I : . . . ... .. . • 

the end of the 1970s, when China started to adopt the reforming and opening up policies 

and then mitigated its harsh attitudbs toward South Korea from the late 1980s. 

The change in China's attitudes tolard .. South Korea accelerated around the end of the 

Cold War by a series of internal ahd external events, including China's desperate need · • . . . . . . . . I 

for breaking its diplomatic isolation and the final collapse of the Soviet Union. China's I . 
redefinition of its attitudes broke the long-fixed Cold War framework of friend and foe and 

eventually led to the establishment, of diplomatic ties between the former advers_aries in 

1992. The long-awaited normalization has not only made remarkable progress iri bilateral 

economic cooperation, but als.9 pushed overall rel_ations to an u·nexpectedly high level in 

only one.decade. In 2003, the two co;untries announced the establishment of an "all-around 

coop'erative p·artnership/' and it ~as: further upg"raded to a "strategi_c and co.operative 
partnership" in 2008. 1 

! 
The S1'1ift upgrading of Sino-South Korean ties not only demonstrated the strong political 

willingness on both sides to furth~r strengthen their relations, b·ut also biou·ght about 
I • 

explicit changes in Chinese views of Korean history in the Cold War era. For instance, after 

normalization almost all Chinese publications used an "objective descripti.on" of the o"rigin • I . . . . 

of the Korean War without accusing South Korea of-being the provoker of the war. At 

th~ same tim·e, China's national imake of the R_OK has generally transformed into a much 
' . . 

. more positive one in comparison to ,the image of the DPRK in many aspects. Although the 

favorable South Ko:,ea i_rnage was siriously undermined by the "Koguryo controversy" in 

2004, the positive momentum in Sino-South Korean relations has been largely sustained by 
I . 

th·e swift (risis control efforts of the two governments.' . . . . I • 
With afl these achievem·ents, hoWeVer, China-ROK relations remain lfnable to overc:Ome 
a congenital deficien,cy. The contradiction between the economic co~peration centered 
Sino-R0K relations and the secLirit~ cooperation c_entered ROK-U.S_. rel_ations nas rl)ade 

South Korea's balanced big power d_iplomacy unsustainable. The sudden deterioration of 

Sino-South Korean relations cau·sed_ by the depl_o,;,m·ent of the Terminal High Altitude Area 

Defense (THAAD) system in 2016 explicitly revealed the limits of the economic cooperation 
centered redefinition in China-RoKI ties since the er,-d of the C_old ·war. Although the 

redefinition of China's attitudes toward the ROK and Chinese views of Korean history has 
made a great difference in many areas, China's disapproval of the ROK-U.S. alliance and the 

ROK-U.S.-Japan military cooperation remains unchanged from the Cold W_ar years. Thus, 

after more than two decades of the redefinition effort.s, the ma1nst_re:an:, Chi_nes~ view of 
Korean history in the Cold War era remains largely unchanged, especially when it comes 

to the confrontational relations between China and South Kore_a. Even when the t,i10 sides 

have successfully stabilized relations through the summit between President Xi Jinping and 

Pre~ident Moon Jae-in in Beijing a_t the end of 2017, it remains to be seen if the insuperable 

differences between mainstream·Chinese and South Korean views of Korean history could 

be greatly narrowed in the years ahead. 
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The Kqrean War 
I 

It is no exaggeration to say that the Korean War was the most crucial event in formulating 
contemporary Chinese perceptions tow~rds the Korean Peninsula, not only directly 

• I • . •• 

affecting attitudes and policies toward the two Koreas during the Cold War, but also having 
' .I 

significant implications for these relations i
1
n the po'st-Cold War era, Ch_inese perceptio·ns of 

the Korean War were.first formulated right; after the eruption of the war and were partially 
reshaped four decades later when diplomatic normalization was realized, and the relevant I • . 

dossiers of the former Soviet Union were released from the middle of the 1990s. 

On July 2_5, 1_950, a month a_fter the·war began, Xinhua News Agency issued a crucial report 
entitled ''On the Issues of the Korean War," giving a comprehensive interpretation in a 

Q&A format about what had just happened on the peninsula. In answering the thirteen_ 
questions such as "who provoked the Kore.an War?" and "why did American imperialism · 
invade Korea?" the report first provided background information about the policies of the 

two Koreas and the overall security situation on the peninsu_la, ahd then pointed out that 
"it was Syngman Rhee's puppet troops ·Jhich were instigated by American imperiali~m 
that had started the war." The report desc/ibed the details as follows. "The puppet troops 

I . 

launched a sudden attack from three directions all along the 38th parallel at dawn on Jurie 

25 and invaded into North Kore·a one to t'No kilo·meters." With regard to the aim of the 
·provocation, the report stressed that "thJ aim of the American imperialist invasion was 
to seize the whole of Ko'rea, establish an ~nti-people puppet regime, deprive the Korean • • • • • . - • I • 

people of independence, freedom, and unification, and transform the whole. of Korea into 
I 

an American colony to serve as the aggressive springboard on the eastern borders of China 
and the Sovi~t Union for the United Statks."' This report h·elped to shape mainstream 
Chi_nese vie,,;s on the Korean War right attkr it broke out and remained largely influential 
throughout the Cold War years. 

Although such an interpretation of the origin of the Korean War contradicted the 
mainstrea·m views in the internation·a1 comm·unity~ the re·p:ort's d_es_criptio_n· of t_he si_tuation 
on the peninsula as a whole, especially the:escalating political rivalry and military tensions 
between the two camp_s, _and the anti-cO:inmunist attempts taken by the South Korean 

authority and ihe U.S. forces, was much e~sier for the majority of the Chinese public to 
' embrace. In fact,since the end of WWII, the'Cold War confrontation between the Soviet-led 

socialist camp and the U.5.-led capitalist i:amp on the Kore;n Penin~ula had loomed large. 
As the report explained, the So'uth had long be_en preparin·g for the invasion of the North, 
and "from January 1949 to April 1950 Syngman Rhee's puppet troops had already launched 
1,274 attacks on the 38th parallel," and Syngman _Rhee himself had repeated his desire to 
conquer the Nor.th just days before the eruption of the Korean War. 

Under the·se circumstances, the newly (ou_nde_d China had no option but to further 

strengthen its ties with North Korea and the Soviet Union, with which it already shared a 

wid_e range of p_olitical and diplomatic interests as well as security concerns. From China's 
perspective, supporting the DPRK's stance was not only a political and diplomatic ne·cessity, 

but also an essential measure for safeguarding its own political and national security· 

interests. When the U.S. Seventh Fleet was dispatched to the Taiwan Strait and a Chinese 
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I 

city near North Korea was bo_mbed, jChina was compelled to fight the war for not only the 

survival of its communist ally but also its own national security. The war slogan of "resisting . . . I . . . . . 

American aggression and aiding North Korea, protecting our homes and. defending our 

country" cle:a-rly reflected both the dircumstances and the perceptions in which China had . . . . t 

made the decision to send the CPVA to cross the Yalu River and head south in October 1950. 

During the three years of war on thJ peninsula, the CPVA experienced the hardest fighting 

and paid a heavy price. However, from the mainstream Chinese perspecl:ive, as one Chinese 

high school history book described the event a half century later, the outcome of the Korean 

War was quite positive for China. "In the Korean War, the new Chi_na h·as carried out three 

years of war with the United States...:.the most po..lerful country in the. world-and ·broken 
I • 

the myth of the invincible American ~rmy. The attempt by the U.S. t_o kill the Asian soci_alist 

countries through the war was a complete failure. The new China was forced to carry out 

the war of 'resisting America and aiding North Korea, pro.tecting our_ ho_me and defending 

our country' when the imperialist forces spread the flames of-the war to its threshold. 

Consequently, the war h·as help-ed sJcu're China's national security, aided the just cause of -. . . . - I . . . . - . . . . 
the Korean people, and China's international status has been greatly improved."' 

The significance of the war has beeh further stressed by Xu Yan, Ruan Jiaxin, and Zhang 

S:hunhong. Xu made an lmpassion·e~ arg~~ment, saying_ t_hat cu·rren_t "Chif1a's st'atu_s as a 
strong world military power wasjust

1
created by the war, the national pride lost during the 

hundred years after the Opium'War h~d been restored, and thus it bec:ame the psychological 

strong.point for the Chinese national 
1
rejuvenation ... the war of 'resisting America and aiding 

North Korea, protecting our hom·e an~ defending our country' was the most glorious victory I . . 

in Chinese modern foreign war history. It started from the Yalu River and repelled the 
I 

world's stronges_t army ba_ck for soo
1
kilometers and saved i_ts neighbo_r. From the military 

point of view, the war forged a security buffer zone for several hundred kilometers and a 
I • 

peaceful situation for- seve:Cal decad~s- Tod_ay, looking b·ack to the war, we feel deeply the 

correctness of Mao Zedong's analysis, that is, 'we should participate in the war, we must 
' I 

particip:at_e in t_he y,ar, the interests cif pa_rticipation will be enormous, and the damages of 

non-participation will be tremendoui."'4 
· . 

. . I . 
In his article refuting some criticisms of China's participation in the war, Ruan criticized 

- • I 
the argument that China had actually supported North Korea to wage the Korean War as· 

"ill-founded," and emphasized that China's participation i~ the war was'not.only necessary 

and significant, but also "demonstratkd new China's national image and responsibi)ity as a 

rising big power to the worl_d."5 Simil_ar to Yuan's argument, Zhang rebutted the view that 

"China's participation in the war was a mistake" by raising four points to further emphasize 

the.meaning of Chi_na's involvement in the war, namely: 1) the United Sta_tes compelled 

China', involvement; 2) the spirit of the CPVA was world shaking; 3) China's participation 

e'normously inspired the Chinese people; and 4) China's participation highly raised China's 

international status.' As mentioned above, all these enthu_siastic assessments of China's 

participation in the Korean War have represented the mainstream Chinese perception of 

the Korean War and remain influential in shap_ing China's attitudes and po_licies toward the 

Korean Peninsula_ at the present time. 
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· Friend and Foe 
I . . . 

There seems no doubt that the Korean War demonstrated to the world that new China had . • I . . . . - . . - . . - - - -

substantially stood up as a strong political as well as military power, but it also produced 
an unfortunate result by.which Chine·se p}rceptions of and relations with the two Koreas - .. • .. . -. . I . . . . 

were completely confined to the Cold War framework of friend• and foe for nearly four 

de:cad_es. Wi.thi.n this framework, Chin.esejviewed North Korea as a close political friend 
and security ally while regarding South Ko,ea as a hated political foe and security threat-
natiOnal irilag·es of the two preSented a sh~_rp co_ntrast. · 

• - • • • • • ' • • . . . . t 

In the early 1950s depictions of the two!Koreas in Chinese ryewspapers and mag~zines 
were as follows. "The government of the DPRK was democratically elected by the People 

I 

of all of Korea" and its political, econ·omic and social policies have made great progress. . . . . . I . . . . . . . 
On the contrary, "Syngman Rhee's so-called 'government of the ROK' was an anti-national 

I . . 
and anti-people regim·e which was supported by Ariierican imperialism by bayonets and . . ... - I - . .. . . . . . .. 
unlawful elections."' In the late 1950s, the economy of the DPRK had made incredible 
athievem~nts, its per ca·pit_a p:r~duction oth~jor i_ndU_~tri_es·sU_ch as cqal a_nd el_ectri_city had 
already exceeded or would soon catch upjwith that of Japan by 1961.' Around the same 
tim·e South Korea was in a state of economic bankruptcy. Its statistics showed that in 19S9 .. . - • . ... -. I . - - - . 

the trade deficit and the unemployment rate reached a high level, more than 70 percent of 
' the sm:all an.d m·edium-si.ied enterprises, which accou:nted for 99 percent of South Korean 

manufacturing companies, had collapsed jar stopped doing business, and South Korean 
industrial output had fallen to only half of that at the end of Japanese imperialist rule. . . - - - - . - . . - I 

Furthermore,political life was in chaos. In -1960 the election fraud triggered mass protests 
arid Synginan Rhee's puppet governmeni was finally overthrown by the South Korean . . . . I 
people, this was the message transmitted to Chine·se audiences.9 

- . I . . . .· . 
In the 1960s and 1970s similar stories appeared. A reportin the early 1960s noted that 
in the· past 15 years the DPRK h_a.d a:chieve\j two great v.ictories-safeguarded its freedom 
and independence by defeating the annkxing ·attempts of American imperialism, and 
successfully "built a h·undred tim.es bettJr industrial and agricultural socia_~st country." 

I 
"During the recent 15 years Korean history has entered into an era of leaps-and-bounds 
developm·ent."" It has continued to march Jmo<ithly along the road of socialist.construction • • - - - - • - • , • I 

and constantly made new achievements in ,both the agricultural and industrial areas." And 
the people of the DPRK are "living in great h1PP.iness."" South Korea, h.o\Never, w.as reported 
to be under the strict control of U.S. imperialism and to have become an American colony, 
i.e. "American commodity market, raw mat_erial base, and military base."'·' Meanwhile, the 
A_merican and Japanese colonization pf Korean culture ~as become a serious social problem 
in South Korea, 14 read~rs were told. 

Due to two decades of economic plunder by U.S. imperialism, the economy of Sout.h Korea 

was riot only going bankrupt, ttie country as a whole had turned into "a hell on earth."" 

Politically, South Korea was under the brut.al dictator~hip of Park Churig-hee wh.o_se fascist 
rule had encountered constant crisis and could collapse at any time." 

l_n t_he 198_0s the positive tone cif.Chinese views on the DPRK remained the same. For 

example, a member of .the Chinese govem·ment_al delegation which vi.sited the DPRK i.n 

1983 wrote his thoughts on North Korea ~s follows. "During the past 35 years the DPRK 
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has Undergone dram·atic changes. This is the most glOrio"us tinie in Korean history."17 In . I - . . - - . . 

1987 a Chinese reporter who revisited the DPRK after 34 years could not believe his eyes: 
. I - . • - • 

the city of Pyongyang had not only turned into a completely new modern city, but also an 
unbelievably huge city of industrial Jrts. During his trip near the DMZ, he felt that there was 

· one thing disastrau·s for Korean·s-t~e continued division of the Korean Peninsula. 18 . . . . . . I . . . . - - - . 
Although China's views on North Korea remained unchanged, its views on South Korea have 

' shown som_e positive change from the late 1980s-not only had the tone on South Korean 

politics become less negative, but ~Isa the comments on its economy s_hift_ed c_omplet_ely 
to the positive side, partially due to China's adoption of the reform and opening up policy 
at the en·d of the 1970s. In the inc;eased reports and articles fo_cusin·g o_n the econo111y, 

_South Korea was for the first time ir\ the Cold War years introduced positively by Chinese 
media as the top economic p·owe·r alllc;ing "the four dra·gons in AsJa," ~hich r\cit orily created 
"the most recent successful story in :Asia," but also showed its strong capacity in economic 
competition with Japan and the United States. In this regard, "S_outh K6rea's experience is 
W1?rth learning." 19 

The-friend-and-foe framework had been reiterated by Chinese mainstream sources for more 
than three decades with serious implications for China's foreign policy and diplomacy in the 
Cold War era. Attitudes and policies toward the two Koreas were consequently twisted to a •. • • I - • 

great extent by those perceptions. On the one hand, China formed a "special relationship" 
with _the North and tried hard to maintain it at any cost. On the other, China took a harsh 
attitude towards the South and made great efforts to denounce the South's stan_ces and 

policies. As a result of the unbalanced approach, China-North Korean relations showed 
signs of unusual development whileJChina-So~th Korean relations ma_de no progress unti_l 
the end of the Cold War. I 

' 
China's stereotyped attitudes and p~licies toward North Korea stand out. Throughout the 
Cold War period, China had supported almost all the arguments and policies of the North 

even When they Were µ·ursued ih an:inConsis_tent and self-contradictory way. Fo_r instance,_ 
China had. been a strong supporter of North Korea's reunification policies during the Cold 

. I 

War years. In the 1950s China enthusiastically supported North Korea's argument of • . . - - 1 -

withdrawing all foreign troops from the Korean Peninsula in order to achieve reunification 
through free ele·ctions by all Ko:,e:a+. In August 1969 when North Korean leader Kim II
sung made a reunification proposal! that the North and the South should achieve their 
reunification by federalism, China q~ickly issued a statem_ent backing the North's stance. 
In June 23, 1973 when Kim II-sung issued a five-point plan for achieving "independent 
and peaceful reunification," Chin_a quickly gave its strong· endorsement by saying that this 
proposal represented all of the Korean people's strong desire for the reunification of their 
motherland, and it is not only good. for reunification i_tself, bu_t also cond_ucive to easing 
tensions on the peninsula. 

Premier Zhou Enlai expressed China's "warm welcome and firm support" two days after 

Kim's remarks were made.'' Even when North Korea refused the U.S: proposal for holding 

three-party (North, South and U.S.) talks and instead called for bilateral tal:ks with-the 

Unite:d Stat.es in the la_te 1970s, China backed North Korea's position by saying that the 

three-party talks were "unrealistic and unreasonable." Howeve-,, when North Ki:,rean leader 
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Kim II-sung changed his mind and picked up the U.S. proposal years later in October 1983, 
I . . . . 

China quickly followed North Korea's newj position by saying that the three-party talks 

would be "conducive to ease tensions and also promote North-Sriuth reunification on the 

Korean Peninsula."" · . I . . . _ 
All these positions reflected the (musua.I d.evelo·p·nient of the "China-North Ko.rean special 

relationship" and the weakness in China's policies toward the DPRK. As Liu Jinzhi's research 

sU'gge·sted, Chi.n_a1s stances and policies c:Onternir:ig Korea_n reunifica_tion were "unscientific 
and less objective" simply because they had been more or less affected by the stances 

and policies of North Korea rather than independent policies of China's own, which should 

be based on the objective truth and China's own national interests. Consequently, they 

prevented China from playing a "bigger, more positive and constructive role on matters 

relevant to Korean reunification."22 

On the contrary, China's attitudes and policies toward South Korea in the Cold War years were 

stuck with a sharp contrast. In the 1950s Chiila viewed it mainly as a security threat because , , • • I • 

the South reiterated its intention to attack the North and reunify the Korean Peninsula. 

In many ne1Vs repo.rts, South. Korea was p_ortrayed as an aggressive tool for American 

imperialism in Northeast Asia. In the 1960s, especially when South Korea established ' . 
diplomatic relations with Japan in 1965, the alliance relationships among South Korea, . . . . . . . I 

Japan, and the United States became the main target of Chinese criticism. China believed 
I 

the signing of the Treaty on Basic Relations between Japan and.the Republic of Korea was a 

"serious step taken by American imperialis~ to prop up Japan·ese mi_litari_Sm to return to the 
· Korean Peninsula, and conspire to piece tcigether the 'miBtary allian.ce in Northeast Asia' 

and escalate tensions in the Far East." This ~lliance, "wh.ich wa:s designed and manipulated 

by American imperialism, would put Japan at its core and include South Korea, the Jiang 

Jieshi (Chiang Kai-shek) ban·dit gang, and th~ Philippi.nes as its major mem.bers, w.ith a view 

to containing the socialist countries of Chi~a, North Korea, and Vietnam. In this malicious 
I 

plot, the United States wanted to "turn Asia:~s against Asians" while Japan w.anted to realize 

its old dream of building "the Great East Asia Co-Prosperity Sphere."" 
. I· 

I . . 
In the 1970s when the Park Chung-hee administration further strengthened ties with Japan 

' and the United States,.especially when the increasing number of u.s .. -Sou.th Korea niiMary 
exercises were condemned by North Korea, South Korea bashing in Chinese newspapers • . . J 

and magazines intensified accordingly. Par~ was depicted as a counterrevolutionary and 

sabo.teur of t.h_e independ.ent and p_eaceful, reunification of the two Koreas, who was not 

only making South Korean society more fascist, but also preparing war against the North, 
a'nd escala_ting te"ns_i_Ons on th_e pe·r:,insula_. And, th_us, even his assassina_tion ln 1979 was not 
sufficient p·unishment for his crimes. 25 

I.n the 1980s Chinese attitudes toward South Korea were characterized by firm support of 

the North's reunification policies and hars_h criticism of the South's "splitti.ng attempts." 

Especially when South Korea and the United States refused Kim 11-sung's proposals for 

reunification and three-pafty talks, newsp:apers condemned South Korea's stance by 

saying that _"the United States and Chun Doo-hwan forces were the culprits to obstruct the 

P.eaceful reunification of the Korean Peninsula."" And when North Korea criticized the visits 

to the South by Prime Minist.er Nakasone Yasuhiro and President Ron:ald Reagan in 1983 as 
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attempts to split the Korean Peninsu1 and legitimize the "two Koreas" permanently, Chinese. . . . . . . I . 
newspapers expressed their unchanged support for the North's position by saying that the 

visit_s wer·e no_t con:ducive tO mai_ntaihi_ng p_eace and stability on the Korean Peninsula.27 

All these views showed that in the !cold War years China's attjt~des and policies t.ow.ard 
South Korea were explicitly restrained by the friend and foe framework. As Liu's research 

. ' 
concluded, in the Cold War years, "China's policies.toward South Korea were in large part a 

I . . 

product of a Cold War mentality. China viewed South Korea as an American bridgehead trying 
to contain and stifle China. China hJd an extremely strong ideological bias towards South : I . . . . 
Korea. In the·eyes of the Chinese people, South. Korea ·was a country under the control of 
the United States an·d with the features of a po,litical dictato.rship, economic backwardness, 

and constant student strife and mass movements."" It was in.this context that China had 
oppose:d aU ohhe unifica.tion s:uggestio.ns from the S.outh even when they were in line 
with China's principles,. while supporting.every unification proposal of the North even when 
at odds with China's stance througliout the 1970s and 1980s. Thus, China's unbalanced 

relati~nship with the two Koreas n~t ~nly made the early improvement of China-South 
Kore·a relati.ons difficult, but also gave the green light to the continuation of the unusual 

. ' development of China-DPRK relations. 
i 

Redefinitio
1
n and Its Limitations 

The rigid attitudes and p·~licies towald the two Koreas faced a ~ew domestic reality in the . . . . . . . . I . . . 
late 1970s. The reform and opening up policy required not only a dramatic domestic policy 

i . • 
change-fro·m a class struggle-centered policy to an economic development-centered 

policy~but also a profound foreignJpolicy change to broaden contacts with the outside 

w.orld.' Th.e fast-growing domestic demand for foreign trade, investment, and technology 
entailed improvement of relations ~ith the advanced .economies, especially with those 

of dose neighbors. After the succe
1
ssful diplomatic. normalization in 1972 and smooth 

economic cooperation in the 1980s lvith Japan, the "economic miraele on the Han River" 
became much more attractive for lneeting China's national needs. II was against this 
backdrop that from the late 1980s Chinese attitudes toward the ROK have shown some 

• . I - . • • - • 

signs of positive. change-harsh criticism of the government disappeared, meanwhile, 
economy-f0tused reports and article~ increased. NeVertheleSs, the Cold War fram·ework of 

' frie_nd and foe was s_o deeply ro_o_ted in Chinese society that the economic·necessity alone • - - I . • 

was not strong enough to bring a redefinition· of atti.tudes and policies toward th·e ROK. It. 

was not unti_l several internal and external historical changes, in_c\uding China's deSperate 
need for breaking its diplomatic isolation, .the ROK's implementation of Nordpolitik toward 
the DPRK and its allies, the establishment of diplomatic ties between Russia and the ROK, 
and the final collapse of the Soviet Union, occurred at the end of th·e 1980s and in the 
early 1990s, that favorable conditions for the. redefinition of China's attitudes and policies 

materialized. In 1992 China and the ROK es\ablished diplomatic relations afte'r nearly forty 
years of Cold War confrontation. . 

The ha:Cd-won diplomatic normalization between the former adversaries facilitated fast

growing economic cooperation and led to. new levels of politi.cal cooperation, as in I.he 2008 
"strategic and cooperative partnership." From the Chinese perspective, factors contributing 
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to these developments were geographic proximity, similar cultural background, interlinked 
Valu-es, similar ·expe_rien·ces ·suffering_ f~om a"ggr'ess_ior:, and oppresSi_on by Jap_anese 
militarism, mutual support for each other's national liberation war against Japan, and 

I - -

comm·on interests at th·e present time. 29 Furthermore, i_n 2013, Pres_ident Park Geun-hye 
- I 

skipped.Japan and paid a state visit to China. In return, President Xi Jinping visited Seoul 
- I 

i_nst_e:ad of Pyohgyang in 2015. I -

China's expectations for Sino,South Korean relations rose to a_n unrealistic l_eveL As Li 
Dun_qiu argued in a newspaper article published in August 2015, not only should the South 

Korean president attend the 7pth anniversary of the vi_ctory in China's resis_ta~c_e ~ar aga_inst 
Japan in Beijing, but also the two countries should take this opportunity to transform their 

relations into a ''destiny community/' becal:JSe hi.sJ_ori~a_lly such d€fstiny cOmrli"uriity.relations 
were long maintained\between China and !he.Korean Peninsula in the form of a traditional 

tributary relationship, and the first transformation from a tributary relati_onship to modern 
diplomatic relations was realized by signing the Sino-Korean treaty of commerce in 1899. 
Now China an_d South Korea have anot_heir histori_c opportunity to trans(orm their economic 
community into a new destiny community. "History has long proven that only if China and 
South Korea will be able to maintain their destiriy community, will real peace on the Korean 
Peninsula and ;eal stability in Northeast AJia be achieved."" 

I 
Although South Korea was far from _ready for building a destiny community with China, 
political will for broadening shared intere'st in history issues against Japan remained. As 

- 1 - - . 
the symbolic showcase of their common 'stance on history issues against Japan, the An 
Jung-geun memorial located in Harbin v.ras open to the public in 2014. And in 2015, 
Park disregarded the pressure from the United States and Japan and attended the 70th 

' anniversary of the Victory of Chir\a's._resist_a:n:ce IJ!a:r agains~ Ja·pc:(n. 

Along with these developments, Sino-South Korean normalization has also brought about 
explicit cha_nges in Chinese views of Korean history in the Cold War er~, _especially with 
regard to the Korean War. After normalization, almost all formal publications have adopt_ed 

the "objective description" for the origin of the war by simply saying thaf "the Korean War 
broke out in June 25, 1950" without mentioning who started the war. This change reflected 
both political considerations for carefully- handling relations with the two Koreans and 
the view that the Korean War _was a civil i,yar and the U.5.-led UN intervention compelled 
China's involvement. Although from the late 1990s as the relevant dossiers of the former • • • • • • I 

Soviet Union were released, some Chinese·authors started making arguments against North 
Korea and the former S_oviet Union wiih regard to the origin of the Korean War and eve-n 

questioned the legitimacy of China's participation in it including its negative impact on 
resolutio·n of the Tai~an issue a_nd On Chin·a•s ecOnoniy at that tir,:ie,3 1 it seems thcit these 
academic arguments resonated weakly and have been far from being embraced by the 
ma_ins_tre:afD at the P:re·se·,:,~ time. 

The "objective description" of the Korean War has a_lso indicated China's political efforts 

of trying- to play a balanced role in dealing with the two Koreas after its' diplomatic 

rappio_chemerit ~ith So_uth Korea, even though the outcomes often turned out to be less 
positive than China had expected: For instance, when the Chednan si_nkin·g incid_ent occurred 

· in March 2010 and the ROK-led international investigation concluded that the South Korean 

warship had b·een sunk by a North K_orean torpeid_o fired by a midget submarine (North 
Korea denied that it was responsible for the sinking), ·china dismissed the ROK co_nclusion 
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as not credible and argued that "China wiflnot be partial to either side" but hopes South 
Korea and other relevant parties re!nain cal,;, and handle the incident properly. Thus, the • -- •• -- • I - •• - - • • 

UN Security Council issued a presidential statement condemning the attack but without 

identifying the attacker. It was o.bvicrns that China's "objective and balanced" stance 
concerning the Cheonan sinking incident was a big disappointment to South Korea's high 
expectations for its akeady established strategic partnership with China, and consequently 
further strengthened the existing str~tegic ties between South Korea and. the United.States. 
Such a res_ult was apparently in contradiction to what China wanted to see. 

· If China's redefinition of its atttudJs arid policies toward South Korea has made a great .. I . ..... . . . . .. 
difference in many respects, its limitations became apparent when Sino-South Korean 

relations encountered a s.udden doj,vnturn in 2016 C:aused by th.e Sciuth K_orean decision 
to deploy the U.5.-made THAAD system and the Chinese response. From the Chinese 

perspective, the THAAD deployment in South Korea means that ·"the United States' plan • - • • I • - - • 

to incorporate South Korea into its global anti-missile system has finally made a substantial 
. I . 

breakthrough, it has not only continued destroying both the global strategic stability and . . I . . 

regional security environment, but also beC:ome the fuse of a new Cold War in Northeast 
· Asia."" In other words, China beiiJved that the THAAD deployment was part of a U.S. . . . I 
global strategy, and in the process South Korea has' already become "an accomplice of the 

I , , - • • • 

United States in containing China."'j Meanwhile, South Korea's softened atttude toward 
Japan including reaching agreement both on the "comfort wo·men" issue an·d·o·n military 

. . I • - • 

information sharing, which means building military alliance relations among the United 
States, Japan, and South Korea, was \.iith the aim of eventually confronting China." I . . .. , 
Although the Cold War. was formall,Y over in Europe, it still remained in ·Northeast Asia 

especially on the Ko_rean Penins.ula. '(Th.e reason why the Korean Peninsula is unable to get 
rid of the Cold War is that some countries are reluctant to give up the goal of subverting 
the so"cialist co:uritry and do not want to give up their military presence in No_rtheast Asia."35 

. . . . ·1 . . : . I 

Therefore, in Chinese eyes the situation created by the_ THAAD deployment was something 

qu_ite similar to the situation of the _Cold War confrontation in the 1950s-60s when China 
and the DPRK fiercely condemned th'e U.S.-Japan-South Korean military allian·ce.relations. 

It seems obvious that the sudden de~erioration of Sino-South Korean relations has revealed 
the congenital deficiency in this relationship: the political as well as mutual security distrust 

I ·- . ·•· 

sus.taine.d by the remaining Cold War legacy on the Korean Peninsula, including the existing 
u.s.-south Korean alliance and increasing military cooperation among the Unit_ed States, 

Japan,.and S_outh Korea. This inborn weakness in China-ROK relations manifestly emerged 
when the South Korean' government decided to deploy THAAD in 2016, which consequently 
created a sharp downturn in bilateral relations some twenty years after normalization. The 
sudden· deterioration of bilateral ties has explicitly revealed the limits of the economic 

cooperation-centered redefinition in China-ROK relation·, since the end of the Cold War. 

Although altered Chinese views .of the relationship and o.f Korean· history haye in.ade a great 

difference in many areas, China's disapproval of the ROK-U.S. alliance and the trilateral 

m.ilitary coopeiation rema.ins u'ncha:nged from what it was during the Cold War years. 
This might be the main reason that after more than two decades of redefinition efforts, 

. mainstream Chinese views of Korean history in ihe Cold ':/'Jar era remain largely unchanged, 

especially wh.en it com·es to the confrontational relations between China, S_outn Korea, and 
the United.States. 
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Conclusion 
During the Cold War years, Chinese vieJs of Korean history were decisively affected by 

the outbreak of the Korean Wa; in 1950_1 The mainstream view on the Koiean War was 

do,minated • by the following arguments: [ the war was planned and waged by the U.S. 

imperialists and the puppet South Korea authority with a view to overthrowing the North . - I - . . - . 

Korean and Chinese governments; China, therefore, was compelled to fight for not only the 

survival of its co·mmunist ally but also its 1own national security; the outcome of the wa_r, • . . I . .. 
however, was quite positive for China-proving to the world that China has substantially 

stoo'd up as a great power which had just bverwhelnied the wo'rld's strongest army on the •- -- . . . - \ .. ·- .. . . -

battleground of the Korean Peninsula. The Korean War further fixed the Cold War framework 

of friend and foe, in which China view·ed thk DPRK as a close political friend and security ally . . . . . . . I . . . . . . 
while regarding the ROK as a hated pofitical foe and security threat China's images of the 

I . . 

two Koreas were in sh·arp wntrast. In foreign policy, it supported almost all of the North's 

policies while denouncing almost everythihg from the South. The diplomatic normalization 

between China and so·uth Korea and the redefinition of China's views and policies toward 

the ROK, alongwith the remarkable achiev~ments in only two decades in Sino-South Korean 
I . 

relations, we·re unab_le to overcon,e a congenital deficiency-the mutual security distrust 

caused by the remaining Cold War legacy. China's disapproval of the continued military 

alliance relationship and cooperation amohg the United States, Japan, and South Korea has 
I 

clearl,Y revealed the limitations in the redefinition of Chinese perceptions towards ·south 

Korea in the post-Cold War era. 

Writings abou.t Kore.an history construct a framework through which to interpret how 

ongoing developments in bilateral and international relations will be perceived. As long 
! • • 

as t.he ass.essments o'f the histo.ry ·of the Cold War era remain rooted in arguments long 

· familiar to the Chinese people, there will[be a disposition to find continuities and doubt 

that the post-Cold War decades and the history of China's relations with South Korea have 
. . r : 

brought fundamental change on matters of geopolitics or national identity. 
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Since being applied to U.S.-sov'iet-China trilateral relations after the Sino-American 

rapprochement in the early 1970s, the ~<itio:n/theory of "strategic triangles" has been 
widely used to examine many trilateral r~lations. The model of "U.S.-China plus one" is 

p·opular amon·g stu·d_ents of U.S.-Chiria rel?tioiis an_d, consequently, the policy community 

has.witnessed an increasing amount of scholarship on triangles among U.S.-China-lndia, 

U.S.-China-Jap·an, U.S.-China-Russia, and even U.S.-China-Taiwan. Unsurprisingly, this begs . . - . . . . - ! . -

the question whether a strategic triangle ·could be construed and constructed among the 

United States, China, a:n_d So_uth Korea. Generally speaking, despite the trilateral nature of 

U.S.-China-ROK relations, the Chinese policy community rarely subscribes to the existence 

o_f a strategic triangle among the U.S., Shina, and South Korea. This is not necessarily 

because South Korea does not carry the same strategic weight as the two great powers, but 

more importantly is because China does hot see South Korea as possessing the strategic 
• I 

autonomy to act as an independent player in the trilateral relations. Altho·ugh a_rguably s_uch 

autonomy might exist in economic and tra
1
de relations, on key political and security issues, 

the Chinese see South Korea as invariably tonstrained by the U.S.-ROK military alliance and . I . . . . . . 
unable to form its own independent national security policy. 

In w"riting about the post-Cold VJar perio_d 'l"ith an emphasis on geopolitics, Chinese authors 

do not often treat South Korean policy or Sino-ROK rejations as autonomous. Given the 

great weight given fo the U.S. role, i_t is important, therefore, to take a triangular approach 
in assessing these writings centered on sduth Korea. I do so first explaining in more detail 

' . . 
why the "stra_tegic triangle" framework dcies not apply, then examining views on how this 

triangle has evolved in a period of rising Chinese power relative to U.S. power and fluctuating 

U.S.-ROK relations as the leadership in Se
1
oul changed hands, and finally returning to the 

triangular theme to grasp how this shap~s (hina's understanding of Seoul's p·olici~s with 

emphasis on the ongoing Moon Jae-in era! 

Does "Strategib Triangle" Apply? 
I 

There are primarily three angles that the Chinese policy community adopts in its discussion 
I 

of relations with South Korea. The first orie is the bilateral angle between China and South . . . . . . . . . . I 

Korea, of which the Chinese assessmentj has been largely positive. The Chinese official 
narrative· deSCfibes a lorig mutual isOlatiOn between China and South Korea during the • . . . . . . . I . . . . 

Cold War, referring to the hostility and lack of official relations during this·period. However, 

according t_o t_he gciVe.rn-menJ's Offida_l defihition, bila_teral relations h_ave experler:i_ced rapid 
growth since diplomatic normalization in. August 1992. In 1998, the leaders of the two 

cOUntries· agre·ed to e"s~abliSh a 21st centu'.ry-oriented cOojJerative pa.rtners~ip_. 1 Two years 

later, the two countries announced their joint decision to expand areas of cooperation. 

In 2003, presidents Hu Jintao and Roh Moo-hyun agreed to en_hance bila_teral relations 

to the level of comprehensive cooperative partnership.' Roh's successor, President Lee 

Myu_ng-ba_k, added.a layer of strategic importance to the partnership.' After President Park 

Geun-hye ascended to power, her interest in closer alignment with China further elevated 

bilateral relations to the so-called "honeymoon" period since diplomatic normalization.: 

The "horieymoon," however, was short-lived after the dep_l_oyment of the Termi_nal High 

Altitude Area Defense (THAAD) system decisively sank bilateral ties to its nadir, leading to 

Chin_a's tacit sanctions to punish South Korea. Since the inauguration of the Moon Jae-in 

government, for China, South Korea has shown signs of again pursuin·g a balan:ced foreign 

policy between the United States and China·. Although China's efforts to undermine alliance 
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relati□-ns have not borne fruit, Moon Ja_e-i_n's desire to strengthen.and improve ties with . . . . . . . . I 
China .. has been particularly appealing for Beijing. 

This bilateral lens concentrates on Lhat Chinese authors regard as ihe. state of evolving 
I . 

relations between Beijing arid Seoul, but it does not escape t.he s_hadciw of triangularity 

since Seoul gains credit by boostin~ bilateral ties with strategic implications while losi'ng 

credit when it makes strategic decisions that ignore Beijing's concerns and demonstrate . . . . I . . . . . . 
the greater US. significance. Even as an upward trajectory prevailed over a quarter century, 

I . 

Beijing's ei<pectation·s for balance were growing alon·g with its reasoning that its leverage . . .. I . • . . . . . .. 

over Seoul was rising. While leaders,in Seoul may have tried to avoid openly flaunting their 

tilt t.oward wa:shington, they were U:nder increased pressure due to N.orth Korea's growing 
I 

threat capacity and the U.S. response to it. Thus, in 2016 Park Geun-hye defied Beijingwith 

THAAD, leading to assessments of a sha:Cp setback to Sino-R.O.K rela.tions, while Moon Jae-in 

has won some praise for paying more heed to the concerns over THAAD and .other Chinese 
' strategicirit.<irests s.ince he took office in 2017. 

The second lens through which South Korea is discussed in the Chinese foreign policy 

CorDmunity is _th_e regional one. Fo_r China, South Korea has an increasingly important 
regional role to play ~nd could become a key positive and suppo'rtive force in China's desired 

region~! order. China sees South K6rea as a critical "ally" in battling Japanese historical 
I . 

revisionism and militarism and jointly keeping Japan's p·olitical and regional ambitio'ns in 
I - . , . 

check. As victims of Japanese occupation during World War II, China believes that it and 
' South Korea share a natural interest in den'(ing Japan's regional leadership role. In addition, 

. South Korea a·s a ''.middle power" co
1
uld prove highly valuable in China's pursuit of regional 

leaders.hip. For example, So'uth KorJa•s decisi.on to joi.n th.e Chi.na-led Asian Infrastructure 
Investment Bank (AIIB) and Park's participation in China's anti-Japanese WWII anniversary 

military parade in 2015 strongly backed China's regional and P.olitical agenda, alleviating 

China's isolation and embarrassment internationally. Overall, although both are U.S. allies, 

Sciuth Korea is seen as categorically different from Japan and is regarded as generally ' . . . -

complacent with China's future leadership role, 
. ' ' 

A test of this lens is whether Seo'ul subscribes to either U.S.-Japan-ROK triangularity, 

deemed to be aimed at containment of China, or the Inda-Pacific framewo'rk touted by 

. tioth- Abe S.hinzo and Donald Trump in late 2017. Its refusal to endorse these concepts 

despite U.S. pressure is treated as a test in Beijing, avoiding crossing what could be a red 

line comparabl.e to the THAAD deployment decision. Yet, creeping security cooperation 
with Tokyo is viewed with suspicion, and Moon Jae-in's decision to include as one of the 

''thre:e noes" a promi_se not to j_oin with Japan in a trilateral military alliance was one s_tep in 
reassuring China on this dimension. 

The third lens through which China-South Korea relations are examined and considered in 

China is the U.S. angle. No discussion on political and security issues betwe:en China and 

South Korea could happen wi_thout the United States being a critical, if not determining, 

factor Th.e Chin.ese essentially do n·ot see South K·orea itself as posing a serious threat to 

China's national security. However, in the Chi_nese view, all the damage and/or burdens that 

South Korea has imposed on China.originates from the U.5.-ROK military alliance. Thus, the 

U.S. factor permeates nearly every discussion of the bilateral and regional dimensions as 

well as ongoing triangular analysis. 
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In the sense that ·inclusion of the U.S. factor is u·navoidable in Chinese narratives on 
I 

the history of South Korea's post-Cold War security policies, there is indeed a trilateral 
I 

relationship among the United States, Ehina, and South Korea. However, whether this 
I - - - -

trilateral relationship qualifies as a strategic triangle is far less obvious in the Chinese 
i 

judgment The Chinese instinct to deny the presence of such a strategic triangle, in fact, 

coincides with Lowell Dittmer's original 8efinition of a strategic triangle. According to 
- I 

Dittmer, two conditions need to be fulfilled to form such a relationship:' 

1. All three parties must recognize thelstrategic sal;ence of the three principles. What 
.i 

a:re the 3 principles? Ea_ch player may concurrently engage in various side-games, 

but these must be subordinate to the central game with other members 
- -. - . I 
of th_e triangle. I 

' 2. The secon_d condition is that although the th_ree players need not be of equal 
I , 

strategic weight, each must be accepte:d as a legitimate aut_on·omous pl_ayer. 
I 

Obvio·usly, while b·oth the United States an·a Ch-ina recognize the strategic salien·ce of South 
.. - • I . .. . . .. ·. - . . 

Korea, neither really sees South Korea asl a legitimate autonomous player. Especially for 

the Chinese, because of the existence of the U.S.-ROK military alliance, South Korea is not . - - - - - r - - -- - - - -
believed to have the authority to pursue completely independent national security policies. 

' Therefore, for China, rather than this relationship qualifying as a strategic triangle, the - - - 1 -
trilateral relationship should be more accurately characterized as U.5.-China bipolarity, with 

I 

the ROK existing a_s a pio-U.S. minor play'er moving along a spectrum with the U.S. and 

China on the two far ends. 

Evolution of China-U.S.-ROK Trilateral Relations 
Since the diplom.-tic normalization betwte_n C_hina and Sou_th Korea i_n 1992, six So_uth 

Korean presidents have tried to navigate \elations with the United States and China: Kim 

Young-sari:,, Kim _Dae-jung, Roh Mo_o-hvu:n, U llllyung-bak, Park Geun-hye, and lllloonJae-in. 

The six are evenly split between conserv~tives (K-im Young-sam, Li Myung-bak and Park 
I , -

Geun-hye) a:nd progressives (Kim Dae-jung, Roh Moo-hyun, and Moon Jae-in). While all 
I -

of the presidents have attempted to pu_rsue a more friendly and positive policy toward 

China to different degrees, in the Chinese Jerceptio_n their affinity toward and cooperation 
. - - - - - - - I . 

with China are subject to overarching dominance by and the priority of the U.S.-ROK 
I 

military allia_nce_. H_owever, throu·gh·out the years, combined with South Korea's domestic 

aspirations for strategic independence, the Chinese have identified growing indications of 
Sout_h Korea subtly recalibra1:ing its rel_ations \1\/ith China and the United S_tates. Altha.ugh the 

U.S.-ROK military alliance remains a dominant theme, the hope_ of a South Korean strategic 

realign:ment has always been on the Chinese horizon. In publicatio:ns on each· period, this 

theme is either explicit or implicit, beginning soon after normalization of ties. 

Initial Exploration: Pre_s_id_e_nt Kim Young-san, 

Whe·n Presid_ent K_im Young-s_am wa:s inaµgurated in Fe_bruary 199_3,- months after the 

diplomatic normalization with China, bilateral relations with Ghina were still at an initi-al 

explorative sfage. For China, the factor of North Korea played a key role in advancing positive 

development in China-ROK relations. North Korea's withdrawal from the Non-Proliferation 

Treaty in March 1993 and its provocative stance in the following negotiations with the 
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. . . i . . 
Americans and the So.uth Koreans paved the way for South Korea's strategic demand for 

• - • • I • - • • 

China to play a more important role in dealing with North Korea. In the Chinese perception, 

this hope for China to d~liver morJ on North Korea made Kim Young-sam decide to pay • - - I 

the first visit to China by a South Korean head of state.' China reciprocated the visit by 
I . . 

committing to a more "positive and cooperative policy to promote the solution of the North 
. I 

Korean nuclear issue."7 This ls also regarded as the first instan·ce of coop·eration betwe·en · 

China 'and South Korea on the Nortli Korean nuclear issue.' At least.from the Chinese side, 
it has preferred to portray this relatibnship as co·operative during the following years. From 

I • • 

1997, China.participated in six rounds of the Four-Party Talks in Geneva proposed jointly by 

the United States and South Korea. I . , . 
Under Kim Young-sam, South Korea's relations with the United States endured some major 

• , I • 

turbulence, p:rimarily becau:se o.f .different pol ides to.ward Nmth Kbrea. First, between 1993 

and 1994, the United States and North Korea held three rounds of bilateral talks on the 
I 

nudear issues. The Chinese believe that Kim Young-sam was irritated by these talks because • - . . . ' . 1 .•. 

they disregarded South Korea's priority of reunification based on absorption.' Second, when 

Presid.ent Cli.nt.on in.formed Kim Y~uhg-sani of the U.S. decision to bomb the North Korean . 
nuclear facilities, Kim Young-sam's afdent opposition eventually forced Clinton to abandon 

such an attack plan." For China, t~ese events indicated different priorities between the . . - - - . . - I . . . . . -
two allies. Although the differences were not sufficient to undermine the foundation of the 

I 

allia_nce, it did sho.w China the possibility of forging a closer relationship with South Korea 

even as a U.S. ally. · I . . _ 
Such an opportunity rapidly emerged under Kim Young-sam in 1995. With the attack on 

I 

the South Korean government's legitimacy by North Korea, the rift between South Korea : I . . . .. 
and the United States, as well as the negative changes in South Korea-Japan relations, the 

I 

Chinese saw th_e Kim vo·ung-sam gov"err'l'!l_e:nt in a serious do:mestic and foreign_ pql_icy c·risis. 
Therefore, when President Jiang Zeriiin accepted Kim Young,sam's invitation to pay the first 

state visit to South Korea by a ChinJse head of state, the Chinese believed that they were 
. . . ' .. -··. . ! . '. . -- . - . -· -

doing Kim Young-sam a huge favor. 11 Chinese narratives took this rift in the alliance as an 

opening for tria:ngul.arity of th_e sort fhat aHo"'.ed some poss_ibility of v,idening, but without 
promise of a strategic triangular relationship. . 

Tro~bled Alliance: Presidents K1 Daedung and Roh M·oo-hyun 
I 

For China, the ten years under preJidents Kim Dae-jung and Roh Moo-hyun (1998-2008) 

Witr:,essed significant grci~th of Ch\n_a-ROK ti~s. The rifts between South Korea and the 

United States over the North Korea issue and South Korea's pursuit of equality with the 

Uni_ted Stat.es '¥'.Ile.re ur:,derl'.l'.liri_ing, to1_some degree, t~e military al_liance b_et\'.Veen the tw9.12 

On the other hand, although China identified more common positions with South Korea on 

key issues such as engagement ~ith North Korea and the future of the u:5.'ROK alliance, 

nationalism and growing national pride under Roh also brought out thorny historical.issues 

between China and South Korea, such as over the ancient state of Koguryo. 

· Kim Dae-jung ini.tiated the Su_nshine Policy toward North Korea, which led to the inter

Korea summit with Kim's visit to North Korea in June 2000." For China, the Sunshine Policy 

agreed with its desired approach toward the North Korean nuclear issue, which is through 

engagement, assistance, and reas:sura:nce. Chin:ese experts ha11e not been shy about 

complimenting the significant hist~rical achievements of the Sunshine Policy, such as the 
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promotion of infer-Korea engage·ment and dialogue aS well aS the realizatioi, of econo;,,ic, 

social, and cultu;al ties between North Kofea and South K~rea. In their view, the Sunshine 
I 

Policy was condu_cive to bringing China and South Korea closer together. On the philosophical 
• • - I -

level, China shares the premise of the Sunshine Policy to promote inter-Korea reconciliation 

and affi_nity through economic coop_eration:and social exchanges. China consistently calls for 

understanding and addressing the origin of North Korea's insecurity, which coincides with 
. I 

the approach of the Sunshine Policy. On the working level, the Sunshine Policy provided 
I . . 

opportunities for China to play a bigger role in the inter-Korea dialog,ies and take credit 
I • . . . 

for their progress. Under Kim Dae-jung a~d Roh Moo-hyun, many of the key inter-Korea 

dialogues in fact happened in China, such as those betwee"n senio"r officials, vice-ministerial 
level officials, and the Red Cross of the two countries." ' . 

I 
To China's greater satisfaction, the Su_nshi~e Policy suc·cessfully deepened the rift between 

So_uth Korea an_d the United States. The
1 
conciliatory tone of the policy fundamentally 

differed from President George W. Bush's hostile positiciri toward North Korea. In his famous 

2002 State of the Union address, he listed ~orth Korea, along with Iran and Iraq, as an "axis 
I • 

of evil,-a"rmed t6 threaten the peace of the w_orl_d." 1~ B_ush's insistence on North Korea's . . . I 
acceptance of the 1994 Framework Agreement conflicted with South Korea's priority of 

. . I 
the implementation of the Sunshine Policy. Therefore, the differences in their North Korea 

policies became the main factor in the dis~ord between the United States and South Korea 

in the Chinese p_erception. 

Meanwhile, brewin·g anti-Ame:,ic_a:nis:m ln South ~o_re·an so_cie_ty furth_er u_r:i_dermined the 
social foundation for the U.S.-ROK military alliance. With the growth of South Korea's 

compreh·ensiVe natio·nal p·ower, a rising Sehse of independence' and sovereignty increased . ' . - . . ! . . . . 

dissatisfaction in South Korea with the unbalanced relationship between Washington and 
• I 

Seoul." The controversies over the activities of the U.S. Forces in Korea stirred up more 
I 

anti-Americanism in the country.° For China, the anti-Americanism in south Korea was the 
I . . 

fou_ndation for Roh Moo-nyun's pursuit of "independent national defense," which eventually 

led to him raising the issue of the transfer 6f wartime control of South Korean troops. i, . I . . 
While the emerging anti-Americanism had undermined the military alliance with the United 

States, the underlying cause, South Korea's
1
growing nationa_lism, was also affecting ties with 

China. Chinese experts found a list of issues that South Korean nationalists exploited that 
I 

damaged bilateral relations, including but not limited to the disp-utes over the Koguryo 
I . . . . 

~ingd_om, terri_torial disputes over Mou_nt Baekdu, and the.change of the Chinese translation 
ofthe South Korean capital Seoul from";)<~" to "l:ii!R.';,; For China, South Korea's desp·erate 

a~empt to Strengthen historical legitimacy,,credibility, national cohesiveness, and domestic 
support of the government's agenda distorted historical facts "and led to the creation of . . . 

extreme nation~l_ism. The anti-China nationalism and the victim mentality of South Koreans 

also damaged relations with China, as well as C_hina's potential s_upport for a South K_orea

led reunification. 

Swinging between Two Extremes: Presidents Lee Myung-~a.k and Park G_eun-hye 

Although Lee Myung-bak a_nd Park Geun-nye both b:elonged to the c·onserva_tive p_olitical 

· party, their policies toward China and the United States represent the two e~trenies of the 

spe:c_trum. Lee·prioritized the military all_iance and completely subordinated South Korea's 
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national security agenda to that of ,'the United States, a·s seen in China, Which considers 
. • I - . 

him the most pro-U.S. South Korean
1
Ieader since the diplomatic normalization with China. 

In order to regain the lost decade b~tween the United Sta_tes and South K_orea under Ki_m 

Dae-jung and Roh Moo-hyun, Lee exhausted all possible efforts to repair U.S.-ROK relations, 

by cat_ering his foreign policy to the: American foreign and se_curity p_olicies, observing a:n 

ultra-conservative policy toward North Korea, restoring policy coordination with the United 

States and Japan on North Ko;ea iss~es, strengthening cooperation on the regional missile • - - I • 

defense system, actively participating in the U.S.-led war on terrorism, and repairing and 
I . 

co:nsoHdati_ng the U.S.-ROK mili_tary alliance." 

China was further disturbed that dur;hg his visit to the United States in April 2008, Lee agreed 

to the establishment of a "21st century strategic alliance," elevating the alliance structure 

from a traditional military one to a co·mprehe·nsive strategic alliance that enc·ompasse~ 

political values, mutual trust, and alli~nce in peace timf. what was eve~ more ala~ming was 
the decision by Obama and Lee to iegionalize and globalize their strategic allianc:e during 

Lee's 2·009 visit to the United States. Chinese.cannot help but see this as an extension of the 

U.S.-RQ_K strategic alliance beyond i_ti o_riginal focus on the Korean Peninsula that inevitably 

will have a China-related utility. I . . 

Later developments on North Korea under Lee, especially the Cheonan sinking and the 

North Korean shelling of Yeonpyeohg Island heightened South Korea's desire to protect 

its national security through a stre~gthened military allia~ce with the United States. The 

two reached an agreement in Junei 2010 to delay the transfer of wartim·e c_ontrol of th_e 

military from April 20·12 to late 2015. The Cheonan incident also promoted the first "2+2" 
I • 

consultation between the two, in. which they agreed to counter any threat from North Korea . I . . . . . . . . 
an.d to deepen their alliance cooperation on bilateral, regional, and global levels." For a 

time, China saw !_he lee Myung-bak
I
governmerit as the nadir of Chi_na-ROK relations since 
' . 

diplomatic normalization, blaming t,he decline on the Cheonan incident, the Yeonpyeong 

shelling, and the issue of North Korea defectors. 22 North Korea's provoca·tive b_ehavior had 
· precipitat-ed South Korea's desire 16 strengthen its U.S. alliance.- However, China blamed 

the North Korean p_rovocations and !the cooling of inter-Korea relations almost entirely on 

Lee's abandonment of the Sunshine Policy." China's biased position on the Gheonan and 
. . I . . 

Yeonpyeong issues was obvi_ous. N.ot only was it reluctant to hold North Korea responsible 

for the sinking, but it termed ttie Ye6npyeong shelling "North Korea and South Korea firing 

at each othei" to mitiga_ie N_orth Koiea's responsibility." 

The significant deterioration of b;°l~teral ties between China arid South Korea laid the 

groundwork for the Park Geun-hye administration. Lee Myung-bak seemed to have proved 
• • • • • F 

to China that the campaign to drive a sharp wedge in the U.-S.-ROK military alliance was 

rather futile. Even though South Korea und_erstands that China's support is essential for 

the reunification of the Korean Peninsula, faced with the real and acute national security 

threat by North Korea, Seoul has no other option than to consolidate its a,lliance with the 

United Stat.es, whic_h, in turn, will inevitably ·undermine Ch_ina's su·pport for reunifi_cati_on. 

Al the same time, no matter what signs of improvement there are between BeiJing and 

Seoul, North Korea always has the option to sabotage such rapprochement through its 

provocations, knowing that Beijing '!'ill not punish it to Seoul's s_atisfaction. 
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This, as shown .by the record of the Park government, is indeed the dilemma of. China-ROK 

relations. It is no secret that for the first three years of her government, both China and 

South Korea attempted to test a different ~lignment strategy. Frustrated with North Korea's 
. I . 

brinkmanship that continuously damaged! China's security interests, Xi Jinping placed his 

hopes on Park to improve China's strategic, position. At the h·eart of this scheme was a pl_an 

to turn South Korea into China's "pivotal,.state in. Northeast Asia, thereby undermining the 
. I 

U.S. alliance system in the region and dimi,nishing its threat to China. A_ccording to Chinese 

specialists, "The paradigm shift of China's Korean Peninsula policy paid special attention 

to the China-South Korea relationship in_ o/der to replace the quasi-'special' state-to-state 

relations with North Korea:"" This was the !)oldest attempt during the entire quarter 

century to fundamentally alter the shape: of the triangle, although it came at a time of 

conservative leadership in Seoul and of intensified South Korean a_larm about the direction 

of No_rth Korea's actions. On_e might have assumed that expectations would not have risen 
so high in such inauspicious circumstances'. 

. I 
Xi Jin ping seized the opportunity of Park's early overtures to intensify contacts and boost ties, 

, I , • • 

while Chinese narratives extolled the significan·ce of these improved rel_ations. As a result 

of the China-ROK rapprochement, s~nior-lJvel visits soared: Xi and Park held eight summits 
' between 2013 and 2016, while until March 2018 there had been no meeting between the 

• . I - . 

Chinese top leader and North Korean leader Kim Jong-un." China became South Korea's 

largest trading partner in 2014, and the +o co_untries signed a Free Trade Agreement in 

2015.27 South Korea arguably supported China's global strategy, as manifested through its 

i;articipation in the China-led AIIB as a fouhding member, and Park's attendance at China's 

World War II military parade in 2015." THe United States declined participation on both 

o_cc_as_io_ns, a_nd Chi_na sa\AI So_u_th Korea's pa:rticipation as successfully arousing alienation,.in 
the alli~nce relationship." · I · 

How fragil~ was the edifice on which Chihese optimism about Park's foreign policy and 
l ,, 

Sino-ROK relations in 2013-15 had been ?u_ilt? Kim Jong-un was testing th_e patience of 

Obama as well as many in South Korea. Obama was pressing for an end to the standoff 

b·etwe·en Park and Abe. Park may have go~e to the September 2015 parade in a last-ditch . ' . . - . 1 . . . 

effortto secure greater cooperation from Xi in pressuring Kim Jong-un, but China's booming 
I 

eco·nomic tie"s With North Korea o'nly emb-oldened Kim, in the eyes of many South Korea_ns. • • • • • • I • • • 

Xi's diplomacy was more a sign of taking Pak'sstraddling for granted than of wooing her in a 

sustain.ble manner. Chinese writings obscJred the essence of the challenge and fueled the 

far-reaching letdown that followed. I . I 
' Events after the fourth N_orth Korean nucl~ar test in Janu_ary 2016 entirely derailed China's 

scheme. Overestimating its presumed influence over Seoul, Beijing refused to adequately 

address South Korea's legitimate securi_ty ca:nce"rn·s, which eventually led to Seoul's decision 

to deploy the THMD system. China sees the THMD deployment as a threat to strategic 

stability with the United _States and an obstacle to its desired regional blueprint. In this 

sense, the year of 2016 witnessed a significant evolution of China's p·olicy t_oward the 

Korean Peninsula-not because of North Korea's unprecedented nucl.ear and missile tests 

or South Korea's decision to deploy the THMD system in response. Rather, it was important 

because it served as a wake-up call to China that simply aiming to improve ties with South 
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KO.rea and undermine the U.5.-ROI< afliance without answering- the critical question of 

China's relationship with North Kor~a is unlikely to. succ·eed. It was evidence that South 
Korean security anxieties mu~tbe taken into consideration without blithely assuming that a 

balance.d triangle C:an soon be w.ithii reach. 

Moon Jae-in: A New Independent Foreign Policy? 

The deterioration of bilateral ·ties b!tween China and South Korea in 2016 was triggered 

by North Korea's nuclear test, the s.duth Kor<fan d.ecisiO:n to deploy the THAAD system, the 
.perception in China that the THAAD 

1
deployment is a.threat to its security, and the political 

and economic pres.s.ure it. applied ~n So.uth K_orea to revoke the decision·. When China 
realized in the fall of 2017 that the deployment had become irreversible, it abandoned its 

, _ I _· I 
un:t_o·m·p(ql1'.lising positi_on.in favor ofl.a more pragriiati~ course to halt the _dow~ward spiral 

in bilateral ties. To give Beijing cover for its retreat, the Moon government is reported to 
have agreed to. th.e cimtroyersial "th(ee noes": no further THAAD deployment; n~ irilateral 
military alliance with Japan and the ·united States; and no participation in the U.S. missile 

I , . , ---

defense sys.tem. In response, the Chinese quickly agreed to Moon's visit to Beijing in 
. . ' 

December 2017. __ I ) · 

To the Chinese, Moon appears more interested in a balanced approach toward the United 
States and China than did Park at t~e end of her time in office. He did not withdraw the . . . I . . . . . . . . . . . . 
decision to deploy THAAD, but at the same.time tried to appease China with the "three 

n·oes." While his intention ni.ight beito avoid angering either China or the United States, 
the end result is that both Washington and Beijing are perturbed by th·e perceived damage 

I - . . 

to their irite·rfsts. One issue on which South Korea may have exceeded, at least for the 

time being, the expectations of the I United States and .China i.s the in.ter-K.orea d_ialogue: 

With improved engagement and rel.ations with North Korea, South Korea has enhanced 
' I • 

its bargaining position with both great powers, although this advantage seems to have 
I . i • . . .. . 

been easily overwhelmed when bilateral channels opened between both countries and 

North Korea. I 

Chinese expectations for Moon.havelnot reached the lofty heightsseen in Park's first y~ars. 
This c6uld be bei:au·se of the li_ngering THAAD impact. It could be because the security 
enviro~~ent is sufficiently uncertain

1 
or even ominous, despite recent diploma·cy, that the 

pro_s·pect of M90n p_ursuing ba_la"nc~ ~gai_nst U._$_. ~ishes appears too improbable. \".et, Moon 

is a -progressive with an agenda focu~ed on North Korean d.iplomacy that is problematic for 

the Trump adininistra_tiOn and (ir~)iiiting for Chill.a. The spring.of 2018.jus_t ll)ay Qe t90 early 

to asSess Chinese responses_tci the impact of the Moon administration on prospects fof 
major change in the trilate'ral f~ame~o:rk. 

Back to the Triangle Concept 
The Chinese narrative· of China-U.S.-ROK trilateral relations is largely focused on the 

development of two bilatera_l relations: b.et1Ne.en South Korea and Chi8a, and between South 

Korea and the United States. Since the establishment of bilateral relations· in .1992, what 

Chi_na sees is a gradual pro.cess·of China strengthening ties with South Korea economically, 
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politically, and socially. Generally, China has seen the progressive governments of South 

Kdrea as m·ore in line With its strategic ~genda, particularly giVen so·uth Korea's in·nate 
• • l - • . • . • 

desire to pursue independence from the United States and its interest in engagement'with 

North Korea. However, both the nadir andlthe peak of China-R_OK relati_ons occurred under 

conservative governments, under lee Myung-bak and the first three years under Park 

GeuCnh-hy~ respectively. . . 

1 

I h. _ . . d _ . 

In rna s view, given its reg1ona power status, geograp 1c prox1m1ty, an e_conom1c 
infiuence over South Korea,.it is nat~ral fo\ South Korea.to bear affirity and anxiety ioward 

China at the same time. However, although China and South Korea do not share the same 
I • , . . • • • -

political system, there are no fundamentally irreconcilable differences or clashes of national 

interests between the two, other t_han the North Korea factor (for South Korea) an_d the U.S. 

factor (for China), according to Chinese thi~king. From the Chinese perspective, all the most 

critical damage to China-ROK re_lations fof S,;,uth Korea invariably comes from the North 

Korea issue due to China's reluctance to abandon North Korea. Meanwhile, also from the 
I 

Chinese perspective, all the most critical damage to China-ROK relations for China comes 
. . I - • . . 

from the South Korean alliance with .the United States. That is, out of its consideration for 

national sec"urity, South Korea has to choo~e to support American security deployment and· 
• - • • I - • 

policy in Northeast Asia, which is seen by China as undermining Chinese national security. 

Dittmer listed three primary sce.narios for 1 strategic triangle:" . -
I -

• Menage a trois: symmetrical amity among all three prindp_als 

• Romantic triangle: a:mity bet1Ne_en ~h:e pivot player and two wing players, 
who have enmity between them i 

• Stable marriage: amity between twci players against a third . 

Because China does not see South Korea 
1
as having strategic auionomy or in.dependence, 

it therefore does not qualify as an essenti~I player of the triad. This is similar to the China-,. 
U,S.-Soviet _triad between 1949 and 1960, when China was p·erceived as a member of 

the communist bloc led by the Soviet Uni6n, and the primary nature of the global powN 
• I 

s_tructure was a bipolar cold war. Therefor~, a strategic triangle did not exist. 
I 

The current state of China-U.S.-South Kore~ dynamics is closer to the situatio·n among China, 
the United States, and the Sovi_et Union frcim 1960 to 1971. Dittmer argued that during this 

stage none of the three scenarios applied fully, and the decade was an ambiguous and 
I ' 

transitional one. Not until China decided to·break away fro"m the Soviet bloc and identify 
•.. - .• - I _-. ·-. . . . . . - . 

Moscow as China's biggest threat, and not until the United States decided to exploit that 
opening a·nd pllrs_ue d~t~nte wi_t_h B_"eijing :vi_s-a-vis M_os:ca~, di_d th_e real strategic tria_ngle 
begin to form. 

If we hypothesize that S_outh Korea is an equal, legitimate, and autonomous player in the 

triad (which it is not), some Chinese characterize the U.S.-China-South Korea triangle as a 

"s'table marriage" scenario. That is, the United States and South Korea enjoy amity between 

them but both bear enmity toward China. However, this charaderizatio:n misses irri"po:,ta:nt 

factors such as South Korea's differing regional strategic outlook. If the determining factor 

of the amity b_etween the United St~tes and South Korea is their common enemy-North 

Korea-and if China is seen as essential t? the resolution of the North K_orea threat, it is 

conceivable that South Korea will not wantto maintain a hostile policy toward China. This is 
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i 
not just because the U.S.-ROK military alliance has proven insufficient to h·elp South Korea 

I . - • 

achieve its goal of national unification, but also because China's economic and strategic 
I 

influence· over South Korea is so signific;ant that Sou_th Korea must incre:asingly respect 
China's tolerc1nce and accommodatitin in its national secu·rity policy. 

Chinese specialists further point to a menage a trois as China's desired endgame in the 

triangular relations among the three. Symmetrical affinity among the three may be desirable 

for South Korea, but Ch_ina's ambitioh may not end at merely undermining and dismantling 

the U.S.-ROK military alliance. Give~ China's strategic aspirations under Xi Jinping, South 

Korea's neutrality might be China'~ bare minimum requirement for Seoul. In the long 

run, China would demand South Koiea's deference on key strategic issues and n·ot just its 
I . 

neutrality. In this sense, the Chinese _narrative of a desired menage a trois might just be . 
• I 

bait to entice South Korea to distance itself from its military alliance with the United States. 

Due fo South Korea's fundamental ~onstraints, including its status, national power, and, 
more importantly, its vital n·eed for the United States to ensure its national security and for 

China to a~sist in reunificatio~, it re-~ains t~ be ~een-how South ·Korea could achieve th~ 
. I 

s_am·e stat_us .China enjoyed.in the 1970s between the United States arid the Soviet Union. . . I . . . . . . . . . 
Perhaps upon the completion of its national reunification, South Korea could really begin to 

assert itself as a m_iddle power w_ith ~trategic salience and autonomy. 
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In the aftermath of Donald Trump's election and immediate pullout from the TPP, a scramble 

ensued ayer how to proc:eed with con·struc~rJg a regiona_l t_rade Order ce~tered o_n· East Asia. 
I . 

For China this brought closer scrutiny of its pursuit of the Belt and Road Initiative (BRI). In 

the. case of Japan, questions followed ab6ut what to do with the residue of TPP. Others, • • - • • I - -

notably countries in Southeast Asia, were left contemplating the balance.between eastern 
eXcl_usi_ve regionalism and the ~eStern prksence in regiona1_ism. In th_e background were 

e~orts in South Asia aimed at advancingleconomic integration with East Asia. A kind of 

free-for-all was in progress without the moorings that had been lost after the paradigm of 
• - - I 

competition between a U.5.-led TPP and a China hub-and-spokes BRI no longer was guiding 

the strategic calculations of Asian countries. Then, in _March 2018 came Trump's disruptive 
tariffs, threatening to set a trade w·ar in motion. 

Four chapters explore the challenge of advancing a regional trade order in East Asia in the 

new circumstances of 2017-1_8. Tu Xin_q·uan i.n Chapter 10 questions whether BRI is a path 

toward regionalism, delving deeply into the Chinese strategy for BRI. T.J. Pempel follows in 

Chapt_er 11 by expl_oring Japan's thi_nking about TPP and the process of refo_cusing on TPP-

11 following the U.S. withdrawaL Chapter:12 by Sanchita Basu Oas offers a hopeful ASEAN 

perspective cin econonii_c regionalism. Fina_lly, in Chap_ter 13 Pradumna Bickram Rana traces 
I 

thinking about re-energizing economic integration between South Asia and East Asia. With 
. ' . 

no finality to the RCEP talks a.nd the recently conduded TPP-11 pact still taking shape and 

Trump's "America First" trade policy castihg a dark shadow, we aim to capture signs of a 
new trade order at a tim~ of flux. · 

Tu Xinquan, "Is the !pelt and Road Initiative 
a Chinese-Style Regionalism?" 

The expansion of bilateral and regional Jtrade agreements as the driving force in the 

world trade system is facing serious challen·ges from anti-globalization fo"rces symbolized • • • - I • - • . . -• 

by Brexit and the U.S. pullout from TPP,I explains Tu Xinquan, adding that, next to the 

WTO, regionalism is seen as the second-best choice in. p·ro"moting globalization. Now 

two regional i~itiatives led by cievei°opedjcountries are facing a serious backl~sh, raising 

concern that this means a reversal of globalization. For China, BRI offers an opportunity .. . . . . I . . . . . 

to fill the gap, but Tu downplays its potential while writing about some advances it can 
realize. He· finds it difficult to defend Chi~ese FTAs as comparable to those of develo·ped 

countries in market access and institutional changes, noting that China is not in such a 

comfort.able strategic and economic pGsition as the United States in negotiating FTAs with 

either developed or developing countries. The former want to obtain more market access 
concessions and inStitutio-nal reforms from China, While the latter fea-r expOSing their 
domestic industries to China's competitiveness in manufacturing. In addition, the Chinese 
government i_s m·ore confident in. its own institution_s and unwilling to change them d_ue to 

outside pressure, especially after the 2008 global financial crisis. Expectations for Chinese 

leadership on economic regionalism need to be kept in check, including understanding the 

!°imitations of BRI. 

I 

BRI focuses more on improving physical connectivity than reducing institutional barriers. 

If it looks like an attractive alternative to promote regional economic,integration, there 

are also plenty of uncertainties surrounding it, partic_ularly due to its China centrality and. 
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China's direction of economic and strategic development. Noting that the most prominent 

force of regio·nalism is the emerge·~·ce -□ f mega-regi_onal a·greeri'lents-de_ep ii:,t_egration 

partnerships between countries. or 
1
regions with a major share of world trade and FDI, 

in which two or more serve as hub~ in global value chains, while. beyond inarket access, .- I - • . • • • - • 

emphasis is on regulatory compatibility and a rules basket aimed at ironing out differences 
in inve:Stme·nt and business climatJs-Tu observes thaf the United States and the EU 
promoied mega;region~ls because t~ey were dissatisfied with the slow pace of multilateral 

Ira.de Uberanzation.and tried fokeepithe lead in globalization. Few expe~ted that such like' 
minded groups would lose their way

1 
with the historical leaders in retreat. Where to find a 

new driver of globalization is a question, and many are asking if China is ready. . . . . I . . . . 

' By the. end of 2017, China had signed 16 FTAs wi.th 24 countries and regions, but it lags 
behind in the number of FTAs signed; the coverage of FTAs in its total foreign trade, and the 
economic w~ight of FTA partners. Ch.ina's FTA strategy has not focused on its major trading 

' . . . 

partners. The liberalization level of China's FTAs is moderate at best. The government is 
not driven primarily by economic c·oncerns; political factors play just as important a role, 
especially with neighbors-FTA netiorks work to rewa;d strategic allies in a strategy to 

build an inte:rn·atto·naJ environr:nen_t fandu:ciye to China's "p_eaC¢ful rise." Its i_ritentions in 
FTAs are largely strategic, not economic. 

Chinese firms are als~ m_uch less ihternation_alized, not able to serve as .an engine to 

steer a new wave of globalization! The service industry is not yet very open to the 
• . I 

global community. In almost all sectors Chiha has a much higher level of FDI regulatory 

restrictiveness compared with advariced economies. It would be difficult t.o negotiate FTAs 
with big, advanced economies becaLse they would compel China to mak.e significant and 
fundamental institutional reforms arid open up, while it is unreali_stic for China to negotiate 
with big developing countries, whic~ fear its competitiveness in manufacturing. 

I 

I 
The economic ratiohale behind Chi.na's BR.I proposal usually refers to three dimensions: to 
boost exports of .overbuilt sectors such· as machinery, steel, and cement by infrastructure 

building in BRI co.untries; to en_cou.rage Chinese companies to invest abroad, enhance their 
international competitiveness, and become China's "national champions"; and to expand 
internationalization of the renminb;I The five connectivities are the core program of BRI: . - - - I 

policy coordination, facilities connectivity, unimpeded trade, financial integration, and 
. ' 

people-to-people bonds. BRI is a network of China-.cen.tered bilatera_l arrangements rather 
than a multilateral framework simu.ltaneously covering afl participant countries. It is not 

int.en·ded t_o cir able to form a mo·re ,institutionally integrate.d Eurasia co.ntinent. Individual 
projects are not organically connected with each other and could be operated sep~rately. 
The brand of B.RI is n·ot indispensable for .mos.t projects; it is about getting easier access to· 
Chinese government money. 

While the necessity of BRI for achieving the economic benefits of projects under its rubric.is 

open to question, it has strategic values as a C:hinese model ~ased on its traditional cul_ture 
competing with the Western style. BRI does not only pro.mote these Chinese characteristics 

through infrastru:cture connectivity ·and econ_omic cooperation, but also spreads Chinese 

traditional culture and current politics. The competition between China and the United 

States is inescapable and will happen everywhere. China intends to achieve strategic. 
purposes from B.RI through economic approaches. Both FTA strategy and BRI a:re more 
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I 
for strategic purp?ses th_an ecor:1omic goals. Chi_na is ca_utious ~bou_t i_nclu_ding d_eveloped 
countries under BRI. It deserves praise for

1 
its support for globalization when globalization 

is bla:med and rejected in the U.S. and Europe, but more explanation is needed for how BRI 

specifically helps globalization. _ I -
The most distinctive area of BRI is connectivity of infrastructure and facilities. BRI is not a 

I 

multilateral institution but a set of bilaterallarrangements betwe·en China and BRI countries. - I . - - . . -
It would be very difficult for China alone to coordinate relations between these countries. 

I 

For now, most infrastruc.ture p·rojects unc;!~r BRl are ins_ide On_e co_untry or bet~een China 
and one country rather than connecting multiple countries. BRI is not mandatory, legally

' binding, or unilateral: It is a new grand strategy to link many economic purposes with - . ' . ! . . . . . . . . . 

strategic intentions ·There are also man\/ uncertainties about whether it can promote 
glo_balizati_on differently than existing mod~ls. · 

T.J. Pempel, "Japah in the Driver's Seat: 
Reshaping the Regio:nal Trade Or~er without 

the United States" 
The Compreh_ensive and_ Progressive Agr~eriient for Trans-Pacific Partnership (CPTTPL or 

TPP-11 was formally signed in Chile on Maich 8th. It will take effect once ratified by at least . 

six countries. Jap_an is planning to push the
1
treatythrough the Diet within 2018, anticipating 

that it will come into force in 2019. The agreement represented a major recovery by the 
I . • 

eleven countries following initial expectations that TPP was dead after the election of 

Donald Trump, who· wiped out 10 years of:work on the so-called "Pacific" route to regional 

trade integration, anchored on the·U.S. market. ltalso defied multiple economic analyses 
I 

demonstrating the strong economic benefits that TPP would provide for the U.S. e:co_n:omy. 

Turmoil'immediately prevailed among thejremaining ele~en signator:ies amld.con~ern that 
China would be the primary be·neficiary. In fact, as the signing of the CPTPP indicated, all . . r - - . . .. - . 
eleven countries were prepared to recommit themselves to the deal and to continue to 

advance th·e goals of a lib:eral tracJing ordei. · 

Pempel explains that for roughly thirty-yelrs the regional order was defined primarily by 
increased economic interdepe)ideru;_e, risibg inStitutional muJ.tilateralism, a.nd the abs_enc·e 
of state-to-state military confiicts. No challenge is potentially more upending of past patterns 

' than the American pull-bac_k from region~[ engagemen_t since t_he Trum·p adr:t:iinistrati_on 
-took.office. Japan was deeply affected. It had unleashed a massive combination of official 

aid, trad~, and investment througho·ut the/egion, including 1,11ith China-a vital compo_n¢nt 
in China's economic take-off. As Japan's econon:,ic ties with Asia expanded, co·ngruent with 
the exp~lnsion of rr1tra-Asian produ:cti_on ~-etwork_s irivolying· Jap:ai:iese fifi:Ds, the co:untry 

found itself facing increased tension between the economic pulls of Asia and the diplomatic 

an_d foreign p_olicy. fo_cus that kept Japan unshakably anchored to the United States 

through its bilateral security alliance. This tension became increasingly acute as Japan's 

· economic interdependence with China ballooned, even as security tensions between the 

two c_ountries mount_ed. Japan continual_ly sough_! to bri_dge these com·peting pulls. Japan 

became increasingly wary of the economic challenges and military reach of China, of 

demonstrations ag~inst China-based Japanese companies, and of China's wariness about 

strong sanctions against North Korean nuclear and missile programs. 
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Japan actively supp-orte-d the formati6n of new re·gional bodies. Its em'b'race qf ari AsJan 

tilt was less than fulsome. Japan cdntinually sought to avoid making any painful choices 

between its ties to the United StatJs and those to East Asia, and the competing pulls of . I . . ... . . . . .. . .. 
its economic. and hard security inte~ests. Certain core cOnstituents of the ruling Lo·P such 
as agriculture, small and medium-sized businesses, and th·e auto industry; left Japan as • I . . _··. ... . ·. . . 
rather sclerotic in joining the burgeoning wave of bilateral and multilateral FTAs. Before 

Japan agreed to join TPP, tlie country had few FTAs and the rate of coverage of its trade 
was low. Negotiation of more comprehensive ~greements would have required substantial 
liberalization of key sectors of it,s dorh:estic econ:omy an·d th_e goring o_f numerous politically 

I • 

sacred cows. Nonetheless, in a break with prior reluctance, and in contradiction.to his prior 
criticisms of the then-ruling DemoclaticPa,ty of Japan (D.PJ) for even considering TPP, on . . . . . . . . . . . . . I . . 

March 15, 2013, less than three months after taking office, Abe announced that Japan 
• . . - - I 

·would enter negotiations for the TPP. . . . . . . . . . . . I 
As it had evolved by 2015-16, TPP promised monumental changes t9 the existing Asi_a

Pacific trade regime in four central Jtays. First, as the most comprehensive· and ambitious 
regional trade agreement the unit~d States had ever concluded, it was to serve as the . ' ! < • • ••• • • • 

centerpiece in the Obama "pivot." Second, TP~ represented a monumental shift .by the 

Japanese government in pushing batk against domestic political protectionism. Third, TPP 
I • - • . • ' 

promised "high quality" and "ambitious" "21st Century standards" for trade relations. 
. . I . . . 

Fourth, the trade pact would respond:to many of the geostrategic interests of the signatories. I • • • - • • .•••. - • 

l_t promised Japan a vehicle by which to retain close economic and security ties with the 
United States while also embracingimany of its key trading partners in East Asia. Under I . . .. .. . . . 

-Abe, Japan became a full-throated proponent of the trade pact .by the time negotiations 

were complet_ed,' and Jap_an li_eca_meithe first n:~tion to give pa_rliarilentary ap·proval to the , 
final deal in November 2016. Abe was· anxious to bolster Japan's relationship with the 

Un_ited States a:nd sh_ared the Oliamalview that e~t_en.ding the lib.era I trad_e order across Asia 

would not only bolster the economies of both ·countries but would solidify their bilateral 
I 

ties more.com·prehensively. Abe envisioned TPP as providing him with a cudgel with which . . . I. . . ... 
to break open some of the closed sectors of the Japanese economy-,--a boon for Japanese 

I 

consumers- a·nd, in the proces·s, rePositioning the LOP to make a-stronger electora_l appeal .. .. . . . . I 
to the rising numbers.of urban consumers. 

I 
The d_ecisiori to withdraw the Un_ited States fro_m TPP represented but one trade specific 

component of its broader self-isolatihn from the Asia-Pacific more broadly. Abe envisioned 
' the TPP as fulfilling multiple goals: as an anchor for the bilateral relationship with the United . . . . . . I . . . 

States; a commercially valuable tool:to advance Japanese corporate market.access to the 
I • 

United·States and Asia; a fireb·reak against rising Chinese regiona_l in_fiuence; and a lever with .. . . . . . . . I . . . .. 

which to dislodge powerful veto groups impeding economicreforms at home. The question 

of what to do next puzzled Japanese policymakers for several months. Japan ultim.ately 
• • • • • • I - • 

determined that a-TPP, even minus the United States, remained its best option to advance 

regional economic. integration in ac~ord with the general principles of the liberal trade 

order. For now, Tokyo has t_o strike a :delicate b_al_ance beti.ileen engaging Tru:mp in th_e TPP 

and maintaining unity among the li Pacific countries. This will not be easy. But by taking 

a 1e:adership role i_n resuscitating the TPP-11, Japan has shown a renewed commitment 

to reinforcing the global trade order in the Asia-Pacific, even if the Trump administration 

seeiTis determined to undermine it. 
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Sanchita Basu Das, "Ec?nomic Regionalism is Key 
to Openness and Growth: An ASEAN Perspective" 

. I 

The ASEAN co-untrie_s are involved in sev~ral region·ai ec:~momi_C a_rra_ng·em_er:,_fs, n6t on·ly 
their own ASEAN Economic Community (AEC), but also ASEAN+l FTAs and RCEP. A subset of 

these countries.is.partaking in Asia-Pacific ~eals, the latest Comp:rehensive iind Progressive . . -- . . - _· . r . .. - .. . . . . . - .. 

Trans-Pacific Pa_rtnership (CPTPP) and the tsia-Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC). Some 

are pursuin·g bilateral dea_l_s. in pursuit of: de:eper economic c·oo·p:eratiori. Finally, all are 

members of BRI, which although no_t labelled a trade agreement, is concerned with trade

related c:C,_nc~rns_. Basu oa:s ~xa·r:nines AS_EAN's Perspe·c_tive on eC:Or:,om_ic regionalism in the 
Asia-Pacific region, focusing on initiatives that ASEAN countries are currently negotiating 

or imp_leme·ntiryg in their na_tiOnal econorn,ies, d_iscuSsi_ng eCohol!liC arid strategic motives, 
and viewing the future of regionalism from ari ii.SEAN perspective. Although the ASEAN 

c_ounJries afe facirig some uncertainties in ,their p_ursui~ of econorilic regiona_lism, they w_ill 
continue to support-the endeavor as It ser"".eS their economic structure of openness, argues 
Basu Das. They have realized the benefits bf economic integration through the confidence 

building of investors. · I . . 
The ASEAN countries established an economic community in 2015. While many targets, 

such as th·e near elimination.of import ta/iffs; had been m:et, non-ta/iff barriers (NTBs)

regulatory requirements, pre-shipment ins
1
pections, ~on-automatic licensing, price control 

measures, etc.-re·main prevalent. Ser'Vlte sector liberalization relTlain·s patchy, wit_h . . .. I . . - ..... . 
political sensitivity linked to the movement of professionals. Investment cooperation is 

cons.trained by lac_k of d_omestic reforriis.1 While AS_EAN has rec_i>gnized the importance 

· of building infrastructure for deepening e~onomic integration, it is struggling in securing 

financing. ASEAN has now moved to the n~xt phase of economic integration, the AEC 2025, .. . .. 1 · ·. . .. . 

where earlier regional commitments are retained. . . I . 
It has been estimated that the ASEAN-6 (Indonesia, Malaysia, the Philippines, Singapore, 

Thailand, and Vietnam) economies cori~ribute only 1 percent of global online retail 

sales, although they account for 3-4 percJnt and 8 percent of world GDP and population 

respectively. ASEAN's decision-making protess, i.e. the ASEAN Way and prin'ciple of "non-
1 .. 

in_terference," d_jscourage t~_e private secto~ to take an i_nterest in ASEAN matt~rs. Businesses 
reported that the reasons for not using FTAs were: lack of information, low margin of• 

. ' 
preference (between MFN and ASEAN FTAs), pr.eva_lence of NTBs, long exclusion list, multiple 
rules-of-origin (ROOs), and administrativ~ cost. Basu Das adds that the· less developed 

members need to b_e supported fortheirj engagement eventually. Commitments around 
trade facilitation, customs reform, harmonization of standards, ·and improved connectivity 

I . 
a_re crucial. Since the AEC policy document only lists that policy and responsibility of 

I . . • . • 

implementation resides with individual m~mber states, in the. process of int_egration some 
are laggards with implications for FOi flows. 

Along wit_h t_rade, attracting FOi is also an important consideration in agreeing to regional 

policy measures. Cooperation among small countries was important to ensure economies 

of scale to foreign investors and committing to reform at the regional level of ASEAN helped 

countries to accelerate their reform process at the national-level, raising the confidenc_e of 

foreign investors. To attract foreign firms, it became important for governments to work 

'together on AEC fo provi_de a large market of 65_0 milli_on peciple, devel_op transport and 
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regulc3_tory infrastructure, and com"iit to facilitation measures to lower transaction costs. 

For Indonesia, the Philippines, and other less devel6ped ASEAN members, bilateial FTAs are . I . . . .. . 

not very popular. They are more concerned aboutdomestic issues. Most suffer from a weak 
I 

domestic regulatory env_ironm·ent arid.lac_k of irifrastruc_ture, big.hindririces for trade and 

investment liberalization. They are ~ot ~ure of the benefits from· FTAs. Indonesia worries 

about th·e low comp·etitiveness ofl its m_anufacturing and agricu_ltural sedors. Despite 

ASEAN's effortto facilitate trade and investment through AEC and ASEAN+l FTAs, they were 

largely unappreciated by the priliatk sector, the final users. The private sector continues . ' . . . 

to face challenges in cross-border transactions, mainly from multiple rules-of-origin and 
. . I . . 

inefficien_t customs. Given low utilization of ASEAN FTAs. policy makers need to think about 

a deeper form of integration that will not only support trade and investment fiows but will 

also take info account regional value
1 
chains. This is where RCEP assumes importance. 

I 
I 

Since commencing negotiations in·2013 and completing 20 rounds by DecemlJer 2017, RCEP 

continues to face challenges. It has n-iissed three deadlines for concluding negotiations since 
I 

· 2015. Negotiat6rs quickly realized that they cannot merely add the i_n_dividua_l ASEAN+l 

FTAs as they are very different. Man~ of the non-ASEAN partidpants do not have an existing 

trade agree·ment. The biggest challenge.was observed between China and India as the latter . . I . . . .. .. . . 
runs a huge trade deficit with the former. Most ASEAN members and China are involved in 

lab6r-intensive manufacturing, whilJ Jap:an and South Korea l_ean to.wards capital-in_terisive 

· production. India is an outlier with ~omparative advantage in the service sector, mostly in 

information t_echnology. Au_stralia ahd New Zealand's econo_mies are prima_;ily driven by 

the agriculture sector and mining. T~e advanced ASEAN countries, China, Japan, and South 

K!)rea ha"ve re_lied on th:eir e"xtern·al_s:Jctor for" eConoriii_c groWth and entwined themselves in 
regional value chain activities. India, 1on the contrary, has been less outward-oriented. RCEP 

is mired in di_fficu_lty mainly due to t~e differences-in structure and growth strategies, Basu 

bas concludes. · I 
In order to balance Chinese infiuence, ASEAN will welcome CPTPP and earnestly try to 

I 

conclude RCEP negotiations, which the n·egotiating parties are 6ptimistic will co:nclude by 
the end of 20·1s, under Singapore's

1 
chairmanship of ASEAN. The negotiators have-been 

. I 

instructed to explore new ways of formatting the RCEP deal, p_erhaps to s_uit India's interests, 

a two-tier structure. RCEP without lhdia would dilute the economic and strategic value of 
the agreement and offer China an ~pportunity to advance it_s own regiona_l co~peratio·n 

agenda. ASEAN's principle of "open 'regionalism" seems to have hit a ceiling, as countries 

like China a!e seeing this as ari opportunity to gain economic access int_o the region, illhile 
the other big economies are either turning inwards or have limited economic resources to 

expend to ·ASE!;IN members. ASEAN is also struggling internally to man.age the m·oment_u_m 
of its own econo_mic cooperation. 

Yet, after five years· of negotiations, RC_EP is s_till facing challenges, including issues of 

market access, services, and investment. looking at a strategic opening, China is promoting 

its o\/1/n economic co.operation model of BRI and slowly making in-roads into neighboring 

developing economies .. Even ASEAN's own econ6mic community is facin·g difficulties_. 

Member countries, although not discarding AEC, are not willing to commit to deeper 

me_asures, despite th:e fact that. RC_EP would sh_o,.,case ASEAN's capability to bring.together 

its members and external partners. 
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While AEC, ASEAN+l, and RCEP lead to eL~om:c integration, they are relatively shallow 

as they involve countries from different dkvelopment stages. A plu"rilatera_l deal, like TPP, 

would.be useful to enable ASEAN countrie~ to participate in high-standard agreements on 

is.sues like gQ;vernmeht p:ro:curem·ent, l~bot and enyir'qi:i_men~, ~hidi a"re not yet dis:cu_ssed 
in regional FTAs of ASEiiN. The deeper agbndas help "ASEAN countries to use an external 

agent to undertake domestic reforms. Eve~ the BR_I s_erves the economic interest ofclcising 

the infrastructure gap-seen as the next phase of ASEAN integration: While the region has 

its Masterplan of AS_EAN Connectivity, _i_t s~ffers from financing _issues. Will ASEAN survive 
I 

this uncertainty? The answer is probably ",yes," as the. countries have already tasted some 

benefits of regional integration. The region, after all, has regained a lot of FDI, which was· 

getting diverted to China in the mid-1990s. In 2013/2014, FDI inflows of $125 biflion to 

ASEAN were a_lmost on a par with China. 

. I 
Pradumna B. Rana," Re~energizing Economic 

I • 

Integration between South Asia and East Asia" 
Pradumna-Rana focuses on economic intJgration (linkages) between South .Asia and East 

Asia,a component of South-South trade land a useful buffer should North-South trade 
soften, or populism lead the North to view

1
trade as a "zero-sum" game. Deeper South Asia

East Asia integration would be mutually beneficial to both regions and could jumpstart . . I .. . I 

South Asian economic development, currently an economic laggard, readers are told. Such 

integration c_oul_d also r"evi"'.e ~.c:onomi_c ilitekratior:i in SoU_th Asia, ~hile spurring t.he arri~aJ of 
the Asian century. Yet, South Asia's participation in global production networks and s~pply 

cha_ins is still limited. In_ 2014, the M_odi g(iverrim_ent ad.opted ari Act East p_olicy, signaling 

a more pro-active approach towards East Asia. This initiative, however, has yet to spell out 

any focused p_olicies that link the cciuhtry lfo gl_obal producti_ori networks, Ra_na ciJncludes, 

arguing that South Asian countries need to embark on a second round of Look East policies 

to lirik thernselve·s to global productio:n riet1'/orks, esp_ecially those in East Asia, which is 

their largest potential market Rana proceeds to identify policies that South Asian countries 

shou_ld i_mplement at a time when TPP-11 ik going forward, while RCEP negotiations are also 

to be expedited. I 
' ' I 

Tv.to distinct periods of South Asia-East Asia integration can be identified in the modern 

era: a period of limited integration from !independence_ until the late 1980s, and one of 
intensifying efforts at integration from 1990 onwards. India's engagement with East Asia • - . . ;· .. 1 · .• 

ended with India's border war with China in 1962 and its preoccupation with Pakistan. India 

turned inv,ard and adopted the closed Soviet m_odel of economic d_evelopment characterized 

by import-substitution policies and high levels of protection. This remained through the first 

p_eriod. In the s_ernnd peri_od, lnd_ia has sign_ed FTAs, including the Cornprehensive Economic 

Cooperation and the Comprehensive Economic Partnership Agreements, with ASEAN as a 

whole and two members, Singapore and Malaysia. An ASEAN-lndia FTA in goods was signed 

in 2014, and the ASE_AN-lndia Services Trade and lnvestmen_t Agreem·ent was s_igned a year 

later. India has also.signed FTAs with Japan and Korea. Thus, it accounts for the largest share 

of South Asia-East Asia trade, with Pakistan and Bangladesh a distant second and third. 

Other countries trade much lesswith East Asia. 
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All SoU.t_h Asia_n cou_n_tri.es haye a tr~_de if!lbalance with EaSt Asia, with India's imbalance 

being the largest (about $90 billioni. In order to benefit from the. new type of parts and 
components t_rade, South Asia couiitries n_eed to link themselves to global production 
networks-especially those in East Asia. Focusing on trade in components and parts is a 
proven method for developing countries to move up the value-added chain, benefiting 
their long-term development. Rana points to the need for logistics development in different 

form·s; business environn:iei:-i_t and r~gional economic ties are viewed as possible catalysts
of global value chain participation. Rana further stresses tnat inc.omin·g FD\ i_s a key driver 
of such participation. This implies t,hat countries with conducive business environments _ 

to foreign invest6rs tend to participate more in this tra:de_. With this in niind countries 

should pursue the following po\icies:.improving the investment environment by deepening 
, I • • 

the reform process begun in the 1980s and early 1990s, reducing logistics costs induding. 

trade facilitation "at the border," arid signing regio~al cooperation agreements with and 
p_articipating in Vario'Us on-goJng regi~:n_al t_ra:de ai:,d finallcia_l cOope·ratior:i efforts in Ea'st Asia. 
Rana urges South Asian countries toideepen the economic reform process that they began 
in the 1980s and the early 1990s. In particular, they need to implement microeconomic . . I . . . . . . . . . . 

reforms comprising sectoral reforms (agriculture and industrial sectors) and second

ge"n_eratio_n reforms; cOmprising retcirms o_f public institutions for improved governance at 
· all levels (civil service, bureaucracy, !and public administration); institutions that create or· 

nia_intain h_uman capital (basic and ~kill-setting education and health); and improving the 
private sector environment (such a~ a country's regulatory regime including intellectual 
property rights, flexibility in labor iTiarket); difficulties in registering property, enforcing 

. I 

contracts, paying taxes, and trading across borders. With production fragmented ac.ross 
co.urifrie:S, efficient logistics is a key determinant of a ·country's competitiveness and ability 

to attract production blocks. Trade facilitation "at the border" is also important. pelays in 
custorr:,s inspecti_on, cargo handling,!and transfer and processing of documents need to be 
reduced. Customs procedures need to be modernized too. 

Rana also argues that South Asian countries should continue to sign bilateral and pluri\ateral 
FTAs a·na eoinp-rehensive e"con·omiC partnership agre·ements with· East Asian countries. . . I . - . 

India, the largest South Asian country is already involved in negotiating RCEP. Eventually 
• I 

ot_he"r st_a'tes in this area should join lt. . . . . . I . . 
After over two centuries in the doldrums, the post-1990 period traditional trade (that is, 
trade in fin.al goods) betiiteen South

1 
Asia and East Asia has increased rapidly, albeit from a 

low base. This finding lends supportlto the view that we.are witnessing the "re-emergence 
of Asia.". Grnwing economic linkaged b_etween South and East Asia can be explained mainly 

· by the partial macroeconomic and! structural refo.rms implemented by the South Asian 

c,ountries and the Look East P.olicies adopted either formally or informally. Pa.rticipation 
in global production network trade'(trade in parts and_ components) is, however, limited. 

To real_ize that, Rana concludes with five proposals: 1) further _improving the governance 

system and the business environment; 2) reducing logistic_s cost_s includirig trade 

facilitation "at the border"; 3) signing regional cooperation agreements with and joining 
regional trade and financial coop·eration efforts in East Asia; 4) improving information and 

communications technology; and S) enhancing regional physical connectivity through 
hardware and software development. 
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Kim Sangkyom, "Advancing East Asia's Trade 
. Agenda: A Ko:rean Perspective" 

The growing interdependence and interconnectedness of the global economy has 

intensified the need for most East Asian ~ountrie's, indllding Korea, to engag·e in regiOnal • . - , 1 •. • . . -

economic cooperation and integration. Korea's high dependency on trade explains its 

preference for the rapid expansio·n of regibnal trade agreements. ASEAN an_d China, Japan, 

and Korea have come to use FTAs for m1intaining- their economic influence in East Asia. 
• I . 

The Compo·site Region a_! Integration (CRI) \n.dex s.erves as empirical evidence to support the 

argument that East Asian markets have great potential to grow into a larger scale market 
I 

The level of economic integration for Western Europe (EU members), North America 

(Canada, Mexico and the United States), ~nd East Asia is 0.89, 0.70 and 0.50 respectively. 

If we assume that Western Europe has 
1
reached its full potential of integration, with a • • . . . . J 

· normalized value of 1, East Asia's normalized value can be calculated as 0.61, i.e: it has 
I • . 

untapp_ed po_tential of further integration ly 39 percent. 

The network of existing trade ag're·eme_nts in East Asia creat_es a positive growth env_irOm:nent 
for the region. There is potential to consblidate them into a larger scale RTA, such as the 

I 

Free Trade Area of the Asia-Paci_fic (FTAA~I- _A CPTPP engendering greater □-p_enness is one 

of the most desirable pathways for the region, along with RCEP. The fiexibility adopted by 

the Ko'rea-U.S. FTA (KORUS FTA) in terms of coverage, sc·ope, and timing of.tariff elimination . . . I . . . . . . . 

may provide a good precedent for the successful implementation of an FTAAP if obstacles 

are addressed. I 

First, the mast fundamental obstacle is thle heterogeneity amon·g East Asian countries and 

the lack of community spirit and political 1dadership. Second, many cooperation agreements 

have no specific work plan, time sche~ule,! or review mechanism. There are not many FTAs/ 

RTAs in East Asia containing chapters a~ next generation issues and .behind-the-border 

reforms. Third, complex rules of origin (ROOs) cou_ld disrupt the cross-border production 
networks which have been central to· thk region's successful integration. Uncoordinated · 

I 

pr_oliferation of FTAs may lead to inconsis1ent provisi_oris in FTAs-especially Roos-which 

could hamper the process of production networking across countries. Fourth, the spread 
I . 

of protectiortism is.a great threa.t tO r:n.osf Eas_t A~ia.n co.untrie·s ar:,d m_ay p_ro_d_uce adverse 
effects for domestic reform agendas. Policy uncertainty imposes. a significant additional 
cost since the launch of the Trump adminiktration. · . . . . I . . 
As of early 2018, Korea had concluded 16 FTAs/RTAs with 52 trading partners, of which 

10 are with m:embers of APEC. Kor_ea's d~pendency on overseas markets is very high. As . . . I . . . . 
of 2015, 84 percent of the Korean econ_omy was open to international markets. Korea 

becam·e the first East Asian cau:ntry to have FTAs ~ith the United States, China, and the 

EU. It will continue to play a meaningful role in advancing the trade. agenda in East Asia. 
"Eliminating trade barriers" is only one a'spect of enhancing economic integration, while 

th.ere is a remaining but still very•important ar_ena that requires further c_ooperation amon·g 

East Asian countries, Which is reducing behind-the-borders impediments. Korea is well 

aware that promoting and stren·gthening structura_l reforms are a prerequisite for achieving 

sustainable economic growth in East Asia. 
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Several conditions have been advanc_ed to strengthen Korea's competitiveness, adjust its 

industrial structure to adapt to the 4th ind_ustrial revoluti6n, gain gieater access to global 
markets, share the fruits of _economic integration, and reform for greater Asia-Pacific co
prosperity. These include revision to' the· KORUS FTA in March 2018 and the leaders of 
Kor~a, Japan, and China agre.eing in. brinciple to accelerate the C+K FTA negotiations. In 

add_ition, Korea should keep an eye dn the progression of the CPTPP while rei_nforcing its 
FTA roadmap. If violence on the Kore~n Peninsula finally came to an end, that ;,,ay trigger 
new opportunitie~ for Korea to play t~e role of linchpin for East Asia econo,,;ic cooperation . . . . I . 

and become a much larger force in th,e world economy. 
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Is the Belt and Road Initiative 
a Chinese-style Regionalism? 
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In the last two decades, bilateral and regional trade agreements (RTAs) have been considered 

a primary fo"rce to advance the world tr~ding system because the Doha Development ' . - . . 1. 

Agenda of the WTO has stagnated since its launch in 2001. The continuous expansion of the 
I 

European Union and th_e America:n-led NAF!A and TPP as well as bilateral FTAs between the 

United States and EU and their partners best exemplified this phenomenon. However, such 

an approach is facing serious challenges fro
I
m rising anti-globalization sentiment originating 

in the EU and United States in recent ye.Jrs. In June 2016, the United Kingdom decided 
. I 

to exit the EU as a result of a referendum. This is the·first time a EU member chose to 
I 

leave. 0n January 23, 2017, at the start of-his presiden"cy, Donald Trump sign·ed as his first. 

executive order the withdrawal from TPP,i which his predecessor spent years concluding 

~ith ·11 partners. These two consecutivej dramapc actioris of the p:revio·us and current 
world leaders shocked the globe. Next to the WTO, regionalism is seen as the second-best 

choice in promoting globalization. Now, two region·aI i_nitiatives led by developed countries 

are facing a serious backlash. The world is concerned that this means the end and a 
reversal of globali_zatio:n. 

Since its WTO accession in 2001, China has also been actively negotiating FTAs with its 

neighbors as well as some remote partnJrs such as Iceland and New Zealand. While its 

WTO accession package was praised for its ambition and courage, it is difficult t_o defend 

Cninese FTAs as comparable to those of de~eloped countries in terms of market access and - - - - I • 

institutional changes. One explanation for that is China has made very high-level multilateral 
commltm_ent·s. Another .one is China is no~ in such a comfortable strategic a-~d economic 

I 
position as the United States in negotiatin·g FTAs with either developed or· developi_ng 

countries. The former want to obtain mdre l'narket access concessions and institutional 
reforms from China, while the latter are afraid to expose their domestic industries to Chiria's 

overwhelming competitiveness in manuf~cturing. In additio~, the Chin.ese governm.ent 

seem·s m·ore c_onfident in its o\1/n institutio:ns and u_nwilling to change them due to outside 

pressure, especially after the 2008 global financial crisis. 
I 

President Xi Jinping proposed the Belt arid Road Initiative (BRli during his state visits to 
- J • • 

Kazakhstan and Indonesia in September and October 2013, which soon was made a top 

national priority and even includ~d in thJ Constitution of the C~mmunisi Party of China ' . 
at the 19th Party Congress in 2017. Nadege Rolland labels this China's Grand Strategy' 

. and the organizing foreign policy concept! in .the Xi linping era.' One key feature of BRI in 
comparison with RTAs is that BRI focuses :more on improving physical connectivity rather 

than reducing instituti_onal barriers. The logic of physical connectivity is undoubtedly 

powerful, especially for developing countries with poor infrastructure. The impact of more 

and better international links on the regional landscape could be huge; not only by boosting 

trade and commerce but also by easing flows of energy and other resources, stimulating 

tech_nologi_cal innovation, influencing culture and politics, and shaping strategic choices. 

Given the fact that RTAs are facing serious difficulties, the BRI looks like an attractive and 

feasible alternative to promote regional economic.integration and globalization. However, 

there are also ple·nty of uncertainties and ambigui_ties surrciuriding the BRI, particul_arly due 

to China's centrality as well as its direction of economic and strategic development-. Hence, 

this chapter explores BRI characteristics in promoting regional economic integration and . ' 
whether it could become an alternative app"roach to regionalism and globaliz_ation for Ch_ina 

· as well as the world. 
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' 

I 
The Embarrassment of Regionalism in the 

Era of Anti-globalization 
Regionalism is not a new phenomena~ in world trade history. Preferential trade agreements 
(PTAs) or RTAs have been arou·nd fol centuries-long before the creation of the General . I . . . 

Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) in 19.47. Throughout modern history, countries 
have secured and strengthened theirjtrade re_lations ihrough various arrangements-fro_m 
colonial preferences to bilateral commercial treaties to broader regional agreements. 

However, the "Great Depiession" of:the e_arly-1930s helped fuel the spread_ of deferisive 
and increasingly hostile trade blocs in the inter-war period. A main justification for creating 

I 

the GATT in the p'ostwar period was the wid_ely held belief that ho'stile trade blocs had 
contributed directly to the economic ,chaos of the 1930s and the outbreak of WWII. 

Nonethel_ess, the establishment of the postwar multilateral trading system did not diminish 
the att'raction of bi.lateral ;r regional approaches to trade arrangements and led instead 

to a period of creative interaction a
1
nd sometimes tension between multilateralism and 
I 

regionalism. The first wave of regionalism in the late 1950s and 1960s was driven by 

Western Europe's push for continerital integration, leading to the establishment of the 
. I . 

European Economic Community (EEC) in 1957 and the Eur'opean Free Trade Agreement 

(EFTA) in -1960. Subsequent waves! of regionalism, from the mid-1980s, reflected an 
inc·reasing embrace of such arrangenier1ts. in t~e Am_ericas, Asia, ar:id Africa, as ~ell as i_n 

Eurnpe. The continuing proliferation[ of regional agreements over the last three decades 
involves diverse .netwo_rks-i_iiduding bilateral, plurilateral, and cross-regional initiatives 
-and encompasses countries at different levels of economic development. However, a 

rising concern with the proliferatiori of RTAs is whether burgeoning regionalism signals . - - I -

a weakening of international commitment to open··trade and foreshadows a return to a 

more fragmented trading system. An
1 
alternative view is that RTAs may be part of a broad 

I' 
pattern since WWII-where some countries want to move "further and faster" in trade 
rule-making than others, where bilJteral and regional agreements can have a positive, 
"domino effect," encouraging the paie of multilateral coop·eration,.and where regional an:d 
multilateral agreements are becomink Coherent, not conflicting1 ·approaches to·managing a 
more complex and integrated world lrading order. 

In practice, cou~tries seem ignora~t,of which side of the debate is right. They have been 
quite determine·d to pursue.as man:y RTAs as possible with partners arou·nd the world . 

. Figure 1 shows that the number ofjRTAs has kept increasing. Nearly all WTO members_ 
participate in one or more RTAs. In re·cent years, the most pro_min:ent development of 

· regionalism is the emergence of sd-caHed mega-regional agreements, which ar~ deep 
integration ·partnerships between co'.untri.e_s or region-s with a major share of Worl_d trade 
and foreign direct investment (FD1J,; and in which two _or more of the parties are in the 

driver position, or serve as hubs, in global value chains. BeyO:n_d ma:rket access, emphasis 

in this integration is on the quest'for regulatory compatibility and a rules basket aimed at 

ironing out differences i_n inv_estm~nt and busi_r;iess clima_tes.3 TPP and TTIP are_ the most 
important and ind.icative mega-regional agreements. 
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_ F1gu·re.1: Ev-Olutiorl of Re"gkfnal Tr"ade Ag"teem"ents'in th·e Wai-Id, i94i--2oi8.._ ~ -s--• --
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I . . . . . . 
- Cumulative Notifications of RTAs In force and Inactive RTAs ' . . 
- Cu~ulatlve Notifications of RT~ In force 

- Cumulative Number of Physical RTAs In force . . . 

t 
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Note: Notifications of RTAs: goods, services .ind acc_essions to an RTA are counted separately. Physical RTAs 
goods, servic~s and a_ccessio_ns to an _RTA 3re c_ounted iogether. The cumu.lative lines Show the number of 
notification5/physical RTAs that were in force for a given year. 
Source: RTA Section, WTO Secretadat, 25-Jan-18. I .· ' . 
TPP was intended to be a comprehensive accord that encompasses provisions on lowering 

I 

barriers to trade and investment in goods_ and services and .covers critical new issues . - . . . I 
such as digital trade, state-owned enterprises, intellectual prop·erty rights, ·regulatory 

coherence, labor, and environment. like ail trade pacts, TPP elicited praise and criticism 

from economic interests in the United States and the other 11 particip.ating countries: 
I , . 

Australia, Brunei Darussalam, Canada, Chile, Japan, Malaysia, Mexico, New.Zealand, Peru, 
I 

Singapore, and Vietnam. Although it was originally a sm·all fou"r~way FTA between sru·nei, 

Chile, New Zealand, and Singapore, U.S. pJrticipation in 2009 and the subsequent joining 
of Japan, Canada, and others led to its rTiembers acco"untirig for nearly .4() p·erce·nt of 

. . I . 

global GDP. The United States was undoubtedly the leader of the group. President Obama 
. . I 

strongly supported the TPP and argued that it would strengthen th·e American economy 
I . 

and national security. He said to opponents of trade liberalization that "I understand the 
• • - • I 

skepticism people have about trade agreements, particularly in communities where the 
. I 

effects of automation and globalization h~ve hit workers and families the-hardest. But 

building walls to isolate ourselves from tne global ei:o'nomy would ohly isola_te us from 

the incredible opportunities it provides.''' ;I'TIP negotiations were launched in June 2013 

by the u.nited S.tates and EU, aiming for a far-reaching trade agreement focusing on trade 

liberalization and behind-the-border and other non-tariff barriers, as wefl as seekin·g a "high 

standards" approach to alignment, compatibility, and possible harmonization of regulations 

and standards governing the goods, service~, investrnen.t, arid pub_lic procurement markefs. 
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The -rise o_f TPP an.d TTIP can b.e perceiv_ed as a con·tt_nuation. of the regional co_operation 

trend from the mid-1990s, with the: United States and EU as the driving econo'mies. Lack 
of agreement at the WTO D.oha negotiations reinforced the perception of inefficiency .of 
policy-making in the 111ultilateral tra'ding system. Mega-regional igreem·ents aim to meet 

the liberalization needs of develop~d members of the WTO. With the WTO seemingly 
stymied by a governance structure tHat enables a handful of members to impede consen·sus 
and block all but the lowest commoh denominator outco;,,es, mega-regionals p;ovide the 

opportunity for like-minded countrie~ to work t_ogether to achieve higher order agreements. 
With the slow pace of WTO negotiJtions, the rules-based multilateral trading system has 
fallen woefully behind the reality 6f global trade and emergin·g protectionist p·ractices. I . . . . . . . . . . 
The longer a given set of trade-distorting practices has to get entrenched, the greater the 

' . 
challenge of creating disciplines to address them later. Issues related to e-commerce, forced . . . I . . .. . . 

localization, data privacy, competition policy, and levelling the playing field between state
' owned a:nd private e·r:iterprises are 'a.lJ exar:r,ples of t_opi~S under c_on·s_ider"ati_on in various 

mega-regionals, with a view to finding potential formulations that might eventually be 
. ' 

adopted by a bro·ader WTO membership. . . I 

The United States along with thJ EU promoted mega-regionals because they were 
dissatisfied with the slow pace of mJltilateral trade liberalization and tried to keep the lead 

· in globalization through these highjstand_ard m~ga-regional agre:ements. lroni_caJly, whi_le 
.these agreements have yet to yield the intended outcome, their originators disrupted their 

progress by themselves. Though t~e TPP negotiation·s ended i_n Februa_ry 2016, Trump 

withdrew from it_as soon as he could.lobama's biggest trade liberalization success was totally 
destroyed shortly after leaving offick. The next victim was the TTIP. Though it was already 

. . . f _- ' 

under attack during Obama's term, jTTIP was fully frozen by Trump.' Furthermore, Trump 
started the renegotiation of NAFTA, the milestone of North American regional economic 
integration, although that is conside~ed a retreat from his original threatto terminate it.'- · 

ln comparison with Trump's "Ameriha First" targeting external partners, the EU, arguably 

the m·ost courageous and successtJr experim·ent in human hiS~ori{ to c·ombine a number j . • ' • . 

of sovereign countries under the same institutions, started its breakdown internally. It was 
. ' 

awarded the Nobel Peac_e Prize in 2012, in recognition of efforts to prO:mote peace and 
democracy in Europe. It achieved. th~ deepest and widest regional economic integration in 

' history. Although Article SO of the EU Treaty allowed for withdrawal, nobody expected any 

member to invoke it. As a result, whJn the UK referendum in 2016 led to the·Brexit decision, 
both sides were not prepared for th~ enormous complexity of the departure, meaning that_ 
there was no clear plan nor the technical resources to meet that challenge. Many believe 
that Brexit is likely to damage the UI( and EU economically and the transatlahtic.allian_ce.' 

. ! . 
Mega-regional agreements such as TPP and TTIP were once considered an alternative 

solution to forther globalization in case the WTO stagnated due tci the diverse views of 164 
heterogeneous members. Few expected that such like-minded groups would lose their way 

one after the·other with the historical leaders of globalization, the United States and UK, 

suddenly turning inward. Therefore, finding a new driver of or app"roach t_o globalization is 
· really a big question for the world. 
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Evaluations of Cl:lina's FTA Strategy 
Gains and Limitations 

China is a latecomer in pursuing an FTA st
1
rategy. But since the signing of the Framework 

Agreement on Comprehensive Economi~ Cooperation between China and ASEAN in 

November-2002, China has made steady p/ogress in-FTA development. By the end of 2017, 

China had signed 16 FTAs with 24 countried and regions spreading over Asia, Latin America, 

Oceania, and Europe. In 2015, China's trade volume with its FTA partners accounted for - - - I -- - - - - --
approximately 34 percent of its total trade volume. There are 11 FTAs under negotiation 

and 11 in the exploratory stage._" I _ _ 

Compared with the United States, the EU, and some East Asian countries, China lags behind 

in its number of FTAs, total trade covered b~ FTAs, and the economic weight of FTA partners. 

This is firstly because China was the new~st member of the WTO among them. Without 

WTO membership, it is simply unfeasible to negotiate FTAs with WTO members. However, 
I 

the main reason for China's slowness in pursuing flAs lies with its unclear FTA strategies. 
• I - • - - • 

Simply put, China was unsure about its objectives and possible partners for developing 

FTAs. After its reform and opening up in thJ end of 1970s, China actively promoted bilateral 

and regional economic cooperation. Howkver, it was· in .favor of traditio.nal cooperation 
arrangements with regional partners and rieighboring coun_tries rather than legally binding 

trade agreements. It was already a big jJmp for China to apply to join the GATT/WTO, 

whidi wou_ld require it to sysfefna_hcally;tra
1
ns_form its_ trade lalfis and regulations. Only after 

China concluded its bilateral WTO accessibn negotiations with the United States in 1999 

did the government start fo explore the iiecessity and feasibility o_f making further trade . 

liberalization ·agreements with its partners, 
1
given that it had accepted high-standard and far

reaching WTO rules. ASEAN was the natura'I top choice. Politically, China wanted to stabilize • . - - I - - - • 

relations with Asian neighbors. Economically, Southeast Asia could be complementary and 

helpful to China's trade and economicdevJlopment. · 

It is debatable whether political intentioJ prevail over economic ones or not. China's FTA 

strategy has not focused on its major trading partners. Theoretically, the first economic 

purpose of FTAs is to expand one's expohs to one's fop partners. in 2016, the top 10 - - I - . 
exporting-markets for China were the United States, EU, Hong Kong, ASEAN, Japan, Korea, 
Chinese Taiwan, Russia, Australia, Canada, ~nd Brazil. China has FTAs with only four of them. . J. . .. .. 

Moreover, Hong Kong is a special case, wtiich is part of China and a transit hub of China's 
• • j • 

trade with the rest of the world. Taiwan i,s also a sp·ecial part of Chi_na, and th:e Chinese 

government does not recognize the ECFA with Taiwan as an FTA. The second economic 

purpose is usually to promot_e domestic m·arketi_z_ation t_hrough reciprocal exchan·ge with 
FTA partners. However, the liberalization level of China's FTAs is moderate at best. The 

progress of FTAs in comparison to WTO rnncessions is limited. l_n the China-Korea FTA 

signed in 2()15, China's zero-tariff ratio in terms of volume is only 85 percent with a 20-year 

implementation period. Som_e s_ensitive products like automobiles and parts are exempted 

from tariff reduction. There are only a few WTO-plus and WTO-extra clauses, such as those 

on environmental protection and competition policy, in a few newly concluded. FTAs with 

small advanced economies such as Switzerland on t_he condition that m:Ost of them are 

not legally enforceable. In this sense, FTAs are not as helpful as WTO accession to promote 

domestic reform through opening up. 
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I 

The Chinese government is not drilen primarily by economic c:ncerns when p:ushing its 

FTA agenda; political factors play j~st as important a role, especially with its neighbors. 
I 

In essence, China has been trying \o use its FTA ~ehitork to fos_t_er and reward stra.tegic 
aHies as part of its strategy to buiid an international environment conducive to China's 
goal of "peaceful rise."' Though the!government has persistently portrayed itself as "risin·g 

pe_acefully," _not all ,of its neighbors: have been charmed. For example, Beijing's rise as a 

regional and global power has arou~ed both economic and strategic fears among its ASEAN 
neighbors, to varying degr_ees. Some of these fears stem from historic.mistrust and have 

· been exacerbated by recent tensions in the South China Sea. The Chinese government has 

IO:ng been trying to diminish mistrust like this an_d build closer political ties by offering its 

neighbors economic benefits through FTAs. 10 China's int_ention to negotiate a b_ilateral FTA . 

with Australia also could be viewed through a.political lens: China views Australia as an 

impo_rtant c_ountry i_n the South Paci_fic and feels that S_ino-Australian bilateral relations are 

not close enough, which may reflect its concern with Australia's strategic alliance with the 

United States and Japan." 
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Thus, China's intentions with its FTA strategy are largely strategic rather than economic. 

It does not mainly intend to promote tra
1
de liberalization both internally and externally 

• I • • • • 

through negotiating FTAs with partners. 1his could explain why China would like to_ join 

RCEP but reject_s TPP. Nonetheless, it does not mean the Chinese governnient opp_oses 

further trade liberalization, but FTAs are nbt a proper approach for China. China's position 

is quite dispnd from th~ advanced ecO:no,rfi_ies of those deVeloping counterparts like Brazil 
. and India. As the Middle Kingdom in the past, China is currently in the middle in many 

aspects, an awkwa'rd pos_ition to promote trade liberalization in general and to negotiate 

FTAs in particular. 

China has emerged as the world's second largest economy and trading nation, yet it is still 
I 

very distant from a developed country. G9P per ·c_apit_a is still b·elow the world average. If 

measured by Human Development Index '(HDI), China only ranks 90th, between Ecuador 

and Fiji. According to the 2017-2018 Global Com·petitive Index construct.ed by the World 

Economic Forum, a ·comprehEnslve measurement of national competitiveness, China only 
ranks -27th, lower than many deiielop:ed e_dmomies. Eve_n though Ch_ina is one of the largest 

trading co_untries of the world, the center] of globalization has recently shifted away from 

negotiations on trade rUleS to n·egotiations on investnient rules. China has a large amount . - . . . . . . . . I • 

of FDI inflows and outflows; yet China's stock of inward and outward FDI as a percentage of 

GDP is far below the average levei of develbping countries. Chinese firms are also much less 
• • - • I -

internationalized. The top 100 Chinese multinational firms own an average of 15.55 percent 

foreign assets, 19. 71 percent foreign sales,I and 7.64 percent foreign employment, dwarfed 

by those of the top 100 multinational ehterprises in the world. Chinese multinational 
I . 

firms are not able to serve as an engine to steer a new wave of globalization, as MNCs 

of the advanced economies did in the pa~t. Furthermore, globalization is not only driven 

by global trade and investment liberalizihg policies but also by a more liberalized and 

open domestic market. China has a lot tojreform bef_ore it can m'eet the requirements or 

make commitments as those made by de~eloped countries in the high standard economic 

integration agreements. For example, its service industry is not_ yet very open to the gl_obal . . . . I . . . 

community. China has a much .higher level of FDI regulatory restrictiveness compared with 
advanced e·conomies in alniost al-I sectors.] 

. . ' 
I 

In summary, as a major trading nation unllk!e India and Brazil, China is truly in need of further 
. ' 

trade and investment liberalization. Yet, as a less open and market-oriented economy, China 

is not in as:comfortable a position as the United States and EU, which_ only need to require 

other partners to accept thei_r demands while niaking few changes to their own institutions. 

Therefore, it would be difficult for China to negotiate FTAs with big advanced economies 
because theywo·uld com·p_el China to make significant and fundamental institutional reforms 

and opening up." It is also unrealistic for China to negotiate with big developing countries 

bec_ause they a:,e afraid of its overwhelmingco_mpetitiveness in nianufacfuring. Therefore, 

it is only feasible for China to negotiate FTAs with small and medium-sized advanced and 

developing countries because China would.be unafraid to give them concessions and able to 

refuse calls for institutional changes from them. With so ma_ny limitations, t_he FTA approach 

is.seen as, not yet at least, very suitable for China to achieve relevant economic.objectives. 
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The Belt and Ro.ad lr:iitiative An Economic 
Project or a Grand Strategy? 

The official narrative of the Chinesk government on BRI always looks selfless. In several 
• I 
instances, Xi Jin ping has argued that it is only natural thatChina, after having itself.benefited 

from its integration into the inte~national system, has now slarted to make its own 
contribution to global development by p_roviding "more public goods to the i_nternational 

':ommunity." China will do so, Xi has\repeat1;dly claimed, notto pursue its own purposes (as 
a.i•one-man show") or to est_ablish an exclusive sphere of influence, but rather to produce I . . . . . . . 

mutually beneficial outcomes and prosperity for all. Up to now, the Chinese government 
. ' 
has released two programmatic dc,cum·ents regardi_ng the BRI_. The first one is Vision and 

Actions on.Jointly Building Silk Roa~ Economic Belt and 21st-Century Maritime Silk Road 

jointly rele_ased by the Na_tional Development an_d Reform Commission, Ministry of Foreign 

Affairs, and Ministry of Commerce in March 2015." The second one is Building the Belt and 

Ro_ad: Concept, Practice and China's1Contribution issued by the Office of the Leading Group 

for the BRI in May 2017." In both, ~II objectives of the initiative are described as peaceful 

Cooperation and cOmmon d_evelop~ent. 

Although some observers assert th~t the BRI appears to b·e enti_rely a me:rcantile endeavor, 

designed to fortify China's econo:,,ic interests around the world and open business 

opportunities to·r Chinese compa·nits eftdu_ring a slo~Oowh at hame,15 riio"s~ believe tha_t 
the Chinese government has three lcom.plementary objectives. While no one would deny 

th.at BRI would benefit p:articipants! China would certainly and legitimately be one of the 

biggest.beneficiaries since it was initially proposed and mainly financed by China. 

Is BRI lndispenlable in Econo~ic Terms? 
. I . 

The economic rationale behind China's BRI proposal usually refers to three dimensions. 

The first objective is to boost expcirts of overbuilt sectors such as machinery, steel, and 
• - I • . 

cement by infrastructure building in BRI partner co·untries. According to Chinese official I . . . . 
documents, boosting infrastructur~ development to enhance transnational and cross

regional conne:Ctivity is a priority f(ir 'c_ooperation and has th_e most potential benefit for 
Cl:iin_ese companies. At the same tim'e, infrastructure development in Eurasia is truly helpful 

to economic growth. Acco"rding to China's oWn e,Xpe·rience, physical 9bstac1e·s are often 

more relevant than institutional barriers. 

The se·cond objectiVe ls to enc:ourag'.e Chir.-,ese co/l'.lPani_es to inv_est a_brOad, en~an_ce their 
international competitiveness, and become China1s "national champions." In this sense, the 
initiative is a continuation of the "goin·g globa_l" strategy form:ulated in 2_000. The difference 

is now China is already the second largest source of outbound investments in the world." 

The C_hinese governm_ent encourages"'its strong industries to go glo_bal, invest in various 

ways in the BRI countries, introduce their high technological and environmental protectio-n 

standards, and foster new growth points for bilateral economic cooperation. Again, the 

internationalization of Chinese companies is an important goal of the government. China 
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would like to share this valuable Chine·se experien·c_e With o~he:r deye_loping cc;>Untries 

through Chinese investments Into them. iThis is, of course, helpful to these recipient 
countries. Simultaneously, China has a strong belief that making use of foreign inves.tments 
is extremely important for economic growth. -

The thiid o_bjec,tiile is to expand the irite,!natiO:nalizati_ori of the renminbi. 17 The People's 
Bank of China seems to favor the gradual internationalization of the RMB through 
the creation of a global n_etwork of offJhore renminbi clearing banks, currency-swap 

- ' 
agreements, and integrated electronic infrastructure. BRI can help serve as a stimulus 

for all these developments by creating o~portunities for greater use of the ren~inbi in 
international transactions, especially those

1 
related to energy development and investment 

in infrastructure. The internationalization bf the RMB is an international° economic policy 
I 

priority, but an additional currency choice other than the US dollar is· also good for 

other countries. . . _.. · . . I · 
In summary, although the Chinese government, of course, attaches self-interested goals to 

. - - . I 

the BRI, it does not mean that participants would pay for rather than benefit from it. The 
ec°9nomic lo"gic of the SRI loO~s sound.- HO_wever, the:re is on_e question seemingly never 
raised:.Could China pursue these economiigoals without launching BRI? The answer makes 
a differen·ce in Lil'.1.derstanding China's actuJ_1 intentions. - - . I 

. . I 

The so-called five connectivities as the CQre program of BRI include policy coo'rd_ination, 

facilities connectivity, unimpeded trade, financial integration, and people-to-people bonds. 
In fact, all of th·em are the daily jobs of rele~ant ministries such as the Ministry of Co_mmerce 
(MOFCOM,) Ministry of Education, and Mihistry of Foreign Affairs. Accojding to MOFCOM, 

China had sig·ned a variety of tra~e agre~n:,_ents and ec'onomi_C co.operation agreenients 
with 156 countries by the end of. 2016. Before the launch of BRI, China had signed 10 
FTAs. China's overseas project contracting!operations had been steadily rising earlier with 

• . I - - • • 

a 10.5 percent annual growth rate from 2010-2015." BRI is largely a network of China
' centered bilateral arrangements rather \han a multilateral framework simultaneously 

covering all participant countries. It is not intended to or able to form a more institutionally ' . . 

or economically integrated Eurasia. One flagship project of BRI is the China-Europe Rail 
- - -- - • - .• I 

Routes which had connected 28 cities in China and 14 cities in Europe by the end of 2016. ' . . 

But these (rains carry cargo ei.\~er from C?i_na or from Europe, passi_ng Asian cou_ntries en 
route without any additional loads. In comparison with maritime routes, these rail routes 

I 
a·re more expensive and 1a·rge1y depe-nderit on subsidies of local governm_ents. Therefore, .. - - - - . - I - . ·. 
many individual projects under BRI are not organically connected with each other and could 

I 

be opera_ted s_epa:,a_tely. The va_l_ue of the brand o_f B_RI in economic terms for Chinese and 
foreign stakeholders is more about getting easier access to Chinese government attention 
a_nd mo_ney. Of course, for th_e Chi_n_es:e government, s_uch a top'down umbrella could help 

to create positive network effects and to reduce organizational· costs. 
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What Are the Strategic Goals of BRI? 
While the necessity of BRI for achieving the economic benefits of projects under its rubric 

is open to-question, t_he strategic val~e of BRI cannot b·e replaced by any ot_her ini_tiatives. 

The Ch.inese government has kept a lbw-profile in international affairs since 1979 with most 

resources and attention to economic
1
development. Though some otiservers suggest that it . 

had been thinking about a grand straiegy for a long time, we have not seen any authoritative 
I 

and publicly-announced grand strategy from it." Since the 18th Party Congress and Xi 

Jinping coming to power, the situatidn seems to ·be changing quickly. China's foreign policy 

is more self-confident than it ever wal, implying thatthe time of keeping a lciw profile seems 

to be'over. Xi states that he would le~d the nation and people to reai"ize the ,;<;hina Dream," 

which is describ-ed as resurrecting Chin·a's ancien_t power, i.e., to become No. 1 in the world 

again. To gain such a position, it is ob~iously not good enough to be a follower or rule-taker. 

China is expected to be a rule-m_akef or a creator of new public goods for the world. This 

does not imply that China is going td give up the existing international regimes such as the . 

World Ba:nk, IMF, and WTO, but thJt it would try to establish some new frameworks to 

comple,,;ent or compete with the c/irrent institutions. The AIIB is a good example. of this 

on the basis of existing practices est~blished by the West. Therefore, BRI could be viewed 
• I 

as a Chinese model based on its traditional culture comp·eting with the Weste·rn style. With 
I • - • 

its secul_ar and.n,ateria_listic culture, ;china prefers to prioritize economic cooperation with 
beneficial prospects rather than ideological commonalities or institutional integratio'n. 

I • - • 

Chinese funds and contractors will help to improve infrastructure connectivity between 
I 

BRI countries and reinforce Ch_ina's i_nftuence the_re. Chinese inves_tors will take advantage 

of the infrastructure and make profits from and contributions to host countries as weil, 

establishing a more benign a~d powkrful image of China. Although q·uiet investments could 
• I 

achieve similar economic profits, with the striking logo of BRI, China could maximize its 

political influence along with materi11 benefits. 

China's economic and political mJdel wil"i go· along with Chinese development funds 

and foreign investments. Though ttie government always claims that BRI is for common 

prosperity and shared destiny, thj official documents never forget to emphasize that 
I 

BRI is a Chin_ese program with significant Chinese characteristics and different from the 
previous and -existing_ international] regimes. BRI d~es not o·nlV promote the·se Chines_e · 

characteristjcs thrOugh infrastructure co_nnectivity· and economic cooperatiqn, but also 
spreads Chinese traditional culture 'and current politics through a variety of educational, 

cultural, co_rnmunjc'ati_on projects geherously funded by relevant government organs. 

Some argue that one strategic goal of China is pivoting westward to counter the U.S. pivot to 
I 

Asia.'° But the fact is the U.S. is everywhere, and there is nowhere for China to pivot. BRI is 

not pivoting at all. The five routes, especially the two maritime ones, could reach the whole 

world. The Chinese government has not made an exhaustive list of participants.and has 

been claiming that BRI is o·pen to everyone who is in_terested. In the end, the gove'rn'ment . 

has realized that the competition between China and the United States is inescapable and 

\liill happ_en everywhere. 
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China intends to achieve strategic purposes·from BRJ through eco·nomic a·pproaches. There 

is no need to deny these selfish benefits1 However, it is unreasonable to suspect that 
I . . 

China is plotting to exploit countries due to self-interest because. th·ere is truly potential 
I • . • 

for common interests. As Adam Smith said, the best economic. benefit for all can usually - - . -_ I 
be accomplished when individuals act in 

1
their own self-interest. Alt_hough the Chinese 

government is· ambitious to spread China's influence, China has no imperialist tradition.and 
does not try to compel other countries td accept China's m·odel, fu_n_ds, ci_r investmen_ts. 

As seen from China, China's goodwill to 6thers is .as authentic as its self-interest with 

' regard to BRI. i 

The Relationship between BRI and FTA Strategy 
This chapter concludes.that both FTA strategy and BRI are more for strategic purposes than 

economic goals. BRI is designed to increase economic integration b·etwe:en China and BRI 

countries through improving infrastructur~ con.nectivity, enhancing policy coordination, ' . . 
promoting trade and investment cooperatjon, facilit_ating financial flows, and reinforcing 

people-to-people communications. Promo~ng trade and investment cooperation is close 

to the usual concept of regional economic integration, which means dismantling trade and 

investment barriers between regional pariners. Officia·I documents of BRI endo;se trade 

and investment facilitation and liberalizatiJn. One main target is to build a Belt and Road . . I . . . .· . . - _- . 
free trade area network. "Since the listed examples are all bilateral FTAs with BRI countries, 

the network is supposed to mean China•d bilateral FTAs with BR! countries rather than . - . . l - . . . : .. 

an FTA covering all BRI countries or a FTA network including these FTAs without China. 

Therefore, it is hard t_o say that.BRI is desiJned to promote-regional economic integration 

in the Belt and Road region. It is only abo~t further trade and investment facilitation and 

libera_lization betw_een China and BRI countries. Since many of China's FTA partners are not 

in East Asia-or even Asia, it is debatable whkther these.FTAs are meant to promote regional 

economic integration. · I 

China has already set up an FTA s_trategy which is partly in:corpO:rated into BRI and could be 

helpful to BRI. With or without BR!, China Jvn1 still implement its FTA strategy to negotiate 

FTAs with selected p·artners all ove"r the ,),arid. While BRI is almost boundless, China is .. - . . .. . - . I . . . - . . - -
. cautious about including developed countries under the initiative, no matter whether its· 

I 
East·Asian neighb·ors, West European cou_n_tries, or North Ameri_can countries. Ch.ina's F~A 

strategy has even wider scope than BRI sine~ China has concluded some FTAs with European 

countries like SWitzerlahd, is negotiating With Japan, a"nd is trying to negOtiat_e With (:anada. 

Therefore, whether FTA.strategy or BR! should take the lead is a little confusing. 
I 

It is probably playing down _SRI by compari'ng it wi_th regional efon_omic integration. While 

Beijing has not admitted it as the grand. strategy of China's foreign policy, Xi Jinping and a 

lo_t of Chine:se writ_ers ha_ve con:nected BRI with glob_alization rather than regionalism. Some 

terms like the Chinese versi_on ~f globalization, Chiglobai"ization, and Globalization 3.0 have 

· been proposed to emphasize the extreme significance of BRI for the _world." The Chinese 

Academy of Social Sciences in 2017 published a book in both Chinese and English titled 

"Belt and Road Initiative: Exploring a new globalization."" While all the authors describe 

bright and benign vision:s of B_RI in promoti_ng globalization, it is difficult to define the new 

model of globalization on the basis of their analyses. The Chinese government and BRI 
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itself deserve praise for their su·ppo~t for gtobali~a_tio_ri w_h_er:i glob_alizatjo_n is ~lamed and 
rejected in the U.S. and Europe, buiimore explanation is needed for how BRI specifically 
h·elps globali_z_ation. 

Among the five cooperation areas ofBRI, the most distinctive is connectivity of infrastructure 
· arid facilities. r-i1any governments a~d international organizations provide development 

assistance for infrastructure and -fadlities construction in developi_ng cou·ntries, but none 

have tried to make them internation~lly connected with each other. BRI helps to increase 
international economic integration ahd then globalization. In particular, this area has been 

I . 

neglected by previous efforts at regional economic integration, .which focus on reducing 
trade and investment barriers. How~ver, BRI is not a multila_teral instit_utio_n but a set of 
bilateral arrangements between China and BRI countries. It would be very difficult for 

. I 

China alone to coordinate relation·s b·etween these countrie:S. For now, most infra.structure 

projects under BRI are inside one caLntry or between China and one .country rather than 

connecting multiple countries. . I . · ._ 
Other than this special feature, BRI does not look so different from the existing models such 
as FDI, FTAs, and currency swaps. Orie general distinction of BRI might be its non-legalism. 

Official documents prefer using word1 like consultatio·n, coope"ration,.consensus, discussion, 
collaboration, and coordination. Th~ Chinese government wants to emphasize that SRI is 
not mandatory, legally-binding, or ur\ilateral. China has signed 46 cooperative agreements I • - ••• . •• 

with 39 countries and international organiiations. 24 Most of these are joint statements 
I 

indicating common goals and related work arrangements and have no clear obligations and 
·- I • . - - - .. 

rights. The most legalistic part of BRI are the FTAs between China and BRI countries. The 
positive side of this cooperative apJroach is a partner country may not feel compelled to 
do something. But the negative effelt i; when a governme~t wants to ~verturn a previous 

c6nse·nsus there is no Way t_0 stop or~correct it. This will 1.ead to more uncertainties. 

I 
Proposed by one single country and intended to combine many countries together, BRI is 
a n.ew model riever proposed in hunian history. It is also a new grand strategy for China to 
link many economic purposes with ktrategic intentions under one .program. Whether BRI 
can establish a new mode of globaliiation is still open to debate. 

r - . 

(Conclusion 
i 

Globalization is facing serious challenges. Not only has the multilateral trade order its 
momentum, but the dynamics of! regionalism are at risk. Mega-regio·nal agreements 
launched by the United States and EU to push forward globalization have stagnated.as has 
the WTO Doha Round. It seems that the approach of negotiating binding agre·ements am_ong 
governments is not workable anymore for furthering trade and-investment liberalization. 

After joining the WTO, China h_as been actively negotiati_ng FTAs wi_th its p_ar_tners. But it is 

questionable whether these FTAs have significantly contributed to reduce trade barriers 

or promote domestic market-drive:n reforms. Then h_ope was diverted to the new BRI 
for both fostering further opening up by China and sustaining globa_lization. By analyzing 

the economic and strategic logic behind BRI, this chapter concludes that it is more about 

fulfilling China's strategic objectiyes i_n world affairs. Th.ere are some encouraging i_deas 

in BRI, but there are also some uncertainties about whether it can substantially promote 
globa_lization differently tha_n exi_s_ting models. 
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On January 28, 2018 representatives from eleven countries, following the strong leadership 
of Japan, agreed to a modified version of thJ Trans-Pacific Partne"rship (TPP).1 This new pact 
-renamed the Comprehensive and ProgrJssive Agreement for Trans-Pacific Partnership 
(CPTTP), or TPP-ll~was formally signed iA Chile on March 8. The treaty will take effect 

once r3tified by at least six member countriks. Japan is planning to push the treaty through 
the Diet within 2018 and anticipating t_h~_t it will come in.to force som_etirne in °2019. 
The agreement represented a major reco~ery by the eleven countries following initial 
expectations that TPP was dead after the elkction of Donald Trump. · · 

• • • • . I 

Trump, as an early follow through on his ~enophobic and unilateral campaign promises, ' . 
signed an exec_utive ord_er pulling the United States out of the TPP within one hundred 

. . I 

hours of his inauguration.' With that stroke of his pen, Trump'wiped out 10 years of work 
I 

on the so-called "Pacific" route,to regional trade integration, anchored on the U.S. market . 

. It also. defied multiple analyses demo_nstiating the strong economic b·enefits th_at TPP 
would provid_e for the United States. Turmoil immediately prevailed among the rema_ining 
eleven signatories. I 

Japanese prime minister Abe, for example) only weeks after Trump's election anno·unced, 
"TPP is meaningless witho_ut the. U.S."' Singaporean prime minister Lee Hsien Leong 

argued, "if the TPP does not go ahead, it -Jou Id be a great loss for the rest of the member 
I 

econo"rnies."' The National Interest was typical in its skepticism about both the survival. 
of TP.P and the. long-term implications fol the Asia-Pacific. In an article entitled "TPP is 

Dead; Now What?" it observed: "The Unitkd States' withdrawal not only throws away the 
pot~ntial for a trade agreement but may ca:use countries th·at expended significant pojitical 
capital for the TPP to retreat from free trade for the foreseeable future." That China will be 
the primary beneficiary ofTrump's withdralval was a widespre·ad conclusion.' In fact, as the 

signing of the CPTPP indicated, all eleven cbuntries were prepared to recommit themselves 
to the deal and to continue to advance th~ goals of a liberal trading order in the region. • • • , • I • • • 

An Evolving ~sia-Pacific Order 
The stable economic and security order that prevailed in the Asia-Pacific from the early 
1980s until the early 2010s is currently! facing multiple challenges.' Mahy have been 
festering with varying degrees of acceleration and deceleration since the bipolarity that 
had previously provided the region's stfucturing architecture began to topple in the 
1970s. Nevertheless, for a roughly thirty-year period until the mid-2000s, the regional • - - - I - • 

order was defined primarily by increased economic interdependence, rising institutional 
multilateralism, and the abs_ence of state-to-state military conflicts. It is not that challenges 
to that tranquil order were absent, but most pale in significance to the far more potent 
challenges to b6_th intra-regional economi_c a_nd ·security stability that have emerged in the 

• last decade or so. No such challenge is potentiafly more upending of past patterns than the 

American pull-back from regional engagement since the Trump administration took office. 

During the Cold War, the prevailing regional order had been stark and bipolar. Prior to the 
Nixon and Tanaka visits to_ China (1972) and Deng's subsequent and sweeping reforms of 

the Chinese economy (1978) the regional order was characterized by stringent isolation 
and ongoing confronta_tion be_tween two hosti_le a:,,d mutually exclusive blo_cs. These blocs 
contended with one another in the overlapping and reinforcing spheres of economics 
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an~ security. America and its friends an·d allies stood o"n one side of the abyss while the 

communist countries occupied the ot~er. Intra-bloc economic and security interests were 

mutually reinforcing; security partners'traded preponderantly with one anoth·er, e·con·omic 

bridges across the security divide w~rJ narrow, shaky, and far apart. 

This bipola'rity in the Asia-Pacific orde/ reflected the broader global architecture set up.by . - . - . - - . -I - . . 

the United States in the aftermath of World War II. A dense web of institutions fostered the 

· global international order that has largely prevailed until today. The bulk of the institutions 

forged in the economic and financial !arena were global in nature. Key examples include 

the World Ba_nk, the International M6netary Fund (IMF) and the General Agreement on 

Tariffs and Trade (GATT) along with its successor the World Trade Organization (WTO). In the 

security arena, by way of contrast, the U.S. architectural approach was region-specific. In 

· some parts of the world, it opted.to forge multilateral regi6nal security bodies such a·s NATO; 

however, in East Asia America relied on a patchwork of bilateral hub-and-spoke alliances. 
When the Cold War en·ded, the m·ost' prominent security challenges justifying American-I - - . . . . 
led alliances had disappeared, leaving the United States as the unquestioned global and 

regional heg·emon, enjoyin·g what Barry Posei,'(2003)'called· u·nch_allehged "fommand of the 

commons."' Fram' this powerful perch, however, it had few incentives to alter the existing 

regional archi_tecture. Ins.lead, it strengthened, rather than s:crapp_ed, its bi.lateral alliances 

while continuing to rely.on global ec9nomic institutions. The.Asia-Pacific's post-Cold War 

institutional inheritance thus involved a mixture of global trade and financial institutions . . ' . . . . . 1 . - . . . . . - . . -

and a patchwork of bilateral security alliances. 

As the rigidities of the. bipolar divisicin began to blur in the late 1970s and early 1980s, 
! . . 

military tensions faded while cross-bprder economic interdepen·dence climb_ed. National 

leaders acros_s the region began to downplay their countries' military prowess in favor 

of prioritizing econo·mic devel.opmen:t. An a\~al.anC:_he of internat:i6nal c_apita_l inVestl'llent 

swept across the region during the 1980s and 1990s. The result was the well-explicated 
"Asiarl miracle" With its inc'reas~ in crdsS-border trade a·nd investme·nt, risi_ng eco_nomic and . . . - . - . . - . I . - . 

financial interdependence, and a surge in the number and range of activities undertaken by 

regi_onal economic instiiutions.' . -I -

Japan was a major contributor to thi_s onrush of investment and trade interde-pendence. 
ID p_articu_lar, Japan unleashed a r:nassjve· comb_inatio_n of officia_l aid, trade, and investment 
throughout.the region, including with China, the latter constituting a vital componer:it in 
China's edm·omic take-off. As Japan'~ economic ties -with Asia expanded, congruent with· 

- - - I -

the expansion of intra-Asian production networks involving Japanese firms, th·e cou·ntry 
to·und itself facing lncr"eased tension bktween the economic pu_lls of Asia and 'the diplomatic . . - - I -
and foreign policy focus that kept Japan unshakably anchored to the United States through 

"its bilateral se~urity ~l_liance. This t_en:sion beca_me increasingly acute-as Japan's eco_nomic 

interdependence with China ballooned, even as security tensions between the two countries 

mounted. Thus Sino-Japanese trade totaled $270 billion in.2016, and China emerged as 

Japan's leading trade partner while Japan was China's sec.and-largest tra·ding partner. 

Japanese investment in China followed a similar trajectory, with investments totaling 

more than $109 billion by the end of 2016, making Japan the leading source of foreign 

investment for China and accounting for 8 percent of Japan's total outward investment 

(plus an additional 2 percent invested in Hong Kong). 10 East Asia. as a whole accounted. for 

51 percent of Japan's exp·orts a·nd 49 percent of its imports as of December 2016." 
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Japan continually sought to bridge these competing pulls between i_ts e:con·omic and its 
security interests. Thus~ when the United States was considering a reduction of its military 
presence in East Asia during the 1980s, Japan along with Austra_lia, actively helped to 

create and promote the Asia-Pacific Econcimic Co"operation forum (APEC) and the ASEAN 
Regional Forum (ARF). Both co_untries the:~ wo_rked tirel_essly t_o urge the U_nited S_tates to 
join both in.stitutions as a way of keeping itldeeply engaged in the region not only militarily 

but a_lso through trade and e·con_omic interdepend_ence. Japan, with its insistence that new 
regional institutions such as APEC and the ARF represent the "Asia-Pacific," and not just 

I 

"Asia," also helped ward off the kind of division that U.S. secretary of state James Baker • - 1 . . . 

once called "a line down the middle of the ~acific." For much of the 1990s-.largely until the 

Asian Financia_l Crisis (AFC) of 1997-98-the two governments collaborated actively with 
. other APEC members to lay the groundwork for an interwoven nexus of p·olicies aimed 
at enhancing Asia-Pacific economic cooper1tion, particularly through trade liberalization." . . . I 
The AFC_ triggered a major rethinki_ng o1 the instit_utiona_l a:Cchit_ect_ure among leaders 
throughout Asia. The surging ebb and flow of "hot money" that accompanied financial 
globalization devastated a n·umber of East Asi_an economies along 1'lith their underlying 
developmentai models. 13 in response, gove~nments across East ASia came to t·he.conclusion 
that their financial and economic intere~ts were at odds with the globa·I ideology of 

- • • .•. ·_ I - - - . • 

comprehensive trade, financial liberalization, and deregulation fostered by the United 

States, the IMF, ·and the WTO (not to mbntion the •interests of hedge fund operators, 
currency manipulators, and other lar~ely non-Asians.) Hamilton-Hart summarized 

that view as demanding greater "markei'.based, competitive, and internationally open 
financial.systems."" · I 

The Asian response was to seek· collectiv.l regional protection, particularly in the area of 
'finance. In.deed, Japan went so far as to probose an Asian Monetary Fund (AMF) that would 

be region-specific and would allow for intrlAsian assistance in such crises devoid of U.S. or 
IMF ov~tsight. Those two plus China, h_owkver, quickly shot down Japan's proposal. Asian 
governments did however collectivejy cut

1 
back on domestic demand, enhanced foreign 

I 
reserve hol_dings, crea_ted tougher financial firewalls, engaged in closer monitoring of short-

term capital flows, made regulatory systelns more sophisticaied, and forged a series of 
• . I 

new institutional arrangements. These regional multilateral bodies including the ASEAN+3 . . . [ . 

(APT), Chiang Mai Initiative (CMI) which later became the CMI Multilateralization (CMIM), 
two Asian· bond markets, and the East Asi~ Summit (EAS) were initially "for Asians only."" 

I . . 

Furthermore, in response to the stalemated Doha Round in WTO trade negotiations, 
starting around. 2001-2002 numerous East

1 
Asian countries moved aggressively to forge a 

latticework of FTAs an_d other mini-lateral kgreements on trade. All served as instruments 
of institutional inte"rm·ediation between Asian economies and the broader global trade and • . • • • I , • . -

financial markets. In all of these ways, countries in East Asia m_oved collectively to minimize 
the chances for any repeat of the devastation unleashe_d on their economic development 
by the AFC. 

Japan's engagement with these trends was not without complications. In addition to 

p:ro·pos_ing the AMF n_oted a_bo_ve, Tokyo sought to respond to the t,ade and investment 

interests of its major banks and manufacturers, as well as to a:ssert its financial leadership 
of the region. Thus, Japan actively supported the formation of most of the new regional 
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bodies. Japan's shifting trade pattern:s als_o fostered deeper engagement with Asia. The high 

trade interdependence between Japan and the United States that had begun in the Cold 

War had been erodj_r\g for decades w_hile trade with Asia was ratcheting up. During the 

latter half of the 1980s, approximately 11 percent of all U.S. exports we·nt to Japan while 20 

percent of total imports came from Japan. In turn, it received 36 to 39 percent of Japan's 
• • • I 

exports and accounted for about 23 percent of Japan's total imports. By 2010 Japan was 

taking only 4.8 percent of iota I U.S. exports and accounting f~r only 4.1 p~rcent of America's 

'total imports. 16 The U.S. share of Jap~n's exports had fallen t_o only.16 percen_t cif its t~tal 

while the United States accounted for- only 11 percent of Japan's imports. M·eanwhile, Asia 

was absorbing 56 percent of Japan's Jxports and p:,oviding 43 percent of its imports. Such 

figures make clear the dramatic redJction in U.S.-Japan trade linkages over the last two 
decades or so. I . · 

I 

. Nevertheless, the Japanese governm~nt's official embrace of an Asian tilt was less than 
' . -

_fulsome.Despite its early aid to Chi_na and the growing economic.interdependence between 

their two economies, Japan. became, increasingly wary of the economic challenges ahd 
. ! ' . 

mil_itary reach of China, of demonstrations against China-based Japanese companies, and of 

China's waririess about strong sanctions against No-rth Korean nude_ar a·na mJssile programs. 
ln resp_Qns_e, Japan.so_ught to expand itS diplOmatic horizons to selective countries that were 

equally worried about China, in the hppe of forging an "arc of fre:edom and prosperity."" 

This arc involved among other things, ~romoting the inclusion of democracies like Australia; 

New Zealand, and India in regional bod_ies such as t_he EAS. Japan's enhanced embrace of. 

East Asian multilateral institutions was also constrained by its reluctance to reduce its close 

security alliance with the United-State{ even when ihis required expanded bilateral military , 

cooperation that was politically sensiti~e among Japan's voters. Japan continually sought to 
I • 

avoid making any painful choices between its ties to the United States and those to East 

Asia, and the competi~g pulls of its ecbnomica~d hard security interests . 

. Equally constraining were domestic liectoral concerns. These h~d .a particularly strong 

impact on Japan's embrace of the eriterging regional trade regime. Core constituents ~f . 1 . . -

the ruling Liberal Democratic Party (LOP) such as agriculture, small and medium-sized 

businesse_s, and the auto industry fdr e~arT'lple, caused Japan to be rather sclerotic. in 
joining the burgeoning wave of bilatJral and multilateral FTAs. 18 Before Japan agreed to 
join TPP, the country had few FTAs 'arid the ·,ate of coverage of its trade was low. As late 

as 2011, Japan had signed only twelte such bilateral agreements, and most were with 

countries where the trading relationship was economically minim-al. The result was a very • I • • ••• •• • •• • • . - - • 

low ratio of coverage fo'r Japan's total trade. The EU coverage ratio through FTAs was 73.8 

percent, Singapore's was 6°i.7 percent, ASEAN's was 60 percen_t, the United States' was 
38.8 percent, and South Korea's was 34 percent. Japan in ·'contrast had a coverage ratio 

of only 18.6 percent."·Negotiation of any more comp"rehensive agreements would have 

required substantial liberalization of key sectors of its domestic economy and the goring 

of numerous p·olitically sacred co_ws. Nonetheless, in a break with prior reluctance, and in 

contradiction to his prior criticisms of the then-ruling Democratic Party of Japan (DPJ) for 

even cO:nsidering TPP, on March 15, 2013, less than three months after taking office, Abe 

announced that Japan would ent_er TPP n·egotiations. Th:e mcive represented a s_harp break 

with Japan's prior hesitation on trade. 
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JaPan, TPP, and the Regional Trade Order 
The TPP grew out of an APEC failure in th~ late ,1990s to create a la_rge-scale economic 

free trade area. As it had evolved by 2015-16, TPP promised monumental changes to the 

exis_ting Asia-Pacific trade regi.m€! in fou.r c~nt.ral w·ays. First, as the most comprehensi_ve 
and ambitious regional trade agreement the United States had ever concluded, it was 
to serve as the centerpiec·e in the Obama1 admin_istrati_on'.s multid_imensional "pivot'! or • - . . 1 . 
"repositioning toward Asia," Obama promoted TPP as the most prominent manifestation 

of America's re-prioritizing of the Asia-Paci/it. Second, TPP represented a monumental shift 

by the Japanese government in pushing batk against domestic political protectionism and 

embracing extensive trade liberalization m~asures the country had long opposed. Third, 
f~p promised "high qu~lity" and "ambitiouJ" "21st (entury standards" for trade relations, ' . 
even as those terms remained undefined.21 TPP was designed to reach well "behind the 

border" in ways that traditional tariff reductions do not. Provisions induded harmO:niiation 

of domestic regulations, stronger agricultural and food sanitary- and phyto-sanitary (SPS). 

regulations, extensive labor and climate p'rotecticins, and requi_remerits that s_tate-owned 

enterprises (SOEs) operate in a comm'ercially credible manner. In principle, TPP would also 

ensure that •II goo'ds, services, and irivestrrlents in a:ny TPP p·articipa_nt country would be 

available to other TPP members." Fourth and finally, though less often the lead item in TPP 
. . ' 

press releases, the trade pact so),ght to address many of the geostrategic interests of the 

signatories. The TPP explicitly excluded Chink, convincing both the United States and Japan 

that the trade pa_ct had no.t just commercikl, but also security benefits .. At a minimum, 

it woul·d require China to reconfigure its dbmestic economy if it wished to join or even 

to compete effectively against TPP membe
1
rs. Altern.atively, it would provide :a powerful 

economic counterweight to China's rising.~conomic influence. In all of the_s_e ways TPP 

· promised Japan a multipronged vehicle by which to retain close economic and security ties 

with the United States to embrace many of its key trading and diplom·atic partners in East 
1 -- . . • 

Asia; and to ·gain a leg up on China's regional, influence. 

I 
The Obam·a administ.ration took ciffi_ce cO:nvin~ed that America's wars in Iraq and Afghanistan 

- ' 
mistakenly focused on non-existential threats that deflected both Treasury resources and 

senior pol_icymakers' attention away from t~e more strategically and economically critical 

Asia-Pacific. Indeed, when Obama took office in 2009 the economic center of the globe 
was unquestionably Asia, whi_ch a_t the timJ accounted for 60 percent of global GDP and 

nearly half of the world's international tradk. 22 Consequently, Obama moved to reengage 
' assertively with the Asia-Pa:cifi_c and i_ts m_ul_til_a_teral insti.tutions. That East Asia had emerged 

from the global financial crisis far less economically scathed than the United States or 

Europe offered added incentive:s for American erigagement. 23 

The administration committed to a "repositioning" or "pivot" toward Asia, a policy posture 

first articulated in a November 2011 speech Obama made in Canberra, Australia. Secretary 

of State Hillary ciinton's November 2011 Foreign Policy article· elabo:Cat_ed on the major 

principles, Among other things, the Obama administration strengthened and linked its 

bilat_eral alliances; it expanded the frequency o_f visits to Asia by tap· U.S. leaders; it signed 

the ASEAN Treaty of Amity and Cooperation (TAC); it appointed an American ambassador to 

ASEAN; and it worked behind-the-scenes to encourage regime change in Myanmar. America 

also reinvigorated top-level participation in t_he ARF, APEC, and the S_hangri-la Di_alogue.111 

short, it began a multipronged and multilateral regional engagement. 
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Congruent With all of these measpre.s and ~frguably i~_s capsto_n_e Was the Ob.ar,:i·a 
administration's strong efforts on behalf of the TPP. The George W. Bush administration 

had initiated negotiations over wh:at e~entually became the TPP; h_o1,11ever, it was Obama in 
November 2009 who advanced the visibility and expanded the membership of TPP. It was 
advanced as part of the White Housh argument for free trade more generally: "Ninety-. . . . . ·1 ., .. 
five percent of the world's consumers live outside our borders. Our Made-in-America 

I 

p:rciduc~·s a:n_d seryices a_re in dem_and, making _Am_erican exports a vital pillar of our 21st 
century economy. In fact, exports pl~yed an indispensable role in America's resurgence 

from the Great Recession."" Not at 1all coincident;,lly, it would be to America's distinct 
advantage to structure the major trade architecture of the Asia-Pacific. As Otiama wrote 
in Washington Post, defending TPP:; "The world has changed. The rules are changing 
with it. The United States, not countries like China, should write them. Let's seize this 

. I . . . 

opportunity, pass the Trans-Pacific Partnership and make sure America isn't holding the 

bag, but holding the pen."" I .. . · 
Furthermore, if Japan joined the trade pact, TPP's economic and security impact would be 

I . 

substantiaUy m:agnified. Japanese political leaders had been ambivalentabout TPP for the 
fir~t several years.of its negotiation. N6t until November 2011 under a DPJ government, an·d 
at the strong urging of the United st1tes, did Prime Minister Noda announce that Japan 
would begin internal discussions abdut whether or not to join TPP negotiations. Doing 

• I 

so left him facing withering criticism from the opposition LDP, only recently toppled from 
its electorally-dominant perch, which

1 
contended th·e pact would be devastating to core 

sectors, most importantly agriculture ~nd fisheries. 

I 
Yet, less than th:,ee months afte:, taking office, on March 15, 2013, Abe announced that 

Japan would_ indeed commit to join+g TPP negotiations. The TPP talks had made little 
progre:ss during Obama's first term, but the speed accelerated dramatically shortly after 
Japan joined the negotiations, timingJthat corresponded with Michael Froman becomin·g 
Hie U.S. Trade Representative. In little more than two years, negotiations concluded in 

October 2015; with all 12 countries si~ning formally on February 5, 201_6." As negotiated, 
the original deal, if implemented, would have encompassed 40 percent of global trade. 
Forecasters projected that the TPP w6uld increase Japan's real GDP tiy 3.2 trillion yen, or 

- I . 
0.66 percent. Under Abe, Japan became a full-throated proponent of the trade pact by the 

. ' . 
time negotiations were completed and Japan became the first nation to give parliamentary 
appro~a.1 to the final deal in Novembe( 2016." / 

. I . . 

Abe's calculations were complex. A longstanding critic of what he perceived to be Japan's 
• I , - • • - • 

long- term passivity in foreign policy, Abe saw TPP as dovetailing with his extensive 
globetrotting mission to expand Japan's global diplomatic activism and influen:Ce. Equally, 
Abe was anxious to bolster Japan's longstanding relationship with the United States while 
includ.ing Japan in TPP had by then b~come a high priority for the Obama administration. 

Abe shared the Obama view that exten
1
ding the liberal trade order across Asia would bolster 

the ec9nomies of bot_h coun_tries and s:olidify _their bilateral ties. 

In addition, domestically Abe had commi_tted th·e country ta "Aben:omics," h_is eponymous 

mix of economic policy changes designed to catapult Japan out of its two decades of 
slo\/1 growth and torpor. Abe envisioned TPP as providing him with a cudgel with which 

to break open some of the closed sectors of the Japanese economy without immediately 
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s:evering ties ~ith the LDP's agricUlt_ura_l suppo·rte"rs. Furtherl1'.'6r"e1 by lowering barriers to . 

the import of foreign foods and. agriculturkl goods, TPP would ultimately lower prices in 

Japan, d_eli~ering a boori to Japanese consuriiers and,. in the process, repositioning the LOP 

to make a stronger electoral appeal to the]rising riumbers of urban consumers, who have 

traditionally b_een more skeptical of the party. As Tanaka Akihiko summarized the situation: 

"Despite the LDP's unrelenting oppositionjto the Trans'Pacitic Partnership when t_he DPJ 

was in power, Ab_e was convinced that the
1 
proposed trade agreement among Pacific.Rim 

countries was absolutely necessary to buttress Abenomics. Abe wo·rked on drafting an 
1 • • . 

LOP electoral platform that would leave open the possibility of entering TPP but the most 

critical phrase was "the LOP opposes participation in these negoti_ations, i_f t_he govern:ment 

enters them.on the assumption of 'tariff elimination wiihout sanctuary' (seiiki naki kanzei 

teppai)"" This last_ phrase was an escape ~lause designed to permit Jap_an to retai_n some 

protections for politically difficult sectors, most notably agriculture. Bilateral negotiations 

between Japan and the United St_ates eventua_lly gave Ab:e his es,;ential fig leaf. 

After TPP was signed in Atlanta in OctobeJ 2015, Abe hail_ed the accomplishment; saying, 

"This is a significant achievement not only for Japan, but also for the future of the whole 

Asia-Pacific region." He also praised the agreement by describing it as "a farsighted 

policy for all participating countries that share the values and try to build a free and fair 

econory,ic zone." I . 
What had been developing as a fulsome attempt by both Japan and the United.States to 

reinforce the liberal tra_de orderwi_thin th_eAiia-Paciticwas up_erided bythe electi_on of Donald 

Trump, who ran a campaign of full-throated
1
white nati~ist populism; a central component of 

which was antagonis·m to the global liberal 6rder and multilateral agreements, represented · . . . - I - . 

among other things in TPP. Trump's opposition flew in the. face of the undeniable benefits 
• . I 

tha_t financial and trade liberalization had long provided to the .United States and its Asia-

Pacific allies. Of particular centrality to Tr~mp's ·antagonism were bilateral trade deficits. 

Since at least the 1980s he had portrayed such bilateral balances in starkly Manichean 

and transactional business terms: Am·erid was "winning" whe·n its exports to any sin·gle I . . . . . 
country were greater than its imports from that country; if the equation was reversed, it 

was "losing." Ame~ica's bilateral trade balahce with most countries h_a'd lon·g been negative 
. I . 

(in goods, though often not in services, a 'distinction critical to the changing character of 
' the U.S. economy, but one he and his supporters conveniently ignored). Consequently, he ' . . 

argued, the global trading system as organi,zed under the WTO and mostmultilateral trade 

agreements such as NAFTA, KORUS, and TPP, was collectively "taking advantage of the United 

States.11 S.o too were the m_ajority of Ameri~a1s trad_i_ng partners. Clii~a came in for blistering 
criticisms in this regard, but-Trumpian criticisms fell strongly as well on trade partners with 

I 

which the United States maintained security alliances such as Japan, Korea, and Australia. 
Not only did most of them enjoy positive! trade balances with the United States, "they" 

were not paying their "fair share" of the costs for their national defense. Thus, he argued, 

America's security ~tructure_was also working to dis.advantage the American econ6my. His 

solution was to demand "a better deal for America" by challenging all existing multilateral 

arrangements a:nd/or shifting to their replacement by renegotiated bilateral trade deals. 

Even though the Trump perspective on t_rade, ama_nce com·mitments, and multilateralism 

was uniformly hostile, the new administration saw. no merit in challenging the primacy of 

th_e U_.s: military and its global role. A key component ofTrump's promise to "make America 
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great again" involved a big qoost to Af1lerica's l"Tlili~ary bu.c;i_get and a i:r,ore· ro.bus_t mili_tarily
cen_tric confrontation with overseas adversaries such as North Korea, Iran, ISIS, and the· 

Taliban (while minimizing potential se~urity confrontations with China cir Russia. In fairness, . . . I . . . . . . . . . . 

in December .2017, alter a year_ in office, the Trump administration's National Security 

Strategy did express concerns about both countries as potential challengers)." · 

Once in office, the Trump administ!.tion backed off very few of its campaign threats 

o~ trade, as shown in its 2017 TradJ Policy Agenda." Indeed, on March 8, 2018, Trump - . • j ' 

announced that he was applying tariffs of 25 percent- on importe·d s_teel and l_O percent o·n 

imported.aluminum, following a forewarning in a March 2nd Twitter claim that "trade wars 

are good and easy to win."" For purposes of this artide, the broader orientation o_f the Trump 

administration on trade, alliances, the military, and multilateralism is valuable as the logical 
I 

backdrop for his.decisio_n to end Amer_ican involvement with TPP. Yet i_t also makes clear that 

the TPP pullout was just a sliver of the broader mosaic of anti-liberal populism and military 

muscle-flexing un:dergi_rding Trump c'tdministratiOn moves to extricate the United States I . . . . 
from the nexus of trade and multilateral agreements that had long been pillars of the global 

liberal o"rder. Populist nation:alism aisd helps explain the administration's general disdain for 

engaging in nuanced foreign policy an~lysis and for the Asia-Pacific as a geographical priority. 

Thus, afier a year in office h·undreds 6f key administration appointments in diplomacy and 

foreign policy re;,,ain unfilled, includihg .key positions dealing with East Asia." The decision 
I 

to withdraw the United States from l'PP represented but one trade specific component of . . . . . . I . 
its broader self-isolation from the Asia-Pacific. . . 

Japan and the TPP-11 
. Trump's decision to end U.S. pa:rticipation in TPP was initially crushing to the Japanese 

government, particularly to Abe. Japan had expended extensive political capital to advance 

the trade pact. Mo"re importantly, Ab~ envisioned the TPP as fulfilling multiple goals as: an . . . . . . . . . . I . . 
anchor for the bilateral relationship with the United States; a comme"rcially valuable tciol 

to advance Japanese corporate mar~et access to the United States and Asia; a firebreak 

agains.t rising Chinese regional influence; and a lever with which to dislodge powerful veto 

groups impeding economic reforms 
1
at home. The question of what to do next puzzled 

• , - I 
Japanese policymakers for several months. 

I 
The TPP was by no means the only multilateral trade possibility available to Japan. ASEAN had 

I 
long been promoting the Regional Co~prehensive Economic Partn·ership agreem·ent (RCEP) 

following the introduction of the idea during the 19th ASEAN Summit in November 2011. 
Negotiations on RCEP had been -ongoing since 2012 and would involve sixteen members of 

the EAS (induding Japan and China but excluding the United States). In addition, in 2014, 
APEC members committed to taking1 a concrete step towards greater regional economic 

in_tegration by endorsing a roadmap for the Free Trade Area of the Asia-Pacific (FTAAP) 

to translate this vision into a reality. As a first st_ep, APEC implemented a strategic study 

on issues related to FTAAP's realization. Also on the table of potential agreements was a 

three-cou:ntry pact among China, Korea, and Japan that had long been stalled despite the 

fact that the three in May 2012 had signed a joint investment treaty th:at Japan foresaw as 

a prerequisite for a three-way trade deal." Whether or not a trilateral FTA could gain new 

e·nergy in a spri_ng s_ummit meeting scheduled for Japan is unclear. Japan of course was 

eligible.for any or all of these approaches to its regional trade.relations. Moreover, China had 
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lo·ng ceen advancing its One Belt, One Road activities (subsequently relabeled the,Belt and 

Road Initiative or BRI). While Japan is not cLrrently involved, it has periodically floated the 

id.ea of participating in SRI as Vl(ell. MoreoJer, in February 2018, Australja announced that 

along with Japan, India, and the United sdtes, ii was negotiating to create an investment I , . . . 
fund to "complement" BRI. 36 RCEP was the most comprehensive alternative to'TP.P. It would 

cover 3.5 billion people in a roster of countiies wit.ha combined gross dome_stic produd of 

$22.6 trillion. Its focus has been on cutting i/nport tariffs on goods rather than other aspects 
of liberalization. Yet, because its stand_ards dre so low, Japan·ese c'ompanies would likely gain · . I ...• .. - . .. • . 

limited new access lo markets in RCEP participant economies. As a result, Japanese leaders 

have been pressing forward with TPP-1_1 an~ seeking to delay movement on RCEP until TPP-

11 takes effect. . ! 
' 

Without ig·noring these other possibilities, l'apan, along with Australia and New Zealand has . - . - I - - . 

determined that a TPP, even minus the Uri_ited States, remains its best option to advan·ce 

regional economic integration in accord ~ith the general principles of the liberai trade 

order. As Kamiyama Naoki, chief strategist ~ith Nikko Asset Management, phrased it: "The 

valu.e chain of the global economy is no lo~ger unilateral, so multilateral agreements are a 

logical approach to international trade."" Japan's effort to salvage the deal also reflected I - . . - . 

a growing recognition that countries that previously counted on American leadership 
• . • I 

.would have to forge ahead on their own.ITakernori Shumpei put it as follows: reopening 

. negotiations allowed Japan and its allies to "show the U.S. administration that we have 

alternative_s."38 Thus, at a Ju.ly 2017 meetiri~in Hakone, Japan I.ed trade negotiators from the. 

11 countries to resuscitate theirprior pact'. Negotiations moved quickly; by January 2018, 
I 

the eleven reached a collective agreement, the essence of which was to keep intact the ... . . . . - 1 . 

main provisions negotiated in the original 
1
TPP minus twenty-odd chapters and provisions 

th.at would have be.en of specific benefit to the United States and its companies. 

The response from Trump was :ronic, if I not totally inCon·sistent: As the remaining 11 

reached their agreement, Trump announcJd that·t·he United States might agree to reenter 
- . I 

TPP "if we can get a better deal" (with n6 specification as to what that might mean)." 
• I - - -

Japan's TPP minister Motegi Toshimitsu quickly responded: "The terms of the TPP-11 have 

already been decided on, and.we t_hink durJ-priO:rity is bringing this TPP-11 into force," while 

simultaneously "welcoming the fact that the U.S; has recognized the significance of the 
' TPP." Trade Minister Seka Hiroshige added: "We welcome President Trump's first display 

of positive interest:[in the pact], even thou~h it comes with various conditions att~ched.'; 
- I 

Australia's ambassador to the United State·s Joe Ho.ckey was more specific: "No one's 

going to rule it out, because it's the Unit,ed States of America and we want the United 

States of America in the TPP. We really do.,.And last I saw, a majority of Americans actually • - I - . - - • • 

want free trade, and American business surely would want to have. cheaper access to the 

fastest-growing market in th.e w.odd ... The officia.1 li.ne is that the architecture is open and 

transparent, and it accommodates anyone choosing to join ... The hard part is, if you were 

joiriing a club, it's very hard to pu_t in your application and try to change the rules at the 

same time."40 

By the time of the April 17-18, 2018 meeting between Trump and Abe at Mar+Lago, 

Trump was again reiterating his opposition to American participation in TPP-11, pushing 

instead for a bilateral trade deal with Japa:_n. Trum·p also refus.ed to exempt Japan from his 
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' 
' 
' ' aluminum and steel tariffs, despite Japan's centrality as an ally. While Abe pushed back 

. ' . 

strongly against Trump's bilateral pressures, his popularity in Japan had plummeted from 
. - I - - . 

65 percent support in January 2018 to 27-30 percent by April, making it less likely that he 

could continue to be as-effective a champion of the TPP-11 and a bulwark against Trump's 
. . I . 

systematic attacks on the liberal trade order. 

I 
Qonclusion 

For now, Tokyo· has to strike a deli~ate tialan.ce between seeking to engage Trump on . - . _. ,- . . 

trade and maintaining unity among the TPP'll countries. This .will by no means be easy. ' . 
In the meanti_me, by takirig a leadership role in resuscitating the TPP-11, Japan has shown 
a renewed commitment to reinforci~g the global trade order in the Asia-Pacific, even as 

I . • 
th:e Trum·p a_dministration seems determined to undermine it by turning inward. In the 

· process, Japan presents a clear alterriative to smaller ~ountries in the region, Worried that 
they would find themselves at the m~rcy of the economic r,;uscularity of China. Japan and 

. ' 
TPP offer at least one alternative, and already a number of other countrie·s including so·uth 

Korea, the Philippines, Indonesia, Th~iland, and even post-Brexit Britain have indicated an 

interest in joining. It is not at all cleJr how the Trump administration will eventtially dea_l 

with the new TPP-11 versus its clear 
1
preference for bilateral "trade arrangements. Nor can 

we predict tiow extensive t_he damage to Asia-Pacific tie_s and t_o U.S. s_oft p:Ower in the 

region wi_ll be. However, ii should ndt be surprising that the overall image of the United 

States as well as tr~st in its abili_ty to\n:1ake t_he right dedsion:s has plummeted." Whether · 

Abe.Japan and others committed to the global liberal trade order can keep it afioat in the 

face of U.S. Withdrawal remains an oJera"rching concern. 
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Reuters; February 18, 2018, https://www.reuters.com/article/us-china-beltandroad

quad/australia-u-s-iridia-and-japan-in-talks-to-establish-belt-and-road-alternative, 

report-idU.SKCN 1G20WG. 
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37 Ralph Jennings, "Is Japan Reviving'A.Dead·Pacific Rim Trade Deal To Spite China?·,, 

Forbes, April 18, 2017, https://w-.if.forbes.com/sites/ralphjen~ing:S/2017/04/18/ 

with-trumps-back-turned-japan-isiseizing-a-new-chance-to-compete,with

china/#629379i:lld04. Japan reached.out from its involvement with TPP and TPP-11 to . -- - .. ---· ' . • . . I. ' ...... --- -· . .,. -

negotiate a bilateral FTA with the EU, further advancing its commitment to the global 

liberal trading order. Thus, on the bve of the Group of 20 summit meeting in Hamburg, 
• • I - • 

Germany, in July 2017, Japan and the EU announced the outlines of a broad agreement 

that would create a trading bloc e~compassing $20 trillion in combined economic 

output. The deal was announced ~s the United· States appeared increasingly isolated 

on issues like free trade and the environment.See, Motoko Rich, "TPP, the Trade Deal 

Trump Killed, Is Back in Talks Without U5." New York Tim.es, Ju_ly 14, 2017, https::// 

www.nytimes.com/2017 /07 /14/business/trans-pacific-partnership-trade-ja pan-china
global ization. htm I. 

:: :::mp says U.S. would consider ,toining TPP if the terms are improved," Japan Times, 

January 26, 2018, https://www.jaJantimes.co.jp/news/2018/01/26/b'usiness/trump-1 ' •• • • • • ••• 

says-consider-rejoining-tpp:terms-improved/#.Wolpu3dG3cs. 

40 h~ps:/ /www.theaustralia_n.com.aJnational-affairs/foreig'n-affai.rs/fru.nip-cant-ch_ange-
. I ·- - .• • • 

the-rules-to-rejoin-tpp-hockey/news-story/31Sba6b227eb9a847c4ac5fde852ed81. 

! 
"Richard Wike, Bruce Stokes, Jacob Poushter, and Janell Fetterolf, "U.S. Image Suffers as 

- - - - - I 
Publics Around World Question Trump's Leadership," Pew Research Center, June 26, 

I - - •• 

2017, http:/ /www.pewglobaI.org/2017 /06/26/u-s-image,suffers-as-publ ics-a round-
worl d,q u estion-tru mps-leadersh i pl 
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I 
I - . 

The 10 members of the Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) are involved in 

s_everal regicin_al e_c·ononiic arrangemen_ts, n_cit only their own ASEAN Economic Community 
(AEC), but also those in a bigger geograhhic area, such as the ASEAN+l Free Trade 

Agreements (FTAs) and the Regio~al Compr~hensive Economic Partnership (RCEP). A subset • • - - - I 

of these countries are partaking of Asia-Pacific deals, namely the latest Comprehensive and 
I • • • 

Progressive Trans-Pacific Partnership (CPTPP) and the Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation 

(APEC). some are pursuing biiateral deals in pursuit of de-eper eco"nomic cooperation. Finally, 
I • • • 

all ASEAN countries are members of the Belt and Road Initiative (BRI), which although not 

labelled a trade agreement, is concerne_d ~ith trade-related mea:sur"s including trinsport 

infrastructure, policy coordination, economic connectivity through trade and investment, 

·customsrrodernization, financial cooperation, and people-to-people linkages. 1 . ! . . . 

A common feature of all these trade agree~ents is that they are not just focused on 
I 

r'emf)Vir:,g restricti_ons on Vade1 i.e. lowering import tariffs a_nd quo_t~s, but are much more 
comprehe~slve and include issues. like tr~de in services, investme·nt, labor, intellect_ual 

p:Coperty rights, regulatory s.tandards, and ~ea Ith and safety rules. All of these agreements 

deal with cooperation measures beyond national borders and can be called dee·p econo·mic 

cooperatiOn. They go beyond the WTO fram
1
ework and are often labeled "new regionalism;'' 

understood as state-led projects in the .c6ntext of global deve_lopments.' Th_e exte:nt o_f 

deepness varies, mainly depending on the barticipating countries' development stage and 
the econom.ic c·om·petitiveness of do·mestic!sedars_. 

i 
What do the ASEAN countries aim to achieve? Theory has elucidated that governments 

have motives ranging fro·m p61itics to econ
1
omics when entering an econon,ic cooperation - • • - I - . 

arrangement. The political motives could 
1
be confidence building, i.e. if an international 

relationship was blemished by a history of conflict, economic cooperation can introduce . .. • . . . . 1 • . . 

a process of confidence building.' For smaller countries, it could be seen as a means to 

incre_as_E! b:argairiing po~er ~i_th the in·tern_ational cor:nmunity. Countries·often see economic· 
cooperation as a means to hasten their domestic econo"mic reforms so as to in·creas~ 
attractiveness to ·foreign investors.4 G·overhments Could follow a regionalism exercise also 

I - - . . 
to defend domesticintereststhat are threatened by regionalism elsewhere_. 

As for the economic motives, countries! pr~fer coo.peration am~ng a. limited number 
I 

of players as it e_nables continued prote<;tion in a bigger geographic.al space and s_huns 
producers from non-ri,embers. This enables them to exclude "politically sensitive," non
competiti-ve ·domestic sector~ completely from trade liberalization. Finally, regional 
economi_c arrarigements are essential for,creating economies of scale for producers and 
offering a larger market for consu·me·rs, which iricreases attra~tiveness t_o pot_ent_i~I investors_. 

This chapter elaborates on ASEAN'.s perspective on econon:,ic regionalism in the Asia-Pacific. 
It examines key initiatives that ASEAN countries are currently negotiating or implementing 

in their national economies, diScusses economic and strateg_ic-motives, and vieWsthe future 
of regionalism from an ASEAN perspective. It concludes that although the ASEAN countries 

are.faCing-some uncertainties in their purs~it of ec~mOmic regionalis_m, they '#il_l continue to 
support the endeavor as it serves their economic structure of openness. The countries have 

realized the b·enefits of e·conomic_ i~tegration in terms of co_nfidence tiuilding of investors, 

there_by bolstering economic growth. 
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ASEAN and E.conomic Regionalism 

ASEAN Economic Community (AE<i) · · 

The ASEAN countries ~sta~;i~hed an eJonomic conimunity in 2015. Conceptualized in 2;03 - . . ! . . . -

and clarified in 2007, the idea was not only to create a single market and production base 
I • 

but also to devel_op a competitive region by narrowing the development gap and helping 

members plug into global value-chains' (GVCs).5 This was a more comprehensive and deeper 

approach co:mpared io l!ihat ASEAN pu~sued through its piecemeal efforts at an ASEAN Free 

Trade Area (AFTA) in 1992, ASEAN FrJmework Agreement of Services (AFAS) in 1995, and 
· ASEAN Investment Area (AIA) in 1998.1 . · . . . ! 

i . 
While many of the AEC targets, s_uch· as the near elimination of import tariffs, ha_d been 
met by the .end of 2015, non-tariff bar'riers (NTBs)-regulatory requirements, pre-shipment 

inspections, n6n-aut6matic licensing, price co·ntrol riieas:t,Jres, etc.-re·main prevalent 
I • • 

Although most countries are in the advanced stages of establishing their e-customs 
. I - . 

(National Single Window), they are yet to connect them at the regional. level, as agreed 
I 

earlier in the AEC Blueprint. Service sector liberalization remains. patchy, with significant 

political sensitivity includi_ng in the m·miement of professionals. Investment cooperation is 

constrained by lack of domestic refor,:ns in host countries. WhHe ASEAN has recognized the 

importance of building infrastructure for deepening economic integration, it is struggling • - - - I • • 

in securing adequate financing. Lastly, ASEAN has made its mark by signing plus one FTAs 

with six econo"mies-Australia, New Zealand, China, India, South Korea, and Japan-but the 

private sector is yet to utilize them widely in their business operations.' 

ASEAN has now moved to the next Jhase of economic integration, namely the AEC 2025, 
where many of the earlier regional

1 
commitments are retained (such as NTBs, customs I . . . 

reforms, GVCs) and new ones have been added (good governance and e-commerce).' Among 

the old m·easures, reiteratio·n of thJ importance of GVCs in ASEAN countries' economic . . . . . I . . ... .. . . 

activities is important. While many of the advanced ASEAN countries are already part of 

GVCs, the less develo"ped members heed to be supported for their eventual engagement. 

Co~mitments around trade facilidtion, customs reform, harmonization of standards, 
• I • 

. an·d improved coril'.1ectiv.i.tY are crucia_l in this regard. An,_ong the new on_es, e-commerce 
or digi_tal economy is a vital agenda,f given its immense. potential and prosp·ective ben~fits 

to small businesses. It has been estimated that the ASEAN-6 (Indonesia, Malaysia, the • - • - • I • • - -

Philippines, Singapore, Thailand, arid Vietnam) economies contribute only 1 percent of 
global online retail sales, although !_hey account-for 3-4 percent and 8 percent of world GDP 

and population respectively.' 

AS_EAN econo·micintegratio"n has peculi_arities. ltis a gradual process, built keeping in mind the 

global context and member countries' domestic interests. That is why ASEAN commitments 

are often broad in nature and offer fiexibilities. For example; the AEC blueprint, while 

outlining the policy action under_ "integration int_o the global economy," s_t_at_es "establish 

a .system for enhanced coordination and possibly arriving at common approaches and/or 

positions in ASEAN's e·xterna_l eco_nomic rela_ti_on and in regional and niultil_ateral forums," 

·where the word "possibly" connotes fiexibillty. Implementation mechanism is kept generic.' 
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I 
It accords responsi_bility to t_he s_ectoral rninisteri_al bod_ies for implementation. But it does 
not specify how initiatives h;ve to be carri~d out, a domestic responsibility. This leads to 

uneven quality and pace of implementation ht AEC commitments. 
- I 

ASEAN's decision-making process, i.e. the ASEAN way and_ prindp_le of "non-interference;' 

may discourage the private sector to take aniinterest in ASEAN matters. This may be slowly 

changing as ASEAN is moving towa:rcJ_s issu_es that are not just ab6ut tariff liberalization, 

but also cover highly technical matters. This! may convince governments to work with the 

private sector for their input, thereby working together for a regional public good. 

ASEAN+l.Free Trade Agreements (FTAs) · 

From its inception, ASEAN countries followed a path of "open regionalism," viewing-their 
I 

own integration as important as their integr~tion with th-eir key trading partn·ers. 10 ASEAN 

signed five FTAs with Australia-New Zealand: (known as CER - Closer Economic Relations), 
' China, India, Japan, and South Korea. Wh_ile ASEAN's own in_tra-regiohal nierchandise tra_de 

share is limi!ed to around.25 percent of total IASEAN trade, the share goes up to SO percent 
• • • I • 

if 6ne takes into account ASEAN's FTAs with China and Japan. --- - - I - - - . 
However, these FTAs from different periods are very different from each other. 11 By the time 

AEC was adopted in 2007, ASEAN had alrea
1
dy signed the ASEAN-China FTA and ASEAN

Korea FTA. fhe FTA with Japan was signed i~ 2008, and the two FTAs with Australia-New 
I -

Zealand and India were concluded in 2009. While China had negotiated.its FTA with.ASEAN 

as a group, Japan placed more emphasis on
1 
bilateral linkages, thereby conclud_ing seven 

bilateral FTAs and subsequently combining th
1
em into a regional ASEAN-Japan FTA. · 

The FTAs also differed in terms of economic ~overage and d_epth. Fi~st, for tariff reductions 
of merchandise trade, ASEAN-6 countries had committed to eliminate tariffs in more than 

I ' -

9_0 percent of th_e products (on average); ASEAN-4 for 80-90 percent. For the FTA partners, 

other than India, all have committed to elimiriate more than 90 p·er cent of tariff lines vis-a-
l -

vis ASEAN. Second, for rules-of-origin, although most of the ASEAN+l FTAs follow Regional 
I 

Value Content (RV() requiring a 40. percent• minimum (from parties of the agreement) 
I -

or Change in Tariff Heading (CTH) (equivalent to Change in Tariff Classification (CTC) at a 
4-digit level; inputs from non-member partt~s are sufficiently transformed in prodllctio·n, . - r . . . 
requiring a change in classification) a_s a gene\al rule, there are some small differences. For 
the ASEAN-india FTA, the general rule is RVC (35) +Change in Tariff Sub-Heading (CTS_H) i.e. 

the required m_inimuni Rvc; is lower at 35 p
1
ercent, with an additional requirement of a 

- - I 
CTC at a higher 6-digit level. Third, the services chapters of the ASEAN+l FTAs were not in-

depth. They were signed relatively fast for the ASEAN-Australia-New Zealand, ASEAN-China, - - I - . 
and ASEAN-Korea FTAs, but it took a long time to conclude negotiations-for ASEAN-lridia 

I 

and ASEAN-Japan. According to ERIA, the liberalization commitments under this sector 

were not substantial for most of the ASEAN b FTAs. 12 Most have limitations in term·s of 
I - , , • 

movement of persons or participation of foreign capital. 

i 
Du_e to differences among thes·e FTAs the busi,ness sector was not very interested in them. 

A survey ·by JETRO on Japanese affiliates in ASEAN found t_hat 56 percent of c_om'panies 

using FTAs utilize only one FTA." In another survey of 841 export-oriented firms," it was 

found that )Nhile Ch_inese firm:s have a relative,IY h_ighe°r usage rate at 45 percent, Japanese 

and Korean firms are at 29 and 21 percent, respectively. Among ASEAN countries, everi 
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fewer firms make use of the FTAs - ThailLd (25 percent), the Philippines (20 percent) and 
. I . . . 

Singapore (17 percent). Businesses repo\ted that the reasons for not using FTAs were: lack 
of inform·ation, low m_argin of prefere~·ce (between MFN an_d ASEAN FTAs), prevalence of 

NTBs, long exclusion list, multiple rules-of-origin (ROOs), and administrative cost 

RCEP 
ASEAN embarked on RCEP in 2011 as it signed a framework document among its own 
members and six of its FTA partners-..!ustralia, New Zealand, China, India, South Korea, 

I , 

and Japan. The participants intended to form a "m·ega-regional" arrangeme·nt to e·ventually I .. . .. 

cover 30 percent of world GDP, SO percent of world population, and 30 per cent of global 
I 

trade. The document provided a guideline for riegotiations and promised to deliver a T· . . . 

"comprehensive and mutually beneficial'j agreement that would cover "broader and deeper 
engagement with significant improveme_nts over existing AS_EAN FTAs/ CEP with Dialogue 

Partners." It stated that the agreement would address new issues that may emerge, while 
I 

promising: high transpa:rency upon signing of the agreement; availability of eco_nomic and 
technical cooperation for implementati6n; and focus on trade· faciiitation. The document 

provided flexibility in the negotiating process, i.e. sequential or a single undertaking; future 

accession both for ASEAN FTA partners ,l,ho may decide not to participate.at the outset or 
I . , . 

new members; and special and differential treatment for less developed ASEAN members." 
. I . 

The Guiding Principles for negotiating RCEP issued in Augu·st 2012 reiterated the goals . I . . . . . . . 
and stated coverage as trade in goods and services, inves\ment, intellectual property, 
competition, dispute settlement, and ahy other issue that will be mutually agreed upon . . . .· . . . . r .. . . . . . ... 
during the course of negotiations. "This l~ter was extended to e-commercea_nd_ government 
procurem~n.t. 

Since commencing negotiations in 2913 and 'completing 20 round_s by oe·cember 
2017, RCEP continues to face challenges. It has missed three deadlines for concluding 

negotiations since 2015. Negotiators q~ickly reali_ze·d that they rnuld not merely add the 
individual ASEAN+l FTAs as they are vefy different from each other. Also, as the aim is to . • I 

'multilateralize" the agreement not only among the ASEAN members and ASEAN+l FTA 
t -- . 

partners, but also among the non-ASEAN FTA partners, it created new issues as many of 
the n"on-ASEAN participants do not ha\i'J an existing trade agreeriien't With each oth~r. The . . I . . . . . . .. 
biggest challenge, for example, was obs~rved between China and India as the latter runs.a 

huge trade deficit with the former. 

Structural differences among participating members became an obstacle. Most ASEAN 
members and China are i_nvolved in labor-intensive manufacturing, while Japan arid South 
Korea lean towards capital-intensive production. India is an outlier with -its comparative 

. advan_t_;;tge in the sefvice sec.tor, rr:i:o~t,ly i_n information t~chnology. Australia and New 
Zealand's economies are primarily driven by the agriculture sector and mining. The 

advanced ASEAN countries, China, Japan, and South Korea have relied on their external 
sector for economic growth and entwined themselves in region·a1 value· cha_in adi1/ities. 
India, on the contrary, has been less outward-oriented and embraced globalization only 

in th_e early 1990s. lnd_ia is yet fo be a strong parti_cipant in the regional value-chain of the 

manufact~ring sector, though there are some linkages in the automotive sector. Hence, 

RCEP is mired in difficulty, mainly due to the differences in structure and growth strategies. 
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Following the U.S. withdrawal from TPP, political leaders are expressing a willingness to 

conclude RCEP negotiations soon, otherwise the global economy may witness a somber 

mo.ad with regard to international trade and related governance mechanisms. Moreover, 

. there is a creeping fear that in the absence o_f a TPP with the U.S. and RCE_P, China may 

take this opportunity to promote its own cooperation agenda of an East Asia FTA, covering 

the 10 ASEAN members and China, Japan, arid South Korea. Beijing has already sounded 

this outd~ring the 20th ASEAN+3 Leaders' Mketing in 2017. It has proposed cooperation 

across six areas·and offered to align its Belt an'd Road Initiative with a new mastec plan on . . . I . . 

East Asia connectivity. 1 

Bilateral Deals 

Besides the regional FTAs,-the ASEAN countries:have also b:een pursuing bilateral trade dea_ls 

with distant partners. Singapore took the lead, beginning its negotiations with New Zealand 

in 19_99, and ·there·atter com·pleted d_eals ~ith Japan, Australia, the United States, South 

Korea, India, and others. It has signed 13 bilateral FTAs, while four are under negotiation. 

Although Thailand started negotiating bilateral trade agreements from early 2000, it lost 
. . - . - . - I - . 

its momentum by 2005 in the face of political turmoil with two military coups in 2006and 
. I 

2014 and six prime ministers. Similarly, Malaysia joined the bandwagon in 2006 by signing 
. ' an FTA with Japan and a few others; however, the government did not have the political will I . . . . . . 
to negotiate away protection of the state-me~tored automobile and steel industries, the 

Bumiputra (Malay) enterprises, and the service sector, in general. . . . l . . 
For Indonesia, the Philippines, and other less developed ASEAN members, bilateral FTAs are 

not very popular. They are more concerned about domestic issues and are trying to be part 

of globalization through ASEAN. Most suffer fr~m a weak domestic regu_latory environment 

and lack of infrastructure, which are big hindrances for trade and investment liberalization. 

The countries are also not sure of the benefitk from FTAs. for example, Indonesia worries 
I . . 

about the low competitiveness of its manufacturing and agricultural sectors. :1 

Other Plurilateral Arrangements-'- TPP at BRI · 
. . . i . . . 
In October 2015, the original TPP agreement was broadly reached among the twelve 

. I 

parties, of which four are ASEAN members. It consisted of 30 chapters, including market 

access, government procurement, intellectual property rights, e-commerce, competition 

policy, financi_al servi_ces, investment, environmental standards, and labor standards. 

The agreement was.finally signed by all in February 2016. A study by Petri and.Plummer· 

estjmated that the TPP ~ould rais_e global annual income by $492 billion and U.S. income· 

by $131 billion by 2030." Large gains were expected for Japan, Malaysia, and Vietnam. 

Sorn_e non.members such as Indonesia and the Philippines would suffer small losses while 
Thailand would face a -relatively significant setback-mainly because of trade diversion 

from non-members to members and dilution of earlier preferences in TPP countries. · 

TPP could not survive U_.S. politics. During the 2o'16 presidential c·ampaign, Trump called TPP, 

a disaster and accused it of reflecting the interests of a small group, while HiHary Clinton 

blamed it for falling short of its promised high standards. Trump withdrew U.S. membership 

in January 2018, following which the remainin·g 11 participants d_eci_ded to su:spend_ a series 
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of p_ro·v:isions in the 9rigi_nal de:al (mairi_ly in the chaPterS of inv.estm_ent and intellectual 
property) and added a few sid~ agreements in order to move forward with the pact, now 

kriown as the Comprehensive and Progressive TPP (CPTPP) signed in March 2018. 
I . . . . 

All ASEAN countries are also part of BRI and its attached financing mechanism of the Asian . . 1· .. . .. . . . . 
Infrastructure Investment Bank (AIIB), a multilateral development bankwith $100 billion 

df c_apital. BRI was annou_nced by Chi~a /in 2013, referring to the New Silk Road Economic 

Belt, linking China with Europe through Central and Western Asia; and the 21st Century 
I 

M_aritime Silk Road, connecting China with Southeast Asian countries, Africa, and Europe. · 

The core objective was to encourage Chinese firms to venture into emerging markets 
I . 

that already hav_e trade and investment! linkages with China, sharing China's development 

experience, leveraging China's development assistance, and exporting China's technology 

and production capacity in oversupplied' areas, such as steel manufacturing. 

Econorhic Rationale . I . . 
The ASEAN countries have several reaso·ns to oe part of these various.regional coop·eration· I .. . .. . . 
arrangements. Most are highly dependent on trade. As for the share of merchandise trade 

in t_otal GDP, trade is a sizable proportion for Singap_ore, Malaysia, Thailand, and Vietnam 

(Table 1). For some, the share is more than 100 percent, reflecting significant dependence 

on the externa_l economy. This share has gone up over time for Malaysia, the Philippines, 

Thailand, and Vietnam. Dependency oA merchandise trade is reason to enter into trade 

agreements; lowering import duties e~tails lower cost. Trade agreements add to policy 

certainty as participating countries ar~ supposed to adhere to their commitments. In 

addition, for small cOuntries of Southeast- Asia, trade agreements ensure access into 

bigger market_s. For example, inthe dse of Sin"ga;,:ore, the ASEAN m"arKet serves as an 

immediate hinterland. 

I 

M·alaysia 89,8 · 82.1. 1.f-~.0 158.9 17~.9 · 172.7 142.4 ~-- 126.6 120.7. 

t"~~ya~-n"",;,~~~:,-~it"'"" ~---n~;a"'i'[~. ~--~--n."'"-~iji, ,-'_ -'-~n.~a l'r!;_-__ ~"~:•~l.r!_. :.-.. c--'44~~'.,'--!8 H . 47:4__1!._ 271 Jl 47~4 it 42:1( 
Philippines 38,8 29.7. 43.0, 55.8 92.7 88.0 55.1 44.1 46.8 

~ts..,in""ga'"po ... ,; __ .. ![_-_y_sg~·-3,..,11,,,-=264 __ . __ 6 _,ctL ___ ;_~2-.o~t,t-2~7-6._3 ,lie -2~84~1 j,,...: -3~3~7:~;•ur.~--~2_-80,-'.3',l['r--2,-,1~6~~ 'llr ~io_6.....,.3 I 
Thailand 47,0: 40.8 63.4 1s:i 103.6 12 _ _1-o_ . 110.3 104:s 100.7 
.-~-~;~~-,.---~·'--<'·,..·-~~r---i<~='-'r-~==,·,=.c="'-,i...-"~=,~='-'-. 
f Vietnam· · i~I __ 6,_1],.\ __ 17_.3~11,~· _s_o:_3 J,cf _6_S_.4~tl,_._ .. _9_6.~5 ii .120:0 II, 139;311.:.P.iill 174.3 \ 

Source: WTO Trade Database, author's calculation 
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As the ASEAN trade agreements are comprehensiv_e in nature, they rriake countries commit 

to other trade enhancement initiatives, such aHeduction or elimination of NTBs or cust.ohis 

modernization. Robust institutions lower trade :costs by increasing transparency, simplifying 

trade procedures, and .intr6d.ucing greater p(edicta.bility." I.n regard t.o NTBs, the 2016 
Enabling Trade Report by the World Economic Forum observed that apart from Singapore, 

which is a ·free port with well-supported ihfrastructure arid operating environment, - • • • • • • I • - • -

most ASEAN countries perform poorly (Table 2). The bad performance in efficiency 
' . 

and transparency of border administration, lack of infrastructure, and poor operating 

environment are hindrances to greater trad~ flows: Participating in trade agreements 
' thus ensures that ASEAN.countries address· issues at the border and beyond the border · 

hindrances. The countries' commitment to cu:stoms Single Window or streamlined t.rad.e 

procedures or even harmonized product standards should be seen in this regard . 
. I 

I 
I 

-Table 2· Enabling Trade Index Rankings, 2016 I 
(Ranking 
outof 
136 cour:rtrles) 
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72 
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-- -- l .. 
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. ! .. ~~ 

I Border 
Adrillnlstration 

11
_s:ub-lndex 

· 107 

11116 

47 

lj na 

-

Philippines .82 : 39 93 

· l~nga~ore_ Ji, __ _ 
Thailand '63 

- ,- 96 I 44 -~-- .. 
;. 88 

I Vietnam ljn 

Transport Operating 
lnfras,tructure 'Effi!ironment 

- . 

'74 ,G.L 
jlu3 119• 
' _?_4_ 64 

1112s 1119 
17 . .i6 

li~~;. i(n~ 
116 104 

)[3 j(2 
; 35 83 

!IGG Ii:,., 
Sourcec World Econom;c Forum (2016) · . i · 

AIO:ng with trade, attracting FD.I is also an important consideration in agreeing to regional 

policy measures. FDI, by itself, has long plaYed an important role in ASEAN countries' · 
· economic growth. J.apan.ese FDI has been responsible for catalyzing growth of ASEAN 

manufacturing sectors." This was followed by American and European firms and more 

recently t.he Chines:e. Alth.ough, am.ong th:e developing count_ries, the ASEAN countries were 

a.leading destination for FDI in the early 1990s, the trend slowed down by the mid-1990s as 

Ch.ina emerg·ed as a mo:re attrac_tive market (Figure 1). The inflows were further affected as 

ASEAN countries were severely hit by the 1997-98 financial.crisis. It was around that time 

tha.t policy-m:akers felt tha_t cooperation a:mong. sma.II co.untries was important to ensure 

economies of scale to foreign investors and that committing to reform at the regional level 

of AS.EAN would help countries to accelerate their reform process at the national level, 

thereby raising the confidence of foreign invest.ors. This rational.e was reflected in S_irigapore 

Minister for Trade and Industry, George Yeo's speech in 200i: "In 199·0, China accounted for 

I.ess tha:n 20 percent of total foreign i_nvestments in developing Asia, while So.utheast Asia 

took 60 percent .. Today, the. numbers are reversed."" ASEAN countries therefore need deep 

integration to raise investors' confidence in the region. 
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___ _ Fig"ur"e 1: FOi 111fl0wS·to~chm'a an·d A.SEAN _' __ ~ - _ - - -·--
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i 
Being trad_e dependent also requires AS,EAN countries to effectively participate in regional 

and global value chains .. Production of a commodity with a long value chain (such as 

au·to_motives, electronics, textiles, and p(ocessed food) is no longer confined to one country, 

different-from the way production and nade were undertaken in the 1970_s or e_arlier. Then, 

overseas production decisions were governed by low labor costs and confined to a particular 

economy. Trade was primarily exports tci developed cmmtries_. Howeile_r, at pres:ent, a single 
f ' • 

production chain is divided into different parts and produced in multiple countries. ASEAN 
. ' . 

countries, especially the advanced ones, have been part of these production networks . 1 - - -
since the late 1980s. Over time low v~lue-added production activities began to shift to 

less developed ASEAN_ members. U.S. multinationals operating in Singapore since the early 
1970s rel~cated the.ir production fadlities to Malaysia, Thailand, and the Philippines, which 

' otte·red lower-cost fac_ilitie:s. M_~re re_c:eritly, the produc;:tior:i fa.cil_lties s.a"V gradu.al expans_ion 
to Vietnam.22 While multinationals' decisions play an important role in locating their 

propuction bases, also i_nflU_enti'al are goverrlrr:,eni policy decisions·to p_rOvide adequ.ate 

_infrastructure and access to large markets. 23 To attract foreign firms, it became important 

for governments to WOrk t9'gfether o:n AEC to pfovid_e a large mark_et of 650 mi.Ilion peop_le, 

develop transport and regulatory infrastructure, and commit to _facilitation measures to 

lowe·r tra:nsactioD costs. 

ASEAN countries' trade with each other was as important as their tra_de with China, Jap_an, 

and South Korea (Figure 2). The share of intra-regional trade of these AS.EAN+3 countries 

is a sizabl_e 55 percent compared to ASEAr:,J's snare of intra-regional trade of 24 percent. 

Many of the production networks are not only among the A5EAN countries but across a 

bigger geography of-Asia. Although Japan was leading the production value chain activities 

in the.region, China_'s emergence as a "global fadory'' by the early 1990s-seriling as a fin_al 
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I 

I 
assembly destination and inco-rpo-rati~g intermediate goo·cts from neighboring courit_ries, I • . . . . 
catalyzed deeper production networks. ASEAN q,untries needed to simultaneously integrate 

their own economies and t_heir combined economy to the r~st of the worl_d. ASEAN+l FTAs 

with Australia-New Zealand, China, India, Japan, and South Korea assumed importance in 

this·respect. ASEAN e~onomi_c int~gra_t)On is "o~t~ard l_ook_i_~g"; integration is Con·necte_d to 

key trading partners." As Lee Kuan Yew said in 2003, "the diversion of foreign investments 

away fro:m ASEAN. is palpable. [ ... ] l~dividually, most ASEAN countries do not have the 
' economic weight of a province in China or a state in India. We must create a larger and 

niore attractive economic entity. [ ... ] How stro_ngly we grow depends on two key factors: 

first, our success at continuing to deepen integration within ASEAN, and second, our ability 

to keep ASE/IN outward-looking[ ... ]. This (AEC) consolidated market of 500 million people 

will make us more competitive.[ ... ]. At the sam
1
e time,[ ... ] we must remain focused on our 

. ' 
ties with key partners worldwide."" I . · 

Figure 2: Share of ASEAN's Trade, 2015 

I 
'I 

~ , x-\ lntra-ASEAN 24% 

Australia 2% 

Canada 1% 

China 15% 

Japan 11% 

· 1.ndia 3% 

SourCe: ASEAN SeCretariat Statistical Publications I . . . 
Despite ASEAN's effort to facilitate trade and investment through AEC and ASEAN+l FTAs, it 

I • 

remained largely unappreciated by the private sector, the final users. Given low utilization 

of ASEAN FTAs, policy-makers need to think about a deeper form of integration that will not 
only support trade and investment flows but will also take into account regional value chains. 

This is where RCEP assumes importance. The private sector continues to face challenges in 

cross-border transactions, mainly from multiPle rules-of-origin an·d inefficient customs.- ln 

a 2015 survey of 5,545 Japanese firms operating in Southeast Asia, "simplified customs 

clearance" was recorded as the AEC measure most desired. These firnis h_aile also requested 

simplified rules-of-origin as criteria for using FTAs." For U.S. firms, around 50 percent of 

451 respo_ndents from ASEAN expect a greater reduction in transaction costs. They place . 

high importance on ASEAN's trade facilitation initiative and custom:s program." Similarly, 

for EU firms, the 20·17 survey of 246 companies reported that 67 percent of respondents 

are worried about burdensome customs procedures within ASEAN for development of a 

regional supply chain." 
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To overco"m~ the low utilization rate and other challenges, ASEAN thought of a comprehensive . . . . . . . . I . . . . . . . . 

mega-trade agreement called RCEP, addressing the issue of multiple ROOs in the region. It 

wou_ld focus on trade facilitation and nevi economic issues during the negotiations, helping 

ASEAN countries to engage in the region~! value chain, and lower cross-border transaction 
' 1 • . 

c·osts for businesses. 
I 

· Finally, regardin·g bHateral and plurila_terl1 deals, AS_EAN countries view these as means for 

deeper economic integration: While AEC) ASEAN+l, and RCEP lead to economic integration, 

they are relatively shallow as they invoive countries from different development stages. - . . . . . . ] . 

Most often, the CLMV countries of ASEAN request flexibility or a longer timeline to adhere 

to a regional commitment. The flexible n~ture of regional commitments can be observed in 

the AEC blueprint language of best.endedvor in several places. Even for RCEP, the fram·ework 

document states that negotiations will ~ive due consideration to the development stages 

of participating countries. A bilateral deal is useful; it is easy to negotiate and din closely . . - i"" . . 
match participating countries' interests. For an advanced country bilateral deals can 

' help reach agreements both wider in scope and deeper in terms of agreed agendas. In . . . . . . . I . . . . . . 
trade agreements, Sfngapore has a strong market access focus, with co·operation in a"reas 
of i_nyestment,.education, transport se

1
rvices, government procurement, etc: Thailand's 

interest,on the other hand, lies in gettingfnarket access for its agri_cultural and manufacturing 

products, while promoting its tou°rism sJctor. 
. I 

A plurilateral de.al, like the TPP, is useful as it enables ASEAN countries to participate in high

standard,agreements on issues like goverhment procurement, labor, and enviro~men~, which 
are ncit yet discussed in regional FTAs of:ASEAN. The deeper agendas help ASEAN countries 

to use an external agent to undertake do:mestic reforms that often face challenges. Even the 

BRI serves the economic interest of closing the infrastructure gap in the region. In a 2017 
• - I • 

study by the Asian Development Bank (ADB), it was estimated th.at all ASEAN members will . . I . . . . . . . . . . . . 
together require $184 billion annually during 2016-2030 for their infrastructure needs. The 

figure rises to $210 billion annually if o~e takes into account carbo·n emissions and climate • I - • • • • -

change. Indonesia alone would need $74 billion annually under the baseline scenario and 

$82 biUion a_nnually under a climate ch1nge-acijusted estimate." Building infrastructure is 
seen as the next phase of ASEAN integration." While the region has its Master Plan of 

ASEAN Connectivity (MPAC), it severely 'suffers from financing issues. 

I 
Strate~ic Rationale 

There were several strategi~ imperatives for the ASEAN countries to undertake regional 
economic cooperation. Mari Pangestu, Minister of Trade of Indonesia from 2004-2011 

· mentioned that ASEAN's. economic cooperation is part of the country's foreign policy, and 

there are far more strategic reasons than· .economic ones to p·ursue suc<h a d_irection.11 

For example, AFTA was formed in the e·arly 1990s to provide a new political purpose to 

Southea_st Asia after the end of the· U.S.-Soviet confrontation ,ind the Cani_bodian crisis." 

It was felt that AFTA could provide a sense of regional identity, which was necessary to 

strengthen ASEAN as a regional organization in the post-Cold war era." 

More than a decade later, whe·n AFTA h·ad a_dvanced to AEC, a deeper, more comprehensive 

form of cooperation, there were different strategic imperatives. Ffrst, AEC was viewed as 

the most logical extension of the various economic initiatives that ASEAN undertook in 
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the 1990s." From 1995 to 1999, ASEAN expanded its membership to the CLMV countries . . r 
and encountered serious developnient gaps.35 !The AEC provided a "fresh" comprehenSive 

. • I 

framework, building on agreements that had already been signed by member countries-

AFTA, AFAS, and AIA"-and would ·also l.ookl into the capacity building exercise of the 
I . 

CLMV countries thr6ugh the Initiative of ASEAN lntegratia°n (IAI) that came in 2001. As the 

c~~ntries use the regional policies to undertake domestic reform, it was expected to raise 

their economic competitiveness to attract FDl,!especially vis-a-vis China. 

Second, ASEAN decided for AEC as it wa:s explcted to play-th_e role of a "hub," a strategic 

position for the regional organization. By default, ASEAN could have the leadership position 
' . 

as nohe of the East Asi_an nations can do so 1due to their past and ongoing conflicts. It 

was argued that ASEAN's closer economic relationships with its key trading partners in 

the form of ASEAN+l FTAs 1'/0uld help ASEANjto accelerate its own economic integration 

and, in the process, create a single economic space." "The only way ASEAN stands a 

chance of effectively checking the power of thJ plus three nations (i.e. China: Japan,. Korea) 

is if it is united."" . I . 
Third, the economic community was expected to contribute to regional cohesion, which, 

in turn, was likely to strengthen ASEAN's bargaining power and geopolitical influence. It 

was expected to strengthen member states' position to participate in the WTO and in 

their collective negotiating position for FTAs and other strategic.matters." Fourth, ASEAN's 

initiative to move towards AEC c_ould also ~e viewed as a defensive response to t_he 

proliferation of RTAs, especially with the expansion of the EU and the success of NAFTA. 

The governmen,s of ASEAN fe:ared that they n:eeded to ad fast to remain comp_etitive and 

relevant in multilateral negotiations. MoreoJer, there was dissatisfaction with the. slow 

progress of the WTO-Doha liberalization proce
1
ss and the APEC process." · 

As for RCEP, it was decided to create.a favorablJ geopolitical environment aro·.:md the ASEAN I . . . . . . . . 
region," in accord with thinking about a region-wide FTA since 2001. While China has been 

promoting an A5EAN+3 framework (the East AJia FTA), Japan advanced its idea of ASEAN+6, I . • • . 

including India, Australia, and New Zealand (the Comprehensive Economic Partnership of 

Ea:st Asia, CEPEA) .. To end this debate, ASEAN proposed RCEP (involving ASEAN+6 countries) 

in November 2011-an ASEAN-centric region~I FTA, where issues and aspirations of AEC 
' would be elevat_ed tq the bigger ge·ogr'ap_hy 9f an E_as_t Asia_n Eco_n_omic C9r:r:imu_nlty. This 

became increasingly important, because forgil1g closer ties and.forming common positions 
I 

With economies of all sizes WQUld help AS_EAN ;t.o ·entrench i_t_S ceritral_ity, whii::h i_mplies tha"t 

the regional architecture is led by ASE.AN and the region's relations with the wider global 

community are conducted ke¢ping in mind the interests of the ASEAN Community. RCEP 

would showcase ASEAN's capability to bring together not only its own ten members but also 

external partners for harm.onized pOl_icies and ec_onorili_c gro~th.42 T~e strategic imp_ortance 

of RCEP was highlighted recently by Singapore Prime. Minister Lee Hsien Loong, when he 

urged the· participating countries to conclude RCEP negotiations soon. "When you make a 

trade agreement like this, it is very seldom only about econo·mic_s 6r trade. Th.ere is aJ'lllays 

another aspect to it-of bilateral cooperation, of friendship, of strategic calculation."" 

A subset of ASEAN countries also values the ·strategic importance of other _bilateral and 

plurilateral deals. Singapore wo_ul_d like t_o s.t.rengthe·n long-term s_trategic alliances with 

major powers and trading partners using the FTAs."' This was also reflected in a Singapore 
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official's statement, while detaiiing the benefits to arise from a bilateral FTA with the United 

States·: 11S_lr:igapore1s interest in the _U_S, ho~ever,· transcends business and economics. 
Singapore wishes to entrench the presence of the US in the region. b·ecau_se it u_nderpins 

the security of the whole Asia-Pacific region. Singapore regards the US-Singapore FTA as a 

symbol of continued US commitment to th·e region [ ... ] th:e USSFTA [ ... ] is a.bout en_hancing 

the prospects of peace and stability in the region."" 

For Thailand, the idea of bilateral FTAs in the initial years of 2000 was to raise its diplomatic 

status in the global economy. It adopt~d FTAs as an integral part of foreign policy and 

marked them as a form of "forward engagement" or "economic diplomacy."46 It was also 

felt that Thailand wanted to build its administrative and negotiating capabilities through - . • . I . - - . - . . 

signing FTAs with small cou.ntries. It agreed to FTAs with the Czech Republic and Croatia 

· · n~t only so that it could gain ·access to th~ EU market, but also to have flexibility that these . . . . . -

small economies allow. As Thailand was not very sure about the impact of FTAs, its choice 

of countries in the early days was more tci serve as a guide for subsequent negotiations with 
I bigger economies.47 

I . 
Finally, with regard to the plurilateral deals, the original TPP, keeping the United States 

economically e:ngaged in the region, was of immense interest to a subset of the ASEAN 

countries. In an interview on America's r~le in Asia and TPP in March 2016, Singapore Prime 

Minister, Lee Hsi.en Loong, categorically stated "I think it (TPP) is important for the openness 

and the stability of Asia, beyond the good it does to your own investments and your own 
I • . 

interests there (Asia). The TPP is a very important part of this. Because whatever you say 
I , • ' 

aboutrebalancing, and even if you have'security and military resources co·mmitted, finally, . 1 . . • 
yo_u have to make the argument that this is in aid of mutual interest for Americans and for 

the countries in the region. And wh:at is '.that. riiutual i_nteres_t? l_t is enha~C:ed engagement, 

cooperation, trade, and the TP.P is a visible manifestation of that.""' For Thailand and 
• I . . 

Malaysia, the original TPP filled the gap of n_ot having a b_ilateral FTA with the u:s. Each had 
I • 

started· bilateral negotiations in 2004 and 2006 respectively, but those failed due to the 

U.S. push for a high standard FTA, incorpbrating environment and labor, which was difficult 
. I . 

given the domestic politics of Thailand and Malaysia. Even if the U.S. is not th·ere is the new . / . . . . 

incarnation ofTPP, i.e. CPTPP, the idea is:to keep the deal alive so that the U.S. can join the . . I 
trade pact in th·e future. I · 

, On the whole, the econc;:,mic cooperatio
1
n arrangement serves ASEAN's purpose o~ staying 

strategically relevant in the global economy. While ASEAN's own integ"ration provides it with 
I • - • 

cohesion and solidarity, its economic linkage with big economies helps it to maximize its 

options, thereby managing its quest for "dynami_c multidired:i'on·a1 ~,:quilibri_u_m in So1:,1theast 

Asia."" ASEAN acknowledges the changing nature of the global economy arid th:' related 

geopolitics. Hen·ce, it t_akes a pi-agmatic ap'pr~ach t_o alter its ~co_n·ami~ coopera"tion _n:iod_el 

to more rules-based organization. Moreover, ASEAN recognizes the fact that each of its 

~cono·mic relations with the big economies has its own dynamics. While China is seen as 

fulfilling short-term economic needs, India is observed as a partner with immense potential 

in the future. Japan is respected for its infrastructure and manufacturing investments 

in the region since WWII. ASEAN aims to ma_intain an "open and incl_usive" form of 

economic cooperation arrangement, where no one country can dominate to take a_dvantage 

of the others. 
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The Future of Regionalism 
1· 

ASEAN has been following the path of economic regionalism since the early 1990s. It decided 
I 

to strengthe·n it.sown etonomic inte·gra_tion t.o deal wit.h the bigge:, economies of the world. 

This led to ASEAN+l FTAs, which transformed into a quest for a bigger undertaking RCEP. 

However, ASEAN-le_d FTAs are not th.e·only eco~o.mic regio_rialism model in the Asia-Pacific 

r.egion. There is the CPTPP and the.BR!. . I . 
What does this mean for the future of regionaiism from ASEAN's perspective? ASEAN will 

continue to be a majo-r promoter of e·conomic 
1
re~ionallsm. However, it rriay feel pres·sure, 

both inter~ally and externally_ . · I _ 
Internally, challenges will emerge as all ASEAN \"embers may not be·nefit equally from AEC. 

The policy document only lists the policy action lines and resp·onsibility of implementation 
I • • • 

resides with individual member countries. Asai domestic level, countries suffer from lack of 

human and finan"cial resources to imp_lement mJ_asures and they are n:otwilli.ngto im.plement 

measures in a timely manner. Hence, in the P\Ocess of integration, some will be laggards. 

This will have im.plic.atiolis for FDI flows into ,the individual members. While the leading 

ASEAN members will attract most of the foreign capital, the rest will continue to struggle 

in attra_cting in·vesfors. This was observed in nymbers showing that Singapore attracted SO 

percent of the total FDI in the region (Table 3)! Some wifl lose incentive to participate fully 

in AEC, as already observed while designing th
1
e next phase of the AEC blueprint: countries 

like Singapore and Malaysia wanted to take a greater leap in the next ten years, Indonesia 

wanted to. consolidate its economy first before committing to any visionary idea. 

Table~: lnves_tmeni Attractiveness of to.SEAN -Member-Countries 

I 
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Source: ASEAN Statistical Yearb_ook 2014 and 2016/2017 

Most ASEAN countries increasingly believe that the lack of infrastructure needs to be 

resolved before benefiting from regional integration. Indeed, all members have supported 

the regional connectivi.ty master plan tha_t coven,·d three elements: phys.ica.1 conhectivity, 

institutional connectivity, and people-to-people connectivity. They are also developing their 

national plans, keeping in mind the regional plan. Connectivity is increasingly felt to be 

necessary to reduce cross-border business trans.action costs, travel, and time costs and to 

ensure that regional integration benefited the periphery as well as the core of member 
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_countries .. A key _determinant for obtaining the full benefits of the trade and investment 

1.iberaliiation t.hat c'ountries have b~enfp:ursuing for. the last two decades is believed to 

· be infrastructure development. But almost all ASEAN countries suffer from financial 

constraints. As they lack fiscal space tolundertake public spending in infrastructure, they 
also Jack resources to design bankable projects to fund roads, bridges, highways, power
plants, etc. using a public-private-6artn~rship (PPP) model. 

I 

This is where the external challenge comes in. Given that tariffs have been reduced for most 

of the economies in the region, remov1f of NTBs will mostly remain a work in progress, 
and couniries are struggling with man~ging their infrastructure demand, China sees this 

as an opportunity to introduce its own:model of economic cooperation that is based on 

building infrastructure. In other words,' BR! has been announced at an opportune time. 
• I 

The BRI connect.s China with. the countrJes of Central Asia through roa:d infrastructu:re and 
links the Chinese coast via Southeast Asia to the Indian Ocean and all the way to Europe 

' . through ma:Citime routes. Since _BR! wil,1 be impleme:nted bilaterally between China and 
different host countries, it is expected that China will try to integrate ·itself closely with 

other countries. SRI will become a m~ans for it to align trade flows and investments 
through improved infrastructure. Indeed, the-ASEAN-China FTA becomes important in 
this regard a.nd complements the SRI' In addition, Beijing, during the 20th ASEAN+3 

Leaders' meeting in 2017, expressed iis intention to align BR! with the Master Plan of 
. I . , 

ASEAN Connectivity (MPAC), thereby promoting the idea of East Asia connectivity. Beijing 
I . 

realizes the imp·ortance of h_ard _and so.ft infrastru.cture in regional economic integration 

and also comprehends the difficulties offASEAN countries to invest in long-term investment 
projects. A_ccordingly, ithas s.uggeste.d w~ys to match common interests of ASEAN countries 

and China. · I 

Most importantly,· Beij/ng seems to have learned from ASEAN's experience of ·what 

com·ponents of economic int.egration\ work (like liberalizapO:n and facilita_tion) and 

what may always lag (such as eliminating NTBs and narrowing the development gap). ' . . 

Including domestic regulatory iss.ues of competition p_olicy, intellectual property rights, 

environmental standards, or labor lawsLs not practical as many less developed countries 
in the region may not be able to complJ. As most of the benefits under liberalization have 

• • I • 

been reaped, it is better connectivity that needs to be popularized among interested parties 
to molie towards deeper regional integr~tion. Of course, ASEAN does n·o.t want to miss this 
opportunity and has expressed its suppdrt by joining the AIIB. However, it is very mindful of 

China's economic dominance in the regibn. It fears the rise of China as a regional hegemon 
to gain economic domination.of the region that has subsequent implications for political
seCuritV coOpera_ti_on. 

In order to· balance Chinese influence, ASEAN will welc6me CPTPP and earnestly try to 

conclude RCEP negotiations. Although only four ASEAN members are part of CPTPP, 

Indonesia, Thailand, and the Philippi_nes.are not disrega:rd_ing th'eir prospects of joining the 

deal, taking a "wait and watch" approach to see if the United States joins the deal. There 

is already some murmuring that it may join if the CPTPP members agree to re-negotiate 

some provisions. With' regard to RCEP, the negotiating partie_s are optimistic that the 

negotiations will conclude by the end of 2018, under Singapore's chairmanship of ASEAN. 

The n_egotiators·h·ave been i_nstruc.ted fo explore new ways of formatting the RCEP deal, 
perhaps to suit India's interests, a two-tier structure: one for countries already having an 
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FTA with each other; and the other among countries without such bilateral trade deals. 

There is a:n e_x(remely slim chance that RCEP. will be concluded without India, as many 

in the media are speculating that it may be ~sked to stay out of the deal given its foot

dragging during negotiations. RCEP without lnoia would dilute the economic and strategic 

value of the agreement and offer China an opportunity to advance its own regional 

cooperation agenda. 

Althciugh economic regionalism is a cruci_al me~sure for ASEAN co_untries' economic growth, 

prospects seem uncertain at the current moment. ASEAN's principle of "open regionalism" ' . . 

seenis to have hit a ceiling, as countries like China are seeing this as an opportunity to gain 

economic access into the region, while the oth·er big economies are either turnin·g inWard_s 
' or have limited economic resources to expend to ASEAN members. ASEAN is also struggling 

internally to nianage the momentum of its own eco·nomic cooperatic:m. The me:ml;>er 
countries are paying more·attention to their own domestic needs for infrastructure, rather 
than cruising along with econ_omic integratio·~- While it will be impossi_ble for ASEAN to 

disband its economic community, time will only tell how ASEAN, as an organization, will 

address its current_ challenges and manage to ~eep its economic regionalism agenda intact. 

. Concllsion . 

For the ASEAN countries, all kinds of regionJI i~itiatives strengthen its outward looking 
. I 

·econo'mic structure. Most are highly open to the glo_bal economy, having a significant share 

of their GDP in t;ade and aiming to attract foreikn investment for domestic industries. Many 

a_dvariced ASEAN members are already part of GVCs, while the less developed ones are 

targeting this in the next decade. The economidregionalism project among the ten membeis 
I 

provides policy certainty and also cohesion, useful for staying strategically relevant in the 

global econo'my andfacilit_ating the negotiati_onioftrade dea_ls by the sniall rn_eniber with the 

bigger economies of China, Japan, and India. Given its economic structure, ASEAN from the 
begin-ning has p·ro·moted regionalism that is "o~en" in its approach, i.e., "open regionalism." . . . I . . 
The bilateral deals are useful for deeper integration, while the latest plurilateral deals fuel 

aSp_irations fo_r ecOrjOmic devel_opme"n_t..Region~Hsm in _ASEAN is to ensure openn_ess, Which 
would.eventually feed into a country's development. 

. . . I 
There are some uncertainties. The United States has pulled out of the TPP, although the . . . . ) 

agreement has survived as the 11 other members exerted their political will. RCEP, after five 

·years of negotiations, is still facing challenges,: including issues of market access, services, 
and investment. Looking at a strategic opening, China is promoting its own economic 

cooperation model of BRI and slowly ma_k_ing in-roads into neighboring developing 

economies. Even ASEAN's own economic co"'\munity is facing some difficulties. Member 

counfries, although· not discarding AEC, are not willing to c?mmit to deeper measures. 

They are biased toward building their na_tional infrastructure and implementing t_he older 

AEC commitments, rather than promising new ones in an era of uncertainty around 

ec~:inomic regiona_lis:m. 

Will ASEAN survive this phase of uncertainty? The answer is probably "yes," as the ASEAN 

countries have already tasted some benefits of regional integration. The region has regained 

a l_ot of FDI, wh_ich was felt fo be getting diverted to China in the mid-199.0s. In 2013/2014, FDI 

inflows of $125 billion to AS-EAN were almost on a par with China (Figure 1). Many members 
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are also building their national institutfons to adhere to their AS.EAN commitments. For 

instance, almost all ASEAN c·ountries now have a coriiPetitio_n CommissiO_n, nOt the case 
earUer .. Thieless.developed ASEAN ~em~ers have benefitted from increased attention from 

the developed countries (such as _the EU
1

, the United States,.Japan, and Australia) and their 

technical and financial assistance.in are~s of economic integration. For example, the USAID ' . . 
program provided assistance to Laos and Vietnam to establish their National Single Window 

' (NSW). It also h·elped ASEAN to deve_lop the t_echnical and legal co:mpone:nfs of ASEAN Single 

Window and assisted in implementatioh of pilot projects. The E·u has already earmarked 

more tha"n 170 mi_llion e_uros foj the p6st-2015 A5_EAN integration. Fi_nally, the econ_omic 

regionalism-projects involving ASEAN fatilitate its members being part of many d·iscussions 

that are cross-border in nature. Recent_ly, all ASEAN countries have been exploring ways 

to cooperate on e-commerce. ·This not
1
only means business opportunities but also risks 

in terms of, say, cyber-lecurity. It is the economic cooperation that is bringing all ASEAN 

members together to find ways to mitig~te risks that are regional or global in nature. Thus, ' . 
for members, while the pace of economic regionalism may slow, the initiatives will continue 

to survive in order to enable them to gr~w and develop i_n the futu_re. 

! 
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This chapter focuses on e·conomic integratiL (linkages) between South Asia and East 

Asia.' The topic is important ior thre·e reason
I
s. First, South Asia-East Asia (SA-EA) trade is - - . r . . - - . . 

. a component of South-South trade and could I be a useful buffer should North-South trade 

soften, or populism lead the North to view trade as a "zero-sum" game, as is presently the 
. . - I -

·case in the United States and several countries in Europe. The withdrawal of the United States 

from th·e Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP) in Jariuary 2017 and President Trump's reiteration 
• - - . . I 

of his "America First" trade policy at'the 2017 APEC meetings in favor of bilateralism and 

"fair trade" has generated interest in alternatJ trade policy options in the EA region. 
. . . . I 

In addition to promoting domestic demand, EA countries have adcip.ted a three-p:,o_nged 

response to rising U.S. protectionism:' I ._ 

1. EA countries have been attempting to construct a new regional trade order and 
I 

enhance connectivity. On November 11, 2017 the eleven remaining cou·ntries 

decided ·10 go ahead with the TPP, ,,;hilk the Regional Comprehensive Economic 

Partnership (RCEP) negotiations are alsb to be expedited.' The co·mprehensive 
I . - - -

and Progressive Agreement for Trans-Pacific Partnership (CPTPP or TPPll) which 
• I . 

is led by Japan and Australia was signed on March 8, 2018 and is expected to be in -. I - - - . . . -
force by early2019 when at least six countries will have ratified it; this date may, 

however, slip a bit.5 'singapore, which id the ASEAN Chair for 2018 has announced 
- . . -·· : l. . - . .-

that it would try its best to have the RCEP signed this year. But India is still not 

rea_dy and is concerned with its rising ti.de imbalance with China and wants other 

countries to liberalize their service sedors in return. Earlier this year, the leader~ 

came up with the Delhi Declaration (di~cussed below) and to fast-track RCEP an 

"RCEP minus X" formula is gaining tracticm. 

2._ EA co·untries have"also stepped up joint efforts to erihan.ce regio.n:aI connectivity 

through infrastructure development. The headline-grabbing activity is China's Belt 

a_nd Ro_ad Initiative (BRI), "'hich seeks tb connect more than seventy countries 

across the Afro-Eurasian supercontinerit via large-scale projects like railways; roads, 
bridges, ·ports, a_nd pipelines. ASEAN h~s unveiled its new "Master Plan on ASEAN 

Connectivity 202S," which includes sev~ral region-wide infrastructure projects. 

India is collaborating with Japan underithe Asia-Africa Growth Corridor proposal 
launched in 2017 to dev:elop n,aritilTle ~o_nnectivity to li_n,k Africa, India, a~d other 

countries in Southeast Asia: India, togeth·er with the United States, Japa·n, and 

Australia, is also involved in the Inda-Pacific Partnership, also called the Quad 

2.0, which was revived during Trump's visit to Asia in November 2017. Unlike the 

BRI where six land corridors and one rriaritime corridor have been identified, the 

Asia-Africa Growth Corridor proposal and the lndo-Japan Partnership are still at a 

consultation stage. 

3. EA countries are seeking to.enhance inter-regional cooperation including SA-

EA integration. In early March, the Philippines ratified its European Free Trade 

Agreement. Japan and the European Union are.expected to finalize an Economic 

Partnership Agreement this summer. Australia and New Zealand hope to conclude· 

their FTAs with the European Union this year an.d ASEAN ho·pes t.o resume its 

stalled region-to-region FT.ii negotiation with the EU in the next few months. 

Recently Korea signed FTAs with a number of Central American countries, and 
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I . - -
. ' 

Singapo.re is l'.legOtiatii:ig.a.r:i FTA +ith the Pacific Alliance, whic~ .co_mp_ris_es Cbil_e, 

Colombia, Mexico, and Peru. At the recent summit in New Delhi, ASEAN arid India 

came up-with the Delhi Declaratipn which.seeks to_ "Further strengthen and 

deepen the ASEAN-lndia Strategic Partnership for mutual benefit across 
I . • .. 

the whole.spectrum of political-security, economic, socio-cultural and 

developm·ent c_ooperation."' I -
Second, the potential ecoiiomic effects of SA-EA integration are favorable. Deeper SA-EA . . . . .. . . . . I .. . .. 

integration would be mutually beneficial to both regions and could jumpstart South Asia, 

currently an economic laggard. SA-EA iritegration could also r_evive economic integration in 

· SA, a region which was once well-integr~ted but now is among the least integrated regions 

of the world. 7 
' 

· Third, if.a_s some say, we are witnessi_ng:t.he "Renai_ssance o_f Asi_a" and the rise ofthe_Asi_an 

century, we need a robust level of SAiEA trade and investment to support the process. · 

In the post-1990 period, traditional trade (trade in final goods) between SA and EA has . . . .. . . ··· 1 . • . . . . . . .. . .. 

increased rapidly, albeit from a low base. Partial economic reforms implemented by South 
' Asian coun_fri_es a_nd their Look East Po_licies (LEP), adopted either formally or informally, 

have played a role. However, So_uth Asih participation in global production networks and 

supply chains is still limited. In 2014, ihe Modi government adopted an Act East Policy 

signaling a more pro-active approach !~wards East Asia than in the LEP of the past.' It 
I - , • 

broadens the coverage of the LEP from Southeast Asian countries to all East Asian countries 
. - - - I - - - - . 

and seeks to build economic, institutional, and defense links to the region .. It_ also seeks to 

involve East Asian countries in India's hngoing e~onomJ~ transformation a~d seek~ their 
p_arti_cipati_on in joint piojects. 9 The Act E'.ast Policy cif India has, howeve'r, yet to sp_ell out a:ny 

focused policies tha_t link the country toiglobal production net~orks. . . 

While the literature on economic integration in regions of Asia such as East Asia, ASEAN, and 

South Asia is extensive, the literature o~ recent trends in integration (or linkages) between . . I . . . . . . 
SA-EA is limited. It started mainly with the research conducted at the ADB in the early 

200_()s_." This ~h:apter contribut_e:s lo th_ejrelatively sparse literat_ure on the su_bject lifithtwo 

objectives:.l) to argue that South Asian countries need to embark on a second round of LEP2 

to link theiri"selves to global p'rodLiction hetworks, especially those in East Asia, their largest • - •• " •. • • •• • I • • • - - - --

potential market;11 and 2) to identify po.licies that South Asian countries should, implement 

as part of L_EP2. LEP2, together with LE_P,lwill all_ciw S_A (and EA) cciunt_ries t_o benefit not o_nly 

from the static complementarities associated with traditional trade theories but also from 
the dy'na_mic c;ompJem_en\arities of the tfade th:eory o_f pr·od_uct fr'ag111entatjo)i. 12 

An important differentiating factor is that, unlike other studies on the subject, this chapter 

d_evelops an_d estimates a logi_t model ""'.ith random effects to identify the determinants of 
production network participation and derive policies to drive SA-EA integration. The first 

section focuses on historical trends and argues that an integ'rated and prosperous Asia 

existed during .much of the first 1_8 centuries of the Christian era. The foUow,ing ·section 

p~esents more modern trends, focusing on trade linkages between the two regions. Next, 

an econo"metric niodel which explains p:,o_d_uc'tion n_etwork participation rates_ of Asian 

countries is presented. Based mainly on the model, we ·then identify policies that Sou_th 

Asian countries should implement under their LEP2 before concluding. 
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' Historica'I Trends 
Authors have argued that SA has a long histdry of economic ties along with cultural and 

, - I • • 

religious exchange with EA dating back to the pre-Christian e'ra. 13 The first millennium of 
the Christian era was a period of trade and kconomic growth between India and China. 
Exports from India were comprised mainly of lice, sugar, and cotton textiles, while imports • - • • I • - • • • • • 

were more varied and included Indonesian spices, various kinds of wood, Chinese silk, tea, 
gold, and non-precious metals such as tin, cobper, and vermillion. China and India were in. 

contact with each other through a network oi land and sea routes that eventually evolved 

into the Silk Road. I . . . . . 
The op·ening of the Straits of Malacca in the 5th ce·ntury provided further impetus to India-

. .· . . . I .. · 
China trade. The emergence of the Chola Empire in south India and the Sung Dynasty in 

Ch_ina in the 10th and 11th centuries as largk and prosp.erous regio_ns provided another 
stimulus to regional trade and exchange. The 15th century voyages of Admiral Zheng He are 

• . I 

a_lso well-knm1.m. By the end of that century, Western explorers had also started to trickle 
in. Hence, during the pre-colonial period, tra~e between·SA and EA was strong, and Asia 
was not only the dominant region of the world, but also the most integrated one as well. 

. . l . 
This situ_ation 1 howe\/e"r, changed in the mid-15th centu·ry. When China, for some unknQwn 

reason, suddenly reversed its previous policy: and closed it.s economy. Japan too followed 

a:n.isolationist fore.ign policy·during the Edo p~riod 11603 to 1868) and tra.de b.etween Japan 
and other countries was severely restricted. Also Asia was colonized in the 19th century-

. I - ' - . 
mainly by the British but also by the French, Dutch, and Portuguese. The colonizers divided 

• - , - l 

up most of Asia into spheres of influence, took control of trade and customs and restricted 

access to inland waterways. They destroyed p/e0existing Asian trading systems and diverted 
I 

profits to Europe. This distorted center-periphery relations by making Europe stronger 
and Asian kingdoms weaker." As a resuli of thkse factors economic linkages between SA-EA 

also weakened. I · 

. I 

Modern (Postcplonial) Trends 
Two distinct periods of SA-EA integration can be identified in the modern era: a period 

I 
of limited integration from independence until the late 1980s, and one of intensifying 

efforts at integration from 1990 onwards. After independence from the British in 1947, 
India's first prime minister, Jawaharlal Nehru, Started to re-engage with East Asia

7 
The Asian 

. ' 
Relations Conference held in New Delhi in 19A7 under his leadership ser~ed as one of the 
earliest attempts to form a Pan-Asian identity. Forming a common cause with other Asian 
l_eaders on Western imperialism and developing world solidarity, Nehru helped forge the 
"Bandung Spirit" of 1955, which led to the non-aligned movement. However, this phase 

of India's engagement with East A_sia ended with lndia'.s border war with China in 1962 

and its preoccupation with Pakistan. India turned inwa:rd and 0dcipted the closed Sovie.t 

model of economic development characterized by import-substitution policies and high 

,levels of protection. The.other smaller South Asian countries followed suit with significant 
adverse conse·quences. 
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The p_eriod a:fter 1990 to the present h~s b~en marked by intensifying efforts at regional 

integration between SA and EA. SouthI Asian countries took two major sets of actions. 
I • 

First, they have partially liberalized their trade and investment regimes through the 

implementation of gradual macroeconomic and structura.I reforms. Economi_c reforms b·ega:n 

in Sri Lanka.in the early 1980s supportJd by various facilities from the IMF. India initiated 

reforms in the 1980s and deepened th~m post-199i.' Bangla_desh starte:d to liberalize it_s 

trade and industrial policies in the earIy·1990s. Nepal and Pakistan began their economic 

reform p:,ogram in the late 1990_s." I . . · · 
Second, as part of its economic reform program, India adopted the LEP in 1991 to promote 

• I 

doser ties with Southeast Asian countr,ies.16 Bangladesh followed suit in late 2002,17 and 

Pakistan in 2003 with its "Vision East Asia" initiative." Other South Asian countries did not 

announce a formal LEP but have takenja number of policy actions to promote ·trade and 

invest_ment and ca_i:me·c_tivity ~i_th E_as_t Asi_a. Th_es:e have had.n_umerous p:osi_tive impa~ts. 

India· has been actively. participating lin various _consultative meetings and dialogues 

initiated·by ASEAN such as the ASEAN Regional Forum, East Asia Summit, and the Mekong-, 
Ganga Cooperation. India holds summit-level dialogu·es with ASEAN. As a part of its Ac_t 

East Policy and to celebrate the 25th anhiversary of lndia-ASEAN dialogue, earlier this year 
. I 

India hosted the ASEAN-lndia Co"mmemorative Summit in New Delhi. lndi_a, together with . 

Bangladesh and Sri Lanka, is also a member of the Asia-Pacific Trade Agreement. India, 

Bangladesh, Sri Lanka, Nepal, a:nd Bhut~n are members of t_he B_ay o_f B_erigal Initiative for 

Multi-sectoral Technical and Economic ~ooperation (BIMSTEC). 

As part of itsLEP, India hass.igned f;ee tra!de agreements (FTAs), indudingthe Comprehensive 

Economic Cooperation and the Comprehensive Economic Partnership Agreements, with 

ASEAN as a whole and two members, Si~gapore and Malaysia. An ASEAN-lndia FTA in goods 
I 

was signed in 2014, and the ASEAN-lndia Services Trade and lnv·estment. Agreement was 

signed a year later. India has also signed'.FTAs with Japan and Korea. FTAs with Thailand and 
I. 

lndo"nesia and the RCEP are in process. Pakistan has signed FTAs with China, Malaysia, and . . . . I - . . . - . - - - -

Indonesia, and flAs with Singapore and !Thailand are in the pipeline. In contrast to India and 

Pa_kistan, other S_ciuth Asian co_untries appear to be more cautious in signing FTAs. Maldives 
• I 

has signed an FTA with China, while Sri Lanka is in the negotiating stage. Sri Lanka recently 
signed a:n FTA with Singapore. I . . 
ln the area of connectivity a~d infrastrulture deve1o·p·ment,·South Asian countries are m·ore 

active. All eight South Asia Association ~for Regional Cooperation (SAARC) members; aside 

· from Afghanistan and Bhutan, are found.ing memb"ers of the Asian Infrastructure Investment 
I • 

Bank (AIIB). But unlike o_ther South Asian countries, India is not supportive of China's Belt 
- - - - - - I • 

and Road Initiative (BRI) mainly because the China-Pakistan Economic C<Jrrido"r, which is 

one of the six land corridors under the BRI, passes through territory disputed between the 

two countries. The Bangladesh-China-India-Myanmar (BCIM) Economic Corridor, which is 

_another corridor under the BRI, has not progressed much because of India's slow response. 

Th.ere has already been one significant military standoff between India and China in 2017 

when China attempted to build a road that crossed in to territory that is claimed by Bhutan 

on the Doklam Plateau, with India stepping in on behalf of Bhutan, which is considered 

a "proiected" state. As d_iscusse_d earlier, lndi_a is instead involved in o_ther arrangements 

which are seen as alternates to the BRI. 
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Traditional Trade Flows in Final Goods 
Eco.nO:mic reforms and the LEPs implemente~ both formally and informally by the. South 

Asian countries have helped deepen economic linkages between SA and EA. Table 1 and 

Figure 1 show that SA's total merchandise trade (exports plus imports) to EA grew rapidly 
- - - - - I 

by 195 per cent per annum between 1990 and 2016 (albeit from a low base). The value of 
I 

total trade between SA and EA amounted to $219.4 billion in 2016 (up from $12. 7 billion in 
I . • 

1990). The annual growth rate was relatively ,moderate until 2002, but it has surged since 
- . - I -

then. The exception was in 2009 when it dipped {due to the global· economic crisis) and 

again duri~g 2012 to 2016 when it fell slightly
1 
The latter.development can be explained by - - . . . I -. - - - - . 

the economic slowdown in SA as the pace of reforms slowed in recent years 19 and the slower 
' pace of economic growth in EA, especially with China rebalancing growth to·more domestic 

. . - - - . - I - -

demand and quality growth. As expected, the two largest components are the bilateral 
I 

trade between the two "giant" economies of India and China, and the trade between India 

and ASEAN. Bilateral trade between these pa~tners has softened a bit since 2012 with the 

latter slowing more than the former. 

Th-ere are, however, two issues that should be noted: 1) lnd_ia accounts for th_e largest 

share of SA-EA total trade, with Pakistan and Bangladesh a distant second and third (other 
' countries trad_e much less with East Asia (Table 1)); and 2) al_l South Asian countries have a 

trade imbalance with East Asia, with India's i/nbalance being the largest (about $90 billion 
_ or a_bout 4 per cent of its GDP) (Table 1). j -
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Source: International Monetary Fund, Direction of Trade Statistics. 
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Global Production Network Trade ' . . 
I 

The IMF has estimated that trade in intermediate products comprises nearly two-thirds of . . . . . I . . . . . . . . . . . . 

total world trade." East Asia is dense with produ"ction networks and supply-chains." It is 

estimated that EA accounts for nearly 45 percent of the global production network ( or supply-- • - I - -

chain trade), with China and the ASEAN countries in the lead. Participation in production 
I 

networks and supply chains has transformed the Asian trade landscape, contributed to 

deepening regional economic integratibn, and brought about unprecedented prosperity." I . 

Table 1· Growth in South Asia's Trade with East Asia, 1990-2016 

Value:in 2016 AnnUal AVerage GrCiwth 
$million · (%) 1990-2016 

south Asia [ 219,4411' 1~.~--

India 

~glade°sh 
' I 

~i Lai:,ka 
! I . 

•• I 

1i 
' . 

24,127 13.9 

;b,sssil 11.91 
7,031 12.2 

!Nepal II 1.29s 11 . 9.21 
. .. 

Maldives 
- • -----i-- -

948 14.3 

•·-• r II 1,n2J .... i _-~----1~;_ .... 91 

EXPORTS 
-· 1· · ·-1 . 

South Asia l 48,600 17 .0 

ln~I• - . -~;;~78 ll 19~2 I 
. Pakista"n 2,830 6.8 

,l.;:s"'·,n:;,,gc:cl•d:c•c:'h"-,_: ____ ~-'----· _' ---'1L.r_·_.,-',-c,-',,--"·l,"'98c:S~ll,-:,------·-=1~7.::.J3J 
Sri Lanka - ( 721 8.8 · 

l 

Nepal I - -- ----- --·-··------1·· -
~aldives . _ _ _____ .. _ J 

1 

I Afghanistan . r 
r 

IMPORTS 
. 

, South Asia· 

lndi~ 

jl' 
Sri Lanka 

Nepal 

Maldives 

11 

Notes: No data for Bhutan. 
source: IMF Direction_Of Trade Statistics Database. 
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I 
While EA countries are participating actively in· the global production network (parts . . . . . I . . . . 
and components) trade, SA countries are lagging. Figure 2 .shows production network 

participation (PNP) rates in EA and SA during
1 
ihe period 2002 to 2011 (the latest year for 

which data are available) using the global vaiue chain (Gvcf participation rates published 
I 

by UNCTAD." The data show that while the PNP rate increased in both SA and EA during 
I . 

the entire period except in 2009, it increased faster in the former region. Hence, the 
I . • 

PNP gap between the two regions has narrowed somewhat although it continues to 
remain high. 

I ----- ------------------ ----- -

Fig"u~ ?_: ~!~!?._al ~a_h£e_C_h~1ii_Pa~9p_at)_qr_, R~te's in S_out_h Asi~ a·iid ~ast Asia 
(percent) (2002-2011) 

60 --------------'-----------------

so ~-=:-::::==::::::==t==~~:::::::===---
1 
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I .20 ------------'1------~-----

10 ----~-------------------------

0---------------'-----------------.. I 
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Source:. UNCTAD-Eora GVC Database. 
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i 

-southAsi~ 

2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 

--East Asia 

In order to benefit from this new type of parts and components trade,.SA countries need . - - - I 

to link themselves to global production networks-especially those in EA, their largest 
I 

potential market." Such policies, together with LEP, would allow South Asia to benefit from 
not only the static complementarities of tra'ditional trade theories but also the dynamic 
c·omplemen·tariPes asso_ciated with the ·r:iew product fragn,entation theorie_s. 25 FocLising on 
trade.in components and parts is a proven method for developing countries to move.up the 
value-added chain, benefiting their long term development. 
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Determinants o;r Production Network 
. · . .. . Partici/pation Rates ·. . 

What policies should SA countries implement to link thert,:selyes to gl.ob·aI produ:ctio·n 

networks? In the recent modelling study by Rana and Chia," we specify and estimate an 

. economeVic m:odel of trade in parts anb com·ponents, as in Golub et al." We use UNCTAD's 

GVC participation rates as the dependeht variable. As in Golub et al, logistics development. 

in different forms, business environ~_ent, and· regional economic ties are viewed as 

possible catalysts of GVC participatidn. These three are, therefore, the independent 

variables in our model. I · 

Our model, take.s the following form: 1 · · 
I 

GVCP,,; a,+ /3,GDPP,,i+ /3,FDI,, + {3
3
LPI,, + /3

4
5AARC, + f3

5
ASEAN, 

(1) I . 
+ /3,IMPSTV + {37CH/NA + {3

8
/NDIA + {3

9
GFC, + µ + v, + E , 

I I I I I Jt 

where,,, is the st.ochasti.c error term. G,VCP,, is the GVC participation rate. As in Athukorala 

and Athukorala and Menon," GDP per.capita (GDPP,,), expressed in a logarithmic form, is 

included in the specification to control for a country's stage of economic development. 

FOi,,. st.ands for the stock of FDI inflows per capita expressed in logarithmic form. It 

ain:,_s to capture how a b_usiness envir
1
onment conducive to foreign investors influences 

. GV~ participation." . I . . 
Other variables are the logistics performance indicators (LPI) and the dummies for regional 

ec:onomic groupings: LPI,, is LPI ~xpresFed in a logarithmic form. SAA.RC, and ASEAN, are. 

the dummies for SAARC and ASEAN groupings." They take a value of unity if they are 

the memliers of the groupings, and zero otherwise. IMPSTV is the dummy for ASEAN-6 
' ' countries (Indonesia, Malaysia, the Philippines, Singapore, Thailand, an.d Vietn·am). Th:ese 

countries are the major Southeast Asia~ players in global production networks. CHINA. and 

IND/A are the dummies for China and 1hdia, respe:ctively, and they are included to acc~unt 

forth~ir size. is the time dummy for thJ global fina~cial crisis in 20·08-9 when internati'onal 
I 

trade plunged sharply affecti.ng GVC P.a:Cticipation. µ
1 
and v, are unobservable country- and 

ti~e-specific characteristiCs. I , . 

The mod.el was estimated using d.ata from 12 Eas.t Asian countries (data for Myanma.r was 

not available) and 8 South Asian countries during the period 2002 to 2011 (the.latest year 

for which data were availab.le). Since th.e dependent varia.ble ranges from zero to one, to 

enhance efficiency, the model is estimated by using the legit method." Also, to address 

the b.i.ases d(ie to O:mitted variables, random effects estimates were obtained using the 

· generalized least squares (GLS) methods. 

I 
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The estimated equation is presented in Table 2: 
. . . I 

Table 2: Random ~fleets GLS Estimation of the GVC_"participation Equations 

\ Variable J 
, GOPP,

1 
j .2420"' 0 (0.596) 

- ----1 - .. ' ....J 

1r-02•7*' 1.0117) 

, LPlit 
.. _c ----. -· 

~ • 1 1894(1440) 
-·· . -

! 
[SAARC, _ ll-•660· 1.2763) 

I .7087**-(.3331) 
- I - - •. 

I 
I! .0~50.(.2311) 

. -- ---,-- r-·--------. 
_ ! ozo1 (}606) 

lf-.:ipsa 1,2900) 

71-3;062 ... (.5474) . r . ! 

Wald Chi-Squared : si.?:!J~•• 

Note: (1) •statistically significant at 10%; *"'Statistically Significant at 5%; *"'*Statistically'significant at 1%; 
{2) Robust standard errors in parenth·eses. 
Sciurce: Author's calculation. 

The estimated equation shows the following results: 

· 1. GVC participation is positively arid sigjificantly correlated with the level of a .. . . . I . . . . 
country's economi_c development. Thi~ is not surprising,and is consistent with the 
c·asual observation that more advanced East Asian countries tend to participate 

more actively in global producton net\..iorks than the.lower-income South Asian ' . 
countries (Figure 2). , 

2. Inward FDI is a key driver of GVC participation. This implies that countries with 

conducive businf·ss environ·m·ents.fo fbreign i_nve·stors t"end t_o pa·rticipate ri,ore in 
GVC trade." . . ·_· . I 

3. Although the logistics performance variable has the correct sign suggesting that 
' improved logistics facilitates GVC participation, it is not statistically significant even . . . - . l . . . - . . 

at 10 percent. When the sample was subdivided into the two components of GVC · 
I • 

"downs_tream" and "upStrea·m" -the ~P/;r vafiable·~a·s stati_stically sign_ificant only 
in the former tase.33 i 

. . • I 
4. The coefficient, of SAARC, and ASEAN, the dummies are of the expected sign and are 

statistically significant su·ggesting that membership in. a regional grouping facilitates 

GVC participation. 
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Second Round of "Look East" Policies 
i 

The econometric modeling ofthe previou·s section suggests that the LEP2 in SA countries . . . . . . . ! - . . 

should comprise the following policies: Improving the investment environment by 
I . 

deepening ttle reform process begun in the 1980s and early 1990s, reducing logistics costs 

. including trade facilitation "at the border," and signing regional codperation agreements 
I • - • 

with and participating in various on-going regional trade and financial cooperation efforts 
' in EA. Although not included in the model, two related policie·s which are theoretically I . . . . . . . . . . 

obvious are also considered. These are reducing communication and coordination costs 

in managing supply chains by improvirig .ICT and enhancing regional physical connectivity . . - l 
through hardware and softw.are development to reduce transport costs. 

Therefore, LEP2 that should be implertiented by SA countries should comprise five sets ct,' 

sometimes overlapping, polici.es. First,: SA countries sh:o.u_ld dee·pen th·e e:COn.omic .reform 

process that they began in the 1980s, and the early 1990s to attract investments (both 
· dom·estic and foreign) and to reduce non-tariff barriers to trade. In particular, SA countries • • I • • • - • 

need to implement microeconomic reforms comprising sectoral reforms (agriculture and 
I 

industrial sectors) and second-generation reforms. Second-generation ·reforms comprise . - - I . - - -

reforms of public institutio·ns for improved governance at all levels (civil service, bureaucracy, 

and public administration); of insti.tutions that create or maintain human capital (basic and 

skill-setting education and health); and btthe judicial system, regulatory environment, labor 

market, physical infrastructure, and prciperty rights. These reforms are required to mobilize 

domestic private sector investment as fell as to enhance supply-ch·aili participation." 

' 
The need for second-generation reforms in SA is highlighted by two indicators published 

by the World Bank. The first is the llitorldwide Governance Indicators, which assess .six 

broad di,;,ensions of governance: voic~ and accountability, political stability and absence 

of violence/terrorism, government effectiveness, regulatory quality, rule of law, and control 
. ' 

of corrl/ptior't. In addition" to these indicato"rs, We·ais·o calculated an ov·erall governance • . • • • I - • • - • • 

indicator (OGI) as the simple average of the six indicators in the World Bank database to 

a·ssess tre·nds.. . J 

i 

F·igure 3 shows that in 2002, OGI was higher on average in EA than in SA. From 2002 and 
2015, the OGt in.creased in EA b_ut fell iri SA (until 20.13). ThE! governance gap has, therefore, 

• I • • 

widened. OGI indicators for individual SA countries are shown in Figure 4. From 2002 to·2012, 

OG.1 decnned i_n flllal.div~s and Pakista_n,lwhile it remained about the same in India. The OGI 

has, however, improved somewhat in Bangladesh and Nepal (after 2005), in Bhutan (after 

2007), and in Sri Lanka (after 2008), wh~n peace was restored. While Bhutan, Sri Lanka, and 

Maldives have the highest OGI in SA, Bangladesh, Nepal, Pakistan, and Afghanistan have the 

lo_west. l_ndia falls somewhere i_n b_et\l'.'/e_en. 
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I ·, 
i 

Also establiShing th·e need for second-geneiation reform are the "ease of doirig bu·sin·ess - . ·1· - . . . . . 
indicators" published in Doing Business Survey 2018 by the World Bank. In overall "ease of 

' doing business" rankings, SA, on average, rariks lower ttian EA and Latin America. As shown 

i~ Table 3: in most SA countries ·(with the exckptions of lnd-ia and Nepal) the overall ranking 

deteriorated in 2018 compared to 2015. lndi1 moved up 30 places in the ranking (from 130 

to 100), but in absolute terms its rank is still lbw (similar t_o that ofth·e Philippines). The d_ata 

show that the poor performance of SA couhtries reflects" mainly difficulties in registering 

property, enforcing contracts, paying taxes, ~nd trading across borders. 

The second.component of LEP2 should be to[reduce logistic costs inclu.ding "at the border" 

costs through trade facilitation. Logistic services involve planning, implementing, and 
controlling the efficient and cost-effective fidw and storage of raw materials, inventory, and 

' finish_ed goods from point of origin to the poi_rit of co_nsuriiption. With production fragmented 

across countries, efficient logistics is a key determinant of a country's competitiveness and 

ability fo attract productio·n blocks. Trade facilitation "at the border" is also important. . . . . . . . - . . . i . . . . 

To improve trade facilitation "at the border/ delays in customs inspection, cargo handling, 
arid fran.Sfer and processi_ng Of d_ocuments n'eed to be reduced. Customs procedures need 
to be mod_ernized by: 1) aligning the -custom~ code to international ~tandards; 2) simplifying 

and harmoniz_ing procedures; 3) making tariff structures consistent with the international 

h:armoni_zed tari!'f das_sification; and 4) a:dopting a:n:d irnplem:enting the WTo" Customs 

Valuation Agreement. SA countries have made som_e progress in implementing many of 

these procedures, .but much more remains to be done. 
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_ _ _ _ Fig"ure 4: OGI fo"r so·Uth Asia"n Cou"ntnes _____________ _ 
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! 
Overall weaknesses in trade facilit_ati_on is c'.ap-tured by the logisti_cs p_erformance in_dex 

. . ' 
calculated by the World_ Bank using perception-based indicators. These use surveys of 

operators, and the index rangesfrom 1 (lowe~t) to S (highest) focusing on several variables: 
customs performance, infrastructure, international shipm·ents, logistics comp·etence, 

tracking and tracing and timeliness. The LPI s
1
cores based o~ the~e indicat~rs ~resented in 

Figure S show that, on average, SA is not only behind the OECD but also behind EA and Latin - . . i . ' . . . • 

America. It is only ahead of Sub-Saharan Africa. However, India's LPI index is higher than the 
EA average and simi_lar to th_at of Malaysia arid Thailand. Similarly, Pakistan's LPI index is the 

same as the EA average. I . . · _ 
The third component of SA's LEP2 should be to further deepen economic linkages with 
·neighb·oring EA countries. SA countries shodld continue to sign bilateral an·d plurilateral 

• I .· . . . . . .. 

FTAs and comprehensive economic partnership agreements with EA countries. India, 

the larg·est SA country, is already involved in negotiating the RCEP. Eventually other . . .. . . ' . ! . . . ' . 

Sil countries could follow suit and join it.3

1

5 India should actively lobby and negotiate 
its participatio_n in financial coopera_ticin eff'.orts in EA. Fo_rm_er Thai minister ·of ~nance 

' Chalongphob Sussangkarn has proposed that India, Australia, and New Zealand be made 
. . ' 

associate members and contributing partners-short of full membership-of the Chiang 
I 

Mai Initiative Multilateralization (CMIM), a $240 billion currency swap arrangement among 
ASEAN+3 countries." I · · -

Fourth, SAcou·ntries should ·im.p"rove their JCT lystems fo coordinate supplychains,efficieritly. . . . - I . . 
They should also promote e'commerce to transact and facilitate business on the internet. 

. I 

The JCT development index published by the International Telecommunication Union . - - - I - - - . 

suggests that, although SA countries (especially Maldives and Sri Lanka) perform better 

than Cambodia, Laos, and Myanmar, they arJ way behind other EA countries. (Figure.SJ. 
I 

------~- Figure's: Logistic Performance Index {2016) ________ ~- __ -~ 
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- I 
Fifth, SA countries should take steps to improve the quality of infrastructure within their 

• . I 
region to .reduce transport costs. Table 4 shows that on average the quality lags behind EA, 

standing at 3.7 compared to 4.6.-Withih SA, the quality is best in India and Bhutan and worst 
I 

in Bangladesh arid Nepal. SA countries should also support on-going efforts to_ enhance 

physical connectivity between these two regions, as this would red(i'ce trading costs. The . . I . . . . . . 
dominant mode of.freight transport between SA and EA is ocean transport. However, other 

modes of fran·sportation may also be
1 
viable for more sophisticated supply-chains, which . . I . . . . . . . 

require high value-added inputs on atimely basis. Two projects to link ASEAN to India, 
I 

one a maritime/road and the either a road project, are at early stages of developm·ent and . - . . . - - I 

implementation (Figure 7)." These are the Mekong-India Economic Corridor (MIEC) and 

the Tri.lateral High·way c:onnecting India with ~yanmar and Thailand. Whil_e th·e major focus 

of the MIEC is to connect the automotive industry in Bangkok with that in Chennai, the 

Trila_teral HighlA'ay seeks to dev·elcip the Northeast Region of India,. which is lagging beh_ind 

the rest of the country. The economic and industrial corridor to be established under the 

MIEC is to ccinstit_ute stat_e-o_f-the art tianspmtation infrastructure such as expressways and 

high-speed railways that connect major industrial agglomerations. 

In order to enhance connectivity between SA and EA, in addition to the ASEAN-lndia 

conn:ectivity piojects, it is also neC:essary to promote cO:nnectivity between China, ASEAN, 

and South Asia. One such project which needs to be supported is the BCIM Economic 

Corridor, which is one of the six land-based economic corridors under the BRI, for which 

a feasibility. study has been completed. However, p"rogress in this proje_ct is slow because 

of weak support from India. Another project is the circular Kunming/ Mandalay/ Dhaka/ 

K_olkota/ Kathm.andu/ Lh:aS:a/ K_unming Econom_ic Co_rridor o_r the o_ld Southwestern 

Silk Road. 
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Table 4: Quahty'of lnfrastfoctllre (2017) · - -
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Conclusion 
Aft_er over two cent_uries in the doldru~:S, in the post-1990 period t_radi_tional trade "(that 

is, trade in final goods) betwee~ SA /and EA has increased_ rapidly, albeit from a low 

base. This finding lends support to the view that we are witnessing the "re-emergence - I - - - - - -- --
of Asia." Growing economic linkages between SA and EA can be explained mainly by the 

partial macroeconomic and structural 
1
reforms implemented by the SA countrie; and the 
i ·_ 

LEP adopted either formally or informally in the 1980s and the 1990s. SA's participation 

in global production network trade (trkde in parts and components) is, however, limited. 

SA countries need, therefore, to emba'rk on LEP2 to link themselves to global production 

networks, especially thos.e in EA (theirJlargest potential market)" and develop production 

netwdrks in their neighboring countries. · 
- I 

LEP2, together with LEP, will allow SA countries to benefit not only from the static 
. I 

complemen_tarities associated with the traditional theories of international trade but also 
from the dynamic complementarities aJsociated with the theory of product fragmentation." 

Based mainly on the estimation resultk of a legit model, 5 sets"of sometimes overlapping ' . . 

policies that SA countries should imp)ement to further drive their eco"nomic integration 

with EA are identified. These include: i) further improving the governance system and the 

tiusi_ness environment; 2) reducing logi~tics c_os_ts indu_ding trade facilitahon "at th_e b_order"; 

3) signing regional cooperation agreeinents ·with and joining regional trade and financial 

coop_eration efforts in EA; 4) improving I_CT; and S) enhancing regional physical connectivity 
' through hardware and software development. 
I 

I 
I 
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I 
I 

I 
"At the sub-regional level, the Bangladesh-Bhutan-India-Nepal (BBIN) initiative has also . . . r . . . 

shown encouraging progress. Although its scope covers other broad areas such as water 

resource manage,;,ent, tlie BBIN's m6st successful project has been the BBIN Motor 
- - - I 

Vehicle Agreement which has simplified the procedures for the movement of passenger 
I 

vehicles among the three countries (Bangladesh, India, and Nepal) that have signed the 
' agreement so far. The MVA needs to be expanded to other neighboring countries. 

. I ·• 40 Fukunari Kimura and So Umezaki, "ASEAN-lndia Connectivity: The Comprehensive Asia 

Delielo·pment Plan, Phase 11," ERIA Reisearc:h Project Report No.7, (Jakarta: Economic - . . - - I . . - . . - -

Research Institute for ASEAN and Eas,t Asia, 2010); Resource and Information System for 

Developing Countries, "ASEAN-lndia Connectivity Report: India Country Study;' (New 

Delhi: Bookwell 2012). J · 

. i 
"Prabir De, "South Asia: Trade Integration after the Global Crisis." 

I 
"R.\1\1. fones and H.eniyk Kieizkciwski, 'jThe Ro_le cif Services in Production and 

International Trade"; Funkunari Kimura and Mitsuyo Ando, "Two-dime.nsional 
I 

Fragm.entation i.n East Asia," 317-48. 
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According to the WTO, in 2018 there are 459 regional trade agreements, th·e most in 

the ins_titution's recorded history.1 Countrie~ are now more actively engaged in regional 

trade agreements as a policy option to achi~ve their outward growth strategy. In addition 
• I • • • 

to efforts to build up trade and investment links, regional integration is expected to spill 
I 

over to more complicated socioeconomic issues, covering a Wide range of area:$ S.l:JCh as 
gerider, environment, labor, and cultural exch

I
anges. Given this upsurge, policy coordination 

within the framework of regional agreeme~ts has attract.e.d consider.able ·attention from 

policymakers and other stakeholders. This is certainly the case in Korea, where the promise 

of s.uch agreements is.wi_dely recogni.ze_d, a_nd recent challenges are actively dis_cuss_ed in the 
hope of overcoming them. 

Regionalism is a relatively new concept for most East Asian countries.' Through most of . . . . . . I 
the 1990s, East Asian countries generally engaged in regional integration discussions as 

a pathway to eventual multilateral trade litieralization under the auspices of the ASEAN 
. ' 

and ASEAN+ processes. The subsequent proliferation of FTAs was the result of a number 

of economic and political factors, which ha~ much in common with similar processes in 
I 

other world regions, but advanced with particular intensity in East Asia and states clos·eIy 

connected to it. Today, all Asia-Pacific econb~ies are involved in the regional economic 
' process and are active participants in the establishment of multi layered FTAs. 

The growing interdependence and interconJctedness of the global economy has intensified 
. ' . 

the need for riio"s_t East Asian co.untries, inc\udi_ng Korea, to e_ngage in regional economic 
cooperation and integration. Korea's high dependency on trade explains its preference for 

I 
the rap_id expansi_on of regional trade agreements. This chapter begins with a review of the 

trends, key characteristics, and implications! of East Asian economic integration, followed 
I . 

by an examination of potential opportunities and challenges facing regional integration. 

Korea's FTA strategies are then reviewed, a~d its expec_ted role in advandn·g the regio_nal 

trade agenda is addressed.· I 

Regional Economic if tegration 1n East Asia 

Proliferation of Trade Agreements in East Asia · 
I 

Despite remarkable economic and political developments, East Asia was slow to . . - . . . . . 1 . 

institutionalize regional economic cooperation until the latter part of the 20th century, 

opting to support the multilateral trading ,fystem as did most of the world at this time. 

Forming free trade agreements (FTAs)/regional trade agreements (RTAs) was not popular 

until th_e late 1990s except for the ASEAN Free Trade Area (AFTA) which came into force in 

1992. Table 1 shows the number and types of FTAs/RTAs of the 21 APEC member economies. 

As of March 2017, 141 FTAs/RTAs, both intra; and inter-regional, were in force in East Asia.' 

There are t.w·o reas6ns for the proli.fera.tidn of FTAs/RTAs in East Asia. First, the slow 

progress in multilateral trade liberalization 
I
under the WTO has been responsible for the 

proliferation of FTAs not only in East Asia, but also in other parts of the world. Despite 

many years of effort, trade liberalization un~er the WTO ha:S become increasingly difficult 

and has come to a halt. Faced with. the diffic~lty of pursuing ·trade liberalization on a ·global 
' scale, many cou·ntries have opted to form FTAs with like-minded countries. Countries that · . - • . - I - - . . - - • 

did not originally sign FTAs feared being left out of accessing foreign markets and quickly 
i 
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Table 1: Types of FTAs/RTAs in the ~Sia-Pacific Region _ 

I Active FTA/ru:A 

!type 
I! Slgned·(Pelidlni 
II Ratification) 

111'/Pe 

~~ l~ra'. . - ,~nter' · 1rBllat~ l!RTA/ ltenaterm IIRTA/ 1 ~~ Reglcinal Rqlon81 FTA . Others, FTA , Others 

fi'loRTHEAST ASIA · · I 
· China :. 12 ·: ,. 

4 11 j I 5 I _1 

If~ 
I ' lL i 1(1 11 3 ' !11 J JL _J -

Chinese. 

14 1 12 3 1 : 2 

J1!3 116 1!13 " ii~ _ J[ _J\ ____ jl·t _ J __ - .. ·----- - ·--·- --- ··r-··-
5 2 ,3 l , 4 

I SO~EAST ASIA 

Brul1ei , l 
. gar~ss~!~rry · 

J 1ndone,;a ·- JI 1_ 

'7 

il6 •· 

7 1 

JI · JI _ 11 
Malaysia . i 6 

j Ph;Hpp;nes ii; 
7 

_ Ji_a -ii- ii 
; 1_ 

Singapore -12 

f ThaUand - // 4 

14 I_ 8 

·- H ___ _JI iL __ Jt 2 J 
Vietnam 3 7 8 I 2 . _, 
OCEANIA 

Australia_ ;~~o __ -__ '. 2 __ . ---- ~-j/_[-- Ji--.. _ ..... _ _ . ,· _ _ 1 . 

~:.~and DDLlDDDDD 
7 - 1··.--

Canada 9 .2 3 1 ,:'2 3 

I_ ChUe !122 !Is 11'12 
M_exico .-7 . 8 4 

i Peru 

. _____ ! . -

jfa . -Jl_11 !I 6 
1· ---

r- - - . ,--
.I. - __ i, 11 
; /19 

J JI /I 
- .. Ii 

ii 
! 1 - jf 

·.:l 

II II 
USA '12 2 6 8 1 

OTHERS' 
--- --- ·-----. - ·~--

P.N.G 1 4 1 ' 4 

/14 ' - -
]11 I Russia 11 1 11 1111 1i2 

' Note: Partial scope agree·ments. are included in this. table. 
Source: hitp://rtais .. wto.ar8/ui Publicl\11aintain~TAHome.asp1t 

. endeavored to jo_in exis_ting FTAs or create new o·nes. By do_ing so, they tried to overcome 

possible discrimination and secure markets for their exports. By the mid-1990s the world's 

leading economies except those in East Asia had become members of FTAs. Indeed, both 

of the w6rld's two larges_! economic re·gioris-North America and Western Eu_ro·pe-formed 

RTAs. In order to maintain and expand market access for their exports, East Asian countries 

have b_ecome active in forming FTAs since the late 1990s. · 
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I 
I 

. I , 

Second, political factors played an important role in stimulating the prolife'ration of FTAs/ 
, . . . . . I 

RTAsin the region, For example, combining security or other political interests with benefits . - - - I 

of trade, serve.s as a driving force of forming tTAs/RTAs. The rise of China and China-Japan

Korean rivalry i_n glo_bal exports is one example, An intensifying rivalry between China and 

Japan, Japan and Korea, and Korea and Chiha aimed at maintaining markets made the·m 
I • - • 

pursue an FTA strategy to strengthen their relationships with major trading partners. ASEAN 
. . . I 

their economic influence in East Asia. 
and China, Japan, and Korea themselves havle come to use FTAs as a m.eans of ~aintaining 

Moving Towards Deeper Regional Econ!)mic Integration: Opportunities 

and Drawbacks . / 

The numb.er of FTAs/RTAs in force in East A
1
sia has increased rapidly. There are also many 

agreements which involve East Asian count\ies and the rest oft.he world. Traditionally, th:e 

majority of the ASEAN members, except Malaysia and Singapore, heavily relied on intra-- - - I 

regional negotiations, taking advantage of geographic proximity. However, the region's I . . . ' , . 
inter~st in strengthening inter-regional linkages is rising as information and coinmiJnication 

technologies have spurred the restructuring cycle of the global value ch.ains (GVCs), 

which saves trans~ction costs a'nd makesl geogra,phical distance less important.' GVCs 

help to avoid regional trade net.works from: being insulated Imm one another, and for the 

Asia-Pacific this means there is less risk o/ a line being drawn between the eastern and 

western hemispheres.' I 
In (act, the East Asian region's inter-regional linkage with the re.st of the world, esp·eciallywith 

the western hemisphere, is being intensified with the completion of the Comprehensive and 

Progressive Agreement for Trans-Pacific Pa\tnership (CPTPP) negotiations, notiaiithsfan~i.ng 

the Trump administration's withdrawal from the Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP). Japan and 
I . , 

almost half of the ASEAN member count\i.es are P.articipating i.n this ambitious process 

without U.S. engagement. The Regional Comprehensive Economic Partnership (RCEP) is , r 

serving as a hub for five ASEAN + 1 FTAs with the potentia.1 of providing options to deepen 

both East Asia's int(a-regional and inter-regional economic integration. 

Trade agreements, however, d_o no.t alwLs necessarily contribute to a larger positive 

grow'th enviro~merit. Assessing whether !the proliferation of trade agreements in East 

Asi_a is desira'ble tor th:e region requires ~he agreements to satisfy two conditions. First, 

they should demonstrate significant trade creation and not trade diversion: Second, the 

agreements s.hciuld demonstrate the potential t!) be co,nsolidated into a larger-scale RTA as 

a stepping stone-not a stumbling block-'towards g'lobal free trade. 

The consolidated trade share by individual regional groups (China-Japan-Korea-'-CJK: 18.4 

percent; and CPTPP with Korean and U.S. accession: 28.6 percent) is large enough t,> create a 

positive trade.creation effect. The ASEAN market is developing at a rapid rate. The potential· 

growth rate of the ASia,Pacific (ei<dudingthe Wes.tern Hemisphere) was around 7,2 percent 

in 2013-17, about twice ·.as high as the average for other emerging market developing 

economies.' The combined market share and growth potential of the Asia-Pacific in part 

meets the first criterion of the agreements be.ing benefidal for the region. The Corii'posite 
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Note: Calculated by author I 
Source: IMF Direction of Trade (http://data.imf.0rg/regu1ar.aspx?key=61013712) 

I . 
Regional Integration (CRI) Index may also serve as convincing empirical evidence to support 

I . 

the argument that East Asian markets have great potential to grow into a larger scale ! .. . . ,. . . --

market. Figure 2 introduces the CRI Index,' which can be used as the basis for assessing 

th·e region's potential for further eco~oinic integration. As Figure 2 indicates, the level of . . . . I . . . . . . 

economic integration for Western Europe (EU members), North America (Canada, Mexico 
' and the .United States), and East Asia is 0.89, 070 and o:so respectively. lfwe assume that 

. - I . . - . . . -

Western Europe has reached its full potential of integration, with a normalized value (score) 
I . 

of 1, fast Asia's norma_liied score can be calculated as 0.61. If we follow Naeher's argument, 

East Asia possesses the untapped potential of further integration by 39 percent, based on 

currently available resources and institutional conditions.' Although we have to be very 

cautious when dealing with incomple~e. empirical evidence, taking the missing institutional 

linkages a:mo_n·g ChJna, Jap_an, and K_{?rea into c_ons_ide~ati_on, "Ye find th_at the com_bined 
capacity of CJK is very high. 

As the network of existing tr~de agreements in East Asia creates a positive growth 

environment for·the region, there is potential to consolidate them into a larger s~ale RTA, 

such as the F_ree Trade Area of the Asia-Pacific _(FTAAP.). A CPTPP engendering greater 

openness is one of the most desirable pathways for the region, along with RCEP. The flexibility 

adopted by the Korea-U.S. FTA (KORUS FTA)_in terms of coverage, scope, and.timing of tariff 

elimination may provide a good precedent for the successful i_inplem_entation of a_n FTAAP. 

However, in order to increase the feasibility of an FTAAP, the following obstacles need to 

be addressed. 
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' 

F_1g1:re ?= Regio~al Integration P.otential, Composite Regional lntegratlon Index 
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First, the most fundamental obstacle is the heterogeneity among East Asian countries and 
' I , • 

· the lack of community spirit and political leadership, which make:s it very difficult to envis_age 

a proper institutional architecture for East Asian integration. Sometimes, domestic issues 
such as regulation or competition p·olicy and[institutional issues are factors tha_t we_aken the 

competitiveness of an economy, which may !become a·n impedi_ment to an FTAAP. _ 

Second, many cooperation agreements hJve no specific work plan, time schedule, or . . . - . . . - I 
review mechanism. Recently, East Asian economies have tended to seek high quality and 

I 

comprehensive agreements. However, there are not many FTAs/RTAs in East Asia containing . . . I - . 
chapters on next generation issues and behind-the-border reforms. Many agreements 

' . . 
include liberalization of trade in services in their agenda but contain few provisions beyond . . . . . -. t • 

the commitments of the Trade in Services Agreement (TiSA). · 
I 

Third, complex rules of origin (ROOs) could disrupt the cross-border production networks 

which have been central to the region's suctessful integration. Unco'ordinated proliferatio·n I • .. . 

of FTAs may lead to inconsistent provisions in FTAs-especially ROOs'-which could hamper 
the protess of pro·ctuction networking a·cro~s cou·ntries. 

Fourth, the spread of protectionism, especially increasing numbers of trade remedies 

imposed by developed countries (see Figur~ 3), is a gre_at threa_t to mo:St East Asian co_uritrie:S 

and may produce adverse effects for domestic reform agendas. Policy uncertainty imposes a 

significant additional cost and since the launch of the Trump. administration, U.S. economic 

policy towards· East Asian markets and its e·ngagement in the Asia-Pacific integration have 

become more ambiguous. 
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I -
figure 3: Number of 9iscnmmatory Trade-Relat~d-Measures by G"io Countries 

Implemented and Eliminat.ed Each Year 
- - - - - -
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Source: Data from Table 3.2. WTO-OECD-UNCTAD (2017) Reports on G20 Trade and Investment Measures. - - - - - I 

Korea's FTAs/RT,4.s Networks and Strategy _ 
Ko_rea's in_terest in FTAs began with th~ conclusion of NAFTA, then grew with proliferation 

of RTAs in the Asia-Pacific. As of earl~ 2018, Korea has conclude_d 16 FTAs/RTAs_ with 52 
trading partners,' of which 10 are with members of APEC (Table 2). As shown in Figure 4, 

Korea's dependency on overseas mar~ets is.very high. As of 2015, 84 percent of th·e Ko"rean 

- eco~omy is open to international mar~ets. It is also noteworthy that Korea's trade cOvera.ge 
I 

with its FTA partners was 68.2 percent in 2017, up from 0.6 percent in 2004 when Korea's 
first F~A with Chile went into.force (se~ Figure 5). - . 

' 
Korea became the first East Asian cduntry to have FTAs with the United States, China, . . . . - I . - . 

and the EU. Korea's most recent agreement was signed with Central American countries 

(Cost_a RicJ, El Salvad_or, Hondura:s, Nic~ragua, and Pan_ama) on February 21, 2018. Th_e deal 

is expected to strengthen Korea's formal linkages with Central America and the Southern 

Cone. Fu"rthermore, _as K_orea · is currently n:egoti_ating fom FTAs, including RCEP, Korea's 

trade dependency and trade share with its FTA-partners will clearly be rising. Behind this 

b:ackdrop, one of Korea's strategic goals of participating in regional economic integration 

activities is to strengthen its economic credentials not only in the Asia-Pacific, but globally. 

There are many explanatory factors why Korea has switched its policy stance from a single

track tci a multi-track approach to pursuing FTAs. First, FTAs are effective tools to eliminate 

trade barriers and to promote the restructuring of trade and industri_al structmes. Second, 

successful regulatory reforms and conformity to the international rules and standards 

. . ' 
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-Table 2: Korea's FTAs and Partners - - - -

j Name of FTA/Partner 

Korea - Chile Free Trade Agreement 

f Korea • SiligapOre Free Trade Agreement 

t-Karea - AS~_l\.fFree Trade AirE!er,:i~rit 

~c,rea - India cEPA 

Korea - Peru Fr_ee Trade Agr~ement 

I Korea - USA.~,;~Trade,Agreement 

Korea - Turkey Free Trade Agreement 

['Korea - Australia Free.Trade Agreemen~ 
- . --- -

KOfea -· Canada Fr·ee Tr'ade Agreemerit 

I Ko_rea ~-~~~Zeal~~d-F~~e-T~~-:_~greement 

Korea - "'.ietnan:i Free Trade-..\greem~nt. 

-- --- --
Korea - Columbia Free Trade Agreement 

_ I Name of FTA/Partne, 
··-- -

·U Date Entiy Into Force· 

II 2 March ~006 
. v·· .... ... . - . 

1 1 ~-~ptember 2p06 

'l --:- ·~ . 

. j i· .. ~-J-~~_ua_ry ~~10. 

'111 July 2011 

-"· 
1 A1,1gust,2011 

1 
IJ_1s _March 201_2 

; II 12:oecember 2014 

· 1 ·- 20 Dece;.,,i~r 2ol!i -·
·] Ii 25;~cember 2015 

l(oate Signed 

~or:a ~ -~::n!ral ~~e·rica F!~e T~~de Ag"!eeri'l~nt 21 February 2018 

.Under Neiotiatton ' ·' . 

Chin.i-1kPan-Korea 
__ ·.-· ~---··:-·----•-- ---~-:.-._,·:--·- --------··--·--_.c:::;:_.:. 

~CEP / ~orea - Ecuador S_ECA / Korea - Israel 

. . ,- ' ---- ------, --- -"--- - --- -~ -- --··--
Korea - Jap_an / Ko_rea - Mexico/ Kore~ - Mercosur / Korea - GCC-/ Korea - EAEU 

Number of active and/Cff signed agreements (15 acttve* lslgned) 

I 

: i 

---- j 

_J 
-I 

---, 

embodied in an FTA framework acceleratJ the restructuring and opening ~f the Korean 

econo_my. The glo_bal fin·ancial crisis provid~d an additional rationale for this policy stance. 
To compe_nsate for contracted export markets, Korea sees the imple·mentation of agreed 

reto·rms locked in by FTAs as helpil1g to Jnhance the resilience of the· econol11v against . ' . . . . . . 
external shocks and sustain stable econcirTlic growth. Third, in contrast to multilateral 

approache:s, t_he forma_tion of FTAs has off~red KO_rea a quic~ and efficient prescription ~a 

resolve issues with trade partners. 

l_n order to implement its policy goals, Korea has developed the following FTA strategies 

since it designed the first FTA roadmap in i003 in its FTA with Chile. First, Korea developed 

simultaneous negotiation capacity to reduce the costs of putting several deals on the table at 

the same time to build a multi-track framelril6rk. se·ccin_d, Kdrea is targeting comprehensive 

and high-quality FTAs. The KORu·s FT.ii serves as a template for an ambitious trade deal for 

the regi_on. In addition to chapters related to labor, environment, and corruption issues, it 

includes provisions to facilitate e-commerce. Third, di_sseminatirig FTA-related inform·ation 

to the public and gathering the opinions of interested groups are mandatory at each stage 

of t_he process. Th_is help:s to ensure support from stakeholders in the Korean industrial and 

agricultural sectors. 
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F'1gure 4: Korea GDP Per Ca-pita (US$) and Trade Openness10 (%) 
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Figure 5: Share of Korea's Trade with FTA Partners -
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Perspective on EJst Asian Economic 
lntegrationand Korea's Contribution 

Despite various economic and political challJnges in the region, FTAs/RTAs continue.to grow 

irito Mega FTAs, such as RCEP and the CPTTP.I Jt is stil_l an open question if East Asian regional 

FTAs/RTAs could converge successfuily intd a region-wide FTA, which would incorporate 
. I 

both sides of the Pacific into a single instituponal archite_cture. Korea will continue to play 

a meaningful role in advancing the trade agenda in East Asia, hoping that any trade agenda . ' 
can move forward· if provided with the right kind of prescription and policy _coordination. 

The following is Korea's perspective on East Asia's regional integration activities and on 

their expansion towards larger-scale_ inter-regional Mega FTA envisioned for the formation 
of an FTAAP. I 
First, as stated earlier, the formation of hi~h-quality FTAs/RTAs has offered Korea a way · 

to reso/v·e issues that wciuld be niore diffidult to tackle in the wider multilateral context. . . . . . - I - - - --- - - . 
Korea pursues comprehensive and high-quality trade agreements encompassing services, 

' investment, telecommunications, arid the digital economy, a_nd is open to a deal with any · 

meaningful reform agenda as long as it- is
1 
mutually beneficial and reinforced. Empirical 

findings support the benefits of this pcllicy stance; the most comprehensive trade 
I 

agreements yield the greatest economic benefit. More specifically, Park and Park measure 
l 

the economic impact of East Asian integration and reported that the benefits are greater 

if it is converged in_to alarger scale FTA, .Jhich is comprehensive in coverage (Tab_le 3).1' 

As Table 3 clearly demonstrates, an FTAAP yields positive outcomes but size varies by 

scenarios. Peter Petri and M_ichael Plummer attempted to estimate the eccin_omic effect of 

the concluded TPP. They found, under the assumption that it would be fully implemented 
' by 2030, the TPP woul_d iricrea_se annual real incomes in East Asian countries by $203 billion, 

or 6.4 percent of GDP, and annual exports by $509 billion, or 4.3 percent.of exports." The 

positive gains fro·ni larger-scale, comprehehsive, and high-quality FTAs, similar to TPP, are 
- . • I • . . -

expected to be significant enough to invitf al( Pacific_ Rim economies to consider joining, 

judging solely t,om economic concerns. I _ _ _ · 
Second, there has been much effort in s~pport of econom_ic integration in East Asia_ as 
well as the endeavor to establish region-wide FTAs, i.e. TPP, RCEP and CPTPP .. ln ·terms of 

I 

trade liberalization and elimination of trade barriers, East Asia has achieved a great deal of 

progress. However, "eliminating trade ba~r
1
iers" is only -one aspect of enhancing ~conomic 
I 

integrabon, while there is a remaining but• still very important arena that requires further r. - . . 
cooperation among East Asian countries, which is reducing behind-the-borders impediments. 

Korea is well aware that prom·oong and str~ngthening structural reforms are a prerequisite 1 • • .• . • 

for achieving sustainable economic growth in East Asia .. By improving the functioning of 

markets, successful reforms would remo~e impediments to the full and efficient use of 

resources, helping economies achieve higher productivity and living standards. Reforms 

establishing transparent an_d impartial regulatory frameworks would also boost business 

' and investor confidence in an environment of global economic uncertainty. The 1997 Asian 

financial crisis was attributed mostly to a lack of institutional, regulatory, and structural 

reforms to enable. the economy to su_ccessfully m:anage the challenges presented by 

economic shocks and market instability. 
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I 

Table 3. Effects of an FTAAP on APEC as a Whole: Comparison by Models and Scenanc~s 

j ! Real GDP I Wel~r;\- ~e~re; Export:, l~~rt: 
~ :. (Million i 1 

-· L. '' US$)' . ···-···' 
!Absolute Effects(% deviations lroni.the Base)' ····· .J 

,Scenilrio I -0.10 !-, 0.16·;; 57,713 · 2.16 , 2.20, 
. __ ·!·-, .• ---- - ,_,.-» - ·- - --.---- .. _ ;-:-·----:.-: 

Static CGE Model }.~~~-a~i~-~l _ -::.: ::' .. -?~~-~ __ ~- 1~44 i'.~--~~9~~~~9-> _~ 

::;.c_ -~- --~::-__c_· -::. _ .- :::_ -=-~~ ; _scen~ri~-~1~.1-~~--__:-l-:.~~ ___ .:. ::4~ -~-- -~~1,~0J_ .: ___ -
0.40 \ 0.38 130,001 

Capi_tal Acc_ufl'.lu_Jation CGE Mo~el 

(11elathie Effects to S.C:enario_ I {Ratio) 

Static CGE Model 

Scehario ii_ 
, 

Scenario Ill 

, .. 
Scenario I - -__ ._ J. 
- •• -· r- . 
Scenario p 
. 1-

1.00 

12'4 
12.s· 

3.45 . 

3.54. 

1.Cio 

9.0 

9.3 

- - ~~ - -
3.09 · 1,057;161, 

3.18, 1,088,271 

l.O_Q \ 1:00 
. -· c:.!:s_s·: . \~ --

2.9 

6.21 

6.38 

2.45 

931•· 

9.55 

, .Scenario Ill 
1
, 8_.9 . · 3.0 

--·····-···_-···-::- ·_·.;.~- .. · .... - :.. :·_., •.. ...;-;-'..·.···c.·.~:.. --- --

1.00 

2,8 

2.9 

1.1 Scenario I _4.0 2.4 .2.3 1.1 
'·.·.:.. - ·.:cc:-:F~:-::·:=•. - =- .. -:-::-::: 

C.i!Pit'al AcCumutatiO:n CGE'Mcidel · , Scenario·11 ,. 34.5 : 19.3 
- ;. - - ' -

Scenario Ill 35.4 

' 1 Relative Effects tii5cenarlo·in wltn Static CG~ "'.1_°"•1 (Ratio) 

19.9 

s~a~~ _c~E M_o_del _ _ _ -· _ , ·Scen~~~~ll-. ~~oo ) _ 1.0? __ _ 
Capital Acc,umula_tio_n CGE_M_odel Scenario•l11 2.7_7 : 2.B 

:, 18.3 

, 18.9 

1.00 

2.13 

· 4.3 

4.4 

1.00 
1.50 

'. 4.2 . 

4.3 

·1.00 

. 1.51 

6.12, 

6,28 

2;49 · 

9.24; 

9.48. 
·- ~-

• □eviation from the base./ Note: Scenario I: T~riff Elimination/ Scenario II: Scenario I+ 5% Reduction in Trade 
Cost by Trade Facilitation/ Scenario Ill: Scenario II+ Reduction in Ta'riff Equivalents of Se"rvices bV 10% 
Source: lnnwOn Pa·rk and Soo'nchan Park. 2016. "Ec·onomic Effects of an FTAAP: CGE Model Analysis. 
Unpublished paper p·resent to APEC CTI for 20i6 APEC Ministerial ·Meeting. · 

r· . 

Third, the successful implementatiJn and expansion of .the East Asian trade agenda 

requires capacity-building· for develbping countri_es. Overcoming this big constraint on 

progress towards structural adjustmeht and Cooperative arrangements in East Asia requires 
information sharing. Korea's experie+e as an early adopter of an outward-oriented growth 

strat~g_y makes it an ideal candida~e to share exp·eriences with developing countries. 
Korea could make tailored policy suggestions in h·uman resou_rce development and other 

initiatives likely to make a positive contribution to economic integration. Thi~ would ensure 

growing confidence in s_trengt_hening co_llaboration with ASEAN and China-Japan-Korea with 

a view to sharing the benefits of econ
I
omic integration among participants·and then moving 

forward to achieve global free trade. l,n practice, such an outward-oriented policy forces the 

market to minimize the negative impact of trade diversion and make the regional market 

more competitive and inclusive. 

Fourth, for the East Asia:n tr~de agenda to reach cri_tical m_ass to move forward, the 

cooperation mechanisms in the region should have the following conditions: 1) the capacity 

to respond to the challenges and changes facing the region; 2) inclusiveness of interests 

and agendas; 3) the capacity for harmonizing the roles of other groups in the region; 

and 4) pursuit of multilateralism and consistency with the WTO. Any individual country 
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I 
· or any-single regional cooperation mechanism can·not function perfectly in i,s_olation. For 

example, although some believe APEC is dpable of fulfilling the above conditions, APEC 

alone cannot serve the interests of all partidpants in its agenda. This forum should be used 

to build consensus on global issues (not ne
1

cessarily limited to regional or local ones) via 
I 

brainstorming sessions under a non-binding p_rinciple. If APEC ecO:n_omies encouiage each 
. ' other to design and implement progressively better policies for economic management· 

' and structural adjustment, they could help the G20 to preserve preconditions for sustained . . . .. . . . 1 . . -
improvement in living standards. Many issues, such as rebalancing economic growth, 

ay"erting disastrous climate c.hang·e, pr"es_er~ing an op·en internati_onal eco_nomic regim_e, 

fighting corruption, and making the new wJve of tec_hnological breakthroughs as inclusive 

as possible, need global solutions. · ! 
I 

Last, several conditions have been advance~ to strengthen Korea's rnmpe_titiveriess, adjust 

its industrial structure to adapt to the 4th industrial revolution, gain greater access to 

global markets, share the fruits of econ·omid integration, and reform for greater Asia-Pacific .. .. . . - - I - - . . 
co0 prosperity. These include revision to the KORUS FTA in March 2018 and the leaders of 

' . Kore.a, Japan, and China agreeing in principle to accel_erate the CJK FTA negotiations. In 

addition,_K_ area should keep an- eye on thejprogressi_on of th-_e_ CPTPP w. hile -re.info. rcing its 
FTA roa_dmap_. 

It is premature to assess the. ecorfol'Tlic im ad of recent develo"pments co·nce:rning ~.orth 
Korean nuclear-related issues on the regi6nal economy. However, if the North Korean 

nuclear threat is mitigated, then viol~nce dn the Korean Peninsula may finally come to an . - I - . . . 
end. This may trigger new opportunities for Korea to play the role oflinchpin for East Asia 

econdmlc co-operation a~:d enable it (b bf!_cbme a:n,uch larger force.in th_e w_orl_d economy. 
I . 

Endnotes 
I 

'This number indicates all physical RTAs in force, sorted by coverage (goods, 

services, goods and services). For more dJtails, visit http://rtais.wto.org/UI/ 
publicsummarytable.aspx I - ... 

I 

' 'East Asia"n co_untries refer to memb_ers ofASEAN and China, Hong Kong, Japan, 

South Korea, and Chinese Taipei. / 

I • 
3 \11/ith the ex_ception of Asia-Pacific Trade Agreement (APTA) i01plemented in 1975, 

the majority of Northeast Asiali countries! FTA/RTA negotiations Were initiated and 
co_n_clu_ded in the 21st century,https://ww),11.Wto.org/english/tratop_e/region_e/rta_ 

participation_map_e.htm. 

4 Kim Sangkyom, Park lnnwon, Park Soonc~an, "Regional economic integration in the 
Asia Pacific Region: is an FTAAP the cataly~t for one com·m_unity?" KIEP, 2011. 

5 Fred Bergsten, "A Free Trade Area of the Asia-Pacific in the Wake of the Faltering Doha 

Round: Trade Policy Alternatives for APEC," in An APEC Trade Agenda? The Political 

Economy of a Free Trade Area of the Asia:Pacific, eds. Charles E Morrison and Eduardo 

Pedrosa (Singapore: ISEAS, 200.7). 
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6 "Global Economic Prospects: Economic Outlo·ok for East Asia and Pacific Region,'1 

World Bank, 2018. . I . . . . . . . . ·. 
7 Dominik Naeher, "An Empirical Es_timation of Asi_a's Untapped Regio_nal lntegra_ti_on 

Potential Using Data Envelopment A~alysis," ADB Economic Working Paper Series, 

No. 445, August 2015. I · · . · 
'For further details of CRI construction and its interpretation see Ibid. 

'On the number of active FTA.partne1 http://www.fta.go.kr/main/situation/fta/main/. I . . 
"Measu_re_d by the rati_o of trad_e to GDP. 

! 

"Park lnnwon and Park Soonchan, "Etonomic Effects of an FTAAP: CGE Model Analysis," 
I 

Unpublished paper presented to APEC CTI for 201.6 APEC Ministerial Meeting. 
I . 

"Peter A. Petri and Michael G. Plum·n\er "The Economic Effects of the Trans-Pacific • • - • - I • • • • - • • 

Partnership: New Estimates" WP 16°2, Peterson Institute for International 

Econo·mics, 2_01_6. I 
I 

I 
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What does North Korea seek at a time of u·np"rei:edented sanctton·s and pres·sure agains_t . . I . . . . . . . 
it and suddenly developing opportunity, as South Korea and four great powers explore 
diplomatic overtures? This set of four chapters completed at the height of anticipation 

for summits: in 2018 approaches Pyongyang's strategy from diverse angles: public 
relations-how it is striving to shape imagks of itself, beginning by taking advantage of 

the Pyeongchang Winter Olympics; diploma
1
cy-how it is engaging on·e st.ate a_fter another 

to forge an.ideal diplo~atic environment tcir securing maximum concessions; ec~nomy

. how it is coping with sanctions and preparin
1
g to realize byuilgjin by boosting the economic 

• • . I • • ,"{. • '. 

side while deriving credit from the military side; and.military-how it continues to.develop 

. threat capacities and prepare for contingenbes. There is a lot that is unknown about what 

is.driving Kim Jong-un's behavi~r with some
1
accentuating the strength achieved by building 

• I 

his threat cap_adty and others emphasizing /he weakness exposed by draconian sanctions. 
These chapters explore the drivers behind his moves through the lens of strategic objectives, 
recognizing that the North Korean leader s~es a mix of opportunities. 

. I 
This volume covers well into the spring of 2018-indud_ing the New Year's Day address 

by Kim Jong-un that opened the door to J public relations blitz, the delegations sent to 
I 

South Korea t_o k_ick-start "smile diplorilacyi" against t.he backdrop of the Winter Olympic 

Games, the personal diplomacy by Kim with South Korean officials followed by his outreach 
to Donald Trump arid then a hurried visit

1 
to Beijing to me~t Xi Jinping, and finally the 

Panmunjom summit with ·Moon Jae-in in the last week of April. This whirlwind of public 
relations and diplomacy against diverse ihterpretati~ns of their economic and military 

I 

background. captured the world's attention. Yet, Kim's strategic intentions largely remain I . - . . . - - -

a mystery. Does he expect to retain his missiles and nuclear weapons and be recognized 
' • I 

as one o_f the nuclear powers on ess_ential/Y equal footing with the w_orld's great military 

powers? Does he seek to cut a grand bargain, eliminating these threatening weapons in 
return for acceptance in the international community with guarantees of security and . . . . I 

bountiful economic assistance? Is Kim Jong-un playing a multi-stage gam·e with long-term 
objectives hidden as he capitalizes on differences among five countries to maneuver in 

ways s_till difficult to fathom? Much remaind unknown, as we delve into his strategic choices. · . . . . I . . . . . 
Eun A Jo, "North Korea's Public 

' Relations $trategy, 2018" 
In her chapter' Eu·n A Jo not¢s th_at Kim de~ote~ a c_on·siderable se"gJ!lent of hiS Ne~ Year's 

I 

Day speech to calling for improved inter-Korean relations. The Pyeongchang Olympics 
presented him a timely opp·ortu·nity to remake the regime's flailing i_mage at home and 
abroad. As the Olympics approached, North Korea was in dire need of a public relations 
make-over. Externally,' the regime's image had deteri_orated signi_ficantly. ·Kim needed to 

reshape his image as his reputation plummeted, hardening the international community's 

resolve to punish th.e regime. He also needed to buy time and diffuse tension as Tru_mp's 

threats of a "bloody nose strike" appeared b_afflingly genuine. The Olympics proved a 

fitting occasion to extend an olive branch without appearing too eager for appeasement, 

pa:rticularly given l'Jlocin Jae-In's efforts to resume contact with the North through what he 
had dubbed the "Peace Olympics." 

_The "charm offensive" in Pyeongchang makes for an interesting case study, because it 

feat_ures both th_e old a:nd ne\li aspects cjf,Kim's public relations strategy. Among the most 
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notable elements of the campaign-include: 1) hosting a military pa_rade before the Olympics 

to juxtapose his peaceful intentions wiih formidable capabilities; 2) showcasing the Wonsan 

tourist area t_o establish an alternative iource of income and promote an image of prosperity; 

ancl 3) sending his female envoys to giJe the reticent regime a human face-one of glamour 

ancl graC:e. Kim promoted the WonsanJtourist zone, in particular the Masikryong ski resort, 

where he negotiated with the. South to hold joint ski training ahead of the Olympics. 

Since its opening in 2013, it has been la symbol of prosperity and a propaganda tool: Built 

amid intensifying sanctions a~·d isolatio·n, the resort syrTlbol_izeS resili_enc~, ind_icating that 
"North Korea is preparing for a futurJ despite its isolation.:__or perhaps for an end to the 

isolation altog~t_her." / 
I 

Kim's public relations campaign is designed to support his strategic agenda a_t the Olympics: 

breaking free from the debilitating 7conomic wessure and political isolation by holding 

hands with South Korea. Promoting an image of North Korean modernity and stealing the - -- I . - . . . . 
symbolism of the. Olympics, Kim brands both himself and the country as open and peace

' seeking. This gesture of go·odwill helps soften the· internationa_l community's resolve to 

stifle the North and thwartthe United States from resorting to force. Kim actively promotes 
' an image of youth and modernity: 1) he is more concerned with ho_w he and the country is , - I - . 

perceived externally and encourages the public-to be more globally aware; 2) he highlights 

a.previously overlooked aspect of "jLche"-economic self-sustenance-and endorses an 
. I 

emefging consumerist culture; and 3) h_e involves women in ima·ge-makin·g operatjo_ns t_o 
present a s_ofter, more inclusive pictu/e of the regime. This image of modernity is bolstered 

by the "feminine touch" in public mes~aging. The involvement of his wife and sist_er in p:ublic 

relations helps mollify Kim's image, to transform the regime's image-making methods to 

reflect supposed modernity and op·e~ness. . -I -
Under Moon's progressive leadership, Seoul is most likely to reciprocate Kim's peace 

initiative \1/ith immediate rewards, p[oviding the regime with much-needed relief; and 2) 

the image of inter-Korean reconciliatibn will bolster Kim's message of peace and prompt the 

international community to reexamirye its pres.sure tactics. Though K-im's intentions behind 
the Olympics gambit remain difficultJo specify, h_is pea_ce gesture allo\iied him to humanize 

the North's image ahead of its real diplomatic tests~namely, what comes after the "Peace 

Olympics." For now, that Kim e·arned~ chance to meet with a sitting U.S. president, without 
appearing to commit to denuclearize as a precondition, indicates that his public relations 

efforts have worked favorably toward his overarching strategic objective-staying in power. . / . . . 

What remains L!nknown is the staying power of this image makeover in the uncertain 
, months ahead in 2018. I 

Mark Tokola, "North Kore'a's Diplomatic 
Strategy, 2018" 

After six years in isolation from the world communitywith virtually no diplomacy of any note, 

Kim Jong-un emerged suddenly in the lime_light from the begi_nning of 2018. While 20_17 

was mar,ked by provocati_ve weapons tests and threats of war from both North Korea and 

the United States, 2018 has begun with an apparent thawing of relations and re-energized 

diplomatic efforts on all sides to diminish tensions on the Korean Peninsula. Kim highlight_ed 

the auspiciousness of 2018 as the 70th anniversary of the founding of the DPRK as well 

as the year in whic_h South Korea hos.ts the Olympic Game·s, p_resenting an opportu_nity to 
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. "improve the frozen inter-Korean relations a1n·d glorify this meaningful year as·an eventful 
' one noteworthy in t_he history of the natl.on[' He called for easing military tension and for 

the promotion of "bilateral contact, travel, cooperation and 'exchange on a b;oad scale to 

. remove mutual misund,erstanding and _distru~t and fulfill their responsibility and role as the 

motive force of national reuni'fication." The '/Olympic Peace" served both sides' short-term 
interests. South Korea received assurance that North Korea would not attempt to disrupt 

I 
the Winter Olympics. North Korea was able to demonstrate ,that it was n·ot isolat_ed within 

• I ' 
the international community and received 600 all-expense paid.vacations for Kim loyalists 
to attend the games and to vis.it South KoreJ. 

. f 
After the end of.the Winter Olympics, North Korean and South Korean negotiators held.a 

I . 

series of working-level meetings, culminating in the announcement that the third inter-
Korean summit will be held on April 27 at 

1
the border viUage of Panm·unjom. The March 

5-6 inter-Korean meetings, held in Pyongya/ig at the headquarters of the Korean Workers' 
I 

Party with a high-ranking delegation, was significant for being the first known instance of • • ·1 • - -

Kim Jong-un meeting with Souih Korean officials, and the first high-level South Korean visit 
I 

to North Korea in a decade. After Kim. irivite:d Do:nald Trurrip to meet an_d plans for the 
summit were set in motion, he made a visitfto Beijing, his first known trip outside of North 
K_orea s_inc_e he took power i_n December 2011. There are several possible reasons for why 
the North Korean regime might have felt tliat a visit to (hina was necessary. First, as with 

' ' the meeti~gswith the S_outh Korean and up. presidents, the meeting with Xi Jinping_plays 
into Kim Jong-un's push to present himself as a world leader-advantageous both at home 

I • 
and abroad. It would have seemed bizarre to have met with Trump before he met with Xi 

Jinping. Second, Xi has met with Trump, and1may have advic'e o·n how to handle a meeting to 
. - - I -. . . - . . 

maximize North Korean gains. Third, China is North Korea's only ally and its largest trading 
partner. It is in No'rth Korea's interest to crbate the appearance that it has China's backing . .... . . I . . .. . 

before going into a meeting with South Korea and the United States. Fourth, Moon Jae

in has been pursuing a trilateral meeting ~etween South Korea, Japan, and China. Having 
. ' 

Moon meet Xi and not having Kim meet Xi would have set North Korea at a diplomatic 
• I 

disadvantage. Fifth, Kim Jong-un may also have been looking for an assurance from Xi that 
I . 

, North· Korea would not face tougher sanctions were talks with Seoul and Washington to 
, I 

collapse and North Korea resume its missile and nuclear tests. The summits with South 
Korea and the United States presented Kini an opportunity to reset relations with China . . .. I . .. .. .. . 

Three categories of diplomatic objectives Jre seen: 1) the status of the Kim regime, 2) the 
• - . J 

end of "ho'stile acts" from the United States an·d South Kcirea, and 3) the settlement of 
long-standing issues. The last includes: rJgime survival, legitimacy, and recognition as a 
nuclear state-to be taken serio.usly by the:international community, and to be regarded as 
a peer of the.larger nuclear powers, ratheC:than a~ ;.,hat it is in reaUty-small, isolated, and 
po·or. What Kim conside"rs ads of hostility :may r~ng'.(? frqm specific ecoriomic sanctions, to 
joint U.S.-South Korean military exercises, to criticism ofNorth Korea's human rights record. 

Leaving a cessation of "hostility" loosely defined would likely give the North an excuse to 

claim, at a future point of its choosing, that the. U.S. had violated whatever settlement may 

emerge from negotiations. The deal North Korea may be seeking would involve a.long term 

-perhaps a very l_ong term-commit_ment to eilentu~I d_enuclearization but temporary, 

de facto, recognition that it is a nuclear power. Kim's vision seems to be one of the two 
Koreas growing together organically through trade, investment, and people-to-people ties. 

The process seems similar to that of European integration, a slow, practical melding until 

unification is achieved at some _barely-perceived point in the process. 
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Yet, summitry without deep preparati?n poses high opportunities and high risks. The.risks 

are threefold_: 1) if the inter-Korean summit goes well but the Kim-Trump summit goes 
. . - - l - . . " 

badly, even at a second stage, it could drive a wedge in the alliance-the U.S. side might 
I . . 

appear to be the obstacle to progress being made between the two Koreas; 2) in their 

haste to achieve a deal quickly, Kim Jcing-un and Trump may rush into an unsustainable or 
I . . 

destabilizing agreement. However, the United States may have little choice other than to 

negotiate now that North Korea has extended the invitation. The po
0

int of U.S. "maximum I . . , . . . . . . 

pressure" and isolation was to lead North Korea to the negotiating table. If they have agreed 
I 

to negotiate, is this not what success is supposed to look like? . . .. I . . _- . . 
William Brown, ':North Korea's Economic 

Str1tegy, 2018" . · I . . 
Not.since the famine of the mid-1990s has North Korea faced a more challenging economic 

environment, The situ_a~o-n is n·ot ne~r s·o dire for the pop·u1ac:e as it ~as in th:at pe·riod, 
but it is more complicated for the re~ime and involves much more political and financial 

. risk, ·In the past, poor decisions me.int people wou_ld starve an'd industries would close, 

but the regime, secure behind its cori,mand, or slave-like, economy, could hold fast. Now, 

poor d_ecisions could bring th_e 1,11eakr ned socialist system to collapse. Good decisions, in 

contrast, could move the economy well on the.path to economic revitalization and reform. 

Kim niust be facing very high tension~. · 

I . . 
Exports in the early months of 2018 to.China, North Korea's only significant trade partner, • - I • - • • 

fell 85 percent from year-earlier levels and imports began what looks to be a similar slide, 

down 30 percent in February. lmpo:/ts of vital products, s_uch as a_ll petroleum products, 

grain, all electrical and non-electrical machinery, and vehicles, have fallen to zero. Imports 
. . . I . . 

of c_ons_umer goods are do1,11n sharply
1 
as well. Except for petroleum products, North Korean 

imports are generally not sanctioned; so, the falls•indicate a combination of even tough·er 

action by Chin:a than required or a 1bss of hard currency by North Korean importers. Falls . . . . I 
of this magnitude cannot help but cause large reactions within the domestic econom"y and 

I - - • • 

create jarring decisions·for the government, for example on how to re-employ hundreds of 
I ' 

thousands of textiles Workers and miners: 
I 

Economic authorities n:,ust prevent:.a coflapse of the won curre~cy, leading to hyperinflati6n 

and popular u'nrest; a cutoff in / Chinese C_rude oil deliveries that w_o_ul-~ s~rangl_e 

transportation; and a bad harvest that.would lead to vast needs for imported grain whii::h 

the country cannot afford. They mJst work rapidly to defang UN and especially Chinese 

trade-sanctions that are now aimedlat crippling the gen~ral ecoryom.y. ironically, to rel-ieve 

growing pressures.on the "com·man9 economy" d_ecisions made by the cabinet may lead to 

much mo"re liberalization, freeing large elements from the planned system. The sanctions 

may thus be showing the way for th_e ulti_mate end of the regime's socialist system and the 

advance of economic reforms that may save the country, The regime will try to avoid that 

choice, hoping to garner aid from China,.South Korea, and the United States in return for 

slowing the nuclear drive. Such aid cou_ld forestal_l econ_om_ic reform for years bu_t is unlikely 

to do more than patch the crevice in the failing state system. 
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I 
' I , 

Budget managemen_t poses diffiC:ult trade-offs: ra_ise taxes and fees to try to create a state 

surplus; reduce state spending to the bonre, including for the military; cut more state 

enterprises out of the system, forcing loss-lekding enterprises to go off budget and off plan; 
. - . - I 

sell important state assets (the state; in effect, owns the whole country), and allow state 

enterprises to sell or privatize theirs, to pull ih money. This will be the most attractive option 

to many, and is already being done on the mkrgins, but also has unmistakable connotations 

of beginning Chinese style reforms. I ·_ 
Despite talk of markets, North Korea still has a planned economy and the planning . - . . . - . I . . . . . 
commission must try to allocate goods, services, and labor among state enterprises ahd 

the government. Perhaps half the country rJlies ·on this system as does the entire public for • • • • • . , • I • , -

essential products and services, including ll'!UCh of the food supply,_ fuels, electricity, heavy_ 

a:n:ct s_ome light i_ndu·stry, ITlining, gen_eral in~ras_fru_cture, social services and ed_ucation, and 

of course the huge military. Given the sanctions related drop in exports, the plan will have 

to s_cramble to reallocate inputs and outp~ts, and one can imagine a highly contentious 

process. If, for example, hundreds of thou~ands of textile workers are n·ot producing for 
I -

export, what are they supposed to be doing? 

·Norih Kcire:a's food sup:ply appea_rs barely ldequ_ate at present, despite a somewhat poor 

harvest last fall and a complete fall-off of 
1
cereal imports. A major liberafization program 

would dissolve the co_llectives, as o_ccurredl in Deng's China, and generate a huge boost in 

productivity, but no evidence of such a faf-reaching decision is available. In this difficult 

e_cono_mic environm_en_t, the regime wil_l bJ hard pressed to maneuver foreign powers to 

reduce sanctions or to provide aid that offskts some of the negative results. The economy's 
I ' 

problems began long before sanctions and are unlikely to be resolved by their removal, 
. . 1 • 

although they would.give the.system a little life. 
. I 

' I 
Chun In-bum', "North Korea's 

Military st;rategy, 2018" 
Perhap_s, t_he ha_rdest strategy to predict due to its dependence on the outcome of diplomacy 

is in the military sphere. Those who anticiJate that the talks will be rather inconsequential 
to·r lim_iting ttie Noit_h's rTlili_tary advances se~ considerable continui_iy. Others see some room 

for reductions and confidence-building m'.easures. In this article the forces of continuity 

receive t_he r:nain stress_. Th.ose are Summarized in this introdu.Ction as we await further signs 
a breakthrough is possible. ! 

I 
Since taking power, Kim's regime has fired close to one hundred missiles of wide variety 

and range compared to thirty-one for his' father and grandfather combin:ed. He has also 

conducted nuclear tests, boasting of a t~ermal nuclear capability. During his 20·1a New 

Year's-address, Kim proclaimed that th·e DPRK had perfected its nuclear ahd intercontinental 

missi_le capabilities, supporting North Korea's constitutional claim to be a nuclear power. 

Desp_ite an upsurge in diploma_cy after this address; we should keep our eyes on North 

Korea's military advances. 
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The assumption is that strategic thinking will prevail for gaining the maximum time to 

develop the capacity t_o extend th_e N_cirth's milita_ry threat. At present North Korea needs 
time to perfect its nuclear strike ca~ability. It· has been very ·successful in developing 

missile capabilities, tiut it needs additibnal time to achieve its goals. With the North-S~uth - . . - ' 

engagement of March 5, 2018, the DP.RK has just gained what it needs most: time. For an 

extended period in 2018, as diplomac:Y proceeds, we should expect a subdued approach - - - l - • 

not flaunting its nuclear weapons and missiles, while striving to boost capabilities for the 
struggle ahead. It is unlikely that we J,ill see another spate of nuclear and missile tests in 

2018 even as secret development p·eriists. Emphasis wiH probably be p_laC:ed O:n improving 
accuracy and re-entry capability. Thus! there should be no surprise when the North's next 
nuclea·r and missile provocation invO_lv~s a·n atrilOsphe·ric test, a thei!Tlal nu_cl"ear capability, 
or a 10,00b km plus range t~st with u~qu~stionable re-entry capability. 

Of all the capabilities that North Karl. possesses, the cybe,' threat is probably the most 
.. ' 

potent and threatening for 2018. With the difficulties in attribution and often non-kinetic ' . 
impact, North Korea can seek to retain plausible deniability with respect to any particular 
attack but its focus on cyber warfare id increasingly'obvious. As North Korea faces economic 
sanctions it is more likely to utilize cybkr theft to compensate for the l~ss ~f income. A little
known area for the DPRK is Electronic

1
warfare (EW) capability. Attem·pts to disrupt friendly 

j . -- . 

GPS signals continues. If successful, ttiis would affect friendly precision bombing capability. 
I 

I 
For the time being the North Korean teople's Army will support the peace ·effort by being 
discreet in its activities to improve existing capabilities and to develop new abilities. The 

focus of improving existing capabilitiks will probably be towards missile accuracy and re-
. ' 

entry, a greater nuclear warhead yield and some of its conventional forces. New abilities will I . . . 
be towards cyber, submarines, electronic warfare and unmanned drones. Its message that 

. . .. . . . I . .. . . 

its nuclear weapons are only for defense will deflect a lim_ited milita:ry optio·n by the Uni.led . 
States or the alliance. North Korean tyber units will play a.critical role by infiltrating South 
Kore·an s_ocial networks to create arid form pUblic opiriion. False news as wen as raising . . . ' . . . . . . 

enough suspicion to plant doubt'will be easy against an open society like South Korea. 

I 
I 

I 
I 
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I 
Tension on the Korean Peninsula had reached a boiling point by the time Kim Jorig-un 

delivered his New Year's address-a traditi6n set by his grandfath~r that he had revived 
. ' 

in 2013. Beyond the talk of a "nuclear button," which triggered another roun·d of fiery 
. I 

exchanges with Don~ld Trump, Kim devoted a considerable segment of his speech to 
calling for improved inter-Korean relatioJs. Though signaling an ambiguous friendly I . . . . . . . 
overture to the south has become an annual exercise for Kim, this year's speech was 

uncharacteristically specific in that he offerJd to send a delegation to South Korea's highly . . . . . . . I . . . . . 

anticipated Pyeongchang Winter Olympics,- But sports diplomacy is hard.ly new to Kim; 
an avid spcirts fan himself, Kim is acutely Jware of its propaganda value and utility as a 

channel for diplomacy. For Kim, the Pyeongchang Olympics presented a timely opportunity 
to rern_ake the regim_e's fia_il_ing irnage at horiie and abroad. 

In this chapter, t.he Pyeongchang Olympics! are used as a case study to understand Kim's 

public relations strategy. Before exploring the strategic intentions behind Kim's diplomatic 
I 

campaign, both the old and new features of his image-making efforts are examined, focusi_ng 
. I 

in particular on his use of sports diplomacy. How Kim's charm offensive in Pyeongchang 
I 

is communicated intemally and re:ceived 'f'ternally is then analyzed, yielding important 
insights abounhe prospects of reconciliation between the two Koreas post-Olympics. 

I . 
I 

The Making pf Kim's Image 
I 

Kim's public relations efforts are largely resonant with those of his predecessors-I . . . . . 
albeit with a fiair of his own. They encompass the following dimensions: l) inculcating the 

I 
juche ideology; -2) reinforcing the suryong system and building a cult of persohality; and 3) 
stirring nationalism. . f . · . · . 

I 

At the cen_ter of the Kim family's public 'messaging strategy is the promotion of juche 

ideology, Formulated by Kim II-sung, the state ideology of juche is typically translated as 

"self-reliance" and consists of: l) political ihdependence, 2) economic self-sust~'nance, and 
i 

3) self-reliance in defense. From the outset; the ideology has been used by the Kims in their 
own image-making initiatives. For instance', in a 1982 treatise titled On the Juche Idea, Kim 
Jong-ii systematized the concept of juche 

1
and elevated the importance of security above 
I , • 

political and economic independence. Publishing the treatise allowed Kim Jong-ii-then 
Kim• 11-sung's propaganda chief-to craft h!s image as an intellectual, or as on·e schola_r put 
it, "the one and only bona fide interpreter of the 'immortal Juche idea' of Kim II-sung."' This 
reinterpretation later enabled him to justify his military-first politics (songun). placing the 
army above all aspects of society and pursuing h_is nuclear ambitions at the expense.of ihe 

people's welfare. 

luche is likewise central to Kim Jong-un's public messaging. In his 2018 New Year's address, 

Kim stressed the concept of juch_e visibly more tha:n in his previous sp_eec_hes. H_e openly 

acknowledged the "difficult- living conditions" that the North Korean people have endured 

due to international sanctions. However, he declared that those challenges would soon be 

overcome with the fulfilment of his byungjin policy-the simultaneous pursuit of nuclea:r 

weapons and economic development. Unlike his predecessors, who "emphasized the 

p:eople's strength in the fa(e of adversity and willingness to suffer for the sake of their 

country," the young Kim avowed that North Korean people would no longer be hungry.' 
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He pointed out that the completion of the North's nuclear forces had "opened up bright 
prnspects for the building of a pro_sper~us country," signaling a shift from his father's army

. first policy by highlighting his promiJe of economic recovery. While the theme of self-
• • I - --

reliance is broadly consistent in both Kims' image-making efforts, they carry slightly varying 
interpretations of juche to justify thkir respective policy directions-songun under Kim . . I , . . .. . 

Jong-ii and byungjin under Kim Jong-un. 

Kim's public relations efforts also serle to reinforce the.suryong (or the supreme leader) 
system, which establishes the Kim tan-lily as the nucleus of political leadership and elevates 
the ruling Kim's personal authority Jeyond the i.nfluence of the party and the military. . . - - - - - - - l . 

The suryong system legitimizes the Kim family's dynastic rule by identifying Kim II-sung 
,I 

as the sole founder and protector of the Korean nation, whose leadership can only be 
' sustained by his prodigious.lineage, \he so-called "Mount Pa_ektu b_loodli_ne." This idea i_s 

further cemented in the Ten Principles for the °Establishment of a Monolithic ldeofogicof 
I 

System-the country's supreme law that supersedes the nation·aI constitution as well as 
laws of the Worker's Party-which dJclares that Kim 11-sung's revolutionary achievements 

"must ·be succeeded and perfected b~ hereditary succ'ession until the end."' Under such a 
s~ste;,,, Paik Haksoon argues, ,;the su~on'g and his heir enj~y the same absolute authority 
an·d play the' same d_ecisive ro_les ... [T]he incumbent s_uryong an_d his successor are ·one and 

the same."' i . 
The suryeing system is maintained by promoting cults of personality around members of 
the Kim family. According to the mythologies disseminated by regime propaganda, Kim 

II-sung single-handedly liberated Kofea from the Japanese occupatio~, commanding his 
guerillas from a secret camp on Mbunt' Paektu-the country's national symbol.' These 

• I - • • 

narratives depict Kim as the patriarch of the family of the Korean nation; he protects his 

pure, innotent childre_n-the Korean/people-from t_he impu're, hqstile world,' Apocryphal 
stories also surround the birth and life of his son Kim Jong-ii, who was supposedly born 
on Mount Paektu and inherited frilm his father superhuman capabiliti~s as well as a . . . . ,. . . . . - . 

revolutionary destiny. Today, tens of/thousands of statutes of the two late Kims dominate 
pu_blii: spaces across ihe country, and their pictures hang in every household and building. 

Their birthdays are commemorated/ as the Day of the Sun (April 15) and the Day of the 
Shining Star (February 16)-the two most lavishly celebrated public holidays. Even after . . . . . . I . . . . 
their deaths, they are worshipped as the "eternal leaders" of Korea. 

Kim Jong-un seeks similar veneratiJn by forging liis own cult of personality. Notably, the 
you_ng ·Kim undertakes a series of !public relations efforts that evoke memories of his 

' predecessors, in particular Kim II-sung. Unlike his more recl_usive father, his grandfather 

was a F.idel Castro-type, reveling in bublic engagements and photo-ops that bolstered his 

popularity as a "inan of the peop_le."j Kim Jo~g-un has revived many of those iost traditions, 
including giving lengthy public speeches and paying visit_s to the army or the stat_e-run· 

factories. It helped that he was "such a splitting image of his giandfather"-a result very 

much intended as Kim ta_ilored his physique to cO:njure up his gra_ndfather's image in 

preparation for his leadership debut.' According to one account, "when he first appeared 

on TV, many Norih Koreans broke into tears, hailing him as the second coming of Kim II

sung."' Although relatively nasc~nt, _Kim J_ong-un's cu_lt_ of personalit_y is progressively taki_ng 

form, in large part through imitation of his popular grandfather. 
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Finally, nationalism is a key feature of th,e Kim family's public relations strategy. For 
generations, the Kims fanned fears of external threats to justify their high spending on 
the military and rally the public .behind th

1
eir strong-hand rule. Moreover, they dodge·d 
I . 

responsibility for the country's internal hardships by blaming foreign enemies-Japan 
I . 

and the United States-as well as their puppet, South Korea. Xenophobia is, therefore, • . . I . . . 

prevalent- in ihe reg)me's nationalist propaganda: A"1ericans and Japanese are denigrated 
as "bastards/' "jack_als," and ·"swine," atte·mbting t_o· s:ubjug'ate Korea u~.der their capitalist- · 

imperialist rule, and South Koreans are pcirtrayed as "servile flunkeys," whose purity is 
' tainted by submission fo the United States. 10 This narrative paints North Koreans as the only 

true agents of Korean nationalism and plac~s the Kims at the center of Korean liberation." 
As Ki_m Kwang-clieo_l writes, "Today's Nor1h Korean ruling ideology takes the form of a 
Korean-ethnicity based 'Kimilsungism' or 'K/m II-sung Natio~alism."'" Under this logic, the 
N'orth Korean nation cannot be understood:apart from th_e Kims. 13 

. . - - I 

I 
Kim Jong-un's public messaging harnesses much of the same ethno-nationalistic sentiments I . . . . . 

as his predecessors', in particular by highlighting the regime's progress in building its nuclear 
arsehal. On the 100th anniversary of his g~andfather's b_irth, Kim declared, "the days are 

gone forever when our enemies could bl~ckmail us with nuclear bombs."" This year's 
atinual address is even bolder; it claims. th~t the re"gil'T)e· l)a·s achieved a 11 histai"ic _ca_use of 
perfecting the national nuclear forces" and promises to "mass-produce nuclear warheads 

and ba_llistic missiles [ ... ] to give a spur to thle efforts for deploying them for action."" While 
the speech still largely characterizes the North's nuclear weapons as a defensive deterrent, 

Stephan Haggard no_tes an "interesting pJrsonalization" of the conflict: Kim asserts, "In 

no way would the Unhed States dare to iknite a wa·r against me an_d o·ur co_untry.1116 T_his 
appears to promote a sort of "kimjongunislll" -akii, to "kimilsungism"-in which Kim Jong
un is, effectively, North Korea. 

A "Modern" Kim for a Modern North Korea 
Altho·ugh Kim Jong,un adheres to the b_roader public relations rubrics set forth by· his 

predecessors, his brand is demonstrably ~ore "modern." Indeed, if the image of youth 

had once threatened his legitimacy in the learly days of his succession, it is now a defining 
feature of his.leadership. Today, he actively promotes an image of youth and modernity: 1) 
he is more cO_n.cerne_d with ~o~ he and thh country is perceived externally and encourages 
the public to be more globally aware; 2) he highlights a previously overlooked aspect of 

I 

juche-economic self-sustenance-a.~d en_d_orses an en:i_erging consumerist culture; and 3). 
• • - I 

he involves women in image-making operations to present a softer,· more inclusive picture 
I . 

of the regime. Whil_e these efforts do not:necessarily translate to major political changes, 
they introduce a new imagery: a "modern" Kim for a modern North Korea. 

Kim's public messaging frequently refers io "global trends," fostering an unfamiliar image 

of op·enne:ss. Barely a year into office, he called O:n the party officials to "accept global . 

development trends and advanced technologies in land management and environment· 

p_rotection," denionstrating his desire to shape an image of globalism." He even encouraged 

the people to use the Internet, saying th·ey "can see many m·at_erials on glo_bal trends," and 

urged the party to "send delegates to other countries to learn what they need to know."" 

These messag·es triggered widespread speculation that the country was on the verge of a 

proper opening. Though such earlier expectations of reform remain unrealiz~d-at least 
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officially-Kim's continued references to "global trends" indicate that he Wishes to be seen 
I . . . 

as open-even if without actually opening up. 
. . I 

Under this fa~a·de of globalism, Kim promulgates an image of strength and prosperity by 
promoting his byungjin policy. With theicountry's nuclear program now declared as complete, 
Kim is able to shift his focus toward ecohomic development without contradicting his father's 
songun legacy. So far, h.is ernnomic a

1
genda invoives building luxury establishments-like 

amusement parks, ski resorts, and ,I dolphinarium-which are more ostentatious than 

practical. Kim's vision of economic dJvelopment reflects his preoccupation with how the 
regime is perceived inteinaHyand extJrnally; in the words of Jung Pak, Kim likely "considers 

these [luxury establishments] as markers of a 'modern state,"'" It is also possible, though 
not probable, that Kim genuinely warits the North Korean people to experience the things 
that he always enjoyed. He once repoitedly ruminated to Fujimoto Kenji, his close confidant 
and sushi chef, "We are here, playing basketball, riding horses, riding Jet Skis, h;ving fun 

together, But what of the lives of thJ average P.eople?"'° What.ever his true inteht, Kim's 
economic agenda serves a critical fun~tion in terms of public relations; it paints North Korea 

I 

as a prospe·ro·us, "m·odern" state a·nd Kim, its yo·ung arid ariimated IE!ader. . . . . . . I . . . . 
. This image of modernity is bolstered by the "feminine touch" in Kim's public messaging. ' . . 

T\ollo women play particularly important roles: his wife Ri Sol-ju and his sister Kim Yo-jung. 
·For the ordinary people as well as fbr the privileged elites, Ri is an idol. As Pak reports, 

"[t]he carefully curated public appe~rances of Kim's wife [ ... ] provide the regime with a 
'softer' side, a thin veneer of style antl good humor."" Together, Kim and his wife represent 

' . 

a "modern, young, virile couple on the go."" Then there is his sister Kim Yo-jung, who-

besides acc.ompanying h·e.r brother/ in various p·ublic engagements-is said to be the 
country's de facto propaganda chief" Many credit her for the discernible change in the 

I 

regim·e's public relations strategy, iricluding its re·c"ent embrace of transp_arency. 24 Under . . I . . . . . . . . . . 

·her direction, the state media today disseminates information about the country's internal 
' affai_rs ""ith an unprecedented degree of honesty and detail. For instance, in April 2012, the 

state media reported the crash of tHe Unha-3 shortly after its launch, marking it the first 
time the regime has admitted to s~th failure. 25 The involvement of his wife and sister in 
publi~ relations helps mollify Kim's i/nage as well as transform the regime's image-making 

methods to reflect Kim's supposed niodernity and openness. · 

Kim's Sports Prlpaganda and Diplomacy 
I 

. . 
For a "modern" leader like Kim, sport is a refreshing, powerful tool for propaganda and 
diplomacy. The symbolism of sports-,-youth, excellence, and honor-is dosely aligned with 

the imagery Kim seeks to promote in association with himself. In fact, regime propaganda 
reports that Kim is a sport prodigy-havi_ng mastered sailing, golfing, and shooting, among 
others~but that he retired from sporting once he \(Vas "satisfied with his performance."" 

Further, Kim has demonstrated his enthusiasm for sports on various occasions. Even as 

sanctions hit the regime's cash supply, he boosted its spending on sports, sign·aling his 

ambition to turn the North into a "sports power."" As part of this effort, he also invited and 

hosted Denis Rodrifan, a former NBA_cha_mpion, cultivating what m·any deemed an unusual 
. friendship:" Kim's love of ;ports explains, in part, why he uses sport as a propaganda and 

diplomatic tool more actively than his grandfather and father. 
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Indeed, the North's practice of politicizing sports predates Kim Jong-un. In a 1986 speech, 

Kim Jong-ii stres_sed the importance o_f spo:ris for realizing the ultima_te obje:ctive of juche' 
' . . 

"Unless a man is healthy and strong, he cannot become a powerful being with the capacity 
' to conduct creative activities ... [a] strong p~ysique is a basic q·uality of a fully developed 

communist."" In the same speech, he also identified the benefits of sports in improving the ' . 
country's iriternation·a1 rep·utation and relations: "if our Sportsm·en achieve gOo_d res_ults at . . . . . . - r -

many international events and they fly the flag of our Republic, the honor of the country 
will be increased and our nation's resourcJfulness will b~ demonstrated to the world."" 
He added, "Developing sporting skills and brganizin.g sporting exchange on a wide scale 

I 

will a_lso contribute to promoting friendly relations with many countries."" Espousin_g his 
father's views on sports1 Kim today harness€s its potential to reinforce natio·nal identity at 
home and build the country's soft power abroad. 

. I . . 
sp·orts p"ropaganda helps heighten a sense of nationalistic pride on which image-dependent 1 . . . . . - . . . 

Kim greatly relies." Winning is particularly helpful, as victorious athletes would "pour 
adulati~n on their Dear Leader," with band

0

wagon effects across the country." During the . - - -- .. ... . . I.. . . . .. . . .. 

2012 Summer Olympics in London, where the ·North won four gold medals, the medafists 
c:re_dited ~irTI for t~e_ir succe·ss and re(:'e_ived "a hero's welcome" upo_n their return. 34 Th~ir 

triumphs were shown repeatedly on state !television, inspiring national pride and loyalty. 
To prevent losses from tamishing the regime's image, the state media also broadcasts 
sporting events with a delay~if the result is unfavorable, it can be easily censored. Stakes 

. ' . 
were particularly high at the 2014 Asian G~mes in lncheon, when the North Korean men's. 
football team faced the South Koreans inl the finals. The North eventu_ally l_ost, and the 

result was-unsurprisingly-never aired.35 I 
Besides. propaganda, sporting engagem_ents als_o serve as a p_latfofli, for diplomacy. The 

tradition of using sports to improve politida1 relations dates at least as far back as 776 BC 
I • • 

in Ancient Greece, when the monarchs of ,El.is, Pis:a, a_nd Sparta signed the Olympic Truce, 
allowing safe passage of the athletes to participate in the Games." Recar°ling the spirit 

of the Truce, th_e United Nations introdu.~ed a resolution titled "Building a peaceful and 
better world through sport and the Olympic ideal" in 1994, which has since been adopted 
every year prior to the Games. Given this fobust tradition, sports ha~e come to represent 
a face-saving tool for Kim to facilitate diplomatic exchanges with the South, even-when 
tensions are manifest. The idea is not'fofeign to Seoul either; the two Koreas marched • , - I 

under one flag in 2000 and 2004 during the Summer Games-an initiative that was then 
hailed as a "diplomatic breakthrough" butjwhich culminated in limited political progress." 
For Kim, the imagery linking sports and peace is a highly expedient gesture of goodwill 
o_n the international stage without jeopa~dizing the domestic narrative of "North Korea 
against the world." 

Why the Pyeor\gchang Olympics? 
As the Pyeonghang Olympics approached, North Korea was in dire need of a public 

relations make-over. Extemally, the regime's image had deteriorated significantly. The 

defection in 2016 of its high-ranking official, Thae Yong-ho, provided a rare look into the 

internal vulnerabilities of th_e regime and the extent of its brutality." Thae's claims were 

further bolstered by the alleged assassination of Kim Jong-un's half-brother in 2017, which 

demonstrated both the violent.nature of Kim's domestic purges and the perverse means by 
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which he executed them-in.this case,.using an internationally-banned.chemical weapon. 39 

Further, the mistreatment and subseq·u,mt death of Otto Warmb_ier, the U.S. student who -

had been detained in Pyongyang on charges of"hostile acts against the state," spurred 
infernational ire.'" Each of these events.helped the Trump administration galvanize support . I . - . 

for its "maximum pressure" approach, strengthening sanctions against Pyongyang-with 
. ' . 

cripplirig economic ramifications-and branding it a "rogue regime."" - - I -
Internally, as sanctions began to bite arid rumors about foreign affluence-especially that of 

-- - - - I - - - - - -

the South-infiltrated the North's incr~asingly porous information blockade, the public grew 

more and more disgr_uritled, at times ta;th_e point of defecti_on."The regime to_lerated thriving 
black markets to offset the effects of international isolation, but this had one deleterious 

' side effect: as more peopl_e depended on markets to survive, an increasing number of them 
began to view the regime not as a provider of but aQ obstacle to their welfare." In addition, 

among the popular items smuggled f\om China were foreign contents-in particular DVDs 
and USBs containing South Korean d,ramas-which revealed in plain sight the falsehood 
of the regime's propaganda." Though public mistrust remained largely checked, Kim 
b·ecame increasingly wary ab·out a wJa_kening of his domestic"legitimacy, which he had so 
painstakingly manufactured over the ~curse of his leadership. _ . 

Agai_nst this ba_ckdrop, K-i_m's sh_ift in rhltaric and attitude tolAlard the So_uth is perhaps neither . 
. ' surprising nor illogical. Kim needed to reshape his image as his reputation plummeted, 

hardening the international commu~ity's resolve to punish the regime. He aiso needed - - - - I - . -

to buy time and diffuse tension as ;rrump's threats of a "bl_oody nose strike" appeared 

bafflingly _genuine. The PyeongchangfOlympics proved a fitting occasion t_o extend an olive 
branch without appearing too eage( for appeasement, particul_arly given Mo"on's efforts 

to resume contact with the North !~rough what he dubbed the "Peace Olympics." Kim's 

d_ecision to p:artake in t_he Olympics could be ea:sily justified fo his pe_ople as a response to 
Moon's continuous overtures and w6uld be welcomed by the inter~ational community as 
·a long-anticipa_ted bea_con of p_eate :an the Korean Pen_insula. For Kim, the Pyeongchang 

Olympics could be transformed_ into another opportunity for· a much-needed public 
_ relations campaign. 

Kim's Charm Offensive in Pyeongchang 
I -

Besides Kim's affinity for sports and the timeliness of his Olympics maneuver, _the so-called 
"charm offensive" in Pyeongchang ~akes for an interesting case study, b·ecause it features 

both the old and new aspects of Kim's public relations strategy. Among the most notable 
_elements of the campaign include:'i) hosting a military parade before th·e Olympics to 

juxtapose hispeaceful intentions with formidable capabilities; 2) showcasing the Wonsan 
tourist area t_o e:5t_ablish an altern·ative sourc_e of income an·d prom_ote ari i_mag"e of prosperity; 
and 3) sending his female.envoys to 

1
give the reticent regime a human face-one of glamor 

and grace. While consistent with promotingjuche, his suryong status, and nationalism, the 

image-making operations Kim undertook before and during the Olympics endorse a unique 
combination of images: strength, prosperity, and modernity. 

It is no coincidence that ori the eve of the Pyeongchang Olympics, the regime held a 

massive mifitary parade to commemorate the 70th anniversary of the founding of-its army. 

Kim deliberately changed the festive day from April 25 to February 8, so that the parade 
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could take place before the Olympics." Though its scale was .smaller than usual, its timing 

indicates Kim's desire to n_uance his Olympie's message: North Korea is willing to coope~ate 
with the international community as long·aJ it is respected as a nuclear state." This image 
of a powerful yet peace-seeking North Korea

1
is deeply embedded in the.minds of its people. 

In an impassioned speech, Kim declared that the military p·arade will boast the North's - l . . . . - -

"world-class military power/'" He also maintained his narrative about the imperialist threat 
posed.by the United States, in a familiar attkmpt to stir nationalism and justify the stature . . . . . I .. . . . 

of the army.48 The parade represents Kim's way of rationalizing his Olympics overture tothe 

North Korean peopl_e-h·e is demanding froril Hie internatio_nal community what is rightfully 

theirs: prestige. I · · 1 

Externally, Kim treated the parade as an exclusively domestic affair. Contrary to past 

precedent, the regime banned foreign jour~alists from covering the spectade, presumably 
to limit outside coverage of its display of force." According to Bong Yong-shik, Kim hoped to 
make his dom·estic audie:nce believe that N_6rth Korea h_ad truly become a "nucle_ar power," 

but tempered his activities to strengthen th~ credibility of his peace gesture to South Korea. 50 

I 

Despite Kim's effort to keep a low profile I abroad, South Korean conservatives mou_nted 

heavy criticisms of the parade, asserting that it violated the peaceful spirit of the Olympics 
I . 

and failed to reciprocate the South's decision to postpone its military exercises with the 
.United States. In retaliation, Kim canceled a joint cultural event in Mount Kumgang, explicitly 

I 
characterizing the Army Day parade as an internal affair: "In the midst of continuing insults 
from the South Korean press [ ... ] towards 6ur own domestic celebratory event, we have no . I . . . -. 
choice but to cancel the agreed-upon event."" The parade reveals Kim's wish to defend.an 
image of peace befo"re th·e inter'national cbm_'m_unity even as he projects a p·erception of 
strength among his domestic audience. -· i · · 

I 
As part of his efforts to capitalize on international pu_blicity and boost tourism in North 
Korea, Kim also promoted the Wonsan toufist zone, in particular the Masikryong ski resort, 
where he negotiated with the South to hol~ joint ski training ahead of the Olympics." Since 
its opening in 2013, Masikryong has beeh a symbol of North Korean prosperity and an 

important propaganda tool: "Masikryong ~peed"-referring to the hustle with which the 
resort was built-serves as a political slogan to en_c9urage a juche mentality among the 

toiling masses.53 In fact, the state media tredits "the vigor, fearlessness, and high morale 
of the workers" for making Wonsan "the 

1
envy of the world."" Further, it adds that, "[i]n 

the near future, people coming here frorii around the world will open a new civilization 
in Chosun," signaling positive prospects f6r the country's ,economic_ revival-and thus, its 
attainment of juche. 55 That South Korean athletes now trained at Masikryong helps portray 
Kim's multimillion dollar project as a product of his far-sighted byungjin policy (rather than 
an imprudent decision made at a time of'crushing poverty) and strengthen his legitimacy 
as·suryong.56 

Kim's promotion of the ski resort is as much targeted at his international audience as at his 

domestic one. Besides reinforcing the. North's message of reconciliation, the joint North
South training session at Masikryong allows Kim to show off the country's latest feat. Built 

amid intensifying sanctions and isolation, the resort symbolizes the North's resilience, 

indicating that "North Korea is preparing for a future despite its isolation-or perhaps for 
• I 

an end to the isolation. altogether."57 In touting the resort, Kim also _highlights what ma½es 
him different from his.grandfather and father: as Benjamin Silberstein puts it, "Kim Jong-un 

wants to make it clear that he cares not just about the country surviving anp fighting the 
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-1 

- - I -
Americans, but also about people having fun."" In fact, a plaque at the resort openly labels 
it "[t]he work of Dear Lead_er Kim Jo~g~un who devoted hard work and he·art an_d soul to 
make our people the happiest a_nd mah civilized." 59 This imagery of North Korean prosperity 

is precisely what NBC anchor Leste/ Holt witnessed when he visited Masikryong and 
I - - • • 

probably what Kim intended for him to see: a "modern resort" with "a lot of families out 

enjoying themselves.""' I -_ _ 
Amohg the featu"res of Kim's Olympics campaign, one that ehjoyed the most exten·sive 

coverage is his use of female envoys,[ trained to reshape the North's image. _It began with 
Hyon Song-wol-a North Korean singer and Kim's alleged ex-lover-w_ho arrived in the 
South t,.)o weeks prior to the Olympits to inspect the facilities where the North's Samjiyon 

Orchestra was sc_heduled to perform." Hyon leads the country's first modern ·pop group 
called the Moranbong Band, which[ represents North Korea's emerging globalism and 
modernity: Handpicked by Ki_m, the 

1
band first appeared in 2012 in short skirts and_ high 

heels, performing a rendition of the "Rocky" theme song." Embodying the North's embrace 
. I 

of "global trends," Hyon attracted intense curiosity in the South and around the world. 

Her glamour contradicted an image bf deprivation that is typically associated with North 
Korea, and her captivating effect"wak compounded by the fact that she was rumored to 

I 
have heen executed for making p·ornographit videos, which is clearly fake news. Hyon's 

trip exemplifies the fact that exter~al n·arratives ~bout the regime can be wrong, and 
that, contra:,,;, t_o common perce·ptioA, North Ko:,ea is a "modern" country, with beautiful, 

_empowered women like herself. I · · 
·Perhaps the most prominent amo_ng the women Kim sent is h_is own siSter, Kim Yo-jong, 
who led the North's Olympics entourage to signal the regime's sincerity behind its renewed 

engagement with the South. As one !of Kim's direct family members-and the first to ever 
visit the South since the war-Kim, Yo-jqng carries with her an air of authenticity and 

legitimacy that even his most trusted_ advisors lack. This is true for North Koreans as well, as 
people inc"reasingly speculate that she holds more power than Kim Jong-un's wife and that • . . . . . 1 - . ' . 

he places "a special kind of trust in her."" To the outside world, Kim Yo-jong's soft-smiling 

face cam_e to rep_lace the image of an authoritari_an regime that is politically a:nd culturally 
male-dominated." In contrast to her brother's brash mannerisms, Kim Yo-jong's attitude 

' appeared "more refined arid polite/' challenging a-widespread noti_on that the regime is 
irrational and therefore, unreliable.i Conjuring up an image of goodwill, she ga~e further 
credence to the N_orth's lates_t peace initiative. 

· To amplify her effect, Kim Yo-jong was accompanied by the North's infamous "army of 

beauties," a squad of tw.o-hundred-odd cheerleaders selected for thei_r attractive looks and 
ideological devotion." While trained to promote juche and honor Kim Jong-un, the group 

was dispatched with a more imm_ediate objective in Pyeongchang: to gen_erate positive 
publicity for North Korea, particularly in the South, ahead of Kim's post-Olympics diplomatic 

maneuvers." To that aim, the ch~erleaders made a surprise appearance at the South 

Korean men's hockey game, marking it the first ti_rne they attended an Olympic event wh·ere 

the North Korean athletes did not compete." The squad cheered for the South and waved 
fiags of a united Korea, chanting "Unify the Motherland" and "Win, win, our athletes win."" 

Rekindling a conn·ection b·et_ween the two Koreas that ·is often lost among the younger 

generations in the South, the cheerleaders served to inspire new.hopes of reunification and 

peace'. however unrealistic they may be. 
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Olympics for Peace? ' 
Kim's public relations campaign is designed to support his strategic agenda at the 

I 

Olympics: breaking free from the debilitating economic pressure and political isolation · 
by holding hands, with South. Korea.· By prbmoting an image of North Korean modernity 

and stealing the symbolism of the Olympick, Kim brands both himself and the country as 
open and peace-seeking. Extemally,this ge!ture of go·odwill helps soften the international I . . . . . . . . . . . 
community's resolve to stifle the North and thwarts the United States from resorting to 
force. Internally, whateve"r reward_s Kim ea~ns from his co·operative b_ehaylor ena_bles hir'.r_l 
to deliver on his byungjin promise and further strengthen his domestic legitimacy. To that 
end, Kim has selected South Korea as the first and primary target of his Olympics gambit. 

Two factors make this a salient choice: 1) 'under Moon's progressive leadership, Seoul is 
I 

more likely to reciprocate Ki.m's peace inipative with immediate rewards, providing the 
regime with much-needed relief; and 2) theimage of inter-Korean reconciliation will bolster 
Kir:n's i:nesscige of peace an_d promj:>t the internatio_nal com_n,unity to reexa_mine its pressure 

. . I 

tactics. If the credibility of any promise (or threat) is in the eye of the beholder, then learning 
I 

South Korean responses is a good starting point for assessing the strategic value of Kim's 
Olympics campaign. 

Signifying at least some success on Kim'i part, Seoul's response has been reasonably 
promising. For Moon, having the North pahic,pate m the Olympics was the surest way to 

prevent a provocation, which could have htherwise sabotaged his first major diplomatic 
event. Beside·s en·abli_ng the event to fa~e/pl_ace in a friendly a_tmoSp_here, Kim's overture· 
paved the way for the two leaders to officially meet in Panmunjom in April and revitalize 
their cultural and humanitarian exchanges'. aspirations long espoused by Moon as part of 

I . 

his "Moonshine policy." Yet, the recent thaw in relations also deepened internal divisions 
I . • 

in South Korea about how to perceive and respond to Kim's latest campaign. In particular, 
I 

Moon's accommodation of sanctioned entities during the Olympics prompted heated debate 
) ' . . . 

about Kim's (ulterior) motives. Conservatives asserted that, by demanding concessions 
under a false promise of reconciliation, Kiln wa:s trying t_o ch:a11e·nge the sanctions regime 

I 
and the U.S.-South Korean alliance. Beneath the surface of warming relations, suspicions 

I 

about Kim's true intentions continued to boil. . . . . . . . I 
This divisiveness in• Seoul further heightehed as Washington signi:lled its own skepticism 

I 
t_o~ard ~iri:t.- Q_n his w_aytci Pyeo_ng·chang, Mi.ke Pence stressed tha'ttheTrump a_dminist_ratio_n's 

, I 

objective was to prevent North Korea from "hijacking" the Olympics. Indeed, to emphasize 
the North's brutality, Perice induded in his delegatio_n Fred Warmbier-the father of the 
American student who died following hi°s detainment in a North Korean prison camp. 
Further, Pe·nce visited the Cheonan memo

1
rial and met with North Korean defectors during . . . i . . - - . . . . 

his stay, reinforcing images of Kim's despotism to undo his image make-over. Despite 

expressing a willingness to engage with the North (on condition that sanctions continue), 
Pence skipped Moon's dinner reception, pres_umably to avoid encountering the North 

Korean officials. This show of disrespect, in the broader context of his anti-North Korean 

campa_ign, demons_lrated v\/ashington's disa·pproval of Kim's gambit ~nd-according tci 

South Korean conservatives-Moon's seeming vindication of it. 
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I 
Seoul's internal dilemma-exacerbate

1
d by Washington's conflicting signals-indicates that 

the post-Olympics inter,Korean relati6ns still remain u"r',certain an"d at risk. In the shorter . . . . I . . . . . . . 
term, Moon has to work with a narrow scope of rewards he can offer· Kim, involving smaller, 
more symbolic measures such as hurr!anitafian aid and family reunions. Likewise, Kim may 
earn some recognition and legitimac~, quashing internal criticism of his inexperience and 

crafting a_n image of a seasoned lead~r. but he is·unlikely to attain ~ider sanctions relief in 

so far a·s Washingto·n continues to adV~cate its "maximu·m pressure" approach. Indeed, any 
• I • 

substantive progress on long-term, full-scale inter-Korean reconciliation will depend on the 
I . 

results of the Trump-Kim summit. Until then, what Kim can gain from the thaw in relations 
with the South is fairly constrained, eten if still constructive for his agenda. 

. I 
Kim's Charm Offensive Post-Pyeongchang 

The South's confiicted stance and the !onstraints this imposes □~-Kim suggest that his charm 

offensive.will continue for the forese~able future, extending to the more consequential (if 

unlikely) partner-the un_ited States. I . 

Redoubling his charm offensive, Kim participated directly in remaking his image during the 
inter-Krirean summit on April 27 in p~·nmUnjom. The outc"omes of the sllmmit-prin·cipally 

• • I • - . • • 

· the Panmunjom Declaration-consisted of familiar generalities, which were intended to 
set a tone of goodwill as the two Koleas deepeh their engageme·nt. Though the details of . . . . I . . . . . . 

their agreement remain yet to be _delineated, the summit was rich with symbolism. From 
savoring the ·North's signature dish tb watering a commemorative pine tree, the brotherly . . I . . . . . 
chemistry between the two .leaders garnered widespread delight, particularly among the 
South Korean public. Bolstering these1cosmetic effects were Kim's own reconstructed image: 

defying his oft-caricatured "mad ma~" persona, Kim presented himself as unassuming and 
good-humored, joking regretfully atiout his morning mis.sile launches and admitting the 

I 
"embarrassing" state of the North's transit system. Shared comfortably and off,script, such 

remarks painted Kim as a reasonablJ, honest, and even amiable leader, strengthening the 

credibility of his peace gesture. I . 
Moreover, following his pledge to suspend missile tests and shut down the Punggye-ri 
nuclear test site, Kim granted "am·nJsty" to the three jailed Americans and releas·ed them • - • - • . - - - • • • • I • • • • • • • 

during Mike Pompeo's visit to Pyongyang. The images of their return were sensational, and 
strategically useful for both Trump and Kim·: Embracin·g the prison·ers as they thanked him 

. I - . - . , - ... 

tearfully, Trump declared a swift diplomatic victory. On the other hand, in releasing the 
prisoners, Kim gave up a cruci_al balgaining chip agai_nst Trump-but_ by letting him score 
politically at home, Kim locked Tru/np into a s~mmit, the particulars of which had only 

I • 

been loosely organized thus far. lnde"ed, hciu"rs after Kim's decision to free the Ame·rican • - ..• • • I •. • • - - •• 

prisoners, Trump announced that their summit will be held on June 12 in Singapore. He 

even underscored Kim's intentions 1of peace: "We're starti_ng off on a ne.v footing [ ... ] I 

really think [Kim] wants to do something and bring that country into .the real world." In 

Trump's wo_rds-however transient and frivolous they may be-Kim was· no~ a "very 
hono:rable l_ead_er," w_h_ich is.a signJ~cant im·p:rov_ement fror_n the "ro:c~~t man" he "Yas on_ce 
derided to be. The optics of Kim's benevolence enabled him to clinch the date and location 

of his summit with Trump, all the while reshaping his image as a leader of considerable 

diplomatic savvy. 
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., 
Con&lusion 

I 
Like his grandfather and father before him, ~im Jong-un relies on calculated public relations 

maneuvers to justify his power. At home, his public relations initiatives help propagate an 
. . I . . . . . - - . 

elaborate set of narratives through which ~e can strengthen the legitimacy of his regime 

and his own p·ersonal credibility as the ruler! Combined with the use of force and restrictive 

social policies, these image-making efforts ~elp Kim prev~nt internal challenges against his 
rule.'° Abroad, Kim alters his image to shapJe· the diplo"matic dim.ate and gain material and . . 1 ' . . . 

political advantages. Creating competitive images and raising the specter of conflict can 

co·erC:e advers·aries into ma~ing con:cession~, ~hich Can be eXpl_oite_d to a:ro_use natio_naliStic 
sentiments and bolster Kim's authority, 6n the other hand, promulgating cooperative 

images and raising the prospect of engage,\,ent can co_mpel both allies and adversaries to 

offer extensive rewards. For Kim, these re~ources are particularly important as. they help 

provide for public sustenance and-to a m
1
uch larger degree_:_the privileges of the elites, . . . . ! . 

whose deference is imperative for regime stability. His external public relations efforts are, 

therefore, intricately linked to his domestic!priority: the survival of his regime. · 

I 
Kim Jong-un's pu_blic relati_ons stra_tegy fpllo_ws the broader framework on which his 

grandfather and father have heretofore relied-and yet, Kim promotes an image of youth 

and modernity that _is distinctly his own. Indeed, this is evident in his'latest campaign in 

Pyeongchang, during which Kim sought to Jain! himself and the country as strong, modern, 
I • 

and prosperous. Though Kim's true intenti9ns behind the Olympics gambit remain difficult 

to specify, his peace gesture allowed him to humanize the North's image ahead of its re_al 

diplomatic tests-namely, what comes aftehhe "Peace Olympics." For now, that Kim earned 

a chance to meet with a sitting U.S. presid.,Jnt indicates that his public relations efforts have ' . 

worked favorably toward his overarching strategic objective. For as long as his diplomatic 

outreach lasts, and until he can gain the netessary re)Na:,ds h_e ne_eds to stay in power, Kim's 

image-making maneuvers will continue. 
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With an outbreak of diplomacy under way for the Korean Peninsula, a review of No-rth 

K.orea's a'pproach to negopations is timely. 'A summit between North Korean leader Kim 
Jong-un and South Korean President Moon

1 
Jae-i.n was held on April 27. President Trump 

has accepted an invitation to meet with Kim Jong,un.1 The secretive nature of the North 
·. Korean state makes it difficult to assess hm.J it will engage with and what it expects to gain 

I • . - . . 

frcim talks with the international community-not just with the United States and South 
Korea, but with China, Japan, Russia, th·e EU'. and others. However, its past behavior, official 

- • • - • • I • • • 

statements, the testimony of defectors, and the expert opinion of North Korea watchers can 
' ' 

provide helpful ins.ights. I . 
This chapter presents a brief history of talks and agreements with No:Ct.h K,orea prior to I.he 
inauguration of Trump, followed. by an overview of North Korea's diplomatic outreach in 
201s·to date. It then presents indicators as Ito what N.orth Koiean d.iplom:acy may look like 

through the rest of the year based on assessments of its stated and implicit objectives-ends 

it would w.ish to att.ain in any event, eithe\ through diplomacy or•by coercion. I conclude 
with a list of key upcoming dates and scenarios describing how North Korean diplomacy 

may play o.ut for the remainder of 2018. I 
North Korea's recent diplo'matic moves mark an abrupt policy change. During 2017, it carried 
out in defiance of UN Security Council rJsolutions three test flights of intercontinental 

I • 

ballistic missiles (ICBM.s); ccinducte:d its fifth a:nd six.th underground nuclear tests, th.e 
latter being the most powerful to date andjalmost certainly thermonuclear; threatened an 
"unimaginable attack" against the United States;' and officially announced that it would . . . . . . I . 

"never give up its nuclear weapons.'i 3 If North Korea is indeed now willing to negotiate 

denucleariiation with the United States a
1
nd South Korea, its diplomacy can at least be 
' ' described. as agile. 

North Korean Diplbmacy in 2018, So Far 
The history of talks and agreements wit~ North Korea is monotonously one of pledges 

' made and then broken,.a roller-coaster ofjoptimism an·d disappointment. Kim II-sung an:d 
Kim Jong-ii proved effective extractors oflconcessions from South Korea and the United 
State·s through diplomatic means, but never achieved their goals cif replacing the Korean . . . . 1 . . - . . -

War armistice with a peace treaty and a~hieving diplomatic normalization.' While 2017 
was marked by provocative weapons tests and threats .of war from b.oth N,orth KO:rea and 
the United States, 2018 has begun with an apparent thawing of relations and re-energized 
diplomatic efforts on all sides to diminish tensio.ns on the Korean Peninsula, M.uch has been 
written on the diplomatic outreach of the Moon Jae-in administration and possible U.S. 
responses to North and South Kore.a's efforts. Ho·wever, Kim Jong-un's moves a.n:d motives 
should be further explored. 

Kim Jong-.;i.n•s Ne\AI Ye,ir's Acldre.ss 

Kim J,ong-un's ann.u.al acJd.ress delivere.il on New Year's Day 2018 was djrected as 

much towards an international audience as it was to the people of North Korea. It 

presented a strikingly conciliatoiy tone towards South Korea and welcomed the Olympic 
Games in Pyeongchang: 
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"As for the Winter Olympic Games to be held soon in south Korea (authors note: in 

North Korean official parlance, 'south' is merely an adjectiv.e in regard to the Republi_c 
' . of Korea, not part of its name), it will serve as a good occasion for demonstrating our 

nation's prestige and we earneitly wish the Olympic Games a success ... Since we are 
' compatriots of the same blood as south Koreans, it is natural for us to share their 

pleasure over the auspicious eJent and help them."' 
I 

Ki_ril went on to state that the aus~iciousness cif 20113 as the 70t.h anniversary of the 

founding of the DPRK as well as the year in which South Korea hosted the Olympic Games 

presented an opp:ortu:nity to "improve the frozen inter-Korea:n relations and glorify this 

meaningful year as an eventful one noteworthy in the history of the nation." He called for 
' easing niilitary tension and for the promotion of "bilateral contact, travel, cooperation and 

exchange on a broad scale to. remove fnutual misunderstanding and distrust, and fulfill their 
' responsibility.and role as the motive force of national reunification.1

'
6 

i . 
Ki.m Jong-un also announced in his address that North Korea ha:d a.ccomplished "the 
great, historic cause of perfecting thJ national nuclear forces ... a powerful and reliable war 

. ' 
deterrent, which no force and nothing cari reverse."' Kim stated that, vis-a-vis the United 

States, "[t]he whole of its mainland is
1
within the range of our nuclear strike and the nuclear 

button is on my office desk all the tirl.e." As for the future of the DPRK nuclear and missile 

programs, Kim stated that it was ti/ne to "mass-produce nuclear warheads and ballistic 

missiles; the power and reliability of1which have already been proved to the full, to give.a 

spur to the efforts for deploying then-J for action."' This suggests that the weapons programs 

have reached a stage at which the Nohh Koreans believe no further launches or detonations 

a:re necessary strictly from a:n engineeiing sense. If that is the ca:se, t_he a[isence o.f further 

testing should not. necessarily' be taken as for th·e purpose of diplomatic outreach. North 

Korea may ccinsider it wholly within iis riglit tci engage in "mass pioduction" of missMs and ·: . . . . . .. - I. . ..... 
nuclear warheads even as talks are ongoing. 

Pyeongchang Winter Olympics 

Following the New Year's Day address, talks were held b·etween North Korean and South 
. 1 • . 

Korean negotiators at the border village of Panmunjom in the demilitar.ized zone (DMZ). 
' North Korea offered to s·end a delega;tion of athletes, a cheering squad, a_nd a_ p·erformanc"e-

art troupe to the Winter Olympics in South Korea.' The two countries agreed to march under 

a "united Korea" Rag and to field a joint women's ice hockey team. The "Olympic Peace" 

. served bot~ sides' short-term intere·sts. South Korea received assurance that North Korea 

would not attempt to disrupt the Winter Olympics. North Korea was able to demonstrate 

that it was not isolated within the ihternational community and received 600 all-expense 

paid vacations for Kim loyalists to attend the games and to visit South Korea. 

The North Korean delegation at the talks included North Korea's nominal head of state, Kim 

Yong-chol, who acted as chair of the delegation, ·and Kim Jong-un's sister, Kim Yo-jong, who 

delivered an invitatio,n t_o Moon Jae-in to meet with Kim Jong-un. South Korea's former vice 

foreign minister from 2012-2013, Kim Sung-han, stated that "North Korea clearly appears 

to be winn.ing the [diplomatic] gold ... lts delegation a.nd a.thletes are getting all t.he spotlight, 

and Kim Jong Un's sister is showing elegant smiles before the South Korean public and the 

world. Even for a moment, it.appears to be a normal state."" U.S. vice president Pence also 

attended part of th·e games but received mixed reviews for his studied seriousness. 
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A Third lnter,l(orean Summit 

Since the end of the Winter Olympics in late-February, North Korean and South Korean 

neg"cltiato·rs.have hel.d a serie·s o_f working-le'Vel meetings culmiriating in the announcement 
. . - - - - I • 

on March 28 th~t the third inter-Korean summit will be held on April 27 at the border village 

of Panmunjom. Ano.ther working01evel· meeting will be held on April 4 in preparation. The 
. . - - I . - -

two previous inter°Korean summits held between Kim Jong-ii and Kim Dae,jung in 2000 and 

Roh Moo-hyun in 2007, respectively, were i~ Pyongyang." The agreement to hold the 2018 

inter-Korean surnmit at the Peace House oh
1 so·uth Korea's side of Pa:nmunjo·m is significant· 
I 

in breaking with the past pattern of inter-Korean summitry. · 

ROK unification minister Cho Myo_ung-Jyon stated that "~oth sides will continue 

working-level discussions (on the agenda)f while focusin~ on the issues surrounding the 

denuclearization of the Korean Peninsula, the stabilization of peace. and the development 

of relations_between the South arid North."i' The March 5-6 inter-Korean meetings, held in 

Pyongyang at the headquarters of the Korean Workers' Party with a high-ranking delegation, 

was significant for being the first known I instance of Kim Jong-cm meeting. with South 

Korean officials, and the first high-level South Korean visit to North Korea in a decade. 13 The 
. - . I 

South Korean delegation was led by National Security Chief Chu·ng Eui-yo·ng, and include_d . - - I . - -. . . . 

South Korea's chief of the National lntellig~nce Service, Suh Hoon. North Korea's state-run 

Korean Central News Agency (KCNA) hailed the meeting as an "openhearted talk" focused . - . I . . . . . . 

on "improving the North-South relations and ensuring peace and stability on the Korean 
I 

Pe_nins_ula."" Kim J_ung-un report_edly to.Id 
1
the South Korean delegation that he wants to 

"write a new history·of national unification."15 

Offer to Meet l"re_side.nt Trump _ . . I . · · · . 
The South Korean delegation led by Chung Eui-yong th.en traveled to Washingt_on, D.C. on 

March 8 to brief the White House on the delegation's meeting in Pyongyang and delivered 

an unwritten invitation from Kim Jon·g-un ~o meef \i/ith Trump. After th_e debriefing, Chung 

spoke to reporters outside of the West Wing and said that Kim Jong-un had "expressed his 

eagerness to mee_t Presi_dent Tru'rnp as. so
1
on as possible," and that Kim is "committed to 

denuclearization" and would "refrain .. frori'l any further nuclear or missile tests."" Chung 
. I 

also said that Kim Jong-un had expressed understanding that joint U.S.-South Korean 
I . 

military exercises would move forward this year," marking a break from past North Korean ' . 
calls to end the mil_itary exercises. The White Ho.use·and Trump confirmed later that day 

that a me~ting was "being planned."" I . 
Joshua Pollack told CNBC that "The South Koreans have been pushing the North Koreans 

to interact with. the Americans, so it maJ be the case that Kim made the ge_sture of an . 
- I • 

invitation to demonstrate his good faith t9 the South Koreans, not expecting that it would 

go anywhere ... So I suspect that Kim also may have been surp'rised."" Lisa Collin·s also told · 

CNBC that "North Korea may have been surprised by Trump's immediate acceptance of the 

offer to hold a U.S.-D_PRK sum.mil ail_d may be ca:refully planning a response ... or they co.uld 

also be dragging out their answer to create even greater suspense and drive mar~ acyention 

to the issue. The intense: focus on the summit outcome could then be used as bargaining 

leverage for negotiations."" 
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It is possible that the Kim regime is remaining silent "to play psych·ologic.al gam·es with 

its adyers:aries in a bid to create leverage," as Bryan Harris has reported for the Financial 

Times." Harris in his article also highl;°ghts the precarious position that Kim Jung-un may be 

_facing in relaying to South Kore.an enyoys, and later to Xi Jinping, his willingness.to discuss 

denuclearization. Jeon Young-sam of South Korea told the FTthat "Foru·s, nuclear bombs are 
' 'i . . ' . 

a strategic military weapon. For North Koreans, the nuclear concept is almost equivalent to 
I 

religion. It is a psychological safeguard for them ... So it is risky for the regime to announce a 
, . I . . - . - . . . 

meeting with the US and to say that it is now on the path to de-nuclearization. The betrayal 
I • ' 

would be huge for N.orth Korean people as they have Imig cherished the nuclear program." 

DPRK Foreign Minister Visit to sJeden: March 15-16 
I . . 

DPRK Foreign Minister Ri Yong Ho visited Sweden from March 15-16 for talks with Swedish • - - - I • 

foreign minister Margot Wallstrom. The Swedi~h government's pres~ release on the talks 

stated that they would "focus on Sw~den's consular responsibilities as a protecting power 

for the United States, Canada and Australia. They will also address the security situation . ' f '. .. . . . . ' -

on the Korean Peninsula, which is hi_gh on the Security Council agenda. Sweden is a non

permaneht member of the Secu.rity Council in 2017-2018."'' The specifics of the meeting 

between the two foreign ministers/were uncertain. Jim Hoare, Britain1s former charge 

d'affaires in Pyo.ngyang, said, "The Sw.edes have this long-established presence in North 
J . . 

Korea, so since the 1990s, they've particularly looked after US interests ... [T)h·ere is a long 
I 

record. of 51Neden interacting with North Korea on behalf of the Americans. There is this , 

tradition, this link."" I . · . 
One possible reason for the meeting, given the timing, was that North Korea may have 

been considering whether the propbsed meeting between .Trump and· Kim fong-un might 

be held in Sweden; particularly giv~n Sweden's history of neutrafity. Second, it was long 

rumored that Sweden was acting on behalf of the United States to secure the release of the 

th;ee U.S. citizens most recently i,,:,hrisoned in Pyongyang. The release of Otto Warmbier 

in 2017 was mediated by Swedish dlplomats. Such a demonstration of good will on behalf 
•-~ I 

of North Korea would put them in a favorable negotiating positicm, possibly even to receive 
• I • • 

sanctions. relief. Either way, Trump likely would feel the rieed to reciprocate. 

. I . . 
Then again, it "¥au Id not be shocking if Ri Yong:-ho may h_ave been sent to disc_uss whether 

Kim Jong-un might receive the N6bel Peace Prize for this year's spate of ·diplomatic 

engagements. Former South Korean!president Kim Dae-jung receiiled th:e N.obel Peace Prize 

in 2000 "for his work for democrac~ and human rights in South Korea and in East Asia in 

gen·eral, a·nd for pea·ce a"nd reconci(iatioh ~ith N9i-~h K~re:a i.n parti.Cular." 24 As 'o:utlandish 
and unlikely as this may seem-gi~en the Kim regime's well-documented human rights 

. I • 

violation·s a'nd crimes against hum·ariity-K_im Jon·g-ury· m~y Vie~ the possibiJity as n_o more 
than his due. 

Kim Jong-u11's Visit to Chi.n.a . 

Kim Jong'un made a vis.it to Beijing, his first Known trip outsid.e o.f North Korea since he 

took power in December 2011 after the death of his father, Kim Jong-ii. Kim Jong-ii held a 

· meeting in 2000 with President Jiang Zem.in before an inter-Korean summit in June. With 
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Kim Jong-un's summits scheduled with Moon Jae-in and Trump, there are several possible 

reasons for why the North Korean regime might have felt that a visit to China was necessary. 
. ' . 

First, as with the meetings with the South Korean and U.S. presidents, the meeting with Xi 

Jinping plays into Kim Jong-un's push to prksent himself as a world leader-advantageous 
. . . . . I . . . . . . 

both at home and abroad. It would have seemed bizarre to have met with Trump before he 
. I 

met with Xi Jinping. Second, Xi has met with Trump and may have advice for Kim Jong-un .. ... . . . .. I . . . 

on how to handle his meeting to maximize North Korean gains. Trump has expressed his 

admiration for the Chinese leader. Kim mikht have benefited from Xi's advice on how to 

conduct himself in _a meeting with Trump. I 

Third, China is North Korea's only ally ·and 'its largest trading partner. It is in North Korea's 

interest to create the appearance that it h
1
as China's backing before going into a meeting 

with South Korea and the United States. Reaffir,.;,ing the alliance may offe;· Kim Jong-un 

a way of offsetting his disadvantageous pbsition vis-a-vis the U.S.-South "Korean alliance. • . - - I . 

Fourth, Moon Jae-in has been pursuing a trilateral meeting between South Korea, Japan, 

and Chi_na. Having Mo.on m_eet Xi and not h1ving Kim meet Xi would have set North Korea at 

a diplomatic disadvantage. Fifth, Kim Jong-~n may also have been looking for an assurance 
I 

from Xi that North Korea would not face tougher sanctions were talks.with South Korea and . . . . . . . I . . 

the United States to collapse and North Korea publicly resumed developing its missile and 

nuclear capab_ilities. · . I . · 
Lastly, summits with South Korea and the United States present Kim Jong-un with the . . . . . I . .. . . . . .. .. . 
opportunity to reset North Korean relations with China. Dean Cheng pointed out that Kim 

I 
Jong,un can s_ay to Beijing, "I h:ave an ind_ependent foreign policy. I can meet the United 

. ·I . . 
_States and South Korea if I want to. What can you do to lift these sanctions?" North Korea 

c·an use its r:iew d_iplom_atic positiol1 to a_tte+pt to_gai_n conces·sion_s fro_n, Beijing or set a new 
course through its interactions with South Korea and the United States. Xi, for his part, does 

I . . 
not want to be left out of developments surrounding the Korean Peninsula. 

I 
What Does the Kim Regime Want? 

North Korea will have several diplomatic/ objectives for 2018 and beyond. They are not 

niutu·ally exclusive. Even how they are prioritized may be a matter of opportunism rather 
. . - I 

· than a carefully thought-through diplomatic strategy. For the purposes of this paper, they 
' can be grouped into three categories: 1) the status of the Kim regime, 2) the end of "hostile 

acts" from the United States and South Korea, and 3) settlements. This categorization is 

conceptua_l rather th:an real but provide~ one framework for thinking about how North 
Korea approaches diplomacy. 

i) Status of the DPRK 

This first set of North Korean objectives deals with the Kim regime's ·interest in regime 

survival and ho_w it wants to be regarded by the international community. To an extent, the 

former dep_ends on th_e latter. 

Kim Regime Survival 

Though this may be the most obvious of the Kim regime's objectives, it should be born in 

mind because it is the primary motivatioh behind the diplomatic outreach. ·Kim Jong-un'_s 

desire is to live to an old age and to have his family secure in their grip on North Korean 
I . 
' 
' 
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• . - I 
leadership for future generations. Now that he reportedly has children, he probably is 

I 
thinking in longer terms and more dynastically than ever. The obverse is also true, he does 

not want to be the Kim that lost contrbl of power in North Korea. 

If Kim Jong-un ha·s come to believe thlt the United States is increasingly preparing for war 

cin the peninsula, Kim's diplo:macy m~y b_e designed to defuse tensions: if he believes that 

North Korea's nuclear deterrence makes him immune to international pressure, Kim may 
. . . I 

choose rnore belligerently provocativ.e tactics, whether conventional military or cyber, to 

achieve his objectives. This has been leferred to as the stability/instability paradox." Either 
I . 

way, regime survival will be the motivation behind the tactics that the Kim regime has 

employed to remain in power. The problem for Kim is that he c_annot be sure which path is 

mqre likely to ensure regime survival: defiance.and demonization t.owards external powers, 
or accommodation with them. 

Legitimacy 

The Kim regime has long sought to be recognized as the legitimate government of No·rth 
I . . . 

Korea, an objective which has been thwarted by the continuing, inconclusive outcome of 

the Korean War as both Koreas b·edme United Nations members, while each claimed to 

be the legitimate authority over th~ :other's territory. American commentat~rs have be~n 

_d_isn:iissive in the pas_t of Nort.h K~re.a;s daim.s to ~e interested i_n ne8otiati_ng a pea_ce treaty 
to replace ihe armistice that ended the Korean War. They have considered it a cynical ploy, 

I 

i_ntende_d to i(i,aste time w_hile North forea continued its pursuit of a nuclear arsenal, and a 

transparent move on North Korea's part to put the continued presence of U.S. forces-on the 

p_eninsu_la on the negotiating table. / 

In the longer-term however, it would seem in North Korea's self-intere:st to rerr,ove South 

Korea's claim to be the sole, sovereikn authority over'the peninsula. That would probably 
I - - • 

re·quire abandoning N6rt_h Korea's mirror claim over the South, but if the go_al is perpetuation 

of Kim dynastic rule over North Korea, removing alternative claimants, such as those in the 

South Korean co·nstitutiiin, would se~m a logical objective. 

Recognition as a: Nuclear State I . . . . 
Part of North Kore_a's drive is to b_e taken seriou_sly by th_e international community, and to 

be regarded as a peer of the larger .n·uclear powers, rather than as what it is in reality

small, isolated, and poor. The U.S. Central lnte_lligenc_e Agency's estimate of the N_orth 

Korean GDP, ~pproximately $40 billion per year;'' puts the size of its economy on a par with 

that of Des Moines, lowa. 27 Although North Korea has declared itself to be a nu·clear power, . . I . . . 
as in Kim Jong-un's New Year's address, it has also endeavored to be recognize_d as such 

I . 

by South Korea, the United States, China, an·d Russia, but has been rebuffed so far. Evan 1 • - . . . 

Medeiros, Asia director at the U.S. National Security Council under Barack Obama, believes 

this.is a key motivation for Kim Jon~-un's offer to me:et Trum·p:: "Th_is m:ove is vanity over 

strategy," he said. "It validates and advances Kim's goal of being recognized as a de facto 

nuclear state, You don't give away ·a presidential meeting for nothing. What did we get for 

this? Nothing."" 

I 
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Michael Green agrees: "It fits North Korean long-term objectives, not U.S. goals. President 
Trump brags tliat no previous president Was bol_d enough t_o me:et with a North Korean 

leader - but this was not for lack of trying by Pyongyang, which almost lured Bifl Clinton . 
to visit in 2000 and made several backchannbl ove'rtures to George W. Bush. The North's . . . . I . . . . 

objective since the 1990s has been to demonstrate that nuclear weapons have forced 
American p_resi_dent_s to acknowledge the re~ime's legitimacy. Clinton almost fell for it in 

2000. George Bush never came close. Now an' American president has been delivered. Well 
played, Pyongyang."" I . 
Despite North Korea's r:eported willi~gness t) disc_uss 11de:nuc_learizatio:n," much depend.~ on 
what is meant by the term. The United State~ has been dear that denuclearization·means 

I 
the complete, ve:rifiable, and irreversi_ble dis.tantlement of North Korea's nuclea_r weapons 
arsenal and program. North Korea, for its part, consistently refers to the ''denuclearization . 
of the Korean Peninsula,"" which analysts bJlieve may mean the withdrawal of U.S. forces . I . . . . . 

from Northeast Asia and U.S. disavowal of extended nuclear deterrence for South Korea 

an·d perhaps Japan. I· . . · 
The deal North Korea may be seeking would involve a long term-perhaps a veiy lo'ng 
term-commitment to eventual denucleariz~tion but temporary, de facto, recognition that 
it is a nuclear power. 

2) An End to "Hostile Acts" 

North Korea has long d_emanded an end to the "hostile attitude" and "hostile 
I . 

acts" of the United States towards North Korea. What it considers acts of hostility 
·may range from specific economic san

1
ctions, to joint U.S.-South Korean military 

e~ercises, to criticism of North Korea's ~uman rights re·cord. Leaving a cessatio·n of 

"hostility" loosely defined would likely givk North Korea the excuse to claim at a future 
. I 

point of its choosing that the U.S. had violated wha_tever s:ettlement may emerge 
from negotiations. 

Sanctions 
Economic sanctions have been placed on North Korea by the UN, the United States, the EU, 
South Korea, and Japan to press it toward ~enutleariiation, to p·unish it for illicit activities . . r . . . . - . . . . . 

Such as money laundering and cyberattacks, and in reaction to human rights violations. 31 
- - - - - I 

There is a rich literature regarding sanctions policy towards North Korea. North Korea 
I • • • 

watchers debate their effectiveness, but: it is clear that Pyongyang wants them lifted. 
North Korea has described the sanctions as ineffective while at the same time railing against 
their vi_cio_usneSs. I 

Ro Jonh-hyok, the deputy head of North ~area's Supreme Peop_le's Assembly and directo_r 
of North Korea's National Reunification Institute, called for an end to the sanctions and 

' pressure on Pyongyan·g during an lnter:parliameritary Union meeting in Geneva in late 

March 2018. Ri said at the meeting, "Now is the high time to put an end to the U.S .. 

anachronistic anti-DPRK hostile policy and its futile moves of sanctions and pressure ... The 

Unit_ed S_tates should properly understand ·our position an_d come out in a man·n_er of sincere 

and serious attitude for positively contributing to maintaining peace and stability on the 
Ko_rea:n pe'ri_in·s_ula."32 
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U.S.-ROK Military Exercises 

The Unit_ed Stat.es. a:n·d the Republic of Korea have for many years conducted annual joint 
military exercises under the auspices of the Combined Forces Command and under the 

supervision of the Neutral N_ations suJervisory Commission (to ensure that there are no 
. ' violations of the Korean Armistice Agreement) recently under the titles Ulchi Freedom 

• I . 

Guardian, Foal Eagle, and Key Resolve. ,The exercises are _intended to ensure readiness, to 
practice interoperability between U.S. and ROK forces, to signal deterrence to1,11ards.No_rth 
Korea, and to provide assurance of thJ continued U.S. ·commitment to the alliance. North 
Korea has long con·demned the militar~ exercises, calling the.ni "reh_earSals for irivasion."33 

In an unsuccessful attempt to coerce s'.uspension of the February 20li joint exercises-in 

the wake of the sinking of the Chean.fr, and the b.omba:,dment of Ye9npyeong Island in 
2010-North Korea's military threatened a "merciless counteraction as engulfing Seoul in 

sea of fiames." KCNA urged "direct fire ~t sources of the anti-DPRK psychological warfare to 
destroy them on the principle.of self-d~fense."" 

The. United States and South Korea tve shown fiexibility towards ;he exercises in the 
I • . 

past, cancelling scheduled Team Spirit exercises between 1994 and 1996 in response to 
diplomatic thawing with North Korea! after the signing of the Agreed Framework. North 
Korea has never offered to su·spend it.s ow_n annual military exercises and has a history of 
withdrawing from talks with the excus~ that U.S.-ROK exercises had made talks impossible, 

such as in response to the Team Spirit ~xercises in 1986 and 1993. Remarkably, it, according 
to the South Korea govern.,.;ent, did 

1
not call for a suspension of the planned Apri_l 2018 

joiilt exercises as· a precondition for tHe.Kim-M~on summit or the Kim-Trump summit. This 
may have been because of the "OlymJic Peace''. arrangement which called for a delay in the 

I . . . 
joint exercises until after the Olympic Games. North Korea may have chosen to honor its 

' commitment to not object to the Apri_l joint exercises rather than to be ac·cused cif bad faith 
before new talks had even begun. 

Human Rights 

North Korea's' abysmal record of human rights violations has drawn international 

condemnation for decades. Prior t.o 2014, N.orth Korea took an attitude of ignoring the 
complaints or lightly· dismissing them as lies concocted by anti-North Korean forces. 

' That approach changed after the 2014 publication of the finding of the United Nations 
Commission of Inquiry on Human Rights in North Korea. 35 Since then, North Korea has ' . . 
attempted to mpre aggressively de_fend itself, indu.ding by dispatching senior officials to 
rebut the ·accusations and accusing) its accusers of h~man rights abuses of the.ir own. 16 

I 

The change of ta.ctics in de_aling wit~ accusations of human rights abus.es may have been 
triggered in part by the thorough, ;well-documented, convincing, and horrific nature of 
the UN COi report. It proved more diffic:ult for North Korea to ignore than previous NGO 

reports and individual defector testimonies. The change may also have been prompted by 
the advent of social media, w_hich has provi<Jed a network for human rights activists and the 

defector community, mobilizing publicopinion more than was previously possible. Because 

of increased pressure over its human rights record-up to and including the possibility of 

regime members being put on trial for crim·es agains.t h:u_manity as recoinmen_ded by the 

COl~Kim Jong-un probably would seek to categorize accusations of human rights abuses 

as part of the United States' "hostile attitude," to which he would seek to negotiate an end. 
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lntefnation·a1 (:_oin_l71_iuyity c_oOrdinQ_tiori 

North Korea has criticized international coordination as part of the "racket" against North 
' . 

Korea. Altho_ugh such co.operation may not qualify overtly as a "hostile act," No,th Korea 

will certainly hope through bilateral diplorrlacy to drive wedges among the United States, · 

South Korea, Japan, China, and Russia. The desire of all to not be sidelined in the course 

of diplomacy during 2018 will give North /Korea considerable leverage in bilateral talks. 

That could be countered by close consultations among them,.but that may not be possible 
I 

because of the levels of mutual suspicion among them, along with domestic pressures to 

protect their various sPecific nati~nal inter~sts. -

I 
There may b:e adva_ntages fo s_tarting ,aiith bilateral talks between N_orth and South Korea, 

and between North Korea and the United States. BilateraJ talks may provide for more 
I • 

fran_kness arid more flexibility than would a larger multilateral format such as the Six-Party 

talks. However, any meaningful and durable~ettlement will require at least the acquiescence 

if no_t the active participation·of the six c+ntries. Their ability to support or obstruct an 

agreement on the peninsula means that they must have an eventual role. 
' 

3) Settl_em_ents . I . 
Although related to status, the idea of settl_iiments is sepa_rate. North Korea "'ill seek status 

and recognition in any negotiation but creating a fundamentally new and stable equilibrium 

on the Kmean Peninsula will eventually re~uire s~ttling long-unresolved issues. They may 

be deferred in the interest of resolving cur/ent tensions, but they will have to be addressed 
·sooner or la_ter. . I · · _ 
Peace Treaty _ · 1 · . 

The current-armistice leaves legitin:iacy in question 1 nowpe_rhaps ri,ore for N_orth ~area than 
South Korea. As the overwhelmingly mar~ successful of the two countries, South Korea 

poses a greater long-term threat to North: Korea than the other way _around. Its power of 

attraction is great. If the border between the two grew porous, culturally and economically, 

North Korea would struggle to have a. cofnpetitive advantage in anything. That makes it 

important for North Korea to shore up itk legitimacy as a full and equal signatory to an . ' 
eventual Peace Treaty, the terms of which it would depend upon to defend itself against 
so·uth Korean su·periority. 

SecU~fty.ASsurClnces 
North Korea would seek, although it may ~at expe~t to achieve, an end to the U.S. military 

presence on t_he p:enin·sula. If the armisti_ce
1 
co_uld b_e rep_laced by a peace.treaty, North ~area 

would argue that there would be no further justification for U.S. forces to be in the area, or 

for a U._S.-ROK alli_ance. However, eveh if a peace treaty were achieved, the U.S.-RO_K alliance 

would likely remain in place. The United States and South Korea maintain that the alliance 

is about more than defending South Korea from -an attack by North Korea. South Korean 

forces fought in the Vietnam War and in the Iraq War in 2004. 

During Trump's state visit on.Novemher 7-8, the White House published a joint press release 

in ),llhich "President Trump and President Moon affirmed that United States-Republic of 

Korea cooperation on global issues is an indispe_nsable and expanding aspect of our Allian'ce 

and decided to advance future-oriented cooperation through high-level consultations 

in the areas of energy, science and : technology, space, environment, and : health. 

I 
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They announced a new Partnership in Energy Security, Health Seturity, and Women's.1 

Econo,rrli_c E_nip·o~E!rment."37 

1 

Regardless, the Kim regime will view t~e continuation of the alliance as threatening to his 

regime, even after a peace treaty is signed. North Korea will continue at the very least 
to call for the removal of U.S. forces ·from South Ko'rea, an end to U.S. naval an·d air force 

operations near the peninsula, and pe
1
rhaps even from Japan.· The nature of the "security 
I . 

assu'rances" that will be.sought by Nort_h K_orea likely will b_e a significant sticking point. 

It would seem symmetrical for China/to guarantee North Korea's security as the Unit_ed 

States guarantees South Korea's. However, North Korea is suspicious of China's intentions 
. I 

and has not hosted Chinese forces in North Korea since the end of the Korean War. It seems 
I - : .. 

unlikely to be willing to count on China to defend. its sovereignty. For North Korea, the 

question of whether to trust the Unitbd States will prcive more impo_rtant than whether it 

can trust China. 

Reunification of the Korean Peninsula . I . . 
North Korea watchers differ·as to whether the "real goal" of Kim Jong-un is simply regime 

1 
survival or whether he has an ambition to unify the Korean Peninsula on North Korea's 

terms. On the one hand, it seems imp
1
robable that he co~ld believe that North Korea could · · . I . . . . . 

dominate the advanced, rich, and democratically feisty ROK. As one South Korean told the 
. 1 . 

autho'r, "We rose up against our own President (Park Geun-hye). we certainly wouldn't put . I - . - . -

up with being ruled by Kim Jong-un!" On the other hand, Kim Jong-un's·speech to the Party 

Congres:s in Pyongyang in early 2011 lvas explicit in saying that a socialist unification of the 

peninsula was the North Kore_a's goaliand destiny. Removal of U.S. forces from South Korea 
is a step in that direction. 1 

It seems most likely that Kim does ncit regard regime survival and unificatioh as co·mpeting r . . . . 

goals-they may be mutually reinforc_ing. However, because unification by force or coercion 

doe·s n·ot seem within North Korea's 'gras·p, it may be a g·oal d_eferre·d u_ntil an opportunity 

presents itself. I · 
Kim Jong-un may be willing to put off the issue of unification because Moon Jae-in seems . . I . 
similarly inclined. In his public statements, President Moo:n sp·eaks of unification as a goal, 

but a dista:nt one. His visi_on seems ta/be one of the two Koreas gro~ing together organically 

through trade, investment, and people-to-people ties. The process he envisions seems 

si_milar to that of European integrati0
1
n, a slow, practical melding until unification is achieved . . . . . . I . . . 

at some barely-perceived point in the process. 
I· 

North Korean Diplomacy through 2018 
Key da_tes m_atter to the North Koreins. The year 2018 marks the deeply sigriifi_can_t 70th 

anniversary of the founding of the DPRK on September 9, 1948. Given the auspiciousness of 

the year, Kim Jong-un will be motivated to make large strides in domestic programs and in 

iritemational engagement. He m:ay also be opening up diploma:cy in aider fo h_ave a peri_od 

of stability leading up to the celebrations. With the rapid pace ':'f developments, North 

Korea may have to struggle to avoid a breakdown of talks in advance of the September 9 
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anniversary date-especially given the state~ suspicions of U.S. officials keen to avoid "the 
mistakes of past administrations." It may be'under pressure to make concessions as well as 

to demand them. · I 
Apart from September 9, other dates may influence the course of negotiations this year. 

' One that has passed was Kim Jorig-il's birth:9ay_on February 16, which coinc_ided wit_h Lun_ar 

New Year and was celebrated in 2018 with "modest celebratory events" and a visit by Kim 

Jo~g-ur., (o hi_s father's r:r,ia:usa_leum. 38 

\ 
Apr 15 Birth Date of Kim II-sung 

Apr25 

Jun 6 

Jun 19 

Jul27 

Aug 25 

Sep 9 

Oct 10 

Dec 24 

Dec 27 

Chosun People's Army Foundation Day 
' Chosun Children's Union 1f<>undation Day 

Great Leader Kim Jong-ii Day 
I 

Day of Victory in the Fatherland Liberation War 
. ' 

Day of Sengun ("Military First" doctrine) 

National Day / 
· Korean Workers Party Foundation Day 

Birth Date of Kim Jong Suk (anti-Japanese war heroine, . . 1· .. •. -

Kim II-sung bodyguard, "great mother of the revolution.") 

Constitution Day 

I . 
How many summits Kim Jong-un will hold during 2018, first with China, then South Korea 

the United States, then perhaps, Japan, ~nd ·Russia-or with some combination of the 

above-is currently unkn·own. What we ha~e is No'rth Korea's intention, at least as relayed 

by Chinese reports of his meetings in Beijin~: '"It is our consistent stand to be committed to 
' . den·udearization on the peninsula, in accordance with the will of late President Kim II-sung . . . . . . . . -I . . . . . 

. and late general secretary Kim Jong-II/ Kim said, referring to his grandfather and father, 
I 

according to the statement by China's foreign ministry."" . . . . . . I 
Conclusion 

Some observers believe that a summit betleen Kim Jong-un and Donald Trump is merely a 

NOrth Kore·an ruse to attempt to ease sa·nCtions on NOrth Korea, a·nd to·gain t_h_e legitimacy . . . . . . I . . . . . . . 
that Kim Jong-un would expect from being able to achieve a meeting with a sitting U.S. 

president, an objective that both Kim II-suhg and Kim Jong-ii failed t_o ach_ieve. Kim Jong-un 
. ·I , 

and Trump may share a common desire to achieve feats that eluded their predecessors. 
Others have suggest_ed that Kim Jong-un ~ay now genuinely believe that the Uni(ed States 

is prepared to strike North Korea in order; to prevent North Korea from being able to gain 

the ability to attack the U.S. homeland with a nuclear-tipRed ballistic missi_le. Observers in 

ihis camp look to Trump's belligerent rheioric of 2017 and his recent appointment of John 

Bal.ton as nati_onal security advisor, who nas open_ly a_dvocated for the legitimacy of a first 

strike on North Korea,"' as signs that the U.S. may seriously consider a military option. 

Two other possible reasons for the current outbreak of diplomacy may be: 1) that economic 

sanctions are w·orkin·g-Kim Jong-un may prefer to negotiate before his foreign currency 

reserves are depleted and while he is not-yet in desperate economic straits, a si_tuation he 

may foresee within months; and 2) after t~e rapid pace of missile and nuclear testing, North 
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Korea may need a pause to analyze data and prepare future tests. If they have to pause for 
engineering reas_ons, why should they hot take advantage o_f the orl"port'unity to pretend to 

. be interested in diplomacy-to appear/to be taking the high road for the time being? 

su:mmitry without deep preparation poses high opportunities and high risks. The risks are 
threefold: 1) if the inter-Korean sumniit goes well but the Kim-Trump summit goes badly, 

it could dri~e a wedge in the ·alliance
I
-the U.S. side might appear to be the obstacle to 

progress being made between the twb Koreas; 2) in their haste to achieve a deal q·uickly, . l - . 

Kim Jong-un and Trump may rush into an unsustainable or destabilizing agreement, for 
example one that would require the ,l,ithdrawal of U.S. forces unrealistically soon or that 

I • • - - • 

. · would commit North Korea to an intrusive inspection regime that it would be ·unable to 

honor o·nce it understood what was expected of it; and 3) a breakdown of negotiations . . . ... : . . I. . . . .. 
would increase the chances of war even beyond what they were before the end of 2017 

I 

because the diplomatic route would

1

. have been tried and failed, perhaps reducing the 
number of options to one. . 

However, the United States may have little choice other than to negotiate now th.at North 

Korea has extended the imiitatio_n. Th~ point of U.S. "ma·xi_rhum pressure" a~n_d iSolatio~ waS 
to lead North Korea to the negotiatirig table. If they have agreed to negotiate, is this not 

' what success is supposed to look like? . - . . . . . I 

I 
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This chapter takes the perspective of North Korea's leadership as .it confronts difficult 
econ6mic problem·s in the remaining months of 2018. The major current and potential . . . I . . . . . . 
issues are listed and prioritized. Short and longer-term remedies are presented, each 

111ith trade-offs tha.t affect 0th.er econ6micland policy issues. Given the absence of direct 
reporting from North Korea, the issues and debates presented are speculative, designed to 
give the reader a more comprehensive unberstanding of North Korea's current problems . . I 

than is ordinarily presented in western media. Kim Jong-un's recent diplo·matic offensive, 
l . . - . 

reaching out to South Korea, China, and the United States is, in this view, suggestive of 
these internal economic troubles in additio.h to th·e nuclear security issues. 

The troubles are both short-term-the collapse in trade with China in just the past few 
m·onths-ai;,d lo~g-te"rm, the slow-TTIQ_ti_on cpllaps_e of t~.e comm·u_nis_t co_untry's "cori1man_d11 

economy. And much more than in the past, the problems relate to the regime's unusual 

and dangerous m.onetary system, money: being a no_imal issue for most governments 
but a relatively new one for this still parti~lly rationed, or planned, oriented system. The 
leadership.may have little choice but to let the domestic economy move further from the 

I 
plan-allowing decentralized market and private activities more sway-than ever before. 

This would help cushion the central govJrnment from losses due to the sanctions and 
open the door to a much more prosperouJ future. Without maj6r m·oves in this direction, 

infiation and unemployment may cascad~ into social crisis. It should be noted, that the 
recent Assembly Meetings, which annuJ11y focus on th·e econ6my, gave little official 
indication of policy changes, only a sense bf digging in further to protect the regime from 

o·utsid.e fore.es. But just a week later, Kini ~ay have telegraphed an upcoming sea change 
when, in his address.to the Party Central.Committee plenum, that he is instituting a new 

Party Line; socialist e'c.o.nomi.c constructionl as the total focus of the Party and the country. 
Major changes, if they are to occur, will likely come after the upcoming important summits 

'111ith South Korea and the U.S.'. · I ·. . 
There is little doubt that the e'conomy in 2018 is in very po·or condition, delivering one of the 
worst productivity rates~productivity in tkrms of labor and of capital-In the. world, but it 

is important t~ recognize tti:at this is due n
1
6t to natural ciri:u·mstanceS hut to decisions the 
I . - . . . - -

government has made over the years, and trade-offs it has already made. This suggests that 
. . ' 

astute government p61icy c·an create solutions and restore growth. Remedies of the sort . . . . . . . . I . . . . . -
expressed here, for example in liquidating, that is selling or leasing state assets to private 
buyers, raising fixed prices for state delivered electricity and for water and other utilities, - . . . . . I . . . . . . . -. . . . 
and giving large pay raises to the millions of state workers who now rely on rations, while 
culling their numbers, would require diffic~·lt econ6mic and social trade-'offs; one might say • • • I • • • - • • • • • 

there is no free lunch for Kim and his regi,me although no doubt they are looking for one, 
even in these su·mmits. The ch.apter discusses just what kinds of decisions might be made 

. - - . - I . - . . . . . 

and the likely consequences. Negotiations' being set with South Korea and with the United 

States, an·d likely more dimissions with China, may weigh heavily in how far Pyongyang 

will be willing to go in these respects. In my view the regime will be looking for: outright 

aid,. payments for pushing back the nuclear weapons program, and premature relief from 

sanctions, which would only give the regime ti.me to avoid the har.d choiC:es neede.d to 

permanently fix the broken economic system. 
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. KfY Players 
Rather than taking the perspective of the single leader, Kim Jong-un, we treat economic 

issues as being dealt with by his cabihet and the g·overnment's many ministries, since the . . ' . . . .. . . . 

level of technicality is high a_nd no o~e person could ever hope to make all the decisions 

even at a high level. Kim likely has a vdto over ariy decision, even if he delegates the running I •. 

of much of the government. By himself, he cannot change the nature of th_e problems facing 

his cabinet nor can he dictate the rJsults, unless, that is, he suddenly agrees to end his 

nuclear weapons program. But even
I 

in that event, and removal of sanctions, problems 
• I 

would be severe, and reforms needed. 

Key individu·ats in the d1binet and assbciated agencies a·re assesse~ t_o be: . . . . I . . . . . . 
• Pak Pong-ju, Premier of the DPRK Cabinet 

I 
• Roh Tu-chol, Vice Premier and Chairman of Plann_ing Commission 
• Kim Chon-gyun, President of thJ Central (Chosun) Bank, · 

I 
.• Kwak Pong-ki, (just retired) KW, Finance Chairman and Direct.or 

Planning and Finance . 

• ~hairman of the p·rice setting co'.mmissi_oli 
• Chairman of the state budget cdmmission 

• C_hairtilan of each of the m·ajOr i~dustry division·s. . . . I . . . 
Of these, Pak and Roh are likely the most important. Both are survivors of purges, and 

Pak was close to both Kim's aunt, Kiin Kyong-hui, and her late husband,Jang Song-thaek, 
I 

who was executed by the regime iri 2013. Over the years he has been associated with 

the dangerously deficient electric p6wer sector and. the light industry and textiles sector 

currently under UN and Chinese en\bargo. Roh has b·een his deputy in former positions 

and is now i°n charge of the a.11-impdrtant planni~g commission. Th~ two were implicated 
I 

in failed attempts to change the price system a decade ago, which sonie would argue were . . . . . . . I . . . . . 

an effort at reform, but nevertheless have survived. Their experience and indispensable 

knowledge of North Koreari industry: may position them to give wise guidance to Kim Jong

un who, doubtlessly, can make or break any attempt to reform the country.' 

Issues Confro~ting the Cabinet in 2018 
. I 

Not since the famine of the mid-1990s has North Korea faced a more challenging econ6mic 

environment. For the populace, thel~ituation i~ not nearly so dire as it was in tha\ period, 
I . 

but for the regime it is more complicated and involves much more political and financial I • . . . . . 

risk. In the past, poor decisions meart people would starve and industries would close, but 
the regime, secure behind its comm·and, or slave-like, economy, could hold fast. Now, p6or . . t • . . • 

decisions could bring the weakened socialist system to collapse with unknown consequences 

for the incipient market ecO:nomy. G_ood decisions, in contrast, cou_ld niove the ecO:nomy 

well on the path to economic revitalization and reform. Positioned thus between progress 

and failure, Kim and his_ lieutenants must be facing very high tensions. 
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O.f critical impo_rta_nce, economi_c autho~ities must, at all costs, prevent: 

• A collapse of its currency, the won, le_ading to hyp·erinfiation a:nd popular unrest. 

. • A cutoff in Chines:e c'rude oil deliveri.es that w'ould strangle transp.ortation 

and the military. · · I . 
•Abad harvest that would lead to the need for grain imports which the 

country cannot afford. I 

They must work rapidly to defang UN and especially Chinese trade sanctions that are now . . . . I . . . . . . . . 

aimed at crippling the general economy, not just raising the costs of the nuclear weapons 

progra.m. And they mu:s_t cor:,~n·ue to give at/lea·s~ lip servi_c_e to Kim's "byongjin" m·antra, the 
creation of a powerful and prosperous country. 

As for the disastrous foreign trade situatioJ exports in the early months of 2018 to China,· 
' by now North Korea's most significant trade partner (Figure 1), fell 85 percent from 2017 

lev~ls and imports began what looks to be.a
1 
similar slide, down 30 percent in February from 

February 2017 (Figure 2). 3 j . 

I 
Figure 1: North Korea: Top Ten Trade Partners, 2016 

I 
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Textiles, one of the country's fastest growing industries ,n recent years, ,s experiencing a . . . .. . ·1. ·. . . 
total collapse in external demand (see Figure 3). Coal and iron ore mining have also lost 

their large oyerseas mar~et_s, a:s h,;is fishing'. E~en more surprising, im·p_orts of vita_l prod.ucts, 
such as all petroleum products, grain, all electrical and non-electrical ·machinery, and 

v.ehicles, have fallen to near zero. Imports of consumer goo·ds are dciwn sharply as well. 

Except for petroleum products, ·North Korean imports are generally not sanctioned; so, the 

falls indica.te a combination of even tougher action by China than required or a loss of hard 

c.urrency by North Korean importers. 

I 
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Figur~ 2: <;_h!na-N9rth K9rea Trad~_· Jar:i ~012-Feb_2018 
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As discussed in some depth, below, falls of this magnitude cannot help .but cause large 
reactions Within the dom·estic economy anjd create jarring dectsions fo"r the gove(nment, 

. - - I . . . - . 

for example on how to re-employ hundreds of thousands of textiles workers and miners. 

Ironically, to relieve growing pressures on ttie state's "command economy" decisions made . . t . 

by the cabinet may lead to much more liberalization, freeing large elements from the 

planned system. Wi_thout such a release, ~.nd a big move toward econom_i_c reform, the 

government may face finandat crisis unlikejany ever seen in ·North Korea. Ironically, North 
Korea's nuclear program, and the accompanying sanctions now applied strongly even by 

China and ~ussia, may thus be.showing the;way for the ultimate end of the re~ime's severe 

socialist system, and the advance of economic reforms that may save the country but not 

the regime. There is no .doubt the regime J.,ill try to avoid that choice, probably hoping to 
• I 

garner aid from China, South Korea, and the United States in return for some slowing of 
I . 

th·e nuclear drive. Such aid, in the author's 
1
view, could forestall economic reform for some 

years but.is unlikely to do more than patch the growing crevice in the failing state system. 

K_ey ec_oromic decision_ areas fo"r the regime!can be l;osely differentiat_ed by macroeconomic 
and microeconomic topics.' On a day-to-day basis, the gaps, that is critical shortages, likely 

dominate the decision-n'1aking. process, an
1
d may leave no time or energy for tackling the - . . . . . . ! . . . . . . . . 

state's fund mental macroeconomic confusion. 

S 
u I . C f .. 

ort1ng out 1•1acro,econom1c on us1on 
. I 

Money and exchange rate management 
I 

Oddly enough, money management is likJly a rather new concern for the cabinet, but it 

sure_ly has comet~ the forefront. The Kim !government h_as do"ne a remarkabl_e job gaining 

control over infiation, which was in doubl~ or even triple digits during much of Kim Jong

il's administration, and stabilizing the un6fficial exchange rate. The problem is· that this 

stabilization has been achieved by allowin~ foreign currencies, mainly US dollars and RMB, 

to enter the economy and be uSed on an fqual or even preferential. basis as the won. It is 
• I 

a complex and da·ngerous development----:-in effett, the foreign currencies serve as:savin·gs 
I , , • 

vehiclesfor a population that has never had a way to save for the future. And higher savings, 
• • I 

all other things being equal, reduce consumption and thus tamp down infiation. Instead of 

hoarding rice, a~d pushing up its price, p~ople can hoard dollars, relatively confide~! they 
can use them to buy rice if necessary. The trick for the government is to give the population 

confidence that it can easily exchange theJdomestic won for the hard currency. Otherwise, 

at the slightest worry, people will massive,ly dump won and.destabilize mar_ketplaces. This 

happened several times in the 2000s but; by keeping the markets open, the Kim Jong-un 

regime has helped the wo_n/dollar rate _to stabilize: It has also vastly expanded the use of 

money in place of government promised, but often not delivered, rations. 

This policy carries obvious dangers, and very few cou:nfri_es allow foreign currency to be 

used to the extent that North Korea now does. A stampede easily can develop, in which 

everyone rushes to change won to dollars, creating a spiralizing effect that devalues the 

won _an:d pu:shes hyperinfiation. In this enviro_nmen\, 1h·e cabi_net m-ust_give very high priority 

to protecting the won, even in the face of rapidly increasing trade deficits brought on by 

sanctions. Its choice, up to now, appears to have been to peg the won to the dollar at 8,000 
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I 

(Figure 4).5 This is relatively painless .l long as the public has confidence the.government ' . 
can support that rate with reserve doll_ars and RM_B. But any deviance from that rate could 

signal trouble and immediately cause~ run on the currency. Decisions by the central bank 

gcivern·or, Kim Chon-gyun, will be critic~!. The government, together with the bank, must: · 

a. Make every effort to increase hLd currency inflows to offset sanctions related· 
I • • - • • 

stoppages. This could include higher risk sales efforts abroad, as can be seen in 

ship-to-ship transfers and all ki~ds of smuggling. In a wo'rst-case environment, it I . . . . . . • 

may mean making weapons deals with rich buyers whom it normally would shun, 

given the risk of detectioh. f · · 

b. Im.port substitute where possible. This will be difficult since the country has long . . . . . I . . . . . . . . . 

emphasized self-reliance and, except for some. modern consumer products, imports 
. I • , 

only what it rieeds. Decreasing;imports also have an inflationary impact and 
. - . . I 

weaken already poor productivity. 

c. Restrain issuance of won creditl_ An extremely tight monetaiy policy is needed to 

counterbalance the likely outfl6w of dollars. But this will make funding government 
' operations, running state enterprises, an·d investment spending of all kirids difficult. . I . .. . .. . . . 

d. Sell won denominated bonds (the Foreign Trad_e Bank already sells some dollar 

bonds) and allow interest r~teJ t~ rise to high levels to encourage won holdings, 

all an unmistakable bciw to caJitalism. . . . . . . . I 

e. Develop contingencies in case bf a run on the won. A likely option would be to . . I 

close markets and prohibit foreign currency trading whe'rever possible, as ·occurred 

in December2009. But with bbth dollars and won in everyone's pockets, this could 

prove impossible to arrange, 1Jading to another disaster, with people in the stre·ets. 

I 
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Budget Management 

The Worker's Party and the legislature mekt in April to ·rubber stamp the governm·ent's 

annual budget. Many speeches are given bLt little information or data are provided. This 
I 

year was no different and speeches gave no hints at any change in policies, despite the I . . . 
obvious crisis that has developed in the external sector. Kim Jong-un chose not to attend, 

perhaps sugge:sting poli.cy is in flux, li.kely gi~en the u.ncertain but impo.rta.nt resul\s of th.e 

coming diplomacy.' Behind the door solutions, all of which require important trade-offs, 

could incl.ude the foll_o"'ing: .· I . .· · . 
a. Raise taxes and fees to try to create a state surplus. The state has long boasted that 

it does not tax; so, this will be unweltomed by the population, many of whom will 
I . . 

not be.able to pay any tax. Fees, mo(eove_r, drive a big wedge between t_hose on 

fixed and low state incomes and those who earn much more in the market places.' 

b. Reduce state spending to the bone, including for the military. Cut more state 
. ' 

e·nterprises out of the system, forcinii them to fend for themselves, induding illicit 

trading. Allow more military units to/engage in money making activities. Consider 

i,:ausing the un.ive.rsal draft, allo"'ing,young m.en to directly engage in private 

production of goods and services: I . . . . . 
c. Forcing loss-leading state.enterprises to go off budget and off plan, or, as 

Pyongyang puts it, use the independ~nt accounting system. The capital is still 

owned by the state but profits from its use, and the use of their extremely poorly 
. . I . . . . . 

paid work forces, can accrue to the managers. On their own, such factories often 

become more produc.tive, buying an~ selling products in the marke.ts and e·ngaging 

in foreign trade. But ma~y no doubt.1
1
would fail, leaving the.ir employees with no 

a_ssets and n.o income_. I . · 
d. Sell important s.tate assets (the state, in effect, owns the whole country), and allow · 

' state enterprises to sell or privatize theirs, to pull in money. This will be the most 

attractive option to many, and is alr~ady being done on the margins, but also has 
I 

unmistakable connotations.of beginning Chinese style, or capitalistic, reforms. A 

party fight could begin over this se~sitive issue; how Kim and senior officials, such 

as Pak Pong-ki and Roh Tu-chol, lin/up will be critical. · 

Constructing the Economic Plan 

Despite all the talk of markets, North Korea .still has a planned economy and the planning 

commission mu.st try to allocat_e g·oods, se1vices, and l_abpr among s_tate ent_~rpri~e~ and the 

government. Millions of workers, pechaps,half the country, rely on this system as does the 

entire public for essential products and sdrvices, including m·u'ch of the food sup.ply, fuels; 
- . I - -

electricity, heavy, and some light industry, mining, general infrastructure, social services 

and, education, and of course the huge mi:litaiy. 

Kim's New Year's address laid out the gqvemment's economic priorities. in very gen·eral 

terms, but the planners must do the more difficult work of specifically allocating resources 

among competing needs.• Machin.ery factories, for example, are not supposed to purchase 

their inputs from suppliers using a market price mechanism but instead are aflocated 

irip.uts based on the plan, and they do n.otsell but simply allocate their final products to 

other factories. This is an incredibly comp_licated process, and it has, large.Iv, broken do·wn, 
. I 
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with _enterprises dealing with each other almost on a barter .basis. Bllt for many iliputs, 

for instance, electricity and steel, and for all their labor, they still depend on the planned 

allocations. 

Given the sanctions related drop in Lparts, this year the plan will have to scramble to 
I 

reallocat_e inputs a·nd outplltS, and oiie can imiigine a highly contenticius proc·ess. Kim's 
address hints ai this problem, saying! local fir~s n.eeds to fix their ow~ prob·l~ms.9 If, for 

example, hundreds of thousands of tJxtile workers are suddenly not producing for export; • - . • - I • 

what are they supposed to be doing? In these circumstances, cabinet-level interference 

between industries is likely to aosorb 'much cif the government's energy." . i 
Market Liberalization ! 

I 

The Kim regime has survived, and in some ways prospered, by allowing continuous growth 

in market activity often at the expeAse of state enterprises and. state control. Decisions • • - . . J . • . ' . • 

will have to be made on how far they want this to go. At this point, price regulated 
I 

consumer goods markets are quite prevalent. Hundreds of large government-sponsored 

marketplaces exist with rules set, an~ prices capped, for ~ost consumer products. Policy 

issues surrounding these marketplaces, however, are huge. They include: 

• The market regulations, fees, .Ind price caps naturally create illegal trad_e activ_ity 

outside the market places that!currently do not appear to be policed. 

• The government still provides last. services, such as education and health care, 

bu_t markets are developing to! th_ese and many other services and are much more 

difficult for the state to regulate. Pay for state service workers is abysmal. 

• Labor markets are undevelopJd, with most citizens having both state sponsored 

and private occupations. Pyon~yang increasingly must deal wiih these inherent 

contradictions. State set waget for example, probably average arciund 4,000 won I - • - -- .• • 

per month, sustainable only with access to government provided. rations of food, 

housing, an·d essential se"rvic:et ln the ma·rket econo"niy, Wages, mbre like contrad · r . . . . . . . . . 
earnings, may average a hundred times more than that, still a small income but 

enciugh to survive independerit of the state. Tensions between the two wage . . I . . . . - . • 

systems, however, must be huge and growing. In the past, when such large gaps 

appeared between private and sta_te workers, the sta_te raised its sa_laries to matc_h 
I . 

the market. In current circumstances, this would crush the state budget and lead 

to hyperinflation. · 1 . . · 

• Capital m_arkets are developin_g spontaneously given the use of money throughout 

the system but are highly inefficient, small scale, and dangerously open to 

speculatio·n and pan_ic. The roie of th_e incomp_etent banking system, needs to be 

examined and bolstered but this would require acceptance of capitalist practices, 

such as very high nominal intkrest rates. 

• Real property markets are ille_gal, since all capital and land in theory is owned by 

the state or the coll_ectives, but it is cl.ear more and more housing and some other 

property is being traded privately, for large sums of US dollars. How far Pyongyang 

intends to let this go is not known. Currently it is sparking a boom in construction 

activity, not just in Pyon·gyang b_ut also in other cities, but the wea_k legal basis for 

property rights must lead to rising tensions. 
I 
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Patching Gaps, Microeconomic Policy 
The emerging market economy i_s filling s_ome_gaP.S left by th_e broken plan:ning mechanism, 

but the command economy still plays the dominant role in many industries, and shortages 

are thlls com·monplace. Unl_ike a market mechanisrii, where a sho_rta'ge raiSes the price 
thus lowering demand and raising productioh, there is ~o automatic closer in the planned 

system. B_ureau_crats must interven_e and niake needed on-the-spot allocations. Filling 

these gaps thus likely absorbs much of the c~binet's time and effort, even requiring Kim's 

intel'l(ention for important-products. Kim apbears to do less of this than did his father or 

grandfather, the latter being the supreme j'fixer" but these still often will require high 

level attention. Premier Pak may be the most important such player as he has worked 
' .these issues for decades. Exports, in this pl~nned system, are designed to earn the hard 

currency needed to fill gaps with imported products, as necessary .. Sanction-killing exports 

are thus now creating a huge burden on th~ planned apparatu:s, as access to imports has 

all but disappeared. 

Food Supply 

North Korea's food supply appears barely adequate at present, despite a somewhat poor 

harv.est last fall and a complete fall-off ~f cJreal imports. With the seasonal lean seasons 

(May and July) approaching, the government is likely concerned with protecting food stocks 

and making sure prices do not begin to soar,lwhile encouraging farmers to do their work to 

ensure a go"od harvest in the fall. So far, prices have been well behaved with no signs of an 
incipient famine (Figure 5). This could changk quickly,. however, with poor weather, and the 

government needs to put in place contin·gericy plans for importing large amounts of grain. 

Grain reserves are likely very low, even for th~ military. There are no ;anctions on agriculture 

and whe_ther iriternationa_l aid organ_izations
1
, public and private, will respond as they have 

• • I • 

in the past to signs of famine, is not known. One might expect China to offer several tens of 

thousands of grain as a gift for Kim's recent ~isit to Beijing, but needs would more likely be . 

in the hundreds of thousands to several mili'ion tons if circumstances deteriorate. 

I 
______ ___ Figu·re 5: Ric'e, Ccirn Pric"e, Py£rig'y}ng,·2015-201i __ - _ - _ 
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Important decisions needed by the government include how far to let private farming 

interfere with tlie much larger sf_ate farms and coll_ectives. Kim announced a pilot program 

soon after he came to power to allow somewhat smaller work ·teams on the collectives 

that could enhance productivity and ultim:ately lead to private farming, but it is not clear -- • - . • . r • . .. . . 

how far this effort has gone. _A major liberalization program would dissolve the collectives, 

as o·ccurred in Deng's China, and genJrate a liuge boost in productivity, but.no evidence of • - • I - , - - • 

such a far-reaching decision is available. 

Usual allotments of fuel and fertilizerlalso must be planned-particularly difficult this year 

since China has cut off shipments of petroleum p"roducts (see b·elow). Fertilizer production . I . . . . . . 
has largely been moved from petroleum feedstock.to coal, however, so the farms are a little 

I 

less exp"osed than in the past. Daily NK rep"orts new efforts by the Party to push c"ollectives 

to use oxen to replace tractors, amid human fertilizer cbllection campaigns, suggestions of 
I 

tro:uble on North Korean farms and, 1/kely, among the cadre who are not exe"riipt from th_e 

collection program. I 

Petroleum I 
Other than money, the largest he_adache for the c_abinet is likely energy, pet_roleum and 

I 

electricity. No petroleum resources 
1
have been found, and virtually all its consumption 

is thus provided by China, mo"stly through a decades-long aid agreement th.at provides 
. - • • - I - -- - . • - - . . 

600,000 tons (4.4 million bbl.) of crude oil a year. In addition, about 300,000 tons of refined 

petrole"um prod_ucts ea.ch yea_r are imbo"rted at market prices, and m.ost of these also.come 

from China. But the latter have been:sanctioned by the UNSC and, since November, China 

has supplied no diesel, ker~sene, or ~asoline fuels (Figure 6). Even more worrisome, crude 

oil deliveries are officially capped by 
1
the UNSC atthe 150,000 tons per quarter rate, amid 

hints that these also could be.halted should North Korea continue to test. 

I 
Figure 6: China Exports Petroleum Products to N. Korea 
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Even with the crude supply unhindered, so far, the elimin_ation of refined produd imports.is 

cutting significantly into the country's overall supply. Gasoline and diesel prices in officially 

sanctioned fuel stations have jumped andlare much higher tha:n world pri_ce_s. Pet.rnleum 

products always have been scarce; so they•are used only when really needed, especially in 
. I 

transp·ortation fuels, as a starter fuel for anthracite tiurning, portable electricity generation, 
I - - • - - • • 

and by the military, and any'reduction thus hits hard. Especially problematic is the.rising use 

of petrole.u,11 by faxis, private ca.rs, and s~all generators used to provide needed back-up 
electricity for large apartment buildings and institutions, such as hospitals. The government 

must decide how much of the reduced supply goes directly to consumers in this way or 

. to industry and the military. Daily NK clai,:ns this process is highly corrupt.ed, and private 
' ' buyers of refined products can make larg~ profits, selling them to consumers desperate 

· forthe fuels. 
I 

• Analysts normally assume the militar~ gets the first claim on petroleum supplies but-, 

o·n the margin, this might not be the iase, and in any case a decline in supply means . . . . . I 

ever tougher trade-offs, decided at top levels of the government. In the face of U,S. 

r:r:,jlita_ry threats, Yfe can assu_n,e the North Korea_n air: force is demanding more jet 
. ' 

fuel for training-_fiights, but the agricu,lture ministry will be equally demanding for 

fuel needed to mo_ve aheadwith spring planting . 

• Gasoline.prices nearly tripled in Pyonkyang soon after Trump and Xi met in Fl_orida, 

early last summer, and as Chinese ne\vspapers suggested, oil supplies might be on 
' the chopping block (Figure 6). Prices later fell after it'became clear the crude oil . . - - I . . - . -

supply was affected but is still about SO percent higher than it was a year earlier. This 
. I 

is a rare exampl_e of an external event dramatically impacting an,important price in 

North Korea. Cert~inly, it caught the ~ttention of the North Korean leadership, but 
I 

not by enough to cancel an ICBM test." 

Electricity 

Pak Pong-ju's grim-faced visit to the Pukchang thermal power plant last November,serves 

as a rem.inder that if there is one indultry that serves as a parable of North Korea's 

economic decline since about 1984, when
1 
the nuclear weapons program began in earnest, 

it is el_ectric power. At that point, 1:he in
1
dust_ry w_as very strong, and power supply was· 

• • • T 

abundant compared with overall economic output. The relatively new and giant Pukchang 
I 

p_lant produced 1,600 MW, the equivalent of two large nuclear power stations, supplying 

Pyongyang and its industry with vast amounts of cheap power. Industry, railroads, and even 

ag·ricul_tl.Jre wer'e electfi_city intensive, drclY"!ing on huge in_vestmen_ts in hydroel_ectricity in th_e 
Japanese period and in the 1950s and 19,60s in ·thermal coal fired expansion, culminati.ng 

with t_he Sovi_et supplied Pukchang. Likely envious of So_uth Korea's rapidly expanding 

nuclear power capacity, Kim II-sung then pointed the industry in the direction of nuclear 

plants which to this day have likely abso;bed almost all of the power sector's investment 

resources, all with no return to the economy. Four shells of l_arge nudear power pla_nts litter 

the North Korean landscape, direct casualties of the country's nuclear weapons program. 

Even to.day, a tiny pilot scale light water reactor (25 MW) is being prepared for start-up at 

the Yongbyon research center, many years late and of dubious utility to an economy now 

desperately short of power." 
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Unreliable su·pply, espe·cially to PYong'y'i:lng c_ity and to several 1a·rge consuming in_dustries, is 

now fraught with danger for.the regime) especially ifthere were a better public undersianding 
of why the situ·ation h·as deteriorated ~o badly. Capacity h·as not significantly expanded in . . . . I . . . . . . . . .. . : . 

thirty years, and output has declined due to ever older and less efficient equipment. Almost 
half of capacity is in hydroelectric po.lier, which is seasonal and depends on rainfall, and . . : . . . . I . . . . .. .· 
the other half depends on locally mined anthracite coal. Ironically, sanctions that limit coal 

exports might be a short-term boon fo\ the power sector, but the loss of foreign earnings to 
the mines must be devasting. Most of the industry remains firmly in the command economy ' . 
system, with very low, almost meaningless, electricity prices set by the plan and.equally low 
prices set for coal. Wages in-th~ powe/ industry and in coal mining a·lso are very low. · 

Interestingly, even in an industry where scale is important, and monopoly forces always 

present, North K6re·an residents hav~ reacted to the plan's failure by importing large . . . . . . I . . . . 

numbers of small solar panels from China, setting them up and selling power on the street 
for cell phone charging, and they are uJing small generators to provide power for apartment 
use, buying ·diesel fuel at high prices bn th; market. This is probably not an efficient ~se 

of either capital or energy but illustr1tes the complexity of the dual economy system
electricity is free at the wall plug, but Js~ally not available, and is available from the private 

vendor, but at a high cost. I . . . . . . 
Pak is probably trying to figure out a way to get the daily train of coal cars into the power . - r . • - . -. . 

. plant, but he could, and should, be thinking of reorganizing the whole industry. An easy 

solutio.n, it w.ould seem, wo.uld be tp ch.arge a reasonabl.e fee for power use, say t.he 
equivalent of five cents a kilowatt hour. Any consumer would easily pay that amount, much . ' 
less than the cost of the solar panels, and the money would flow through the system, 
allowing n·ew investments and proper/pay for miners, and iess of ;n- lncentive to export the 

I 
coal. And this is what North Korea charges the few over the river buyers in China. But it is 

I 
not so simple. By pricing electricity so cheaply for so long, the plann·ed econ·omy has built an 
industrial sector dependent upon andiexceedingly wasteful of power. Market.pricing would 

be devasting for much of the planned economy and, while it would easily resolve power • • , I • • • , • - • • 

shortages, could be the final straw to break the planned economy system. 

Interestingly, Daily N;· reports that I Pyongyang is o_rd_ering new electricity meters for 
apartments in Pyongyang, suggesting there will be a charge for power usage. (Currently 
a Small fee is re·quired for eaCh electhcity u"sing,appliance, encaura·ging_all such items fo . . - 1 ' . . . . . 

be turned on whenever power is available.) This could be evidence of new thinking in 
' Pyongyang that could begin to change th.e country." . I 

Wages, the market for labor 

Consistent with the dual nature of the economy, but inconsistent with any semblance 

of efficiency or fairne.ss, Nort_h Korea has two very differe·nt systems of remuneration 

for workers. The state system still exists, and ·all state workers, the bureaucracy, state 

enterprise·s, and the military are p:aid according to a ration wage system. The money P.art of 

these wages-3,000 to 5,000 won per month-is inconsequential, buying one kilogram of 

rice a month in the marketplace, but the rations arid perks provided by the state employers 

mean everyth.ing. And t.he.se rations and perks have l.i~.le or nothing to do with prod.uctivity 
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or risk taking and everything to do with loyalty to the party and the state. A key foature of 
the system is that since the money wage is worth so little, workers have no ability to save 

and invest for the future, even for the next m·onth, a:nd are thus completely in the arm·s of 
the state. It is little more than a slave system devised by the likes of Lenin and sialin. 

I 
The o_ther system is an unregulated private market system in which income is determined 
strictly by supply and demand, and by risks

1 
one is willing to accept in buying and selling: 

Some efforts apparently have been made tci regulate this.system as well, such as allowing 
I 

some export earning firms to pay 30,000 won per worker per month, and some wholly 
owned foreign firms to pay 300,000 won pe/ month-still only.$40 at the market exchange 

rate-according to a pilot plan proposed by Kim in. th·e first year of his administration. . . . . . I . . . . 
Workers in this part of the economy, however, receive no rations or benefits and must pay 

I 

fees for everything, includ_ing bribes should they need to travel to Pyongyang. But they have 

much better access to the markets and to se/vices offered throughout the economy than do 
state employees, such as taxi rides, medical 

1
care, and cell phones. 

Neither system of wages is optimal, and moli people or families en·gage in both, wi_th state 

workers working side jobs and most womeh engaged in market activities to earn money. 
I 

And the ability to arbitrage across the systems i_s gre_at, for examp_le paying large su:,11s to 
a policeman to allow a prohibited activity, l~ading to persistent and growing corruption of 
the police state. I 

The cabinet must recognize this system .J inefficient and ultimately unsustainable, but 

refcir.m, creating a single market for labor, iNould be extremely difficult. A start would be 
I 

to raise state wages to close to market levels, but this could not be afforded without huge 
budgetincreases and likely.spiraling inflatioA, or by layoffs of literaily millions of people. But 

doing _nothing simply continues the erosion of the burea_ucratic state, and wit_h the erosion 
ominous overtones for regime stability. 

Conc,:lusion 
In this difficult e_c_onomic environme·rit, t~e re·gime Will b·e ~:>:ressing hafd to man·euver 
foreign powers to remove or reduce sancticins, and to provide aid that offsets. some of the 
negative results. The latter, a drive for aid,! will be particularly evident if the food su·pply 
turns negative-this spring and summer. At this point, economic decisionmakers, and likely 

• I 

Kim Jong-un himself, do not know how sucfessful they might be wit_h diplomacy and thus 
must prepare for a continuation of sanction~ that bite ever harder. And more astute.leaders, 
probably including Kim Jong-un himself, must know sanctions reli_ef wo_uld be only a 

· temporary solution. The economy was in deep trouble.long before sanctions restricted the 
country's foreign trade, and trade and inve~tment with the U.S., in µ·articul_ar, is restricted 

·much more by trade policy-North Korea ;being considered a non-market.economy and 

thus_ the recipient of autO:matic, very high, tariffs-tha_ri by sanctions. This knowledge; 

which must be very apparent to experienc~d officials such as Premier Pak Pong-ju, in some 

ways diminishes the efficacy of sanctions; the regime knows their removal, though badly 

needed, would be a sh·ort~ived pan·ace:a, whereas loss of th_e n_udear weapons b_arga_ining 

tool might be permanent. Sanctions, moreover, provide the regime excuses for poor 

ecoryomic performance. 
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In this co"ntext, astute decision makers iri Pyongyang Will try to offset some of the bite 

of the sanctions and gain leverage toward longer term reforms if that is their desire, by 

picking up th·e pace of already started, but tentative and faltering, liberalizing.reforms. In .. . . . r . . . . . . . . . . . 
a dollarizing economy, the regime needs money, both its own won and foreign exchange, 
to push back on the ·loss of foreign kxchange earnings abroad and the erosion of state . . . I . . 
earnings at home. An example of a way to do that would be much faster liquidation of state 

I • 

pro·p_erty, selling o.r leasing factories, land and residences, to private agents to gain funds 
. I 

to combat dollarization and protect the won. This can already be seen somewhat in the 
·building boom underway in Pyongyahg and other cities, which we presume is driven by 
state-owned enterprises selling or leasing land and buildings to private interests. Another 

move would be to set electricity and 6th er utility prices at much higher levels, as hinted at 
by reports of new metering requirerrie.nts in Pyongyang apartments. This would energize 
the moribund power stations and impfove efficiency of coal and power use but would likely 

. I 

require exemptions for large state enterprises whose technology and capital stock depend . . . I . . . . . 
on cheap power. More far reaching would be moves to .raise the salaries and wages of the 

millions of state emp_loyees t_o closejt.o the wage le·vels provided in the private markets 
and reduce rations. Raising funds for such raises would be difficult if the regime is·to avoid 

I • 

massive inflation but could include shifting many workers to private work, accomplished by 
• • - I • - -- • 

giving them rights to the capital they now work with. Again, some of this already occurs. . I 
But with all the hope for positive reforms, the opposite,. de-liberalizing tact is possible as 
the regime faces inten~e political an~ economic trade-offs and must worry about slowly I • - • - - - • . - • • 

diminishing state resources and loss of state and party control. Conservatives will emphasize 
I 

self-r"eliani:e, a·rid-thus im-port substitution, in reaction to the UN and Chinese Sanctions, . . . . . I . . . . . . 

measures that would isolate and even further lower productivity of the system. Evidence 

for such a move rnuld include sever11 speeches Kim has given in recent years lamenting 
the large amount of Chinese. consufner goods in Korean markets and emphasis in the 
April Assembly meetings on self-relia

1
nce." We suspect that non-resolution of the nuclear 

weapons issue would virtuafly guarahtee attempted, but probably n·ot successful, moves 
I 

in this backwards direction. One might argue, in fact, that the nuclear weapons program is I . . 
itself aimed at isolation, and thus protection, of the command econ·omy system. 

In sum, the author thinks highly proJctive measures are needed by the regime to prevent 
• . I 

catastrophic unemployment and inflation condition·s that will be bro·ught on by continued • .• • • • • - - - I • - • • •• • • • • 

sanctions, and that these are being considered by the economic leadership, but it is not 
at all clear that the party leadership \,viii be tolerant of such radical m_oves. The o·nly thing 

that is certain is that. the system is inlimportant flux and decisions made over the next few 
m·onths, not just in Pyongyang but in Beijing, Seoul, and Washington, will be very important . . . . I . . . . . . . 

in determining the fate of North Korea's long experiment with socialism. 
! 
I 
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As the focus shifted from North Korea's military advances in 2017 to its diplom·atic offen·sive . I . . . • . • 

in 2018, we should not lose sight of the strategic thinking behind gaining the maximum 

time to develop the capacity io extend its 
1
military threat. At present North Korea rieeds . . .. - I . _. .. 

time to perfect its nuclear strike capability. It has been very successful in developing missile 

capabiliti_es, but it needs a_ddition_al time 
1
to achieve its goals. Starting with high-level 

North-South talks on March 5, 2018, the DPRK has just gained what it needs most: time. 

When.ever th.e first talks begin with the U~ited States and the DPRK, there should be no 

surprise if the DPRK comes with an improvkd capability to threaten the alliance. Thus, ior 

an extended period in 2018, as diplomacy 1proceeds, we should expect a subdued North 

Korean approach: not fl.aunting its nucleartl'weapons and missiles, while striving to boost 
capabilities for the struggle ahead. 

. ' ' . In the seven years since Kim Jong-u·n officially inherited the leadership of the DPRK, his .• ' . 1· . . • . . . 

stated policy has. been byungjin ('1a~. uiili); the pursuit of both economic and military 
. . I 

development. In conjunction with purges and efforts to eliminate rivals, byungjin may, in . . . . I . . . ·: . 
part, derive from Kim's efforts at the outset of his tenure to consolidate political power. 

Through it, Kim displayed moderate econ6mic flexibility, thereby gaining favor with the 

North Korean people through facilitating an' improvement in living standards. It is tempting 

to see byungjin as a sign of the regime's :weakness, .or as an indication of moderation, 

either of which would prompt the eventual collapse of the Kim regim·e. Correspondingly, 
I - ·: - . 

one might see it as a reflection of Kim's immaturity, inexperience, and lack of political 
I . 

and strategi_c acum_en. Th·ese viewpoints re.fleet mirror imagin·g more than a sophisticated 

understanding of North Korea. Byungjin may be more of a political device and a strategic 

comm:unications elemen_t of a gra:nd stra_tegy, as oppose_d to the regime's strategy. It may 

be a significant instrument in the regime's :effort to maintain elite cohesion and ,focus the 

energies of the North Korean people toward productive pursuits that likewise add to the 
- - - - I 

regime's legitimacy and st_aying power. It lby no means suggests any diminishing of the 

priority of making advances ln nuclear al'ld missile development in order to pose a more 

serious threat. I . 

Since taking power, Kim's regime has fired close to one hundred missiles of wide variety 
' and range com·pared to thirty-one for his/ather and grandfather combined. He has also 

conducted four nuclear tests, boasting ofl a thermal nuclear capability. During his 2018 
N_ew Year's address, Kim Jong-un proclaimed that the. DPRK had perfected its nuclear and 

intercontinental missile capabilities, suppo
1
rting North Korea's constitutional claim to be a 
I 

nudear_p_ower. Despite an ups_urge in diplomacy after this address, we should keep our eyes 

on its military advances. 

North Korean Military Strategy 1n 2018 
It i_s unlikely that we will s_ee an·ot_her spa\e of nuclear a·nd missile tests in 2_018 ev_en as 

secret development is continuing. Emphasis is probably placed on improving accuracy and 

re-entry capability. There should be rio surprise when North Korea's next ~·uclea_r and missile 

provocations involve an atmospheric test, a thermal nuclear capability, or a 10,000 km plus 

range test with unquestionable re-entry capability. By the time North Korea conducts such a 

demon·stratio_ri, it is cor;:c'eivab_le tha_t it will hav_e acqui_red sufficient numbers to ensure that 

the world, especially the United States, understands it has a viable second-strike capability. 
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Of all the capabilities that North Korea pos_sesses, th·e cyber threat is praba_bly the mos_t 

potent and threatening for 2018. With the difficulties in attribution and often non-kinetic 
. I 

impact, North Korea can seek to retain plau·sible de·niability with respect t_o any pa:rticular 

attack, but its focus on cyber warfare is increasingly ~bvious. Attacks occur on a daily basis 
against g9ve:rn:n:,er:i_t_ age:r:,_cies and prirate _orga~_izations. No_rth Koreans are developing 
increasingly sophisticated cyber techniques and methods that they will use during steady 

state conditions, causing concern abo~t potentially more damaging capabilities they may 
use in the event of war. As North KorJa faces economic sanctions they are more likely to 
utilize cyber theft t~ augment the loss 61 income. 

i 
A little-known are.a for the DPRK is Electronic wa:,fare (EW) capa_bility. Attempts to dis_rupt 
friendly G·Ps signals continue. If succJssful, this would affect friend.ly precision bombing 

capabi_lity. EW as well as cyber caJability could seriously affect alliance abilities to 

conduct operations. The North Koreah People's Army (NKPA) will refrain from deliberate 
provo_cations, but accidental incidents \Nill always be possible. For the time being, the NKPA 

. . I • 

will support the peace effort by being discreet in its activities to improve existing capabilities 
and to develop new abilities. The focJs of improving existing capabilities will probably be 
towards missile .accuracy and re-entr\', a great_er nuclear ~arhe-ad yield, and some of its 
conventional forces. New abilities will be towards Cyber, submarines, electronic warfare, 
and unma-nned drones. 

I 
In 2018, a North Korean version of Information Operations to create seams along the ROK-

U.S. all_ianc_e and to prevent trilateral cciopera_tion amoMg South Korea, Japan, and the United 
- . I . 

States will be a likely goal. The Winter Olympics of 2018 has already created an atmosphere 
. I . 

of hope that could easily develop into strife within South Korea. North Korea's attempt to 
portray itself as the victim a·nd its cohtinuous message that its n·uclear Weapcins are only 

I . 

for defense will defiect a limited military option by the United States or the alliance. North 
Korean cyber units will play a critical[ role by infiltra_ting S_outh Korean so_cial netw·orks to 
create and form public opinion. False news as well as raising enough suspicion to plant 

I 

doubt will be easy against an open society like Sciuth Korea. . . . I . . 

The NKPA also has a role of earnin~ money from various mean_s. How sanctions have 
affected this role is unclear, but they must be making all levels of life within the North· 
Korean military·apparatus difficult: Efforts to minimize the disruptiOn to the military as well 

I . . : 
as to find new means to engage in economic activity will preoccupy the. NKPA. Finally, the 

, . . I 

NKPA will have the duty of maintaining stability within Noith Korea. Although th·e Kim family 
ha·s been successf.ul in contr:olli~g Ndrth Koreans for 72 years, keeping his closest security 
forces loyal must be as hard as anV e

1

lection in the free world. Therefore, maintaining and 
securing loyalty among his closest pe~ple will be a full-ti,;,e job. A critical job for the NKPA 
military will be to keep stability and i:ieace in North Korea. 

Continuities in the NKPA 
The North Korean military's strategic culture derives from Kim II-sung. His view of war 
be.gins with jiJche ( ,:;;;JI), in part a creative applica_ti_on of Ma:,xist-Leninism. The North 

Koreans proclaim the uniqueness of their military philosophy, but in reality, it is based 
on their experience from the Korean War, Marx and Lenin's thinking, and Mao Zedong's 

I 
I 
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revolutionary military theory. The NKPA haJplayed a central role in many aspects of society 
and politics, well beyond the realm of natidnal security. The military drives th~ expre;sion 
of social and political norms. First, the majo

1
rity of men and a significant number of women 

spend the first 10 years of their adult life in the military. The military serves as a ke~ 
. I 

institution in the socialization of North Korean adults. Further, the military occupies the . . I . . - . . . - . 
time and attention of the most restive element in any population-young men. It serves 

as a uni_fying ele:ment in oth·er respects. Fdr example, the military is an object of pride. It 

symbolizes strength and power in a manner/used to justify many sacrifices and deficiencies. 

The North Koreans define their military·as the revolutionary arm of the Chosun Labor Party 
- - I 

(Korean Workers' Party or KWP), which inherited the honorable revolutionary traditi_ons 
of the armed conflict against the Japanes~. This is in accordance with KWP regulations 

I • 
(3-:-t!.ssl!<'s'i'l"i'). Ch. 7, Sect.4. Sect. 47 defines the NKPA as the "a'rmy of the party" and a 
"revolutionary army." These examples shciw the political ·nature of the organization and 

I 

provide a glimpse-as to the indoctrination that is provided to the average soldier. . - - - . . I - . 
As North Korea's communist party, the KWP is the ultimate authority ruling the NKPA. Si rice 

Kim Jo_ng-un is the chairman of the military committee of the KWP, he is the commander- . 
in-chief of the NKPA, effectively, making it his private army. The KWP states in its party 

I . . . 

regulations that its ultimate goal is to construct a communist society on the whole of the 
I . 

Korean_ Peninsula. It goes on to state that t_he North Korean labor party's immediat_e goal is 

"to guarantee the complete victory of soci11ism in the norther~ part of the republic and to 
conduct th·e liberation of the Korea_n peoJle and demo:cratic revo_lution task of the en.tire - - ' . . 

nation." These statements are unequivocal evidence that North Korea's goal is to unify the 
Korean Peninsula on North K_orea's term·s Jnder the leadership of the Kim fam_ily dynasty. 

The ideology of juche completely engulfs/North Korea. This is not due to its principle or 

actual application. Many question whether juche should even be considered an actual 
ideology. Rather, Kim II-sung and Kim Johg-il used it as a political instrument and as a 
means of controlling the government an~ society. Kim Jong-un is no different. Military 

policy is based on juche, which advocate~ independence in ideology, politics, economics, 
- . . . - I . , . . - • 

and defense. In order to enhance its sovereignty and self-reliance, the North maintains the 
I • • 

NKPA as the core of its i_ndigenous reiloluti?_naryforce and wo:,ks t_o rnltivate a s_upport b_as:e 
in South Korea'and obtain international support. 

Juche military ideology is based on a 16dified version Of MarxiSt-LeninislTI. In 1980 - - • I • • • • • • 

juche morphed into the "supreme leade('s juche and revolutionary ideology." What was 

once an ideology comparable to MarxtsrTl-Leninism became an ideology th_at Kim II-sung - . . . . - I - . -. . . - . 
asserted was superior to Soviet or Chin·ese ideology. ln 1964, juche formalized "three 

re_v'olutiO:na"ry are·as· of focUs": 1) e:stabliShing an indigenous re·votuti.orlary force in North 
• • ••• • • I • • 

Korea; 2) cultivating a· support base in South Korea; and 3) obtaining an international 

force supporting the revolution. The first iocus ensures that North Korea provides a strong 

political, economic, and military base for revolution. The _seco_nd se_eks the estabnshm·ent 

of a South Korean society that sympathizes with the North and is supportive of the North 

Kore.an regime and com·m_unism-of a unified Kore:a under the Kim regime. The final focus 
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c_enters on Russia and China, but also includes a ~toader set of lnterriationa_l relatio·nships. 

These traditional' communist countries with friendships with third world nations were to. 

provide international support for North Korean led unification. These efforts would isola_te 
South Korea and prompt the withdrawal of U.S. military forces from Korea; thereby paving 
the way for unification. 

Trad_itional Military Strategy 

Nort_h Korea's "short and decisive st_rategy" (B-7l~'E:iS\~) takes into consideration the 
terrain of the peninsula and the. capabilities of the North Korean milhary, in addition to a 

number of other strategic factors. It ik designed to offset the technological superiority of 
. I 

South Korean forces or the ability of the United States to reinforce the ROK. This strategy 
utilizes the element of surprise and ~ simultaneous offensive in the front as well ·as the 

rear culminating in a catastrophic pariic in South Korea. In this panic, North Koreans hope 
to seize the initiative and conduct a blitzkrieg type operati~n with .armored, mechanized, 
self-propelled units to pe·netrate deeJ into South Korea. The aim is to conquer the Korean . . I . . . . . . . . 

Peninsula.before U.S. reinforcements arrive and mount a counter-attack. 
I 

Uritil the 1970s, the NKPA maintaine~ a superior military in quantity and quality. Special 
emphasis was placed on the ability to strike the front and the rear at the same time. Also, th·e 

• I 

ability to strike deep and quickly and the ability to strike first were priorities. By 1980, North 
Korea had forward deployed 70 percdnt of its forces, mechanized and supported.by spedal 

forces and long-range artillery. All inbications pointed t~ the conclusion that it wanted to 
achieve its military goals within thre·e months. It seems th·e North Koreans realized that . - . r . . . • - - . -

they would be challenged to maintain this superiority and started to look at asymmetric 

capabilities: chemical/biological weJpons arid nuclear capab_ili_ty. By the niid-1990s, the 
North Koreans lost an important all{ the USSR, amid economichardship, responding by 
shifting to riudear weapo:ns'developriient and delivery cap.abilities. . I 
North Korean military strategy can be summarized as three stratagems. First, there is a 

surprise attack centering on blitzkrikg thrusts in the form of a large-scale conventional 
• I 

attack with unconventio_nal special forces striking the rear and bypassing strongholds. An 

inferior force unable to sustain a lo~g conflict would seek to occupy Seoul at the earliest 
po·ssible opporturiity. Seco'nd, is the/a.forementicined short and dedsive attack stratagem, 

a lightning war, where light, fast, and maneuverable units are the main actors supported 
by SCUD missiles, air and ground fi/e power, and high-speed Ian.ding craft as ·well as fire 
support vessels. North Korea possedses the capabilities for this offensive strategy. Finally,-

' the"re is the mixed stratage·m M.t, 1!2-@:)-a mixtu're of Mao Zedong's guerilla warfare and I • - • • - • 

traditional Soviet military strategy. The enemy is attacked from every direction. There is to 
be no front line or rear area. Battlek w_ill be simultaneou_s an_d every"'h.ere. Chaos will do 
the rest. The enemy's main forces will be held at the front lines by the conventional forces, 

vihile critical facilities will be destroyed by i_nfiltrated units, and disgruntled masses in the 

South could revolt. Although not entirely clear, the North-Koreans seem to have held to this 

strategy through the late 1990s. 

' 
I 
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The Evolution of the North Korean Peop:le's Army (NKPA) 
- I 

More than 500,000 Chinese troops remained in North Korea after the Korean War, but it is 

probable that Kim II-sung was always suspicibus of foreign influence. The NKPA numbered 
- I 

about 280,000 in 1953. Kim believed that a strong military was the first priority. By the time ! . ' . . . 

the Chinese troops had withdrawn in 1958 it-was rebuilt. When a military government was 
I 

established in South Korea, with a strong anti-comm·unist agenda, this was another factor . - .. r ·_ . - . - -. 
in investing in the North Korean military. The rift between the PRC and USSR also made 

I 

dear tha_t North Korea CQuld no_t rely on fore_ign allies. Thus,juche became the mainstream 

ideology. The Cuban missile crisis underscorkd the limits of superpower politics. 

The independent execution of military opJations became more attractive as the wmld . . . I . 

situation changed in a direction different from what Kim ii-sung wanted, making unification 

of the Korean Peninsula harder. From the· 1960s, North Korea created a military that was 

offensive and sizable. Defense spending i~ esti_mated ·at 10-30 percent of the national 

budget North Koreans bought TS4/55 tanks, MIG-21s, SA-2s, and W class submarines, far 

outdassing t_he So_uth. The num_ber cif unif¢:rmed troops is estimated to be 480,000 with 

more than 2.5 million in reserve. 

I . 
By 1980, North Korea had about 700,000 men in uniform, nearly doubling in a decade. At 
. . . . I 

the beginning of the 1970s it possessed app1oximately 8,800 pieces of artiUery, by 198_0 ~his 

number had increased to 25,000, threatening the GreaterSeoul Metropolitan Area (GSMA). 
. ' . 

By this time, North Korea had m□-re than 13 p·ercent of its p□-pulation under arms with over I .• • • - •• 

two million more ready in reserve. The NKPA deployed light infantry units able to exploit 

penetration·s m·ade along the front as well ~s long-range units that would infiltrate by sea, . -· . - I .. -

air, and land (tunnel). The Vietnam War influenced the North on the.value of a second front 
• I 

as well as gu_erilla v.,arfare. j . 

Th·e NKPA steadily increased its numbers to:over a million men in u_niform by 1989, a critical 

factor in the failure of the North Korean economy, which with the complete disintegration 
. I 

of the internationaLco"mmUnist orde·r create·d an ec611o1Tlic crisis. All these· sacrifices were . . . i . . . . 

in an effort to secure the ability to defeat the South Korean military and the United States 

without external assista:n_ce. The Gulf Warirnust have b_een an eye opener-a new type of 

war was born:·p~ecisi6n g·uided munitions. /At this time, North Korea Seems to have realized 
this new reality and ac'celerated its nuciJar and missile p'rograrris and started on cyber • •. .• -- I • • . - -

capabilities as well as maintaining its chemical and biological capabilities. 

Kim Jong-ii probably recognized that North Korea was incapable of reunifying the peninsula 

by force through a traditional conventional attack due to factors such as the collapse of 
the Soviet l)nio_n, natu_ra_l disasters, fami_ne, and industrial collapse. However, the regime;s 

ideology, and its basis for ·legitimacy, could not abide an admission that it was militarily 

weaker than the ROK, let alone that.it could.not reunify Korea by force. One of the regime's 

i_mperatives i_s to project strength interna_l_ly to ensure :elite·coh_esion and public compliance. 

The regime embarked on a new military strategy meant to be asymmetric in nature and to 

eriable North Korea to use its military in a variety of ways, including deterrence, coercive 

di~lomacy, and the cond-uct of limited ob/ective attacks. The capabiiities at the foundation 

of this sirategy include. nuclear, biological, chemical weapons, ballistic missiles, cyber

\liarfa're, special operations forces, long-range artillery, and subm.arines. 
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Nuclear 

Kim Jong-ii invested in a nuclear program to weaponize nuclea"r technology that Was . . . I . . : . . . .. . 
. provided with the understanding of peaceful use. North Korea started its nuclear interest 

just one year after the Korean wa:r iA 1_954 by establishing t_he N_udear Defense S_ecti_on 

(t!i'i'-7I'/r-'1-l'i'~)- In 1956, North Korea dispatched thirty nuclear physicists.to a Soviet Union 
I 

resea"rch center. In September of 1959, the Chosen-USSR Atom_ic Agreement was signed, 

and in 1962 a research reactor was built in Yongbyeon. By the mid-1960s, North Korean 

officia_lS sta_rted to p_ublicly mentiory a d_esi_re to become a nu_clear w_eapons sta_te. Kim II-sung 
stated "We will soon have nuclear weapons" In 1967, he told his commanders that "we will 

s_oo~ hav:e nuclear weapons. 1 If the us: uses atomic weapons .we will use them too." 2 

Missiles 

The North Koreans first laid their hands on scu·b B rockets from Egypt in 1976.3 They soon 

improved the SCUD B to the C and D m6del. The SCUD D had a range of seven kilometers and 
. I . 

was referred to as the No Dong (refers to the village of the first sighting) missile. By 2006, the 

NoDong Extended Range (ER) had an[ estimated range of 850 km. Further impro~ements 

have made the No Dong a missile with a range of 1300-1500 km, which easily reaches Japan. 

The KN-02 is a tactical missil~ with a sulpected range of 150 km and;, the least appreciated 

but_ most threatening for tactical unitshhe HwaSong series includes the HS-6 (500 km), HS-- . . . . I . 

12 (4500 km), HS-13 (8000 km), and HS-14 with a range of more than 10,000 km capable of 

reachi_ng the continental United States
1
• The MuSuDan IBM-25) is based on the Soviet SS-N-

6 missile with an estimated 4,000 km /ange, which could·reach Guam. 
I -

North Korean missiles are diverse and mobile. The more than one hundred mobile 
I • 

launchers or Transport_ation Erec_tor Launchers (TEL), provide North Korea_ with an offen·siye 

capability that will be very difficult td completely overcome. ·In 2017 alone, North Korea 

· tested more th.an fifteen mis·siles. Althdugh it h·as declared that it has the capability to strike • • • • I • • 

the continental United States, it is still unlikely that North Korea has the accuracy or the 

re-en.try capability for an intercontine~tal strike. Despite this, there should be no question 

that its SCUDs and short-range tactical missiles have chemical and possibly biological 
I . 

capability that can threaten .not only K_oreans and Japanese populations but also the many 
interrl~tional citizens in these countrieS. · 

Finally, North Korea is developing a submarine-launched missile capability. The K-N-li is a 

submarine-launched missile with an ~stimated range of 1200 km. AlthoUgh Ncirth Korea 

. seems to lack a credible number of missile launch.submarines, it is no doubt a formidable 

threat on an inte"rnation.al scale. 

Cybe_r 

Kim Jong-un started 2018 proclaiming that North Korea had perfected its nuclear capability. 

By accepting the invitation to the 201_8 Pyeongchang Winter Olympics, he has presented 

himself as a peacemaker with many people forgetting why we are in this crisis. He agreed.to 

a co·m_binEid N_orth-South team and se"nt a:n art group a"nd cheerleaders to Korea as well as 

his trusted sister to represent him at the games. He then offered a North-South summit and 
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received a Korean delegation on March 5, 2018. The North Korean military has been quiet. 
. ' . 

Another form of offensive is on the way, and it is expected that the North Korean military 
I -· . . 

will support this new strategy _of "peace." I 
I 

Military StrJtegy in 2018 
I 

The North Korean basic strategy of ju_che will not change i_n 2018. The goal for th_e N_orth 

Korean· military will not change: the uniftdtion of the Korean Peninsula. Militarily, the 

First Strike with No Notice Strategy, Short/ !Decisive Atta7k Strategy and Mixed Strategy 

(HH:/, lfc:-@;) will remain but with lesser priority. An estimate of what the priorities might be 

for each No_rth Kore.an niili_tary service follm,vk. 

Gi'o11rid Forces 

The NKPA has been maintaining its large land forces and in fact increased the term of 
' service and drafts women to maintain it_s mill,ion-man level of troops. Al_th_ciugh large-scale 

training maneuvers are limited due to a shortage of fuel, rigorous education/indoctrination 
' of troops continues. Absolut_e obedien:ce and
1 
loyal_ty to K_im Jong-un is the prime message 

of the brainwashing. A large part of the military engages in physical labor, and corruption is 

widespread, but. still mutual surveillance an·d ~olitical officers who are at the top of the food 

chain make mutiny unlikeiy. Shortages in basibs such as food suggest that training must be 

limi_ted and very rudim_entary. The long years\in the military have merits of their own. The 

aver~ge North Korean enters service at the age of seventeen and serves for t,a_n t_o thirteen 

years. Large-scale exercises are probably d;'fficult, but the North Koreans concentrate 

their limited resources on the Special Units, light Infantry, a_nd Snipe°r Uni.ts. Traini_ng and 

equipment are probably dedicated to these Jnits. Military parades show that these units 

have modern body armor, night vision goggl,;J, secondary weapons, etc. · 
. _· I -

Along the Demilitarized Zone (DMZ), provocations will be unlikely. Most efforts will go to 
. I 

preventing N_orth Korean so_ldiers and civilians from defecting across the DMZ. These efforts 

will include increased patrols, more land miries, arid increased che~k points. Developin·g 

and improving artillery capability will continu~ but discreetly .. North Korean air defense is a 
I 

subject that is not often discussed but the KN-06 is a gc°od example of irivestirig in the area. • . I . . 

ls:i all North ~orean para_des, t;me-can observ~ an array of man portable air defense systems 

(Manpads) on all vehicles. Training for reserJe units will probably continue, but little is 
i . 

· expected since limited res_ources prohibit North Korea from any serious maneuver activity. I - . -
I 

Maritime and Air Forces 

North Korea has been improving its shipborne missile capa_bility, and it seems that they 

· will use this lull to improve arid com-plete the c°n-going projects_. l_t wo_ul_d be no surprise 

if the North Koreans unveil a new or improved.submarine capable of baliistic missile 

la_unch capability. A_nother area is Anti:Ship'Ballistic Missile (ASBM) capability. ASBMs are 

a serious. threat to surface combatants, especi~lly if they have nuclear capability. Since th_e 

North Koreans believe that causing mass casualties of Americans will deter further U.S. 

involvement on the Kore.an Penins_ula, an atte:mp_t to sink a u_.s. carrier has always been 

a go~L ASBMs are the best chance to achieve this goal, and North Korea will continue to 

develop this capability. 
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I 
. . . . I - . 
The North Korean Air Force (NKAF) boasts a large fleet of aircraft. Due to lack of fuel and 

I • . • • 

spare parts, it relies on primitive flight simulations for training. There is no question as to 

the ~utcome in the air if there should! be a conflict, but the large nu_mbers of antiquated 

aircraft suggest suicide types of missions being planned. They would cause the expenditure 
of valuable surface to air assets and coLld result in considerable damag·e. . ·. I . . .. . 

Conclusion 
The intent of the DPRK has been clear: 1) to create a fait accompli for DPRK nuclear • -- - - - - I ~ 

weapons; 2) to create seams in the ROK-U.S. alliance by p·ortraying the United States as I . . . . . 
the aggressor;.and 3) to gain time in the hope to improve its nuclear and missile capability. 

Only time will tell if Kim Jong-un's diplo/,,atic outreac_h in 2018 represents a b_reak from this 
longstanding strategy. 

Endnotes 
I 1 o[,I~, e.fl".f£ Jl;'l,!j!f ~;r;l[~;i;[, (Seoul: Samyongsha, 1991). 

'Ibid. 

'Joseph S. Bermudez Jr., "A History of Ballistic Missile Development in the DPRK," CNS . ... I . . 
Occasional Paper No. 2, Center tor Non,Proliferation Studies, The Monterey Institute, I . 
1_999, https ://wv;w. rion pro I iferation .org/wp-content/ uploads/2016/09/op2.pdf. 
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Rethinking economic engagement with North Korea 

I 2018-08-26 :.17:40 

By Troy Stangarone 

Can North Korea set aside its nuclear ambitions for e~o.nomic prosperity? Is 
North Korea.willing to engage in the types of economic. reforms that could . . I 
transform its ec·onomy? 

These are the questions that wiH ulti111ately cleterm_i_ne if Pyongyang's current 
dial0gue with South Korea and ttie United States is successful, but the question 
fo•r,South Korea is on what terms will it be wiHing to elcoriomical_ly engage 
North Korea? 

- I 

With a pote'ritial window for resolving the North Koreln nuclear issue, it is. 
natural that there is growing interest in South Korea fdr econ:om_ic engagement 
with North Korea. · I 

In his Liheration Day address, President Moon Jae-in laid out a vision of a - . - - - • . . I 

,· 

Korean Peninsula at peace, where North a_nd South K0reans h_ave i_n:crease·d 
opportunities to e,,:perience prosperity, arid economic dooperation could grow to 
170 trillion won ($152 billion) in three decades. It is ar\ ambitious vision .. 

A future with the potential for the people of North Ko.la to e,,:perience the type of prosperity tnat those in the 
S0uth have experienced would be a significant shift in North.Korea's economic history, but achieving that vision 
will require understanding the limitations of prior econrm_ic e_ngagemen_t w_ith North Korea. . . 

A vi~ion ?feconoriikengagement_withNorth_Korea isimport~nt for drivi11g th~ process forward, but~us~ as . 
crilc1al will be the terms under which economic engagement with North Korea 1s conducted. Merely p1ckmg up 
where prior efforts,at·economic engagement left off wo~ld i'imit the benefits for the North Korean p· eople. . r· . . . . 
Whether connecting South Korea's rail lines to North Korea or the eventual resumption of the Gaeseong 

- •• I • ;·· •• 

Jndustria_l Complefa:, South Korean firms will need to employ North Korean workers and contract with North 
Ko'rean firms. · I 

' When economic engagement restarts, it should be base9 on market principles and help to rei_nforce the t_ransition 
to a market economy rather than_ reinforc:e t_he parts of the North Korean state that may have an interest in 
limiting the growth ofa market economy. 

Thinking about the future of the Gaeseong Industrial Complex is a good place to start. Before the complex was 
shuttered by the Park adm_in_istrat_ion, nearly 55,000 North Kore·ans worked in the complex according to the 
Ministry of Unification. However, South Korean firms had limited choices in whom they hired, the workers 
weren't pai_d directly, an<l th.ere were restrictions oh the use of internet and cell phones in the complex. 

When the time ccimes to reopen the complex or start new projects, the old model for economic engagement with 
North Korea needsto be reformed. · 

Workers and firms should have t_he ability to n_egotiate freely, but 111cist importantly the workers .should be paid 
directly rather than indirectly by the North Korean state. This is something North Korea has alre_ady agreed to, 

https:/~.ko~eatirT)es.co.lC:rlwvM/common/printpreview.asp?categoryCode=197&newsldx=:254332 
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but has not allowed to be enforced in the pasi. 

According to the Code of the Act and Regulations for the Gaeseong Industrial Zone, '·Each enterprise shall pay 
labor remuneration in cash. directly to each of its emBloyees.'' so it i.s not a qui:stion ofri:aching a new 
agreement with North Korea. but ensuring that regulations are followed. 

I 
Beyond .how t.he workers are pai.d and hired, Gaeseo11k and either economic projects in North Korea should 
reinforce.the markets that have continued to grow under Kim Jongsun, · 

While some raw materials and foodstuffs for the opeJtions in Gaeseong were previously pu.rch.<!sed in the 
North, integrating the complex into the North Korean '.economy rather than maintaining it as a separate island 
could help to further spur economic activity in North Korea. This can .be accom·pJi.shed by allowing fi.rms to 
purchase ne.ede:d materials from o.ther prodilce·rs iii thd North, but also to sell their goods in the wider North 
Korean economy. I 
Improving labor standards and opening up the market in North Korea wiH also be critica.1 for a):tract.i,ng 
international investment in the future. Wheii the Park Jdmiiiistration tried to internationalize Gaeseong, only one 
foreign firm, the German manufacturer Groz-Beckert, 'set up shop and did so to service th.e South Korean firm.s 
in Gaeseong rather thari to utiiize North Korean labor. 

With.out an imprcivemerit in lab.or rights and the direct payment of workers, reputable foreign firms will be 
reluctant to invest in North Korea and risk,\famaging t~eir reputations i.nterna,tionally. At t.h.e sa)lle t.i.111e, the . 
experience of Orascom and Chinese firms in North Korea are reminders of the challenges of investing in North 
Korea without reform. I . 
Successful economic engagement with North Korea wi," be abou.t more than joint t:con.om,ic projects, it wBI a.lso 
be ab.o.ut how those projects are conducted and the changes that they produce in North Korea. I . 

. I . . 
Troy Siangarone (ls@keia.org) is lhe senior director ~ff congressional affairs.a.n.d lrade at th.e Korea Ec.on.omic 
Institute. 
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